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FOREWORD

The Library of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics has had
a constant demand for the agricultural statistics of foreign countries.
In order to supply a guide to these statistics the library undertook
to index the sources of official foreign' statistics. After several
years' work it was decided to publish a guide for one country at a
time rather than for a group of countries as had "been planned.

At about this time Dr. J. D. Black of Harvard University had
"become interested in a somewhat similar project. In 1929 at the sug-
gestion of Dr. Edward M. East of the Bussey Institution of Harvard
University, the Bureau of International Research of Harvard University
and Hadcliffe College made a grant -to Dr. 31ach to enable him to con-
duct a comparative study of the statistics of agriculture, population
and food supply of different countries. The aim of the stud;- was to

promote a more effective use of the statistics now available, and to

lay the foundation for methods of collecting future statistics that
would lend themselves "better to international comparisons. A plan
for combining the two undertakings and publishing the results in the
Agricultural Economics Bibliography series of the library of the
Bureau of Agricultural Economics was approved by the two agencies.
Switzerland was chosen as the first country because of the excellence

g of its statistics and because Dr. Fr&pz Bachman of Switzerland was at

o) Harvard University ready to help with the part of the work to be done

g by the Bureau of International Research ^f that University.

FART I

p
In Part I which was comoilcd by Mrs. A. M. Eanr.ay of the

Library, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, the oiYicial publications
of Switzerland containing agricultural statistics Which are in the
library of the Department of Agriculture and in the Library of Congress
have been listed and their contents noted. Entries have been made
according to the form used in the library of the U. 3. Department of

Agriculture, except for publications found only in the Library of

Congress. In such cases the Library of Congress form was used. In
eases where the Library of Congress form differs from that of the

U. S. Department of Agriculture the Library of Congress form was also
indicated. This difference is due primarily to the fact that the
Library of Congress catalogues the publications of the Statistical
Bureau, for example, directly under the Bureau, while the Library of
the Department of Agriculture catalogues them under the Ministry to

which the Bureau is attached. Cross references have been used to

minimize amy difficulty resulting therefrom.

Following the practice in the two libraries a date followed by
a dash indicates that from that date the library has been receiving
the publication and was still continuing to receive it at the time the
file was examined.

Ill



The call numbers used in the two libraries have been given
in the loft-hand, margin. They arc preceded by the initials U. 3.D.A.
for the United States Department of Agriculture, and L.C. for the
Libr?.ry of Congress.

The Pwapport sur le Commerce et 1' Industrie de la Suisse has
beer, included though it is a secondary source. The statistics it

contains are for the most part "based on official figures.

Statistics of the separate cantons have not "been included in
Fart I, except when they were found in publications of the Confederation.

PART II

In Part II the official agricultural statistics of Switzerland
have "been compared with those of the United States. The principal
method of testing comparability lias be on to tabulate the statistics
of Switzerland and the United States in parallel columns and to work
out va,rious significant ratios from then, such as that "between popu-
lation and agricultural land. These have been used as a "basis for
estimating the possible effects of differences in methods of collect-
ing and analyzing the statistics, and for suggesting possible methods
of reducing the existing data to a comparable "basis and of collecting
future statistics that will "be comparable. In similar studies of other
countries it is planned to make comparisons with the statistics of the

United States, Switzerland and still other countries. In each case,
the results will he rela-tod to the methods employed "by the country in

collecting the data for the 1930 World Census of Agriculture.

Part II also contains a supplementary "bibliography at the "be-

ginning of each section giving references to official sources of general
population statistics; references to important secondary sources of

information, statistical or otherwise; and references to discussions
of methods of collecting and analyzing statistics

.

This first study has required a great deal of preliminary work
that will not need to he repeated for other countries.

In developing the procedure of Part II, the two authors have
had the- assistance of the members of the group of agricultural economists
at Harvard University, more particularly of Mr. Henry L Richards,
Dr. Murray R. Benedict and Miss Martha Spps. Ivumerous revisions were
made in the report after it was reviewed critically by Dr. Andre Eorel
and Dr. Oskar Howait of the Secretariat des Pays.an s Suisses, which is

the official agency that collects a large part of the agricultural
statistics of Switzerland.

IV
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A C-UIDE TO OFFICIAL STATISTICS Oil AGRICULTURE
POPULATION AND FOQpl^PhY

PAST I. - AN ANNOTATED LIST OP OPPICIAL PUBLICATIONS

Compiled "by A. M. Hannay
Under the Direction of Mary C-. Lacy, Librarian

Bureau of Agricultural Economics

Annuaire agricole de la Suisse, annee 1- , 1900- , Berne,
1900-

1. Annee (1900) - 14. annee de I! edition alleman&e.
( Landw i r t s cb. af 1 1 i che s Jahr"buch de r S enwe i z .

)

1900-1914, publie par le Depart enent Federal de

I 'Agriculture

.

191,3-1919, publie par le Departement Suisse de

I I
±3c onomi e Pub 1 i que •

1920- , publie par le Departement Federal de

1 1

Mjc on om i e Pub 1 i que •

At head of title, 1900-1914; Annexe au "Bulletin du
Depart ement Federal de 1

' Agriculture 1
' ; 19 1C- 1919: Annexe

au Bulletin de 1' Office Veterinaire et de la Division de

l l Agriculture du Departement Suisse de
|;

J j^conomie Pub li que;
1920- ; Annexe au Bulletin de 1 ! Office Ve'terinaire et

de la Division de 1 1 Agriculture du. Departement Federal de

l 1 32c.onomie Publi que

.

U.S.D.A. has 1900- (lacks, 1912, no. 3 - 1913 { no.l;

1926, no. 4-5; 1930, no. 3).

L.C. has 1901-

'Gontains original and scientific articles on various
phases of agriculture and livestock raising.

Annual report; of the S" riss Federation of Syndicates
for Raising Hed Spotted Cattle.

Annual statistics of working expenses (cost of production,
current expenses for upkeep of household, wages, seed,

fertiliser, taxes, etc.) and of gross and net returns of

fams of various sizes. Movement of prices and index
numbers. In 1921 and following years the statistics are
published in extended form and in 2 parts. Vol. for 1921
contains figures for 1913/19 and 1919/20 (Mar. 1, 1918 -

.Feb. 29, 1920). It contains also a specially detailed
account of the influence 'of the methods of utilization of
the soil and of the type of enterprise on trie results
obtained which forms "a veritable history of [Swiss] agri-
Culture during the war period." These statistics are also
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issued in separate f'om. For detailed analysis, See under
Union Suisse des Pay sans. r.ecnerches Relatives a la Rent-
a":ilite de 1

» Agriculture

.

Federal subventions to agriculture.
Vol. for 1915 contains an extract from a study by

Dr. A. Schmid in which total subsidies to agriculture for
years 1335, 1901, 1910, 1914 are giver, and a summary of the
author's study of their distribution and of his conclusions
frith regard to their influence on the development of agri-
culture. For complete article see Landwirtschaftliches
Jahrbuch der Schweiz (jahrg. 30, Hft. 3, 1316).

Statistics of milk end milk products.
Vol* for 1913 contains a study of milk production and

utilization covering the years 1911 to 1918, with provisional
figures for 1318.

Annual statistics of production (cow's milk, goat's milk);

consumption (total, per capita); transformation into by-

products, 1911-131?; provisional figures, 1918.

Production of cheese; quantity available for consumption
(total, per capita); excess of export over import; production
of butter; quantity available for consumption; excess of

import ever export; production, export of condensed milk,

1311-1917; preliminary figures for 1918.
la.bles are given for each canton and for Switzerland as

a whole, covering 1917, and showing the population, the

number of cows, the daily average consumption of milk per
capita, the total daily consumption and for each month the

daily- production per cow, the tota.l daily production, and
the quantity of milk used for livestock raising.

Annual report of milk statistics, issued by the Swiss
Llilk Commission, 1922-date (vol. for 1323- date)

Numbers of cows, g-eats; annual production of milk per
cow, per goat; total production of milk, 1916-

Average monthly temperature and rainfall, 1922-

Condition of fodder in meadows and pastures, 1920-
Importation of fodder, by varieties, 1920-
Average prices of hay and oil cakes, 1920/21-
Monthly deliveries of milk to factories or distributing

centers, 1924- (vol. for 1926- )

Utilization of milk: annual production; milk used for
feeding stock; in household of producer; for sale to con-
sumers; for production of butter, cheese, condensed milk,
etc.; Production of cheese; butter; condensed milk, 192C-

Consumotion of milk in cities, total, daily ~ier capita,
1921-

Froduction, import, export, consumption of cheese, butter,
1920-

Import and export of milk and milk products (quantity,
value), fresh milk, condensed and sterilized milk, fresh
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outter, cream, melted "butter, soft and hard cheeses; export
of powdered milk, chocolate, 1920-

Prices: A. Milk:
1. For consumption, per 100 kg., by cantons. Summer, 1920;

winter, 1920/21; summer, 1921; Nov./Jan/, 1921/22; Feb. /Mar.,

1922; April, 1922; May/July, 1922; Aug./Oct., 1922; Kov./Dec,
1922 (Vol. for 1923); Nov. /Jan., 1921/22; Feb. /Mar., 1922;

Apr., 1922; May/july, 1922; Augl/Oct., 1922; Nov. /Dec, 1922;
Jan. /Apr., 1923; Uay/Oct., 1923; Nov. /Apr., 1923/24 (Vol. for

1924); May/july, 1922; Aug./Oct., 1922; Nov. /Dec, 1922; Jan./
Apr., 1923; May /Oct., 1923; Nov. /Apr., 1923/24; May/july,
1924; Aug. /Oct., 1924; Nov. /Apr., 1924/25 (Vol. for 1925);
various combinations of months - date

2. For cheese production, as above, summer, 1920-date.
3. For butter production, as above, summer, 1920-date.

Quarterly retail prices of milk, 1920- . Monthly retail
prices of milk in 8 large cities; average retail price in
33 cities, 1923- (Vol. for 1924- )

B. Cheese:
Prices paid t'o producer, winter cheese, 1921/22- ;

summer cheese, 1922- ; average monthly retail price in 33

localities, 1921- ; retail price in various markets.
(Dec, Mar., June, Sept.) 1921- ; fixed export price,
1926- (Vol. for 1928- )

C. Sutter:
Wholesale and retail prices, 1921- ; monthly, 1923-

(Vol. for 1924- ); monthly prices quoted on various
markets, 1922-

Comparat ive retail prices in principal" Swiss cities,
bread, beef, lard, milk, butter, cheese, potatoes, 1915-

(Vol. for 1926- )

.

U.S.D.A. Landwirt schaf tli cne s „i aiirbuch der Schweiz. jahrg. 1- ,1887- ,

17 Bern, 1887-
L23 For French edition see Annuaire Agricole de la Suisse,

1900-

L.C Jahrg. 1-28, 1887-1914, hrsg. vom Schweizeri schen
S7 Landw i r t s chaf t sdepext ement

.

•L46 Jahrg. 29-33, 1915-1919, hrsg. vom Schweizeri schen
Volks,Tirt schaf ts depart ement

.

Jahrg. 34- , 1920- , hrsg. vom Sidgenbssischen
V o Ikswi r t s chaf t s depar t ement

.

At head of title, 1900-1914: Beilage zu den "Mitteilungen
des schweizeri schen Landwirt schafts-Departements" ; 1915-1919:

Beilage zu den "Mitteilungen des Veterinafamtes und der

Abteilumg fur Landwi rt schaf t des schweizeri schen Volks-
wirt schaf ts departement s" ; 1920- : Beilage zu den
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"Kitteilungen des Veterinaramtes und der Abteilung flir

Land-irtschaf t dss Fidgenossischen Volkswirt schafts-
departements

V. 20, hft. 11 contains .index to Vols. 1887-1906.

U.S.D.A. has 1387- (lacks v. 24, hft. 7)

L.C has 1887-1902; 1910-1911.
Contains original and scientific articles additional to

or coinciding with those in the French edition.

Annual report of .the Swiss Federation of Syndicates for

Raising Red Spotted Cattle.
Annual farm management statistics. Also published in

separate form. For detailed analysis, see under Union Suisse
des Paysans. Recherche s Relatives a la Rentabilite de

1 1 Agriculture

.

Federal subventions to agriculture. Article by Dr. A.
Schmid in v. 30, no. 3, 1916. Total subsidies given for

1385, 1901, 1910, 1914.
Statistics of milk and milk products. Figures covering

1911-1917 in vol. for 1918; annual statistics, 1922-

(Vol. for 1923- ), For detailed analysis, see under
Annual re Agricple de la Suisse.

L.C Schweizerisches handelsamt sblatt . Feuille officiele Suisse
EF223 du commerce, Foglio ufficiale svizzero di commercio

.

•A4 Statistics are mostly in the supplements which are

catalogued separately.

L.C Switzerland. Arbeit samt • Sozialstati stische mitteilungen

.

HC395 Ersg. vom eidgen'dssischen arbeitsamt. l
:

.-5. jahrg. 1923-
•A45 1927... Informations de statistique. sociale

,
publiees par

I 1 Office federal du travail. 1.-5. annee, 1923-1927.
Bern, 1923-1927.

Irregularly issued, 1923-1924. Monthly, 1925-1927.
Year begins with February, 1925-1927.

German and French. ITo. 12 of 5th year not published.
United in January, 1928, with Wirtscliaftsberichte des . ..

Schweizerischen Han de Isamt sblatt es to form YTirt schaftliche
und Sosialstatistische Hitteilungen, and with Rapports
25conomiqp.es de la Feuille Officielle Suisse du Commerce
to form Rapports lilconomiques et Statistiques Sociales . ( See p. 36)

1923. hft. 1. Eaushaltungs-reclinungen schweizerischer
familien aus dem jahre 1920. Comptes de menage de families
suisses pour 1920.

German. Title-page and table of contents in German and
French.

ITumbers of families and individuals according to

occupation and income; income of various family members;
expenditure by categories (i.e. food, clothing, rent, etc.),
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in Zurich, Bale, Berne, terms of more than 10,000 in-

hab i t ant s , other r egi on s

.

Expenditure for separate items of food, drink, tobacco;

consumption of articles of food, by families, occupation,
income, in Zurich, Bale, Berne, to^ns of more than 10,000
inhabitants, other regions.

1923* Hft« 2. - Eaushaltungs-rechnungen schweizerischer
familien aus dem jahre 1921, verglichen mit solchen aus den

jahren 1912, 1919 und 1920. 1923, Livr. 2. - Budgets de

families tenus en Suisse durant l'annee 1921, compares
avec des budgets tenus en 1912, 1919 et 1920.

Two separate publications, in German and in French.
The statistics cover the same items for 1921 as those

in the previous number for 1920. A general comparison is

made with corresponding findings for 1919.

Feb. -Dec., 1925. - Average monthly prices (comparative
figures for r>receding month and for corresponding month
of preceding year) of beef, veal, Lmt ton, pork, lard, fat,

horse meat, milk, bread, eggs, potatoes, butter, cheese,
rice, corn flour, oat meal, oat flakes, sugar, honey, cocoa,
chocolate, coffee, tea, beans, peas, lentils, dried apples,
pears and p Iron's, peanut oil, apples,, pears, wood.

Konthly index numbers of prices of groups of necessary
com.odities

, according to occupations (milk products; eggs;

fats and oils; meat and meat products; bread and grain pro-
ducts; sugar and honey; potatoes and legumes; coffee; tea;

cocoa; chocolate.
monthly retail prices (comparative figures for preceding

month and for corresponding month of preceding yea.r) of

beef, pork, veal, lard, fat, butter, cheese, milk, bread,
white flour, sugar, potatoes, eggs in 33 communes (Feb.,

1925 - Nov., 1927); 34 communes (Dec, 1927).
Ilonthly index numbers of cost of living.

L.C. Switzerland. Bureau des bauwesens.
HA1601 Bev8Ikerung und arealverhaltnisse der Schweiz.
•A3 Zusammenstellung des eidgenossischen Bureau des bauwesens von

jahr IS 77 nach nachstehend bezeichneten que11en. Papulation
et rapports de la superficie du territoire Suisse. Tableau
du Bureau federal des travaux publics de l'annee 1877 d' apres
les sources indiquees d' autre part.

Population by cantons on December 1, 1870.

Area of productive land (woods, vineyards; fields, gardens,
meadows, pasture land, etc.;) and of non-productive land
(lakes, rivers, etc.)

L.C. Switzerland. Departement des innern. Frgebnisse der volkszahlung
HA1608 vol 1. dezember 1830 im leant on Bern. Hrsg. von der Direction
•B4A5 des innern. Recensement de la population du ler decembre
1830 1380... Born, Buchdr. G. Llichel

,* 13S1 . lOOp.
German and French.
Census of the -population of Berne, December 1, 1880.
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L.C. Switzerland. Depart ement des innern-
EA1608 Eauptergebnisse der volkszahlung vom 1. dezember 1870
•B4A6 im Kanton Bern. Hit einein erlauternden vorworte. Hrsg.

von der Direktion des innern. Bern, Gedruckt bei A- Fischer,
1871. 57 p.

Stati sties of population of Canton of Berne on Deceniber

1, 1870.

L.C Switzerland. Departement des innern. hat eriaux pour la statistique
HA1593 de la Confederation Suisse "Berne, 1854-58] 2v. Issued in
•A3 five -carts.

Published also in German with title: Beitrage zur

Statistik der Schweizerischen Eidgenossenschaf t

.

T H "h a o • f 9 f + R

[t.2l. Tableaux de la population et autre-s concernant
la statistique de la Suisse, dresses par'le Departement
federal de l 1 interieur- 2. partie, Berne, 1854.

Contains some of the results of the census of the

population taken in March, 1850. Tables are given showing
the numbers of Swiss living in the United States in March,

1850, and also the numbers of emigrants zo the United States
from July 1, 1651 to June 30, 1853.

[t.5]. Statistische ubersichten uber den boden der

Schweiz, seine "behaminesart en -and haupterzeugnisse,
zusajmmengestellt vom eidgen'dssischen Departement des innern.
5. teil, Bern, 1855.

Statistics of area, population, households, land owners,

by cantons, according to the most recent land survey in

each; area of arable land, pasture, meadows, vineyards,
forests, and unproductive land (streams, roads, etc.).

hesults of a federal inquiry made in 1842-43-, by cantons:
production, import, export, consumption of grain; production
of potatoes and "fruit; area in vines; production, yield,
import, consumption (total and ner capita) of wine; area in
forests; production, yield, import (quantity, value), export

(quantity, value) of timber.
Statistics of import and export (quantity), 1853 and

average for 1552-54: grain, rice, barley, flour, noodles,
butter, beer, chestnuts, chicory, brandy and alcohol, cheese,
fresh fruit, dried fruit, hops, oils, wool, flax, hemp and
oo-t, honey, eggs, hides, toba.cco leaves, wine, wood and
timber

•

Highest and lowest half-yearly nrices in new S~iss fra.ncs

at 4 main markets 1845-1855.
Grain prices in Aarga.u in old Swiss francs at Martinmas,

1838-1851: spelt, oats, wheat, rye, barley, beans, neas.

Average ™raih nrices in Lausanne in new francs, 1842- -

1854, wheat, rye, mas 1 in.
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plumbers of horses, .cattle, "by cantons, 1842-43.

Numbers of cattle (cattle for breeding, oxen, cows, calves)
by cantons, (dates vary with cantons)

Numbers of sheep, goats, hogs, by cantons.
Numbers of milk cows, production of cheese and butter

(total and per cow), export of cheese and butter.
Statistics of import and export of livestock (asses,

horses and foals, horned cattle, calves, sheep and lambs,

goats and kids, hogs) 1853; average for 1852-54.
Numbers of livestock slaughtered, by the State and

privately, i n Zurich,. 1842, 1843, 1852, 1855, oxen, cows,

calves, hogs, sheep, goats.
Numbers of livestock slaughtered in Freiburg, 1836, 1837,

1851, 1852, oxen, cows, calves, hogs, sheep, goats.
Statistics of meat consumption in 3asel (aver. 1833-38,

1849, 1850); Aargau (Report of Apr. 1, 1852); Thurgau (Report

of Aug. 19, 1854); Lausanne (1848, 1850, 1851); Geneva (aver.

1838-42, 1849, 1851)
Price of meat in

.
21 cantons or towns during "half of the

winter month" (in this case probably January), beef, veal,

mutton

.

t.5 Tableaux statistiques du commerce de la Suisse avec
1 ! etfanger et surtout avec les etats voisins, (L 1 Union
Douaniere, l'Autriche, La Sardaigne et la France) avant et

apres la centralisation des peages federaux, par le Departe-
ment Federal de l'Interieur. Berne, 1858.

Annual statistics of import, by products, 1840-1849; '

import, export, and transit, 1852-1856.
Trade between Switzerland and Baden, Wurttemberg, Bavaria,

and the Customs Union, 1840; tra.de between Switzerland and
the Customs Union, 1851 (quantity, value).

Trade between Switzerland and Austria, 1844, 1855; be-
tween Switzerland and Sardinia, 1854, 1855; between Switzer-
land and France, 1842, 1852.

Switzerland. Departement des innern. See also Switzerland.
Eidenossisches departement des innern, and Switzerland.
Stati sti sches bureau.

U.S.D.A. Switzerland. Departement Suisse de l'economie publi que. Das

262 Wirt schaftsjahr 1929. Bern, 1930.

Ec7 (Sonderheft nr. 9 der Wirt schaf tlichen und sozial-

statistischen mit teilungen, hrsg. vom eidgen. Volkswirt-

schaf ts depart ement . Contains Wirt schaftszahlen bis I/iarz

1930.

Annual statistics of milk production, 1920-1929. Figures

for 1929 are preliminary.
Numbers of cattle and numbers of cattle, calves, and

hogs slaughtered, 1920-1929.
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Production of- grain, potatoes', fruit, wine, 1920-1929.
Monthly wholesale index numbers (animal food products)
1927-1929.

Wholesale' prices of milk, -cheese, cattle, hogs, 1920-1929.
Prices paid by the Grain Administration for wheat, rye,

spelt, 1920-1929; maslin, 1921-1929.

Wholesale prices of potatoes, pears (for cider), apples
(for cider), 1920-1929.

Retail prices of table apples, 1920-1929.

Average prices of wine per hi., 1920-1929.
Gross return from the production of grain, potatoes, fruit,

and wine, cattle raising, milk and dairy products, hog raising,
poultry raising, 1920/21, yearly 1922-1929. Figures for 1929
are preliminary.

Export statistics (quantity), hard cheese, condensed milk,
fruit, 'cattle (numbers), 1920-1929.

Import statistics (quantity), butter, fodder, fertilizer,
1920-1929.

Grain delivered to the Grain Administration (quantity),
1920-1929. Figures for 1929 are preliminary.

Charts show the index of wholesale prices in Switzerland
from 1926 to 1929 of animal food products, vegetable food
products, food products for industrial use, textiles,
fodder, fertilizer.

U.S.D.A. Switzerland. Depart ernent Suisse de l'economie publique. Commission
284.39 d' etude des prix. Publication 1- Berne, 1927-
Sw6 1. La marge des prix dans le commerce du lait en Suisse*

[1927]
For analysis of contents, see Switzerland. Volkswirt-

schafts departement . Rapports economiques de la feuille
officielle Suisse du commerce. 1926-1927. .

-(LC-H03.95.A47)

See also Switzerland. Preisbildungskommission.

Switzerland. Departement Suisse de l'economie publique.
See also Switzerland. Eidgenossisch.es volkswirtschafts-

departement, and Union Suisse des paysans*-

U.S.D.A. Switzerland. Sidgenossischas departement des innern. Statistisches
262 bureau. Eidgenossische volksz'ahlung vom 1. Dezember, 1920.
St2Sl Kantonsweise ergepni sse . . . Krsg. vom Eidg. statistischen
1320 bureau. Bern [1925-24], 14 v.

Eeft 4 ("Jri, Schwyz, Unterwalden, Glams, and Zug)

L.C wanting in U.S.D.A.
KA1592 Numbers 5, 12, 13, and 14 published- only in French; no. 11
1920 only in Italian.

L.C entry: Switzerland. Statistisches bureau.
Census of the population in 1920 by cantons. Workers in

the open air include men and women engaged in agriculture;
cattle and horse raising; viticulture; small livestock and
poultry raising; beekeeping; horticulture, and forestry.
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U.S.D.A-. • Switzerland. Eidgenossisches departement des innern. Statist isches

262 bureau- G-raphisch-statistischer Atlas der Schweiz. Hrsg.

St2G-. von Statistisclien "bureau des eidg. depart ements des innern.

Atlas graphique et statistique de la Suisse. Bern, Stampfli

L.C & Cie., [1897] 96 p. (Schweizerische Statistik. Lfg. 110*)

HA1593 Issued in place of the "Statistisches Jahrbuch" for the

.A4 year 1897.

Bern, Lips & Co .

,

'[1914] (Schweizerische
Statistik. Lfg. 191.)

U.S-D-A. Switzerland. Eidgenossisches departement des innern. Statistisches

262 bureau.
St2Sm Schweizerische statistische mitteilungen. Bulletin de

statistique Suisse, jahrg. 1-11. 1919-1929. Bern, 1919-1929.

L.C. Superseded "by Statistische Quellenwerke der Schweiz.

HA1591 L.C entry: Switzerland. Statistisches "bureau.

.A3 Schweizerische statistische mitteilungen hrsg. vom Eidg.

stat i sti schen bureau... Bulletin de statistique Suisse...

Bollettino di statistica svizzera... Bern, 1920-

The following numbers contain pertinent statistics:
1919. Cahier 1. Lieu de domicile et lieu de travail de la
population Suisse d'apres le recensemeht du ler decembre 1910.

Statistics of population in 1910; total; living in a
commune but working outside it; working in one commune and
living in another; by cantons, districts, and communes.

1920. heft 2. II .Anbaustat i stik der Schweiz. 1919.
German,. French, and Italian.

Area cultivated in grain, hoed crops, vegetables, in-

dustrial plants; numbers of producers, by cantons.
liumbers of producers and area in wheat, rye, spelt,

maslin, barley, oats, other grains, peas, beans, potatoes,
fodder, beets, sugar beets, rape, vegetables, poppy, flax
and hemp, chicory, tobacco. By districts and by communes.
Comparative figures for 1917, by cantons*

1920. Ease. 3. Xe Recensement du betail de la Suisse,
24 avril, 1919. French only.

•Numbers of horses, mules, asses, cattle, hogs, sheep,

goats, and of their owners, by cantons, districts, and
communes.

1920. Cahier 7. Repartition, par groupes d's^ge, de la

population de la Suisse exercant une profession principal©
d'apres le recensement de 1910,

1920. Cahier G* Profession accessoire de la population
en Suisse & 1 apres le recensement de 1910.

1920. Heft 10. XI. ViehzShlung der Schweiz 21 April 19,20.

XI e Recensement du betail de la Suisse, 21 avril 1920.
German and French.

Statistics of livestock as in 1920, fasc. 2.
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1922. Cahier 1. Comptes de menage de 277 families su^sses
pour 1919. .

The results are given of a study of "budgets kept by 277
Swiss families in 1919. The expenditure for individual food
products and the quantities of these consumed are given for
families grouped "by districts and professions.

1922. Fasc. 6. . XII e Recensement du betail de la Suisse,
21 avril, 1921. -French only.

I\!umbers of horses, mules, asses, cattle, hogs, sheep,
goats by cantons, districts, and political communes; accordin
to age, sex, and purpose for which intended, by communes v

Tables of livestock owners, according .to occupation, kinds
and number of livestock owned.

Numbers of horses, cattle,, hogs, sheep, goats according
to the census of 1856, 1876, 1886, 1896, 1901, 1906, 1911,

1916, 1918, 1919, 1920, 1921; also owners.:, according to

numb e r s owne d

.

Livestock owners who are or are not farmers, 1901, 1906,

1911,- 1916, 1918, 1919, 1920, 1921.
1922. Heft 7. II. Nutzgeflugelzahlung der Schweiz, 21.

April, 1921. German, French, and Italian.
Numbers of hens, geese arid ducks by cantons, districts,

and communes, in 1921. Also numbers of owners. Comparative
figures for 1918.

1924. pleft 7. Recensement federal de la population du
ler decembre 1920. Publication, generale des resultats pour
1' ensemble de la Suisse. Second fascicule. Statistique
des professions.

ltfumbers of persons engaged in agriculture in an economic
capacity, 1888, 1900, 1910, 1920; numbers engaged in agri-

culture according to age groups, 1880, 1888, 1900, 1910,

1920; numbers engaged in agriculture, by cantons, 1920.
1925. ler Fasc. Recensement federal de la population du

ler decembre 1920. Publication generale des resultats pour
l 1 ensemble de la Suisse. Profession accessoire et industrie
a domicile

•

Numbers of persons engaged in agricultural pursuits as

a secondary occupation.
.1925. Heft 3. II. Arealstatistik dqr Schweiz 1923/24.

German, French, and Italian.
Statistics of area, productive (with and without forests),

non-pro due t ive

•

1925. Heft 4. SidgencS ssische volkszahlung vom 1. Dezember

1920. -Recensement de la population Suisse du ler decembre
1920.

' ' German, French.
Classification, according to age, of persons engaged in

economic activities.
1925. Heft 6. Recensement federal de la population du

l er decembre 1920. Publication generale des resultats pour

1' ensemble de la Suisse. Premier fasicule. Resultats-

generaux.
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1226. ler Fasc. Recensement federal de la population du

l er decembre 1920. Publication generale des resultats pour

l l ensemb.le de la Suisse, Troisieme .fascicule. Statistiq_ue

des menage s.

1926. Eeft 2, Sidgenb" ssische volksz&hlung von 1. Dezember

1920. Schwe i zeri sche industriekarten. Recensement federal

de la population du ler decenbre 1920. Repartition
geographique des industries suisses.

1927. Eeft 3. Ill .Anbaustati st ik der Schweiz. III e

Statistique des cultures de la Suisse, 192S.

Numbers of producers and area cultivated on June 9, 1926,

by cantons, districts, and communes (cereals, legumes, hoed
cro"is, vegetables, industrial plants in 1926).

Area cultivated on June 9, 1926, by cantons, districts,
and communes: cereals (wheat ,

spring and .autumn; rye, spring

and autumn; spelt; naslin; barley; oats; emmer; maize); root

crops (potatoes; fodder beets; sugar beets; turnips):
industrial plants (rape and rape seed; poppy; flax and hemp;
tobacco)

.

1927. Heft 4. Ill .Nut zgeflugelzahlung der Schweiz, 21.

April 1926. III e recensement de la volaille de la Suisse,

A avril 1926.

lumbers of poultry owners, with, and without farms,

^i'th and without cattle; numbers of owners of hens and
numbers of hens; numbers of owners of geese and ducks, and
numbers of geese and ducks. By cantons, districts, and
communes. Numbers of owners of hens (l to six hens; 7 to

12 hens; 13 to 24 hens; 25 and. more hens), by cantons,
districts, and commune s

.

1927. Eeft 7. VII* .Z'ahling der bienenvol.kcr der' Schweiz,
21. April 1926. VII e recensement des ruches d'abeilles de

la Suisse, 21 avril 1926.
Numbers of owners of bees, with and without farms, with

and. without cattle; numbers of beehives, with fixed combs;
with movable combs on A^ril 21, 1926, by cantons, districts,
and communes. Numb or s of owners with 1 or 2 hives; 3 to 10

hives; 11 and more hives.
1928. Heft 2. XIII . Yiehzahlung der Schweiz. XIII e

recensement du betail de la Suisse 1923.

Numbers of livestock owners, with and without farms;
numbers of horses (less than 4 years old, 4 and more than
4 years old for breeding and for work); mules; asses;
cattle (calves for slaughter, for raising; young cattle between
5 months and a year; heifers between one and 2 years old.,

over 2 years old; cows; bulls for breeding between one and
2 years old and over 2 years old); hogs (for breeding, boars,
sows; for fattening; for raising, suckling pigs, others);
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sheep; goats (kids for slaughter,, for raisins; he-goats;
mi lk g o at s ) . By cant on s , di s t ri c t s , and commune s

.

Comparative figures (numbers of horses, cattle', hogs,
sheep, goats); 1866, 1876, 1886, 1896, .1901, 1906, 1911,
1916, 1921, 1926, by cantors. •

numbers of livestock owners according to number of live-
stock owned, by cantons: Horses (l, 2, ,3, or 4, 5 and more),
1896, 1901, 1906, 1911, 1916, 1918, 1919, 1920, 1921, 1926;
Cattle (1 to 4, 5 to 10, 11-20, 21. and more) 1866, 1876,
13G6, 1896, 1901, 1906, 1911, 1916, 1918, 1919, 1920, 1921,
1925; 3-Iogs (l to 3, 4 to 10, 11 and more)

,
1866, 1876, 1886,

1896, 1901, 1906, 1911, 1916, 1918, 1919, 1920, 1921, 1926;
Sheep (1 to 5, 6 to 25, 26 and more) 1866, 1876, 1886, 1896,
1901, 1906, 1911, 1916, 1918, 1919, 1920, 1921, 1926; Goats

(1 to 5, 6 to 25, 26 and more) 1866, 1876, 1886, 1896, 1901,

1906, 1911, 1916, 1918, 1919, 1920, 1921,. 1926.
Owners of livestock, with or without farms, by cantons,

1901, 1906, 1911, 1916, 1918, 1919, 1920, 1921, 1926.
1929. Heft 3. Die entvb*lkerung in den schweizerischen

hochtalern. Le ' de^euplement des hautes vallees de la Suisse.

Statistics are given showing the decrease in population
in the Alpine Valleys from 1850 to 1920.

U.S.D.A. Switzerland. Eidgenossisches departement des innern. Statistisches
262 bureau. Statistische quellenwerke. der Schweiz. Bern, 1930.
St2Q Hft. 1- .

German and French. Fasc. 3 in French .only.

U.S.D.A. has 1-10, lacks- fasc. 8.

L.C has 1-10.

On Publication: Statistische Quellenwerke der Schweiz
hrsg. voir Eidgen'ossischen Statistischen Amt.... Hft 1-

Statistiques de la Suisse publiees par le Bureau federal
de statist! que, ler fasc.

Heft 4.- Ergebnisse der schweizeri schen obstbaumzahlung
(auf grund der betriebszahlung vom 22. Aug. 1919). Resultats
du recensement federal des arbres fruitiers (d'apres le

recensement des entreprises du 22 aout 1929.)
xJumbers of fruit trees according to the census of

August 22,' 1929, by cantons, districts, and communes
(apple trees, pear-trees, quince trees, cherry trees, plum
and prune trees, apricot trees, peach trees, nut trees,
other fruit trees, vines.)

U.S.D.A. Switzerland. Eidgenossisches departement des innern. Statistisches
262 bureau.. Statistisches jahrbuch der Schweiz .. . Annuaire
St2S • statistique de la Suisse ... 1891- 1929 . Bern, 1891-1930.

: In place of the yearbook for 1897 there was issued the

L-C» Graphisch- statist ischer atlas der Schweiz... 1897. Atlas
HA1593 graohique ot statistique.
.A4



.-, Alphabet is dies inhalt sverzeichnis der jahrg.
1-10 (1891-1901) das Statistischun ja.hrbuch.es der Schweiz
und des graphisch- statist ischen Atlas ses vom jahre 1897...
Index alphabet i que de l l Annuaire statist! que de la Suisse,
tones 1-10 (1891-1901) et de I.

1 Atlas graphique et statistique,
annee 1897... Bern, Stampfli & Cie., 1901.

Issued by Schweizerisch.es finanz depart ement . Statistisches
bureau, 1914-1915; EidgenbVs sisdies statistisches bureau,
1917-1927; Eidgen'dssisches statistisches amt, 1928-1929.

L.C. entry: Switzerland. Statistisches bureau.
Contains statistics of:

I. Area, population, climate.
II. Economic conditions: statistics of area, production,

yield of crops; livestock raising; farm management; import
and export; prices and index numbers; consumption.

I.A) Area, total and by cantons: productive and non-
productive land, 1877(1891-1902); 1901(1303-1910); 1909(1911);
1912(1912-1913, 1915-1916); yearly, 1917-1924; 1923/24(1925-
1929) .

Under productive land are included woods and vineyards
(1891-1929), a section including fields, gardens, meadows
acid pastures (1891-1902).

E) Population: Includes numbers engaged in agriculture
by cantons, according to the latest census (1891-1929);
Figures showing depopulation of the mountain valleys, 1929-
(1929- )

-C) Climate: Figures of 12 stations showing:
1. Atmospheric pressure (average, minimum, maximum);

number of days with rainfall, snow, thunderstorms, fog,

fair weather, cloudy weather. 1916- (1917- )

2. Relative humidity for each month (average,
minimum) 1927-

3. Monthly Rainfall in millimetres.
a) total for each month 1916- (1917- )

b) deviation from the average of 1864-1900, 1916-
1919 (1917-1919), 1864-1913 (1920- ).

c) largest 24 hour's rainfall per month, 1927-
4. Temperature: centigrade,

a) average for month 1916- (1917- )

b) deviation from normal 1916- (1917- )

c) maximum per month 1916- (1917- )

d) minimum ner month 1916- (1917- )

5. Cloudiness, average per month 1917- (1917- )

6. Insolation:
a) number of hours of sunshine per month 1917-

(1917- ) 7 stations.
b) normal insolation in hours per month 1885-1905

(1918); 1886-1905(1919); 1886-1910(1920-1924);
1886-1920(1925- ) .



7. Average of a number, of years of weather con-

ditions (in days): rainfall, snow, . thunderstorms, fog,

fair weather, cloudy weather. (1918- )

8. Weather conditions registered at 3 stations
1918-1927(1927); 1918-1928(1928); 12 stations 1920-1929
(1929) .

•

a) annual average,, rainfall, temperature,
insolat i on , atmo spheri c pre s sure •

b) number of days of rainfall, snow, thunder-
storms, fog-, fair weather, cloudy weather,

II.A) Area, production, yield, etc:
1. Land improvements.

Subventions from Confederation; cantons; communes,
districts, and corporations; by cantons, 1886/1912(1917);
numbers of projects; proposed expenditure; federal
subsidies, allotted, paid, by cantons, 1920-1924 (1920-

1924) ; comparative figures 1911-1924.

Expenditures for improvements . on level ground,
in the mountain regions; area covered; amount of sub-

ventions; (drainage, irrigation, road construction,
etc.); 1886/1912(1917); 1913/1920(1920); 1885/1920(1921);
yearly 1921-1928(1922-1929);' for periods from 1885

(1925-1929); expenditures and subventions by cantons,

1913/20(1920); 1885/l920( 1921) ; yearly 1921-1928(1922-
1929); comparative figures 1921-1928(1929) .

2. Area, production, yield.
Numbers of producers of bread grains, legumes

and industrial plants, vegetables, hoed crops; area
cultivated, total, barley, oats, maize, buckwheat,
peas, and beans, cabbages and cauliflowers, etc.,

potatoes, turnips, carrots, by cantons, 1917(1917);
area only, 1917(1918).

ITumbers of producers of grain, bread grain; area,
barley, oats, maize, wheat, rye, spelt, mas1in, peas,
beans, potatoes, beets (fodder, sugar), kohlrabi, tur-
nips, carrots, rape, poppy, flax, hemp, by cantons,
1917, 1919(1919); grain, legumes, hoed crops, vegetables,
industrial plants, bread grain, wheat, barley, oats,
maize, by cantons, 1917, 1919(1920-1923).

Production (percentage of average return of 10
preceding years) grain and straw of wheat (autumn,
spring), spelt, rye (autumn, spring), barley (autumn,
spring), oats,- maslin, maize, potatoes, beets, sugar
beets, carrots, kohlrabi, turnips, tobacco, field
vegetables, hay (natural and artificial meadows),
pasture grass, apples, pears, cherries, prunes, nuts,
wine, 1909-1929(1917-1929).

Production, apples
j
pears, cherries, cider,

tobacco ( quantity, value) ; comparative figures for 9
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preceding years (Berne, Argovie, Valid) 1916-1922

, (1917-1923); apples, pears, cherries (Berne, Argovie),

1923-1925(1924^1925); 1927(1927); production, value,
"

j apples, pears, cherries, (Berne, Argovie, Vaud) 1911-

1915(1914-1916)
.
Vines and wine: area, production, value, yield

per hectare, average price per hi.; average value per
hi., by cantons, 1893-1929(1894-1929); comparative

. figures for 9 to 11 years (1917-1929); area, pro-
duction, "by cantons, communes, and districts, 1905

(1906) . ... .

Milk production: cows' milk; goats' milk; used
'

• to feed. stock;' for use cf producer; sold; made into
cheese and other products, 1911-1917(1917); 1911-1922

(1922); 1911-1923(1923); 1912-1924(1924); 1915-1925

(1925); .1916-1925(1926); 1917-1927( i927) ; numbers of

cows, goats; annual production per cor/, per goat;
total production of cow's milk, goat's milk; milk fed
to stock; used by producer, by others; transformed into

by-products, 1855; ' 1875; 1885; 1895; 1906; 1911; 1915;

1918-1928(1928); +.1929(1929).
Dairy products: cheese, butter, condensed milk,

• 1911-1917(1917). - .

Estimated monthly milk production, total, per day
and ver cow; consumption; for stock; by cantons, 1918
(1918)

Production, value, milk, butter, cheese, Zurich
1911-1915; Berne 1911; Vaud 1911-1915 (1914-1915)

Production, value, wheat, rye, : maslin, barley,
oats, straw, hay and artificial fodder, potatoes,
carrots and beets, sugar beets, Berne, Vaud, 1911-

1915(1914-1916)
Area in hectares, production in quintals, yield

per hectare in quintals, estimated, wheat, spelt, rye,

barley, oats, maize, potatoes, sugar beets, tobacco,
comparative figures for 9 to 14 years, 1921-1929(1921-

' 1929)

Grain delivered to Confederation; retained by
producers (quantity, value), by cantons, 1927, 1923

(1928); 1928, 1929(1929)
Production, value, average price per hi. of

cider, Argovie, Vaud, 1911-1915(1914-1916).

Production, value, average price per quintal of

tobacco, Bcme, FribOurg, Vaud, 1911-1915(1914-1916).
The statistics of area^, production, and yield of crops

for Switzerland as a whole begin with 1917. For the preceding
years the statistics are issued by separate cantons.

Aargau (Argovie)
Area of productive land (fields, meadows

,
vineyards,

marshes, forests), 1883 (1891-1892).
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Production, value, apples, pears, cherries, 1837-1913
(1891-1913).-

Vines and wine, -area; production,- value, 1887-1913
(1891-1913) .

*

Cider, production, 'value, average price per hi., 1893-

1913 (1894-1913). .

Dairy products, number of milk producers, number of cows,

milk delivered to cheese factories in summer, in winter,
amount sold, amount made into' cheese; production of cheese,
butter; value of cheese, butter, 1887-1901(1891-1905).

Born (Berne)
Grain (wheat, spelt, rye, 'barley, oats); straw; root crops

(potatoes, beets and kohlrabi
,
carrots); fodder crops (clover,

lucerne, sainfoin, : other grasses; )vegetables (cabbage, peas,
beans); industrial plants (rape$ hemp, flax, chicory, tobacco);
meadow hay; area, except straw, 1888(1891); 1889,1890(1892);
1890,1891(1893); 1890, 1892(1894); 1890,1892(1895); 1892,

1895(1896); 1893-1895( 1898-1900)

;

1 1895(1901-1905) ; 1904(1906-
1911) ; 1910(1912).' production , and value, 1888-1911 (1891-1912);
comparative figures for 1 to 4 preceding years (1892-1912).

Sugar beets, area, . 1895(1896,1898,1899, 1903-1905) ; 1904
(1906-1911); 1910(1912); production, value, 1895-1911(1896-
1912) .

Fruit trees, numbers 1888-1892(1891-1902); production, value
in francs, apples, pears, cherries, plums, walnuts, 1888-1911
(1891-1912).

Vines and wine. Owners of vineyards, by districts, 1888

(1891); 1900-1913( 1903-1913) i . Area, numbers of workers em-
ployed, production, value, capital value of Vineyards, by
districts, 1888-1913(1891-1913); price per hi. , 1881-1892
(1894)

Milk and milk products. Uiimber of cheese factories;
quantity and value of milk delivered to cheese factories,
sold, made into cheese; average price of milk per hi., by
districts, 1883(1891); quantity and value of cheese on the

market, average price of cheese, by districts, 1883(1891).
Production, consumption, import of milk; surplus pro-

duction; quantity delivered to fcheese factories; quantity used
on the Alpine farms; quantity sent to cities for consumption;
value in i rancs of production of cheese, butter, milk (con-

densed, sterilized, powdered), by districts and regions, 1911

(1912).
Average production, yield, price, value of wheat, spelt,

rye, barley, oats, straw, potatoes, beets and kohl-rabi,
carrots, clover, lucerne, sainfoin, mixed fodder, cabbage,

peas, beans, rape, hemp, flax, chicory, tobacco, hay, apples,

pears, cherries, plums, walnuts during the decennial period,
1885 to 1894.
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Freiburg (Fr.lbourg)^
• Dairy products; milk deliy.ered-fa cheese factories;

quantity- of cheese produced, " ."by districts, 1883-1887 (1891-

. £obo,cco,. area, ' production,
.
value, by. districts, 1885,

1888(1891) ; 1808-1890
:
(1892-1894)

;

?

' area,' .production, selling
• price, value,

J

'"by, corxunes.; and .districts j. 1894^1913(1895-1913)

.

»
.

» Neuenburg (!itfeuchat el) r^A - .
)

Vines, and wine, .-area,, production, "by- .oojonunes, 1889-1890

(1891-1893); area; pro auction, "price per lp.ter, value (white

.wine, red wine) , -.1884-1889 ,"(189l),; r .1884-iS9.0-(l892); 1884-1891
(l.3£3).. . • .". -V^;. ,. . :

;
^..;>»r'.

Schaffhausen ( Schaffhouse) "

m
•

.

•

Area, production,, value,
.
wheat, spelt, rye, barley, oats,

legumes, • potatoes, beets, . kohlrabi, .
turnips, carrots, chicory,

clover, sainfoin, lucerne, fodder rye j vetch, neadow hay,
hops, tobacco, hemp, flax, - rape, poppy; production, value,
straw, 1884(1891-1895) * )

"

•

1

Fruit trees (apple," pear, ., walnut, plum, cherry) , numbers
according to ages, 1836(1891^1392)^

Vines and wine, area;, production, value of r ed and white
wine; total yield per

:

hectare %n hi., :
1895-.19.12'(1891-1913)

;

value of wine production in francs, 1392-1912 compared with
that of a number of previous years, : beginning with 1858
(1895-1913) .

".. :.j . .

":'>.[, '/ f.J

.
. Thurgau (Thurgovie) ;••

;

Fruit trees (apple, pear, cherry, plun, walnut) muibers
according. to age, 1884(1391-1892).

Vines and wine, area, production, value, 1368(1891-1392).
Area, fields, meadows, peat land and marshes, grain, root

crops, fodder crops, wheat, spelt, rye, barley, oats,
potatoes, beets, . carrots, clover,, lucerne, sainfoin, rape
and poppy, henp and flax, peas, and beans, vegetables, hops
and tobacco, by districts, 1890(1392-3,895)

Production, value, wheat, spelt, rye, barley, oats, straw,
potatoes, beets, carrots, kohlrabi, clover, lucerne, sainfoin,
peat, marsh grass, hay, by districts, 1890(1894-1895).

Waadt (Vaud)
t *J

Production, average price per quintal, value, whea,t, rye,
naslin, barley, oat s, . straw, maize, peas and lentils, beans,
potatoes, carrots and beets, hay, rape, flax and henp, hops,
tobacco.,. 1883(1891); wheat, rye, naslin, barley, oats, naize,
straw, hay, potatoes, carrots and beets, 1389-1899(1392-1901);
sugar beets, 1892-1896(1395-1901).

Area, wheat, rye, naslin, barley, oats, 1392U1399 (1898-
1901). ... . . ..

r , , .

Production, .value, wheat, rye^ naslin, barley, oats, naize,
straw, hay, potatoes, .carrots and beets, 1398-1913(1902-1913).
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Fruits .(apples and pears-,, cherries, plums and prunes,

walnut s," chestnut s) ,
pro dueti on, value, 1888-1913 ( 189 1- 1913 )

•

• average price per quintal, 1888-1899(1891-1901).
Vines .and wine, area, production, average price, value of

white ' wine^, red wine, brandy, 1888(1891); area, production,
average price, ' Value, of white wine, ,red wine, 1880-1890(1892);

:

18H5-1891 ( 1893)
;

; 1880-1 892 ( 1894) ; 1880-1893(1895) ; 1880-1894

(1896); 1881-1895(189'8); . 1882-1896(1899); 1882-1897(1900); "by

'di strict s, i89S-.1913('l894-1913)

.

[
J~Mi% t.

"butter'; Jolleese, production, value, 1888-1913 (1891-1913);

Comparative figures for a varying number of preceding years*
Tobacco, production by districts, value, 1881-1913(1892-

i9i3).
.
K :;. .

:

Taiud of land .(fields and. gardens; meadows and orchards;
pastures;

' forests"; vineyards) , by di strict s ( 1896) »

Zurich,' ['
. ... . .

•

u Grain (wheat, spelt, rye-', barley, oats, maslin); straw;
{

, root crops (potatoes, beets, carrots, turnips, kohlrabi);
fodder crops (clover,' lucerne;, sainfoin*) other grasses; hay
(good medium, poor quality-); peat land; marshes; area^-. except
straw, 1885' and .1838(1891}";" 1885 and 1889

(1892,18937; ' 1891(1894-1896);" 1893(1898); 1893 "and 1896(1899,

1900); 1896(1901-1911);' sugar beets, 1895-(l896) Production,
yearly 1888-1891(1891-1894); 1888-1892(1895) ;1889-1893( 1896)

;

1891-1895(1898); 1891-1896(1899); 1893-1897(1900); 1898-1907,
with comparative figures for 4 preceding years (1901-1911),
Value

' irT francs, 1888 (-?') ($891); 1889(1892)7 1890(1893);
1891(1894) ; .

1888-1892(18.95) ; 1889-1893( 1896) ; 1891-1895( 1898)

;

1891-1896(1899); 1893-1897(1900) ; 1898-1907, with comparative
figures for 4 preceding years (1901-1911).

'~
'Vine's, area, production, yield, value, 1887-1913; by

'districts, 1888-1*913(1891-1913); each vol. has comparative
|

figures' for 2 preceding years; average yield in hectolitres
per hectare, gross' value in francs, per hectare 1874-1913
(1891-1913); each vol/ has comparative figures for from 14
to 21 years.

t L ".. . .. •

Fruit Trees, lumbers of apple trees, pear trees, cherry
trees, plum trees, walnut, trees, - 1888(1891) ; number of pro-
ductive trees according to census of 1886(1892-1911); pro-
duction of apples, pears, cherries, plums, walnuts, in
quintals; value in francs, 1888-1907(1891-1911).

'Cheese, Butter, Milk. Production of butter, cheese;
average price per quintal; value, 1888-1912(1891-1913);

Numbers of cheese factories, by kind of cheese produced,

1388-1912(1891-1913) .

'

Milk, total amount delivered amount delivered to

private persons, to cheese factories; average price per
quintal; value, 1388-1912(1892-1913).

9
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Prices of grain (minimum, maximum, average), "by decennial

periods, '1540-1889.

B, Livestock:
Numbers of horses, cattle, cows, hogs, sheep, goats, 1866,

1876,1886,1896,1901,1906,1911,1916,1918,1919,1920
(1920);+ 1921(1921-1924) + 1926(1925-1929)

Numbers of horses, cattle, cows, mules, asses, hogs, sheep,

goats, by cantons, 1876, 1886(1891); 1886(1892-1895); 1896,

comparative figures for whole country for 1866,1876,1886

(1896); by cantons and districts, 1901, "comparative figures
for whole country for 1866,1876,1886,1896(1901); by cantons

1901(1902); by cantons and districts 1901(1905); without mules
and asses (1904); horses, mules, asses, cattle, hogs, sheep,

goats, by cantons; 1906, comparative figures for whole country
for 1866,1876,1886,1896,1901 (1908); horses, cattle, hogs,
goats, by cantons, 1366,1876,1886, 1896,1901, 1906(1909);
horses, mules and asses, cattle, hogs, sheep, goats, 1905(1910);
horses, mules, asses, cattle, hogs, sheep, goats, by cantons
1911(1912-1913); bees- 1911(1914); detailed statistics of

numbers of livestock, 1866,1876,1886,1896,1901, 1906, 1911,1916
(preliminary figures 1916) horses, mules and asses, cattle,
cows, hogs, sheep, goats, by cantons, 1916, comparative
figures for whole country for 1866,1876,1036,1896, 1901,
1906, 1911, 1916(1917-1918); horses, mules, asses, cattle, cows,
hogs, sheep, goats, by cantons, 1919(1919); horses, cattle,
cows, hogs, sheep, goats, by cantons, 1920(1920); 1921(1921-
1924); 1926(1925-1929).

Numbers of owners of livestock, according to categories and
by cantons (1891- ); total for Switzerland, 1866,1876,1886,
1896, 1901, 1906, 1911, 1916, 1918, 1919, 1920, 1921, 1926
(1926-1929),

Numbers of dogs, by cantons, 1896(1398).
Import and export of livestock, animal and dairy products

(horses, mules, asses, cattle (by weight), hogs, sheep and
goats, meat, (fresh, salted, smoked, etc.), hides, skins,
milk, (fresh, condensed,) lard, butter, cheese), 1885,
1886, numbers and value, countries of origin and of destination
(1891); 1887-1890(1892^; 1887-1891(1893); 1892, 1893(1894);
1892-1894(1895).

Annual statistics of import and export of livestock (horses,
colts, asses, mules, cattle, calves, hogs, goats, sheep and
lambs) 1851-1886(1891).

Value of livestock, total and average, by cantons (horses,
mules, asses, cattle, cows, hogs, sheep, goats, beehives).
1896; total value for Switzerland, 1876, 1886, 1896(1899);
1901(1905).

Average prices per head (horses, mules, asses, cattle, hogs,
sheep, goats), 1876, 1886, 1096(1899); beehives, 1036,1896
(1099).

Livestock insurance statistics, 1808(1091); 1839, 1390(1092);
1091(1093); 1092(1094); 1093(1095); 1094(1096); 1095(1090);
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1896, 1097(1399); 10.90(1900); 3.099(1901) ; 1900- (1902- )

in canton Zurich 1096, 1097(1099).
; Livestock diseases 1009- (1091- )

' Premiums paid by cantons for "bulls and bull calves, cov/s

and heifers 1004-1093; total federal subsidies for improvement
of cattle, 1004-1093; extra federal premiums for bulls and bull

calves; federal subsidies for horse breeding, 1004-1393(1094),
Livestock slaughtered (oxen, bulls, heifers, cows, calves,

hogs, sheep, goats, horses) by localities, 1099(1900); 1917-
(1917- ).

: Numbers of beehives, by cantons, 1076, 1006(1091); 1076,

1006, 1096(1096); .1901(1902-1905); 1076, 1006, 1096, 1901,

1911(1913); with fixed or mobile combs 1911(1914, 1917);

1910(1910-1922), total numbers 1910(1923); 1076, 1806, 1096,

1901,,. 1911, 1910, 1926(1926-1929).
Numbers of beehive owners, by cantons, 1-096(18907; 1901

(.1902-1905); 1911(1914; 1917); 1910(1910-1922); 1076, 1306,

1096, 1901, 1911, 1910, 1926(1926-1929).
.Huabers of fowls, geese and ducks, 1910(1923); by cantons,

1910, 1921, 1926(1926-1929).
Detailed statistics for separate cantons.

. .
Aargau.- "Number of horses, mules and asses, calves, cows,

bulls, oxen, hogs, sheep, goats, by districts, 1092-1094(1094-
1095). -

• Number, of horses, cattle, cows, sheep, goats, hogs, 1016-
1094(1094-1095).

Freiburg.- Numbers of horses, mules, asses, -calves, cows,
bulls,, oxen, hogs, sheep, goats., 1004-1094; numbers slaughtered
for. cons-amp ti on, 1004-1094(1094-1095). -

Geneva.- Numbers of horses, mules, asses, calves, cows,
bulls, oxen, hogs, sheep, goats, 1889-1893(1894-1895).

Neuchatel.- Numbers of horses, mules, asses, calves, cows,
bulls, oxen, hogs, sheep, goats, 1884^1893(1894^1895).

Vaud.-
. Number s of horses, cattle, sheep, goats, hogs, 1859-

1894(1894-1895).
C) Farm Management.

. Annual gross return per hectare on various kinds of farm
operations with comparative figures for 9 preceding years,
1921-1928(1922-1929); gross return per hectare, by group
sizes, 19.21/22-1928/29 ,(1922-1929).
, Cost of production per hectare (itemized-), 1913-1928
(1922-1929); by group sizes, 1921/22-1928/29(1922-1929).

Annual net return per hectare, 1913-1928(1922-1929); by
group sizes. 1921/22-1928/29 (1922-1929)

.

Proportion retained for farmers 1 use and proportion marketed
of potatoes,' gra;Ln,. vegetables, fruits, vineyard products,
forest products, cattle, milk, hogs, beekeeping products, by
group sizes, 1921-1928 and average for period since 1908
(1922-1929).' .



Capital invested (itemized) "by group sizes, 1921-1928,

and average for period since 1901(1922-1929).

Agricultural indebtedness (i teed zed), by group sizes,

1921-1928 and average for period -since 1901(1922-1929),

Capitalized value of property, by group sizes, 1921-

1928 and average for period since 1901(1922-1929).

D) Import and Export:
Annual statistics of import and export (quantity, value,

country of origin and of destination) 1889- (1891-

Import figures for 1889 are for value only.)*

Transit trade 1889- (1891- )

E) Prices and Index Numbers:
Annual prices (minimum, maximum, average) of potatoes,

apples, pears, chestnuts, butter, eggs, bread, 1891(1892);
average maximum and minimum prices, 1892(1893).

Annual prices (minimum, maximum, average) of beef, veal,

pork, mutton, lard, fowls, pigeons, 1891(1892); average
maximum and minimum prices, 1892(1893)

Monthly prices (maximum, minimum) of potatoes, butter,
eggs, 1893(1894); 1894(1895).

Annual prices of wood (maximum, minimum, average); in
Berno and Geneva, 1891(1892); 1892(1893).

Monthly prices (maximum, minimum) of grain (wheat, rye,

barley, oats, maize),, flour, bran, bread in Berne, 1891-

1911(1892-1912)

.

Average decennial prices of grain in the canton of Zurich,

1540-1888(1892).
'

Prices of agricultural products, grain (wheat, rye, spelt),

potatoes, tobacco, wine, fruit (Apples, pears, cherries),
vegetables (carrots, cabbage, green beans) hay, hemp, flax,

cattle, hogs, meat (beef, veal, mutton), eggs, honey, milk,
butter, cheese, 1885/88; 1885/91; 1892/98; yearly 1899-1903

(1904); + barley, oats, pork, lard, + 1904(1906); 1889-1906

(1907); 1889-1907(1908); 1892-1908(1909); 1903-1909(1910).
Index numbers for same periods, grain, potatoes, tobacco,

wine, fruit, vegetables, hay, hemp and flax. -

Prices of beef, veal, pork, 1893, 1896, 1900, 1905, 1906
(1906).

Average annual wholesale prices of wheat, spelt, rye, oats,
fodder barley, hay, clover, straw, potatoes, cider, must,
brandy, cows, cattle, oxen, calves, goats, hogs, sheep, butter,
eggs, rabbits, kids, honey, beeswax, by cantons, 1911-1927; +

apples, pears, wood, 1912-1927; + fowls, 1920-1927.
Average monthly prices in comparable districts of products

as listed in previous table, 1911-1924.
Prices of milk, for cheese manufacture, by cantons, 1912-

1927.
Prices of milk for consumption, wholesale, retail, by

cantons, 1912-1924.
Average quarterly price of milk 1913-1927.



! Cheese pr. .ducer

s

! pried' (average, minimum, maximum)

,

conparative figures for 3 or 4 preceding years., 1914-1924;

comparative" figures for preceding year, 1925-1927

•

Retail prices of consumers* cooperatives for agricultural
products, March, June, September, December, ,1914-1919 (1915-

1919).
:

.

Cost of living of amornal family of ,2 adults and 3 children
under ten, March, June,' September

,
December, 1914-1919(1915-

1919).
Cb st of living, index numbers, March, June, September,

December, by cantons, 1915-1918(1916-1918).
Retail prices and price increases, April 1914, April 1917,

April 1918, by cantonj^pork, lard, fat, beef, bread, flour,
milk, butter, cheese, eggs, sugar, potatoes, by communes (1917).
• Retail prices, January, April, July, October, beef, veal,
pork, horse meat, lard, fat, butter, cheese, milk, rice, eggs,

"sugar,, potatoes, beans, peas, dried apples, pears, plums, wood,
1919-1921. • _

Maximum federal prices 1914-1920(1919-1920).
Monthly cost of livings iprincipal cities, July-December,

1919(1919); Jan.-Dec., 1920(1920)-
Average retail .prices, March, June, September, December,

beef, veal, pork, lard, fat, milk, bread, eggs, potatoes,
butter, cheese, flour, rice, oat flakes

?
sugar, beans, peas,

lentils, dried apples, pears, plums,. wood, 1922-1923.
Index numbers, agricultural products, 1908-1917(1918);

1909-1918(1919); 1906-1919(1920); 1907-1920(1921); 1908-1921

(1922); 1909-1922(1923); 1909-1923(1924); 1910-1924(1925);
1911-1925(1926); 1912-1926(1927); 1913-1927(1928); 1919-1928

(1929).
Average monthly prices of livestock and meat, 1923—1924

(1923-1924).
Average annual retail prices, by communes, of beef, veal,

pork, lard, fat,-, milk, bread, eggs, potatoes, butter, cheese,

flour, 1924-1929(1924-1929)
'

Average monthly retail prices in 33 or 34 communis*, Jan**
1921-Dec, 1924(1924); Jan. 1922-Dec, 1925(1925); Jan.
1923-Dec. 1926(1926); Jan. 1924-Dec. 1927 (1927) ; Jan. 1925-
Dec.l928( 1928); Jan. 1926-Dec.1929 (1929).

Annual average wholesale prices of grain, hay, straw,
apples, pears, cider,, cows, cattle, calves, goats, hogs, oxen,
sheep, eggs, rabbits, kids, honey (also retail price), beeswax
(also retail price), milk. (also retail price), butter, cheese,

1914, 1925-1928(1928); 1914, 1925-1929(1929).
Index numbers of import prices, by categories of

commodities, 1926-1929(1929)
F) Consumption
Meat, domestic, foreign, per kg. 1917(1917); 1915-1918

(1918); 1916-1919(1919); 1916-1920(1920); 1916-1921(1921);
1917-1922(1922) ; 1918-1923( 1923) ; 1918-1924(1924) ; 1918-1925
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(1925); 1918-1926(1926); 1919-1927(1927) ; 1919-1928(1928);
neat, poultry, neat and, poultry products, frozen neat, total,

- per capita, 1924-1929 ( 1909") .
•

Meat and neat products, nilk and. milk products, milk,
butter, and fat, cheese, grain and potatoes, grain, potatoes,
1912(1918); neat and neat products; poultry', "fish, and gane;
eggs and honey; nilk; butter, fat and oils' cheese, bread
and flour; potatoes; maize; rice; oats and cat products;
"barley ^ fruit's* vegetables; chocolate; sugar; coffee, tea;
sago and soup::, 1917(1918)

Milk, see nilk, productio n and consumption,

U.S.D.A. Switzerland. Eidgen'dssisches department des innern. Statistisches
262 bureau. Statist! que du coronerce de la Suisse. IlTotice

27r! explicative sur les tableaux ccmparatifs de la statistique
du commerce suisse, embrassant la peri ode 1885 a 1895,

L.C. Berne, Impr. So Collin, 1897. 52p«
EF3701 L.Ce entry | Switzerland. gtatigtiBcb.es "bureau,

*A3 1897a Contains a running account of impoH and export of various
commodities during the -period covered, v/ith a few instances
of definite figures for certain years, figures showing the

importation of cattle -and hogs are gi ven annually from 1885
to 1896.

L.C. Switzerland. Finanz-und zolldeportement. Schwei v-cri sche
EF3701.A3 handelsstatistik. Specialhan&el nit don ein^elnen landern
1902 in den jahren 1892~!P01„ Commerce special avec les divers

pays pendant les armies 1892-1901. Borr.j Buchdr. A* Benteli,
1902. 215p.

Annual statistics of import and export (value), 1892-1901.
By countries.

LoC. Switzerland. Finanz-und zolldepartenent. Schwei zeri sche Eandels-
HF223 statistik. \7-arenvcrkehr der Schwei z nit den Auslande 1885-

•A27 1890. Hrsg. von Schweiz. Zolldepartenent. Statistique du
commerce de la Suisse. Mouvenent des narchandises de la
Suisse avec l 1 Stranger 1885 a 1890. Bern, 'Typ. S. Collin,

1891c 91p.
German and French.

Annual statistics of import and export (quantity, value),
1885-1890.

."X.Co Switzerland. Finanz-und zolldepartenent. Uebersichtstabellc der
EE1223 ein-, aus-und durchfulir. Hit Angabe der Grenzstrecken^., uber
•A3 welche dieser verkehr stattgefunden hat. Hrsg. von

schwei zerischen zolldepartenent . [Bern 1857-85]. 1856-1884
have t 9-p. and text in German, French, and Italian.

L.C. has 1856, 1858,1867,1868,1870,1873,1876-1879,
1881-1884.

Annual statistics of inport, export, and transit. (Quantity;
Frontiers over which commodities passed.)
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Switzerland. Finanz-und zoll&cpartement. See also Switzerland.
Zolldepart.ement.

L.C« Swit zeriisfli'df Laws, statu£^,s,etc.
HD2031.A5 Legislation f6d6rale relative^ 1* agriculture. Pub. par
1909a. le Ddpartement feaeYal de 1 'agriculture. Lucerne, Impr.

H. Keller, 1909. 266p.
Published also in German.

L.C# .Switzerland. Preisbildungskommission. l.-publi cation de la
HC395 Commission d ! dtude des prix, institute aupr^es du Departement
•A32 federal de 1 le^onoirde publique. Berne, [1927]-

( VoIkswirtschaftsdepartement. Rapports e*conomiques et

statistiques sociales. 1., 3.4. supplement)
Published also in German,,
No. 1, without series note, issued as supplement to

Rapports ^conomiques do la Feuille Officielle Suisse du
Commerce, 1927.

Issued also as "Supplement de la Feuille Ofiicielle
Suisse du Commerce. M

1. publication. La marge des prix dans le. commerce du
lait en Suisse. [1927]

U.S.D.A. For analysis of contents see Switzerland. Volkswirtschafts-
284.39 departemont. Rapports e*conomiques de la feuille officielle
SwS Suisse du commerce. 1926-1927. .{ICKCS95.A47)

2. publication. Contribution a l'e*tude des prix du pain
en Suisse. 1928.

3. publication. La marge des prix dans le commerce suisse
de la boucherie et de la charcuterie. 1929.

(Suppl. de la Feuille Officielle Suisse du Commerce.)
4. publication. Production et commerce; du ciment en

Suisse. 1929.
( Suppl o de la Feuille Officielle Suisse du Commerce.)

L.C. Switzerland. Preisbildungskommission. VerQffentlichung nr.
HC395 l-(4) der preisbildungskommission des eidgeno" ssichen
-•-34 volkswirtschaftsdepartementes. Bern, [1927]-

(Volkswirtschaftsdepartement. Wirtschaftliche und
sozialstatistische mitteilungen. Sonderheft 1,3,4)

Published also in French.
No. 1, without series note, issued as supplement to

Wirtschaftsberi elite des schwei zerischen Handelsamtsblattes,

. 1927.

Issued also as "Beilage zum schwei z. Handel samtsblatt.

"

nr. 1. Die verschleisspanne [1] im milchhandel der
Schwei z. [1927]

nr. 2. Die brotpreisverhaltnisse in der Schwei z. 1928.
nr. 3. Die vcrarbeitungs-und verschlei ssspanne im fleisch-

und fleischwarenverkehr der Schwei z. 1928.
nr. 4. Zementerzeugung und zemonthandel in der Schwei z.

1929.
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Swi t z er land . Prci s"bi Idungskomrni s si on

,

L • C •

EA.1595

.A5

L. C

«

HA1592
1889

L.C

»

KD9433
. S94C-7

1866

L « 0 • .

EA1592
1,891

ij » C o

HA1591

See also Switzerland,
CommissionDepartement suisse de I s economic publique.

d^tude dcs. prix«;

Switzerland. Stati sti sclies bureau.
Lie gesamtbevo4 lkerung dor gomeinden in der Schweiz. La

population dcs communes de la Suisse. Vom Stati sti schen
"bureau dcs ei &genSs si schen Departement s des innem* Par le
Bureau dc stati sti que du Departement fe*dera.l de 1 'inteVieur

.

Bern, Buciidruckerei Stampfli & Cie., 1901© 31p.
At head of title: G-ultige ergebnis. a der eidgen.

volkszahlung vom 1„ Dezember 1900, K.isultats definitifs
du recensement federal de la population du l er decembre
1900.

Statistics of population by cantons, districts, and
communes, December 1, 1900.

Switzerland. Stati sti sen es bureau*
Hesultats definitifs du recensement federal de la population

du l
cr

decern", re 18&8 9 La population to tale des communes. Par
le Bureau de ^tatistique du Departemant federal de l'interieur.
Berne, Impr. Stampfli , Lack, Seheim & Cie.

9
1389 e 28p.

Total population figures by cantons, districts, and
communes j December 1, 1883 0

Switzerland. Stati sti sches bureau,
Re*sultats du recensement du be'tail de la Suisse du 21

avril 1866 dans le canton >:s Gnisons e Pub;, par le Bureau
.de stati sti que du D^parttment federal de l*interieur. Berne,
Orell, Puessli & Cie,. a Zurich, 1867 0 12p.

lumbers of livestock on April 21, 1666 in Switzerland,
as a whole and in the canton of Orisons by districts and
circles? horses (2 years old and more; less thai 2 years
old° marcs with colt? 4 years old and more; less than 4
years old); asses and mules; cows; cows with calf; draft
and slaughter oxen? more than 6 months oldf less than 6

months old; hogs (boars, sows 9 hogs for fattening; suckling
pigs); sheep, goats.

Switzerland, Stati sti schos bureau.
Hesultats par commune du recensement federal de la

population du 2
er

combre 1888. [Berne, 1891] 183p
Statistics of population by cantons, districts^ and

communes, December 1, 1888.

Switzerland. Stati sti sches bureau.
Schwei zeri sche stati stik. 1-217, 1860-1919.
Bern, 1862-1919.
Hrsg. vom Stati sti schen bureau des eidg* Departement s des

innem.
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In G-erman, French, German and French, or French and
Italian, or all three.

t

Certain numbers of this set (80, 86,93, etc. , etc.) which
form the "Statistisches Jahrbuch der Schweiz. . .Annuaire
Statistigue de la Suisse, 1891- the n G-rapi?-i<sch-

statistischer atlas. ••1897", and the alphabetical index
to these publications (Bern, 1901) are classified separately

(HA1593.A4 in L.C. 262St2S in -U.S.D «&..)

Other numbers containing the same Mnds of statistics
have been classified as separate sets by the Department of

Agriculture. The call numbers for these are indicated in
the margin.

Superseded by Schweizerische Statistische Ilitteilungen.

Agricultural and Industrial Enterprises, Census. 1905.

Ergebnisse der eidgenSssi schen betriebsz&hlung vom 9. August
1905. Hecensement federal des entreprises. (Livr. 154,168,176
181)

U.S.D.A. U.S.D.A. entry: Switzerland. EidgenSssisches departement
262 des innern. Statistisches bureau. Ergebnisse der eidg.
St2Eb betriebszShlung vom 9. August 1905. B&« 1-4. v.l in 8 parts.

Text in French and German, v.l, pt.6 in Italian only.

V.l. (Livr. 154) Contains numbers of enterprises and of

persons employed in them, by cantons.
V.2. (Livr. 168) Contains more detailed statistics of

agriculture and forestry. Numbers of owners (individual,
or groups); enterprises classified according to their per-
sonnel; numb or s engaged in agricultural work according to

kind of work done, age, and sex; enterprises employing
seasonal labor; enterprises classified according to numbers
and kind of livestock; numbers of horses, mules and asses,
cattle, hogs, sheep, goats; numbers of enterprises using
motors; numbers of motors employed compared with number of
workers; machinery and equipment; enterprises classified
according to ownership or tenancy; enterprises classified
according to utilization of the soil; numbers of land parcels;
area of land according to utilization; cultivated land
according to area and ownership.

iHpine Farming.
10. Economic alpestre de la Suisse en 1864.
Contains an outline of the programme adopted on February

23, 1863, by the Swiss Society for Alpine Economy, for an
improvement in the administration and cultivation of Alpine
farms.

Statistical tables covering the year 1864, by cantons,
districts, and communes, giving the following information:
numbers of owners of Alpine farms; area; ^rating of the number
of pasture areas; livestock admitted to summer pasturage
(cows, (milk, non~milk), bulls, oxen, heifers, calves, horses,
colts, sheep, goats, hogs, others); height above sea level;
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period' of summer pasturage (in weeks,* in days) *

Valuer per area allotted to one cow; revenue per cow in

nilk (per. can of 3 litres), cheese, "butter, whey; total

revenue per cow; expense per cow; net revenue per milk cow;

total revenue from cows, other livestock; net revenue from
the Alpine farm.

JTuriber of Alpine farns and of pasture areas per cow and
average nuncor of pasture areas for one ecu per fam, "by

cantons, districts, and communes*
Money value of Mpine fams belonging to connunes,

com.unes and individuals, corporations, individuals, "by

cantons, districts and communes.
Frice of location of 1 above.
Revenue fron the cowss number of milk cows; number of

days nilk cows were* on summer pasture; return in nilk per
cow and per day; net return fron cows (total, average per
cow and per day), by cantons, districts, and corxiunes.

Milk used for manufacture" of cheese, butter, used as
nilk; prices (maJximom, average, minima) of cheese, butter;
average cost of manufacture of cheese, cutter, by cantons
and districts*

Total and average revenue fron the Alpine farns owned
by connunes, corpmes and individuals, corporations, in-
dividuals, by cantons, districts, and conntn bs*

Crops. Area. Production. (Livr. 184,23.209)
184. Schweizerische areal stati stik. Abgeschlossen auf

1. Juli 1912o Stati sti que de la superficie de la Suisse.
Arret^e le l

er
juiir.ot ir:3„

IJ.S.D.A. entry: .^utzerland, Ei den?) s si sches departenent
des innern. Stati sti sches bureau.

Statistics of aroa of productive and unproductive land
in 1912, by cantons 3 districts, and connunes. The pro-
ductive area is classified as agricultural, viticultural
and Alpine land, including gardens and forest land.

.
2C8 0 Schwci zeri sche anbaustovi stik von jahre 1917.

Stati sti que suisse des cultures en 1917. Stati stica svizzera
delle coltivazioni nel 1917. German, French, and Italian.

U.S.D.A. entry: Switzerland* Sidgent5s si sches departenent
des innern. Stati sti sches bureau. Anbaustati stik dor Schweiz.

LTun":ers of cultivators and area cultivated in grain
(wheat, spelt, rye

?
barley, naslin, oats, enner, naize, buck-

wheat), peas, beans 7 potatoes, fodder beets, sugar beets,
kohlrabi, turnips* carrots, cabbage, cauliflower and Brussels
sprouts, rape, poppy, flax, henp, chicory, tobacco, by cantons,
districts, and communes, in 1917 e

209. Switzerland.' Eidgeno'ssi sches departenent des innern.
Stati sti sches bureau. Ergebnisse der kartoffelbestandsaufnahne

.und der erhebung tlber die kartoffelanbauflachen. . . Re"-

sultats de l l enquete sur les stocks de pdixies de terre...et
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les surfaces destinies % la culture des pommes de terre...

1918- Berne, 1918- (Schweizerische statistik, 209.

Lieferung. Statistique de la Suisse, 209° Livraison)
German. French. Italian.
A survey of potato stocks on hand on January 17, 1918

and of the area to be planted in potatoes in 1918.
I. Stocks of potatoes (for food, for seed, for fodder)

by cantons. Total and per capita requirement for food;

extent to which it is covered by the supply. Area required
to be planted by the Confederation; area insured; area not

rye£ insured. Total- and per capita requirement of seed
potatoes. Extent to which it is covered by the supply.

II. Stocks of potatoes (for food, for seed, for fodder)
by political communes. Area to be planted in 1918. Minimum
requirement for householders and 'producers. Quantity lacking
for householders and producers.

• A survey of potato stocks on hand on January 10, 1917

and Of area planted in 1916 and 1917 is contained in livr.

.203 which is not in L.C. or in U.S.D.A.
Import and Export. (Livr. 4,5,7,23,29,30,33,41,42,43,

46,48.)
4. Commerce de la France avec la Suisse pendant les onze

annees 1851-1861.
Annual statistics of export and import (quantity, value)

between Prance and Switzerland, 1851-1861. (Starch, cattle,
butter, fresh or melted, wood, floss silk, coffee, cereals
and wheat (seeds), horses, cigars and manufactured tobacco,
raw cotton, brandy and spirits of wine, wheat flour, fodder,
cheese, seeds, fats, oils, indigo, wool 9hides, skins, hai±£
raw silk, raw sugar, refined sugar, wine.)

5, Handel der ' S.chwei z nit dem Kttnigreich I tali en. Commerce
de la Suisse avec le Royaume d ! Italie.

Statistics of export and import (quantity) between Italy
and Switzerland from Swiss documents, 1860, 1861, 1862, 1863,
(quantity and quality) from Italian documents, 1860, 1861,

7. Waarenvcrkehr der Schweiz nit besonderer rucksicht
auf den deutschen Zollverein und Oesterreich. Cornerce de
la Suisse en vue spe'eiale du commerce avec 1 'Association
douani^re allemande et l'Autriche.

Annual statistics of import, export and transit (France,
German customs Union, Austria, Italy), 1860-1863.

Annual statistics of export and import (quantity) between
the German customs Union and Switzerland, 1858-1863; (value)
1862.

Annual statistics of export and import (value) between
Austria and Switzerland, 1854,1858-1862.

Annual statistics of commodities exported from Switzerland
and passing through France and of those imported into
Switzerland after transit through Prance (quantity, value)-,

1848-1862.
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.Annual statistics of comodities exported from Switzerland

and passing through Italy 'and of those imported into Switzer*

land after transit through Italy (value), 1852-1851*

Annual statistics of export and import (quantity, value)

between Switzerland and France, 184-0,1350,1860. (cotton

and silk in various forms)
Annual statistics of export and import (value) between

Switzerland and the German Customs Union, 1840,1851,1862
(silk, cotton, wool, flax and hemp, cheese

,
cattle, wine,

must and cider, brandy and liqueurs, tobacco, raw and manu-
factured, hides, skins, hair and fur, feathers, coffee and

substitutes, cereals, sugar, indigo)

«

Summary of trade (value in francs) with France, Austria,
1840-1862; Italy, 1852-1861; German Customs Union 1851,1862.

23. Handel der Schweiz mit dem EBnigreich I taliecu Com-
merce de la Suisse avec lc P.oyaume d ? Italie»

Annual statistics of import and export (quantity) between
Switzerland cud Italy, 1869-1874, from Swiss document s.

Annual statistics of import cud export (quantity, value)
1862-1873, from Italian documents.

29. Handel ITrankreichs mit der Schweiz von 1852-1874.
Commerce de la France avec la Suisse pendant les annexes

1862-1874.
Annual statistics according to French documents, of import

and export ( Quantity, value) between France bnct Switzerland,
1862-1874, by products. Total value of exports and imports,
by countries of destination and of origin.

30. Waarenverkehr tlber :±e grenze zwischen Oesterreich und
der Schweiz in den j'chreu 1866-1874. Mouvenent commercial a
la frontier e sui sse-autricni enne per.de - b les annees 1856-1874.

Annual statistics according to Austrian documents, of
comodities passing the Swiss-Austrian frontier, 186S-1874;
(value) 1874; also of transit (quantity) through Austria-
Hungary over the Swiss-Austrian frontier, 1866-1874; (value)
1874/

33. Waarenvorlcehr titer die grenze Ewischen Deutschland
und der Schweiz in den jahren 1872-1875. M0uvement Connercial
a la fronticre sui sse-allenande s pendant les annees 1872-1875.

Animal statistics according to German documents, of import
and export (quantity, value) of conmodities passing the
German- Swiss frontier, 1872-1875; also of transit (quantity)
through Germany over the German-Swiss frontier, 1872-1875.

41. Handel der Schweiz mit dem konigreich Belgien (1871-
1877). Commerce de la Suisse avec le ILoyaume de Eelgique,
(1871-1877)

.

Annual statistics according to Belgian documents, of
import and export (quantity, value) between Belgium and
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Switzerland, 1871-1877, Manual statistics of import,
export, and transit, "by categories of commodities, 1871-

1877.
'

42. Waarenverkehr Tiber die grenze snrn.sch.en Deutschland
and der Schweiz in den jaliren 1875-1877. Mouvenent con-
nercial a la frontier e suisse-allenande pendant les annees
1875-1877.

Annual statistics according to Gernan documents, of
inport and export (quantity, value) of commodities passing
the C-eman-Swiss frontier, 1875-1877; also of transit
(quantity) through Germany over the G-ernan- Swiss frontier,
1875-1877.

Annual statistics of inport and export (quantity), 1875-

1878, according to Svdss .docunants.
43. Handel der Schweiz nit Frankreich in den jahren 1875-

1877. Conferee de la Suisse avec la France pendant les
annees 1875 a 1877.

Annual statistics of inport and export (quantity, value)
"between France and Switzerland, 1875-1877, according to

French documents.
45. TTaaronverkehr Tiber die grenze zwischen der Schweiz

una Oesterreich in den jahren 1875-1877. Mouvement commercial
a la frontiere sui sse-autricMenne pendant les annees 1875—
1877,

Annual statistics, according to Austrian docunents, of
inport and export (quantity, value-) of corr.odities passing
the Swiss-Austrian frontier, 1875-1877; also of transit
(quantity) through Austria-Hungary over the Swi ss-Austrian
frontier, 1875-1377.

Annual statistics, according to Swiss docunents, of
inport and export (quantity, value) of comnodi ties passing
the Swiss-Austrian frontier, 1875-1873.

48. Eandel der Schweiz nit I tali en in den jahren 1874-
1873. Connerce de la. Suisse avec 1*1talie pendant les
anne'es 1874 \ 1378.

Annual statistics, according to Italian docunents, of
inport and export (quantity, value) "between Switzerland and
Italy, 1874-1878.

Annual statistics of inport into Italy fron Switzerland
and fron other countries of cennodities of nost importance
to Switzerland, 1869-1879.

Livestock, Poultry. Bees. (Livr. 9,13,31,37,70,116,132,
1 52 , 178 , 179 , 207 , 21 3 , 214, 215 .

)

The Department of Agriculture has nos. 116,132,178,
(262St2Vi); 179(262St2Bi) ; 207,213(262St23e) ; 2l4(262St2H)

;

2l5(262St2Yo)
L.C. has conplete set.
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9. Recensement du Detail do la Suisse du 21 avril 1355.
Contains provisions of the law of July 1, 1865, providing

for a livestock census to be taken at intervals of ten years,
beginning with that of April 21, 1865.

Annual import and export statistics, horses-, foals, mules,
asses, horned cattle, calves, shee-o and lambs, hogs, goats,
1850-1365.

Numbers .of horses (according to age); asses and mules;
cattle (bullc, cows, heifers, calves): hogs (boars, sows,
suckling pigs)

; sheep; goats, by cantons, districts, and
commune s

.

Numbers of horses, cattle, hegs, sheep, goats per kilometre
and per 1000 inhabitants, by cantons. Comparison with sta-
tistics of Baden (1361), Samaria (1865), Belgium (1856),
France (1852), Great Britain and Ireland.'. (1665) , Hanover
(1857), Hesse (1359 and 1852), Ireland (I860), Mecklemburg-
Schwerir. (1657), Nassau (1851), Netherlands (1860), Oldenburg
(1852), Austria (1:57), Prussia (1861',, Saxony (1351), Sweden
(1350), Tfurttemberg (1861).

13. Statistik der viehbesitzer in der Schweiz am 21. A-oril

1866. Statistique 3es propriety ires de Detail en Suisse au
21 avril 18S6„ French and Serman.

Statistics of owners of livestock, according to number
owned, by cantons and districts,

31. S chwe i z e ri s che viebrj-hlung vcm 21. April 1376.
Erster teil. Recensemer-t du betail de In Suisse du 21 avril
1876. premiere partie.

Numbers of horses, mules, asses, cattle, hogs, sheep,

goats, beehives, by cantons, districts, and communes.
Value of horses, mules, asses, cattle, hogs, sheep, go°.ts,

beehives, by cantons.
Comparative figures showing numbers and Trnlue of livestock

on April 21, 1376 and on April 21, 1856.
Annual statistics of import aid export of horses, foals,

mules, asses, horned cattle, calves, hogs, sheep and lambs,

goats, beehives containing live bees, 1361-1575.
Annual statistics of import and export of oxen and bulls,

cows, calves, by countries of origin and of destination,
1S66-1874.

37. Schweizerische viehzahlung vom 21. April 1376. Zweiter
theil* Statistiqv.e der viehbesitzer. Recensement du Detail de
la Suisse du 21 avr.il 1375. Eeuxieme partie. Statistique des
propf ietaircs de betail. &erman and French.

Classification of livestock owners according to number
DWiied, by cantons and districts.

70. Die Schweizerische viehzahlurs vom 21. April 1885.
. * — -

Recensement du betcail de la Suisse du 21 avril 1836. German
and French.
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I"-;:::: e r s zz livestock owners and of horses
,
mules, - sses,

cattle, hogs, sheep, goats, beehives, by cantons, districts,
and coon-ones.

Statistics of Import and export (quantity, value, countries
of origin and of destination)

, horses, mules, foals, asses,
cattle, hogs, sheep and goats, fresh neat, salted and smoked
meat, hides, skins, fresh milk, condensed milk, lard, butter,
fresh and salted, cheese.

Annual statistics of import and export (numbers) of horses,
foals, asses, mules, cattle, calves, hogs, goats, sheep and
lambs, 1351-1886.

Annual statistics of import and export (quantity) of fresh
meat, salted or smoked meat, hides and skins, fresh milk, con-
densed milk, butter and lard, cheese, 1577-1884.

U.S.D.A. 116. Die ergebnisse der eidgenossischen viehzahlung vom
262 20. April 1396.
St2Vi Owners of livestock, for whom farming is the only, the

.rain, or a secondary occupation, and according to numbers and
kinds owned, by cantons, districts, and communes.

ITumbers of horses, mules, asses, cattle, hogs, sheep, goats,
b e eh iv e s ,

,by cant ons, districts, and commune s

•

U.S.D.A. 132. Eesultats du recensement federal du betail et des
262 ruches d«a"beilles du 19 avril 1901. 2v.

3t2Vi U.S.D.A. has German edition: V.allgemeine schweizerische
viehzahlung vorgenommer. am 19. April 1901.

A law of December 22, 1893 provides for a livestock census
every five years.

Uua.cers of livestock owners, horses, mules, asses, cattle,
hogs, sheep, goats, beehives, by cantons, districts, and
communes.

152. Resultats du recensement federal du betail du
20 avril 1906.

Uumbers of livestock owners and of horses, mules, asses,

cattle, hogs, sheep, and goats, by cantons, districts, and
communes.

l.S.D.A. 178. Hesultats du recensement federal du Detail au
252 21 avril 1911. U.S.D.A. has German edition: Vll.allgemeine
St2Vi schweizerische viehzahlung vorgenommen am 21. Anril 1911.

'."umbers :f livestock owners and af horses, cattle, hogs,
'sheep and goats by cantons, districts, and communes.

Comparison of results of census of 1663, 1875, 1886, 1895,

1901, 1906, 1911,
207. VIII^ recensement Suisse du betail du 19 avril 1916,

U.S.D.A , U.S,D> ;\„ entry: Switzerland. Eidgeno" s-sisches departement
252 • des Inne~n 0 > ; :..«ist isches bureau.
St23e Numbe~s of livestock owners, horses, males, asses, cattle,

hogs, shesp, goats, by cantons, districts and communes.

Comparative figures for previous censuses, by cantons.



213. IX recensement suisse du betail du 19 avril 1918.
U.S.D.A. entry: Switzerland. Eidgenossisches departement

des innem. Statist is dies "bureau.

Numbers of livestock owners and of horses (less than
4 years old, more than 4 years old, for breeding, for work,
for pleasure); mules; asses; cattle (calves for slaughter,
for raising; young cattle from 6 months to a year old;
heifers under and over 2 years; cows; bulls; oxen); hogs
(boars, sows, hogs for fattening); sheep; goats (kids for
slaughter, for raising; he goats; milk goats), by cantons,
districts, and communes.

179. V. recensement federal des ruches d'abeilles execute
le 21 avril 1911.

U.S.D.A. entry: Switzerland. Eidgeno'ssischcs .depart omcnt
des innem. Statistisches bureau, v.allgemeine schweizerische
zahlung der biencnvolker vorgenommen am 21.April, 1911.

Numbers of owners of beehives; owners of beehives owning
or not owning livestock, by cantons.

Numbers of owners of beehives, with or without agricultural
enterprises, by cantons, districts, and communes.

Numbers of beehives (with fixed or movable combs or both)
by cantons, districts, and communes.

Numbers of owners with 1 or 2 hives, 3 to 10 hives, 11

and more hives.
Comparative tables showing total numbers of owners and

of beehives on April 21, 1876, April 21, 18S6, April 20, 1395,

April 19, 1901, April 21 ^ 1911, by cantons.

214. VI. recensement federal des ruches d'abeilles execiite

le 19 avril 1918.

U.S.D.A. entry: Switzerland. Eidgenossisches departement

des innem. Statistisches bureau.

Numbers of owners of beehives, owners of beehives owning

or not owning livestock, by cantons, districts, and communes.

Numbers of owners of beehives, with or without agricultural

enterprises, by cantons, districts, and communes.

Numbers of beehives (with fixed or movable combs), by

cantons, districts, and communes.

Numbers of owners with 1 or 2 hives; 3 to 10 hives, 11 and

more hives.
Comparative tables showing total numbers of owners and of

beehives on April 21, 1876; April 21, 1886; April 20, 1896;

April 19, 1901; April 21,,l?li; April 19, 1918, Tjy cantons

215. l
er recensement federal des volailles execute le

19 avril 1913.

U.S.D.A. entry: Switzerland. Eidgenossische s departement

des innern. Statistisches bureau.

lumbers of poultry owners and of geese, ducks, hens,

turkeys and guinea fowls, by cantons, districts, and communes.
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U.S.D.A.
262

pi?

and
262

St2Ei

Population, Census
1860. (Livr.l, 2, 8, 11). Livr. 11 contains statistics

of occupations bv cantons and districts.
1870. (Livr. 15, 20, 28). Livr. 28 contains statistics of

occupations.
1880. (Livr. 51, 56, 59). Livr. 59 contains statistics of

occupations.
1888. (Livr. 84, 88, 97). Livr. 97 contains statistics of

occupations.
1900. (Livr. 140, 145, 151, 162). Livr. 151 contains sta-

tistics of occupations.
1910. (Livr. 195, 204, 212). Livr. 212 contains statistics

of occupations.
U.S.D.A. lias 1388, 1900, and 1910, Entry: Switzerland.

Eid£eno*ssisches de-oartcment des innern. Statist isches
Bureau. Die ergebnisse der eidgeno" ssischen volkszahlung. .

,

The volumes for 1860 and 1870 are out of print.
Vital statistics not included.

L.C.
HF3703

.U5A12

Switzerland. Statistisches "bureau.

Tableau comparatif de 1 ' exportation de la Suisse pour
les Etats-Unis de l'Anerique du nord. [Berne 18 -

]

Title varies.

L.C. has tables for 1375, 1330, 1381, each set of tables
containing comparative figures for all previous years
"beginning with 1854. The commodities given include silk
goods, cotton and woolen fabrics , straw and horsehair goods,

cheese, and leather, and the figures represent the value
of their export in francs from Switzerland to the United
States.

L.C. Switzerland. Statist isches "bureau.

KF3113 Waaren-ausfuhr aus der Schweiz nach den Vereinigten
•A3 Staaten von ITordamorika im jahr 1876, verglichen mit

derjenigen der .jahre 1864 bis und mit 1875. Nach den ...

mittheilungen der Tit. Consulate in Zurich, Basel und Gfenf

,

zusamrnengestellt vom Eidgen. statist ischen "bureau. [Bern,

1877.]
This is a broadside giving the annual value of exports

of silk and silk goods, cotton and woolen fabrics, straw

and hors© hair goods, cheese, and leather from Switzerland
to the United States, 1864-1376.

L.C. Switzerland. Statist isches bureau.
EF3708 laarenausfuhr der Schweiz nach den Vereinigten Staaten
.U5A13 von ITordamerika. Exportation do la Suisse pour les Etats-

Unis de I'Amerique du Nord. VerBffentlicht vom eidg.

statist ischen bureau nach den mit the ilungen' der Tit.
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Konsulate der Vereinigten Staaten. [Born, 18 ]

A sheet of tables giving the annual value of the export
of silk and silk goods, cotton and woolen, fabrics, straw
and horse hair goods, cheese, and leather from Switzerland
to the United States, 1864-1881.

Switzerland. Statist isches bureau. See also Switzerland.
EidgenOssisches depart ement des innern. Statist isches
bureau.

L.C. Switzerland. Volkswirt schaf t sdepartement . Rapports economiques
HC395 de la feuille officielle Suisse du commerce. 1926-1937.
•A47~ Berne, Imprizaerie ,1. Pochon-Jent. [l926]-27. Monthly.

numero supplementalre. La marge des prix
dans le commerce du lait en Suisse. ITov. 1927.

Index numbers of wholesale and retail prices, monthly,
1924-1927.

Statistics of export (quantity, value) of cheese, con-
densed milk, livestock, 1924, 1925. (Jan., 1926); cheese,
1925, 1925(Mar.,1927)

Area, production, bread grain (wheat, spelt, rye, maslin);
other grain (barley, oats, maize), 1923-1925( Jan. , 1926)

.

Gross return from cultivation of grain, potatoes, sugar
beets, hemp and flax, tobacco, hay for horses other than
those used in agriculture, fruit trees, and marsh grass,
viticulture, livestock raising (cattle, horses, sheep,
goats, poultry) "beekeeping, sericiilture, 1923, 1924, pre-
liminary figures for 1925 (Jan. ,1926); 1925, preliminary
figures for 1926 (Jan. ,1927).

Uumbers of cows, goats; production of milk, total, per
cow, per go.at, 1921-1926; quantity of milk delivered,
1914-1920, monthly, 1925, 1926; consumption of milk, 1926

(Oct., 1927).
Pumbers of "poultry owners; numbers of hens, ducks and

geese, 1918, 1921, 1926; numbers of poultry owners and of

hens, by cantons. (Oct., 1927).

Monthly market prices of wheat, 1925 (May, 1926); area
of wheat, 1917, 1919, 1925; by cantons, 1917, 1926 (Nov.,

1926); deliveries to Government and price paid, 1917-1925

(Dec. ,1926).
Monthly prices of oxen, heifers, calves, hogs, 1925

( Feh. , 1926) ; numbers of horses, cattle, cows, hogs, sheep,

goats, 1866, 1876, 188S, 1895, 1901, 1905, 1911, 1916, 1921,

1926(Aug. .1923). .

'

'

Supplement: La marge des prix dans le commerce du lait

en Suisse. A study of the difference between the prices
paid to producers and those paid by consumers.

Milk statistics: Production (total; per capita, per
cow, per goat) 1866, 1911, 1926; consumption for livestock
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raising* by livestock owners, by the rest of the population
for transformation into, "by-product s , 1856, 1911, 1926;
annual consumption in litres, per .family, per capita, 1912,
1919-1922; daily del iyeries (total, for consumption, for
transformation into by-products), June, 1925,

Price paid to producer, margin of wholesale price, margin
of retail price, price mid by consumer, in Zurich, Berne,
Bale, March, 1927. .

Daily demand, price of delivery to retail trade, price
per litre in a number of cities, 1926/27.

Pumbers of milk societies, price paid to producers, retail
price, margin, 1870/79, 1880/89, 1890/99, 1900/1905, 1905/1909.

L.C. Switzerland. Volkswirt schaf t sdepartement . Rapports economises
HC395 et statistiques sociales, publies par le Departement federal
•A3 de l*economie publique. Annee 1928- Berne, 1929-

( Supplement de la Eeuille ofiicielle Suisse du commerce)
Monthly. Issued also in German.

Title varies slightly.
Formed by the union of Sozialstatistische Mitteilungen ...

Informations de Statistique' Sociale (Arbeitsamt) and
Rapports Economiques de la Feuille Ofiicielle Suisse du
Commerce.

Published also without supplement note.
Continued as "La Vie Econornique ,

" Jan., 1930- [not in L»C.]
L.G. 1. Supplement. Contribution a 1' etude des prix du pain
HC395 en Suisse. Berne, 1928. 30p. (preisbildungskommission.
.A32 2.Publication) Bibliography: p. 29-30.

no.l 3. Supplement. La marge des prix dans le commerce

suisse de la boucherie et de la charcuterie. Berne, 1929.

HC395 60p. (^Preisbildrngsk'ommission. 3. publication)
• A32' "Supplement de la Eeuille officielle suisse du commerce."
no. 3. Bibliography: p. 60.

Contains the same statistics as the German edition.

Swi t z e r1and . Volkswi r t schaf t sdepar t emen t . Wir t s chaf 1 1 i die

und Sozialistische 1Mitteilungen. \ I (LCHC.39i3.A33), q.v.

L.C# Switzerland. Volkswirt schaf t sdeparteme'nt . Rapports economiques
HC395 ct statistiques sociales... 1929- [another issue]

.A3 [Berne, 1928?-
date a

L.C. Switzerland. Volkswirt schaftsdepart emen t. Wirt schaftliche und

HC395
(

sozialstatistische mitteilungen... jahrg. 1928-

.A33 Bern, 1929- Monthly.'
Issued also in French.
Hrsg. vom SidgenQssischen volkswirt schaftsdepart ement.
formed by the union of Sozialstatistische Mitteilungen...

Informations de Statistique Social c (Arbeit samt ) and

Wirtschaftsberichte des Schweizerischen Hando Isamt sbl^tt

.



Feuillo Oificiellc Suisse du commerce.
Sonderheft 1. Die brotT:roisverhaltnisse in der

Schweiz. Bern, 1323. 38p. (preisbildungskommission.
Verb^fentlichung nr. 2)

3 i c 1 iography : p . 27-2S

.

Sonderheft 3. Die verarbeitungs-und verschleiss
spanne im fleisch-und fleischwarenverkehr der Scirreiz. Bern,
1228. SOp. (preisbildunngskommission. Veroffentlichung
nr. 5)

B i o 1 i ography : p . 50

.

Sonderheft S. Das Tirtsch-.fts.jahr 1922 nit
Wirtschaftszahlen "bis MSxz 1950. Bern, 1930. 55p.

?or analysis of contents, see Switzerland. Departement
Suisse de l 1 economic publique. Das Wirtschaf tsjahr (262.Ee7)

Average animal index numbers of cost of living, 1915-1927;
monthly inde:: numbers of cost of living, 1927 (Jan., 1928).

Monthly inde;: numbers of retail prices ( comparative
figures for corresponding month of 4 preceding years) of

dairy products, eggs, fats and oils, meat and neat products,
bread and other grain products, sugar and honey, potatoes
and legumes, coffee and chocolate.

Index numbers of cost of- living, annual, 1221-
monthly Jan. 1927- ; monthly by eonmunes Dec. ,

1927-

(Jan. , 1928- )

Monthly index numbers of wholesale prices by groups of

commodities; also milk, butter, eggs, cattle, hogs, lard,

wheat, oat s , barley, maize, potatoes, margarine, tea, coffee,

beans, peas, lentils, rice, sugar, milk, cocoa beans, hops,

malt, oil fruits, cotton, wool, silk, hides, ~ood, fodder

products, hay, oil calces, artificial fertilizer, straw (Jan.,

1928- )

Monthly index numbers for food-* heat and light, clothing,

rent, 1221- (Jan., 1928- )

Average annual index numbers of foodstuffs, by communes,

1925-1929 (Feb. ,
1930).

Monthly index numbers of wholesale and retail prices of

foodstuffs, Jan., 1926-Mar. , 1930 (Apr., 193C); Jan. ,1925-

July, 193C (Aug., 1930); Jan., 1925-Dec. , 1930 (Jan., 1931).

Monthly prices in 34 communes of beef, pork, veal, lard,

butter, cheese, milk, bread, white flour, sugar, potatoes,

eggs, Dec, 1227- ; also average monthly price in 34

communities of above commodities.

Monthly statistics of import and export (value) by

categories of commodities, 1927- (Jeb.,1228- )

Area, production of grain ("heat, spelt, rye, maslin,

barley, oats, maize, 1926, 1927( Jan. ,1928) ; + maize, 1928,

1929 (Dec, 1229)

Freight rates for cherries, apples, pears, 1925, 1927

(Jan. ,1228); 1928, 1929(Dec. ,1929)
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Gross return from various agricultural activities (grain
cultivation, tobacco cultivation, livestock raising,
viticulture, horticulture, etc.) 1927- (comparative
figures for 2. preceding years) (January of each year)

Total grain production;, quantity delivered to the Govern-
ment; quantity used at home; quantity impor.ted; total grain
requirement, 1926-1928 (June, 1929)

Numbers of livestock slaughtered: monthly and amount of
meat produced in 1927 ( Feb. ,1928) ; Jan. -Sept .1927 , 1928
(Dec. ,1928); bulls, oxen, cows, calves, sheep, goats, hogs,
horses, yearly figures, 1927- (Feb. of each year); quarterly
figures, May, Aug., Nov, , (1929- )«

Southern fruits, quantity, imported, total, per capita,
1877, 1887., 1897, 1907, 1913, 1927; total quantity imported
and value, lemons and oranges, dates and figs, almonds and
nuts, bananas and pineapples, 1911-1927 (April, 1928)

^obacco, consumption, total, per capita, average per
decade, 1851-1920; 1921/27; annual statistics of import and

,

export 1851-1927 (May, 1928); consumption, import, export,
1924-1927 (July, 1928).

Eggs, statistics of production and consumption. Monthly
import statistics, 1924-1927. Monthly retail and wholesale
prices, 1921-1927 (May, 1928).

Milk, production, 1921-1927; utilization and consumption,
1926, 1927 (May, 1928).

Coffee, consumption, total -per capita, by decades, 1851-

1920; 1921/28; total, 1911-1920 (June, 1928).
Tea, import statistics, by four-year periods, 1851-1925;

1926/27 (Sept., 1928)
Beer, production, 1890, 1911, 1923, 1928 (Apr., 1929);

total and per ca.pita production, total by cantons, 1929;

total, 1891, 1901, 1911, 1920, 1923, 1929 (Feb. 19.30);

total and per capita production, total by cantons, 1930;

total, 1891, 1901, 1911, 1920, 1923, 1930 (Feb., 1931).

Sugar, import, 1840, 1850, I860, 1870, 1880, 1890, 1900,

1910-1929 (Nov. ,1929).
Meat, consumption (total, per capita), 1913-1930; total

consumption (bulls, oxen, cows, hogs, sheep, goats, horses,

frozen meat, poultry) 1930.

L.C. Switzerland. Volkswirt schaf t sdepartement . !7irtschaf t sberichte

KC395 des schweizerischen handelsnmtsblattes. Rapports economiques

.A46 de la feuille offieielle suisse du corn-ierce, 1925. Berne,
1925 Buchdruckerei F. Pochon Jent, 1925. 360p. Weekly.

German and French text. Each number has, in addition to

the German and French title, an Italian title: Rapporti
economic! del foglio ufficiale svizzero di commercio.

Most numbers include "Literatur.

"
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Continued in 1926 by separate German and French editions.
Index- numbers, cost of living, 1921-1924; wholesale prices,

monthly, 1921-1925.
Meat, consumption, total, per capita, of Swiss origin, of

foreign origin, import, 1913-1923.
Index numbers, retail prices, dairy products, eggs, fats,

meat, bread and cereals, sugar and honey, etc., potatoes
and legumes, monthly, 1923-1925. . ,

Number of people employed in agriculture, percentage of
population, by cantons, 1860, 1920.

Gross return from various types of agricultural activity
(grain cultivation, potato cultivation, horticulture, live-
stock raising, etc.), 1913, 1922-1924.

L.C. Switzerland. Volkswirt schaf t sdepartement . Wirtschaf tsberichte
HC395 des schweizerischen handelsamt sblat tes. 1926-1927. [Bern,

.A48 1926-27]. Published 2 or 3 times a month.
1927 Issued also in French.

(t.-p. for 1926 and no. 17, 1926, wanting in L.C. copy.)
Continuation of Wirt schaftsberichte des Schweizerischen

Handelsamt sblat tes. Rapports Economiques de la Feuille
Officielle Suisse du Commerce* 1925.

United in January, 1928, with Soi,ialstatistische
Mitteilungen t <, . Informations de Statistique Sociale, 1923-

1927 ( Arbeit samt) to form Wirtschaftliche und $ozialstatistische
Mitteilungen.

L.C. [Son&erheft] ^ie Verschleisspanne [?] im

HC395 Milchhan&el der Gchweiz, [Bern,, 1927]
•A34 (preisbildur-gskcmmis.sion.' Verc"ffentlichung, nr. 1)

Bibliography : p. 39.

Contains substantially the same statistics as Rapports
Economiques de la I<'euille Officielle Siiisse du co^erce,
published monthly (HC395.A47)

Switzerland. Volkswirt schaftsderartement. See al-so Switzerland.
t * - -—

Departement Suisse de 1 T economic publique.

U.S.D.A. Switzerland. Zolldepartement . Monastsstatistik des auswartigen
262 handels der ScrweiZo . Statistique mensuelle du commerce

Z7Sc exterieur de la Suisse. [Bern, 1655 » ]

Hrsg. vom Schweizerischen zolldepartement

L.C. Hrsg. vom Sidgenossischen zolldepartement, 1921-1923.

HF223 Hrsg. vom uidgcno ssischen oberzolldirektion 1924-

.A17 Title varies: 1885-1892, Waarenverkehr der Schweiz mit

dem Ausiande. Uebersicht der ein-und ausfuhr der wicht igsten

Warenart ikel . .

.
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1893(1-3 quartel) Schweizcrischc handels statistik. Ein-

und ausfuhr d-er wichtigsten Waren,

1893(4. quart el) -19 22, Schweizerische handelsstat istik.

Ein-und ausfuhr dor wichtigsten Waren,..
1923-24. Statistik. des auswftrtigen 'handels dcr Schwciz...
Statistique du commerce extericur de la Suisse.

Publ i shed monthly' Jan* 1925-

U.S.D.Ahas 1919- (lacks 1919, 2. trim. -1920
L.C. has 1885-

L.C. entry: Switzerland. Finanz-und zolldepartemcnt

.

Schweizerische handelsstatistik. Ein-und ausfuhr der
wichtigsten waren. Statistique du commerce do la Suisse.

Statistics of import and export, by commodities, (quantity,

value, country. of origin and of destination). Monthly and

quarterly figures are provisional; final figures in annual
report. Each volume contains a summary of Switzerland's
foreign trade according to categories of commodities. Erom
January 1,, 1924- the Swiss Customs Union includes the

j

Principality of Liechtenstein (Treaty of Mar. 29, 1923.
Ratified by Swiss Federal decree of Dec. 21, 1923).

U.S.D.A. Switzerland. Zolldepartemcnt. Statistik des warenverkehrs der
262 Schweiz mit dem Auslande. Statist ique du commerce de la
Z7S Suisse avec I'etranger.

Yearly 1885-
L.C. 1923- in trro parts. Issued "by Eidgenb'ssische
HF223 Oberzolldirektion.
.A2 U.S.D.A. has 1885-

L.C. has 1885-
. L.C. entry: Einanz-und Zolldepartemcnt.

Yearly statistics of import, export, transit trade,

customs receipts (quantity, value, countries of origin and
of destination)'. Special tables for commerce with foreign t

countries, "by commodities.

U.S.D.A. Switzerland. Zolldepartemcnt. Statist ique du commerce Suisse.

262 Rapport annuel . . . [Bern, 1885- ]

D85R Hrsg. ,vom schweiz. Zolldepartement , 1885-1886, 1888,1892,1897.
Publie par le Departement federal des peages, 1885-1889.

L.C. Public par le Departement federal des douanes, 1890-1922.
HF223 Publie par la dDirection generale des douanes federales, 1923-

.A25 Title-page and tables in German and French, 1885-1886, 1888.

Title varies: 1885 Schweizerische handelsstat istik.
Tabelle des einheit swerthe pro 1885 nebst angabe der ausfuhr-'.

mittelwerthe von Deutschland, Frankreich und Italien pro 1884.
1889-1890 Statistique du commerce de la Suisse. Rapport annuel

et tableau des valeurs moyennes...
1892-1893, Statistique du commerce de la Suisse, Rapport

annuel. .

.
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U.S.D.A. has German ed. of 1892; L. C. has German ed. of
1897, both with title Sch^eizerische handelsstat istik.
Jahresbericht

.

... Eeilage znm jahresbericht 1901... Special

-

handel mit den einzelnen landern in den .jahren 1892-1901.
Commerce special avec les divers loays "oendant les annees
1892-1901." Bern, Buchdr. A. Benteli, 1902, 215p.

U.S.D.A. has 1885- (lacks 1837; 1891; Has only German ed.

,

1892)

L. C. has 1885-

L.C. entry: Switzerland. Finanz-wid Zolldepartement.
Statistique du commerce Suisse. Eapport annuel.

Annual review of the trade of Switzerland with foreign
countries along general lines.

... Beilage zum jahresbericht 1901... Spocialhandel mit
den einzelnen landern in den jahren 1892-1901. Commerce
special avec les divers pays pendant les annees 1892-1901.
Bern, Buchdr. A. Benteli, 1902. 2l5p. Bound with Statistique
du commerce suisse. Rar>port -annuel 1901. Also as a separate

(HF3701.A3 1902).
Annual statistics of import and export (value), 1892-

1901. By countries.

Switzerland. Zolldepartement. See also Switzerland. Finanz-
und z o 1 1depar t omcnt

.

U.S.D.A. Union suisse des paysans. Publications no. 1-99. Brougg,
17 1900-1930..
Se2 The following numbers contain agricultural statistics:

Ho. 31 - La question ouvriere agricole en Suisse, l.partie:
La condition des ouvriers agricoles suisses autrefois et

auj ourd 1 hui . 1908.
Statistics of agricultural population, 1888, 1900: narking

on own farm, male, female; working on farm of a member of the
family, male workers, female workers; belonging to technical
personnel, male, female; farm servants, male, female; day
workers, male, female; working in an indeterminate capacity,
male, female; cmplo3/ed in the household, members of family,
servants, male, female; non-productive members of family.

Humbers of farm servants, male, female, by cantons, 1888,

1900; numbers of day workers; house servants, female;
independent farmers; those working on the farm of a relative,
male, female; female members of family employed in the household.

Numbers of farm servants, day workers, less than 15 years
old, between the ages of 15 and 19, 20 and 24, 25 and 29, 30

and 39, 40 and 49, 50 and 59, 60 and 69, 70 and 79, 80 years
old and over.

Statistics showing dearth of agricultural labor, by
cantons; in winter; among family members; by categories, of
workers.
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Wages of cowherds showing increases in periods from
1800/49-1350/69; 1850/69-1870/79 ; 1S70/79-1800./89

; 1830/39-
1890/99; 1890/99-1906.

Weekly wages of cowherds; stable hands; farm servants,
.male, female, by cantons, 1800/49; 1850/69; 1870/79;
1880/89; 1890/99; 1905.

Wages of day workers (with "board and lodging) , male;
summer, winter, by cantons, 1800/49; 1850/69; 1870/79;
1830/89; 1890/99; 1906; female, summer, winter, 1906.

Wages of day workers (without "board and lodging), male,
female, summer, winter, "by cantons, 1906.

Cost per day 1 s upkeep for a man, by cantons. Number of
times per week meat is provided for dinner or supper, by
cantons.

Lunch provided at 10 and 4, in summer only, all the year
round, not at all, by cantons. Cheese, lard, sausage pro-
vided in addition to bread, all the year round, when work
is heavy, not at all, by cantons.

Improvement in lunches and other meals, by cantons.
Wages for piece work, by cantons:

1) ploughing; ploughing and harrowing; weeding.

2) mowing grasi-
,
per hectare, by hand, by machine;

mowing and haymaking per hectare; mowing, haymaking
and housing in barns, per hectare.

3) cutting and sawing wood; making into bundles.

4) working in vineyards.
Expenditure for agricultural wages, 1838, 1900: payment

in kind, board, lodging.
Employment of seasonal workers, by cantons.
Appendix contains table of average, maximum, and minimum

wages in 1906, by cantons and districts, of cowherds; rstable

hands; farm servants, male, female; day workers, male,
female, with and without board, summer, winter.

No. 40 - Lri question ouvriere agricole en Suisse. 2.partie:

Questions generales. L 1 amoliorat ion des conditions du travail

agricole. Le service de placement. 1911.
Average length of working day for men; hour at which work

begins in the morning; length of time allowed for meals and

for rest; hour at which work stops in the evening (spring,

haymaking, summer, autumn, winter)
,
by cantons.

Numbers of hours of work on Sunday, by cantons.
Number of holidays, by cantons.
Conditions of agricultural labor and suggestions for their

improvement are discussed, as well as problems of insurance,
wage contracts, and loans, social welfare measures, and plans
for the organization of employment bureaus.

no. 44 - Erhebungen fiber den stand des landwirtschaftlichen
vereins-und genossenschaftswesens in der Schweiz am l.januar
1910. 1912.
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Statistics of membership, date of foundation and main ains
of agricultural cooperative associations.

$0. 45 - Die landwirtschaf tliclie arbeiterfrage in der
Schweiz, 3. Toil: Vorschlage zur 18 sung des problems
(Fortsetzung). Die vermehrung des angebots landwirt scliaf tliclier
arbeitskrafte. 1912.

A study of measures to increase the supply of agricultural
labor and of the employment of foreign seasonal labor.

No. 54 - La question ouvriere agricole en Suisse. 4.partie:
propositions en vue de la solution du probi erne. (Fin.) La
reduction des be so ins de la nain-d 1 oeuvre agricole. 1917.

A study of measures to decrease the need of agricultural
labor, including the mechanization of agriculture.

No. 68 - Snquete sur les associations agricoles de la Suisse
en 1920.. 1923.

Statistics of membership in 1920, date of foundation, and
main aims of agricultural cooperative associations.

No. 70 - Les salaires agricoles en Suisse. Enquete de 1921.
1923.

Average weekly wages of foremen of laborers, by cantons,
before the war; 1921.

'

Average weekly wages of cowherds, by cantons, 1906; before
the war; 1921; increases in weekly salary during the periods
from 1800/49 to 1350/69; 1850/69-1870/79; 1870/79-1880/89;
1880/89-1390/99; 1390/99-1906; 1906-1913/14; 1913/14-1920/21

.

Average weekly wage's of carters; farm servants; domestic
and farm servants (female), 1905; before the war; 1921.

Average weekly wages of young boys just out of school;
inexperienced probationers; orobationers who have attended
schools of agriculture and who are sons of farmers; pro-
bationers who have attended schools of agriculture and whose
fathers are not farmers, by cantons, before the war; 1921.

Average wages of workers by the day (without meals; with
lunch at 10 and 4; with full board), male, female, summer,

winter, by cantons, before the war; 1921.

Average annual wages of managers, single, married with
wife acting as housekeeper or with wife working regularly
in the fields, by cantons, before the war; 1921; assistant
managers or foremen, by cantons, before the war; 1921.

Wages for piece work, before and after the war:

1) ploughing; ploughing and harrowing.

2) hoeing potatoes, by hand, by horse power.

3) hilling up potatoes, by hand, by plo-ugh.

4) sowing grain; spreading manure; mowing marsh grass.

5) mowing grass, by scythe, by mowing machine.

6) mowing and haymaking; mowing, haymaking and housing
in barns; mowing and haymaking per qm. of hay.

7) grafting fruit trees.
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8) work in vineyards,

9) cutting and sawing wood; unking into bundles.
10) cost of horse shoeing, per shoe, new shoes, shoes

already used;

21) cost of castration of hogs; paring ?ioofs of cattle.

12) veterinary ' s fees, at his hone, on the farm.
13) doctor 1 s fees, at his home, on the farm.

An appendix contains a table giving weekly wages (maximum,
minimum, average) in addition to board and lodging, of foremen,
cowherds, carters, farm servants (male, female), boys just
out of school, by cantons and districts, before the war; after
the war; daily wages (maximum, minimum, average) of day
laborers (male, female), with and without board, summer,
winter, by districts, before the war; after the war.

Ho. 74 - Enquete sur la situation de la viticulture en

Suisse. 1924.
Area in vines, 1898, 1921, by cantons; average value of

vineyards, 1906/22; cost of production (itemized) 190S/13;

1914/17; 1918-1922; average cost of "production per hectare,

1906/22; 1922; cost of production of one hectolitre of wine,

1906/13; 1914/17; 1918-1922.
Production of wine in hi. per hectare, 1906/13; 1914/17;

1913-1922.
Prices of wine per hi. (white wine, red wine), 1914-1922;

average 1914-/22.

Gross return from wine and grapes in francs per hectare,

1906/13; 1914-1922; 1906/22.
Gross return by vineyards, 1906/13; 1914/17; 1918-1922;

1906/22.
Gross return from wine and grapes in francs per hectare

(corrected figures), 1906/13; 1914/17; 1918-1922; 1906/22.
Area of vineyards; gross return, total and per hectare,

1906/13; 1914/17; 1918-1922; 1905/22.
Net return in francs per hectare, 1906/13; 1914/17;

1918-1922; 1906/22.
Cost of production, price of wine per hi., 1906/13;

1914/17; 1918-1922; 1906/22.
No. 81 - ^utilisation cooperative du lait en Suisse.

Re suit at s de 1 'enquete faite en 1924 . 1925.

Total area, agricultural area, number of agricultural
enterprises, associations for the utilization of milk, member-
ship of these associations, by cantons.

Number of cows, annua,! production of milk Der cow, number
of goats, annual production of milk per goat, total milk pro-

duction, milk used for livestock, consumption, quantity of

milk transformed into by-products, 1866, 1376, 1396, 1911,

1916, yearly 1918-1921.
Cheese, production, consunrotion, export, 1366, 1396,

1911, 1920," 1921.
Export of cheese, butter, 1851, 1861, 1871; cheese, butter,
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condensed milk,^ v^rodmilk, 1881, 1891, 1892/1905, 1906/12,
1913, 1914/19, 1920/31;

Value, of milk product-ion, 1866, 1876, 1886, 1896, 1906,
1911, 1916, 1921. ^

Numbers of associations and- of purchasers of milk, by
cantons.

Milk delivered for all purposes', winter of 1922/23; average
quantity delivered per association.

Consumption of milk by agricultural peculation, daily cer
capita, yearly per capita, 1914/19, 1920-1923.

Consumption of milk by urban population. Number of
families," number of individuals per family, annual consumption
of milk and cream per family, annual consumption of milk and
cream per capita, 1919, 1920, 1921, 1922,

Annual per capita consumption of milk in Zurich, Bale,
Berne, other cities and districts, 1920, 1921, 1922.

Quantity of milk sold directly by producer to consumer.
Quantity of milk used for raising livestock.
Consumption of milk in Alpine regions: consumption by

agricultural population, consumption by non-agricultural
population, consumption by calves^' milk delivered to cheese
factories, cons-mot ion by hotel

s

0

Cheese: number of cheese factories, quantity of milk used,
winter of 1922/23, summer of 3923, by cantons; number of

enterprises for the manufacture of pneese or butter, milk
used, winter of 1922/23, summer of 1922, year 1922/23, by
cantons'.

Loral sale of milk to consumers, total, by associations,
winter of 1922/23, summer of 1923, year 1922/23, by cantons.

Milk sold for condensation; number of associations selling
it, winter of 1^22/23, summer of 1923, year 1922/23, by
cantons 3

Milk used for cheese production, for butter and cheese
production, for consumption, for condensing, for ether pur-

poses, 1922/23, by cantons*
Milk, consumption, used for stock raising, made into by-

products, 1896,* 1911, 1922/23.
Transportation of milk, by railway, by automobile or

wagon, winter, summer, per day, by cantons.

Milk consumption in a number of cities, 1922, 1923.

Average price Ler 100 kg. , total value in francs of

milk used for making cheese and butter, condensed milk, milk
consumed, winter of 1922/23, summer of 1923; total value
of milk product ion c

Value of milk cows, stables, buildings for reception and

transformation of milk, means of transportation, dairy equip-
ment in cities, industrial pquipmcnt for cheese making, etc.

>Tumber of ueoiole y-,-ff.p.leyed by milt industry, 1920.

Consumption of milk and dairy products, by professions,
by amount of income, by regions; consumption cf cheese, by
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. Production of livestock for slaughter, live weight in
kg. per hectare and by size of -farming enterprise, cattle,
calves, ' hogs, 1925.

Consumption of meat in urban households, beef, pork, veal,
mutton, 1919-1922. •

Consumption of meat in Zurich, Bale, Berne, other cities,
"beef, veal, pork, mutton, horse meat, entrails; 'according to

occupation (officials, skilled and non-skilled workers);
according to income.

Average annual price paid for beef, veal, pork, mutton,
-horse meat, entrails, according to occupation.

Consumption of meat on farms, purchased, produced on the
farm, total, ioer capita and per year, 1906/13, 1914/19, 1920/22,
1923-1925.

Consumption of meat in Switzerland, total, per capita,
beef, pork, mutton, goats* meat, 1911, 1921, 1926.

Consumption of animal fat, vegetable fat, edible oils,
butter, 1912, 1919-1922; by cities, 1922.

Statistics of import of oxen, bulls, cows, heifers, calves,

hogs, sheep, veal, pork, other fresh meat, ham, salted and
smoked meat, frozen meat, preserved meat, game and poultry;
export of oxen, bulls, cows, calves, veal, other fresh meat,

1906/13, 1911, 1921, 1926, 1927.
Livestock slaughtered and meat produced in Bale, 1912, 1926.

Annual per capita consumption of meat in Bale, 1912-1926.

Monthly prices of oxen, cows, per' 100 kg. live weight,

1912, 1913. Monthly arrivals of large cattle at fairs,

numbers slaughtered (bulls, oxen, cows, heifers), 1926.

Monthly arrivals, slaughter, prices per kg., calves,

young pigs, 1926.
price of hides and skins (cows, heifers, oxen, bulls,

calves) at Zurich, November 7,. 1927.

Statistics of cost of production of meat and of selling

prices by butchers.
no. 92.- Recherches sur les conditions economiques de

quelque s branches de la petite ' exploitation. Apiculture-

Agrioilture-Viticulture. 1929.

1. Beekeeping:
Capital invested and receipts (itemized)

1927., 1912/27.
Receipts from honey, average sales price, per

kg., 1912/17, 1918, 1919/21, 1922, 1923/24, 1925-1927.

Expenditures (itemized), 1927, 1912/27.

. Production of honey, 1912-1927; average 1920-1927.

Honey sold, used for home consumption, 1912/17,

1918, 1919/21, 1922, 1923/24, 1925-1927.

Time devoted to beekeeping, by colony and by

year, in hours and minutes, 1912-1919.

Cost of production (itemized), 1927, 1912/27.



Annual cost of production 1912-1922*
Cost of production of honey, total, per kg.,

1912/13, 1914/19," 1920-1927.
Gross return, . honey, "bee colonies and queen "bees,

etc., wax and combs, total, 19l2/l3,_ 1914/19, 1920-1927.
Het return, ."by enterprises, "by colonies, per 100

• fr. of ^ost of production, 1912/13, 1914/19, 1920-1927.
Income, 1912/13, 1914/19, 1920-192?.
Return for labor of "beekeeper, 1912/13, 1914/19,

1920-1927..

2. poultry Raising:
Capital invested (itemiz ed), 1924/27.
Average production- of eggs, 1924-1927.
Numbers of hens, chickens, roosters, turkeys,

geese, ducks, 1924/27.
Cost of production (itemized), 1924/27; per lay-

ing hen, 1924-1927.
.
V

Cost of production of eggs, 1924-1927.
Gross return from eggs, poultry,' total, 1924/27;

total, 1924-1927".

_ Income of poultry raiser, 1924-1927; return for
•his labor, 1924-1927.

3. Viticulture:
Area of vines, by cantons, 1896, 1927.
Value of vineyards, 1906/13, 1914/19, 1920/27,

190Q/27. •

Cost of production ( itemized)' per hectare,
. 1906/13, 1914/19/ 1920/22, 1923/27, 1906/27.

Cost of production per hi. of wine, 1924-1927.
production of wine in hi. per hectare, 1906/13,

1914/19, 1920/22, 1923/27, 1906/27.
'

Average price -per hi. of white wine, red wine,

1914/19, 1920/22, 1923-1927, i923/27, 1914/27.
3-ross return in money from wine and grapes in

francs, per hectare, 1906/13, 1914-/l9, 19^0/22, 1923-

1927, 1923/27, 1906/27; total 1906/13, 1914/19, 1920/22,
1923/27, 1906/27.

t

ITet return -per hectare, 1906/13, 1914/19, 1920/22,
1923-1927, 1923/27, 1906/27..

Income and labor return per hectare, labor return
per hour, 1906/13, 1914/.19, 1920/22, 1923/27, 1906/27.
no. 95;- L ! extension de la culture des cereales en Suisse,

1929.
Area, wheat (winter, summer) , rye (winter, summer) spelt,

maslin, barley, oats, maize, 1917, 1919, 1926.

Average farm area, 1905; area in grain, 1919, 1926; its

percentage of total productive area, 1926; increased area in

1918; increase proposed in 1929, total and per livestock
owner, by cantons and communes.
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no. 98 - Les salaires et les conditions du travail dans
1* agriculture suisse. Enau&te de 1929/30. 1930.
I • Wage s

Average weekly V7ages of foremi of laborers, "by cantons,
"before the war; 1921; married, unmarried, 1930.

Average weekly wages of cowherds, "by cantons, before
the war; 1921; married, unmarried, 1930; weekly wage and
amount of increase 1850/69; 1870/79; 1880/89; 1890/99;
1900/06; 1906-1913/14; 1913/14-1921; 1921/30.

Average weekly wages of carters; farm servants; domestic
and farm servants (female); probationary helpers (female);
young boys just out of school; inexperienced probationers;
sons of farmers without professional training; probationers
who have attended schools of agriculture and who are sons of
farmers; probationers who have attended schools of agri-
culture and whose fathers are not farmers, by cantons, before
the war; 1921; 1930.

Wages of shepherds on Alpine pasturages, per head of

cattle, per month, per canton, 1930; value of payment in
kind, per month, 1930.

Average wages of workers by the day (without meals),
male, female, summer, winter, by cantons, 1921; 1930.

Average wages of workers by the day (lunch at 10 and 4),
male, female, summer, winter, by cantons, 1^21; 1930.

Average wages of workers by the day (with full board),
male, female, summer, winter, by cantons, 1921; 1930.

Annual value of payments in kind made to farm servants,

married, unmarried, by cantons.
Average annual wages of managers (with board and lodging),

single, married with wife acting as housekeeper, or with

wife working regularly in the fields, by cantons, 1921; 1930;

assistant managers or foremen, single, married, by cantons,

1921; 1930.
Average household expenditure per day 1 s upkeep for one

man, by size of enterprises, yearly 1924-1928; annual

expenditure for upkeep of a farm servant (male, female)

yearly 1924-1929.
Total remuneration for foremen (exclusive of wifet s wages),

cowherds (married, unmarried), carters, farm servants, sons

of farmers without professional training, including wages,

board, lodgings, other perquisites.
Wages for piece work:

1) carters with cart and 2 horses, per day, per hour,

by cantons, 1930.

2) ploughing; ploughing and harrowing, per hectare,

by cantons, 1921; 1930.

3) hoeing potatoes, per hectare by hand, by horse

power, 1921; 1930.
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4) hilling up potatoes, vor' hectare ,"by hand, by
plough, 1921; 1930.

5) sowing grain; spreading manure; mowing marsh grass,
per "hectare, 1921; lb JO,

6) mowing grass, per hectare, "by scythe, "by mowing-
machine., 1921; 1930.

7) mowing, haymaking, and housing in "barns, per hectare,
mowing and haymaking per qm. of hay, "by cantons, 1921;
1930, .

*

8) grafting and treating fruit trees,
9) work in vineyards, 1921; 1930.

10) cutting and sawing wood; making into "bundles, 1921;
1930.

11) cost of horse shoeing, per shoe, new shoes, shoes
already used, 1921; 1930.

12) cost of castration of hogs; paring hoofs of cattle,
1921; 1930.

13) veterinary 1 s fee, at his home, on the farm, 1921;
1930. •

14) doctor's fees, at his home, on the farm, 1921; 1930.
II. Condition of Labor

1) Hour at which work "begins in the morning for stable
workers, other male employes, spring, haymaking, summer,
autumn, winter-, by cantons.

2') Hour at which work stops in the evening for stable
employes, other male employes, spring, haymaking, summer,
autumn, winter, by cantons.

3) Time for meals, for- same categories at same periods.
4) Length of midday rest, for same categories, at same

periods.

5) Average length of working day, for same categories,
at same periods*

6) Numbers of hours of Sunday work, foT same categories,
at ' same periods; numbers of holidays for stable employes;
others. .

-.

Time of payment of wages; length of time during which
wages are continued in case of absence; rate of payment
for extra work, by cantons

•

Length of time during which wages are paid in case of

illness or absence on military duty.' •

Proportion of farm servants insured against illness.

In a chapter on measures for increasing the supply of

agricultural labor, statistics axe given showing the

modifications in the supply according to the censuses of

1888, 1900, 1910, 1920." These statistics include the

total number of people attached to agriculture; number of

1/ Spring, Liar. 1-May 31; Haymaking, June 1-15; Summer,

June 15-Aug.31; Autumn, Sept .l-Nov.30; Winter, Dec.l-
Feb.28.
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people for xihpm agriculture is a profession-; independent
farmers; members of family working on farm (male, female);
technical and administrative employes.; servants and day
workers (male, female); members of the household not
economically active; members of the family employed in the
household; adults dependent on the workers (children,
employes in the household.)

noo99 - La Viticulture Suisse ot I 1 amelioration de la
vente de ses produits. 1930.

Statistics of area planted in vines, 1877, 1894, 1905,

1911, 1921, 1928, 1929"; by cantons, 1S77, 1894, 1928.

Annual statistics of production, value (total, per hi.)

of wine (red, white), 1922-1929.
.
Average price per liter of wines, by cantons, 1927-1929.
Retail price ' of must paid to producers, . by cantons.
Cost of production of grapes per hectare 1923/28;

1928, 1929; total.
Cost of production per 14,000 hectares of vines, 1923/28;

1928; 1929."

Statistics of import of vines and table grapes (quantity,

value) 1892/1905; 1906 /l2; 1913; 1914/19; yearly 1920-1929.

Federal and cantonal subsidies in the interests of

viticulture.

U^S.D.A. Union Suisse des paysans.
17 Recherches relatives a la rentabilite de 1* agriculture.
Un3 Rapport du Secretariat des paysans suisses au Departement

federal de 1' economie pub Iraue. 1908/9- Berne, 1910-

L.C. On cover: Tirage a part de I 1Annualre Agricole de la
ED2031 Suisse 1909/lC-
.A4 1908/9-1912/13, Rapport.. * au Departement Federal de

and H Agriculture.
HD2031 1913/14-1917/18, Rapport... au Departement Suisse de

«A45 l T £conomie publique. .

1918/20- Rapport... au Departement Federal de l T Economie

publique.
1918/20- 'Issued in 2 parts.

U.S.D.A. has 1908/9- "(lacks, 1918/19-1919/20 pt.l, for which

see Annuaire Agricole de la Suisse, 1921, fasc. 5). . 1908/9

in German edition only; 1926/27 part 2 in both French and

German editions.
L.C. entry for French editions Schweizerisches bauernsek-

retariat... ; German edition: Switzerland. Volkswirts-

chaf'tsdepartement . Untersuchungen betreffend die rentabilitat

des schweizerischen landwirt schaf t . Bericht des schweizerischen

bauernsekretariat.s an das schweizerische volkswirt schafts-
:

' department. ....
L.C. has 1913/14, French edition; 1915/16, German edition.
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Brief summary of leather conditions during the year
covered. Table showing hours of sunshine at a number of
weather stations, 1926-

Report of the Swiss hail insurance society showing
damage done by hail and amount of indemnities paid* Com-
parative figures for 5 or 6 preceding years. Average
indemnity paid on a value of ICO francs for periods cover-
ing 1883/1890 and subsequent 9 year periods 0

Annual statistics of area and production of wheat, spelt,
rye, maslin. barley, oats, maize (corn), 1908-1910; pro-
duction only 1911- Comparative figures for a varying
number of years in each report.

Annual statistics of production of potatoes 1910-
apples, pears, cherries, prunes, nuts, 1913; 1914/19; 1920/24;
1925; 1926(1926/27); 1913; 1914/19; 1920/24; 1926; 1927(1927/28)

Monthly statistics of milk deliveries to distributing
centres and cheese factories 1909- (1910/ll~ ); annual
statistics of milk production 1916- (1922/23- )

Statistics of livestock diseases, average for 5 year
periods 1886/39-1900/5 and annually 1905- (1908/9- ),

Statistics of export( value only) and import (quantity,
value) of agricultural products, 1885/88; 1889/91; 1892/1905;
annually 1906- ( 1908/9- ); also tables giving the value
of imported -products in competition with domestic products;
those of assistance to agriculture, as machinery, fertilizer,
etc.

Index numbers of agricultural products, 1885/88; 1889/91;
1892/1905; annually 1906- (1908/9- ).

Average rate of interest on loans on landed property made
by various banks, 1897/99; 1900/5, annually 1906- and
averages for subsequent 5 year periods. (1908/9- )

A study of the profitability of Swiss agriculture, based
on the accounts of a varying number of agricultural enter-
prises. ?or an account of the principles on which the

following statistics are based, see the report for the period'

1925/26, pt, 1, p. 120-127 and pt. 2, p. 417^-424. Beginning
with the report covering the two-year period 1918-1920, two

pa.rts are issued, part one includes statistics of general

interest which ought to be put at the disposal of the

public as quickly as possible. These include cost of pro-
duction, gross and net returns, labor returns, etc. Part
two contains studies relative to the utilization of the

soil and a series of special investigations.
Average annual receipts per enterprise and per hectare

1901- (1908/9-1917/18; 1918/20, pt.2- ); receipts
from special sources, (eg. grain, potatoes, vines, cattle,

hogs, goats, poultry) 1901/5; annually 1907-
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Running expenses per hectare, without forests, by size
of farm; for various items (e-,g* salaries, fertilizer, seed,
improvements, - taxes, insurance) 1906- (1908/9-
1917/18; 1918/20 pt.2- ).

Expenditure for purchase of concentrated fodder per
hectare, by size of" farm, 1901-1914 ( 1913/13-1914/15)

.

Expenditure for purchase of livestock per hectare, without
forests, by size of farm (cattle without calves; calves for
fattening; horses; hogs; goats; sheep; bees; other animals),
1913/15- (1915/16-1917/18; 1918/20 pt.

2-
' ).

Amount of taxes per agricultural enterprise; total revenue
from the enterprise; percentage relation of tax to revenue,
annually and for five-year periods, 1901- (1908/9-1917/18;
1918/20 pt.2- ).

Household expenditures per day ! s maintenance, "by size of
farm, with and without hired labor; amount spent for food;
wages; interest; rent; total expenditure 1901- (1908/9-
1917/18; 1918/20 pt.2- ).

Daily consumption of milk per man; per capita 1903-

(1908/9-191^/18; 1918/20 pt.2- ).

Annual consumption of milk per man; per capita 1903-

(I91l/l2-19l7/l8; 1918/20 pt.2- ).

Annual consumption of alcoholic liquor per man 19C6-

(1908/9-1917/18; 1918/20 pt.2- )

Annual consumption of potatoes, meat per farm; per day
per man; per year per man, "by size of farms 1906- (1908/9-

1917/18; 1918/20 pt.2- ).

C-ross return: livestock raising, per hectare with and
without forests; per IOC francs of capital invested; by
size of enterprise; by kind of livestock raised and "by size

of enterprise 1901- ( 19C£/9~1917/l8; 1918/20 pt.2- );

fruit trees, per hectare, with and without forests; per
100 francs of capital invested; "by size of enterprise, 1905-

;

forests, as above, 1904- ( 1908/9-1917/18; 1918/20 pt.2- ).

Revenue and Expenditure
A. Revenue, total from agricultural enterprise, per

hectare, per working day, 1901-1915(1908/9-1915/15); total

from agricultural enterprise, from other sources, from

housekeeping, from labor and capital 1916- ( 191c/ 17-

1917/18;" 1918/20 pt.2- ).

Bo Expenditures personal, annual per family, annual per

man (clothing, shoes, housekeeping utensils, non-essentials,

food, taxes and insurance, gifts, "books and magazines,

doctor* s hills, travelling expenses, hotel "bills, tobacco,

etc., wages and tips, pocket money for members of the family,

sundries, 1908- ( 1908/9-1.917/13; 1918/20 pt.2- ).

Social income, per 100 francs of capital invested, per

hectare, by size of enterprise 1903- (1908/9-1917/18;



1918/20 pt 02-
, ) ; percentage of various classes of

participants; contractual and noncontractual ; labor and
capital •

Income value Value of inventory, and return per
-hectare; income . value of enterprise per 100 francs. Value
of inventory 1903- (1908/9-1917/18; 1918/20, pt.2- )

Influence of system of cultivation and categories of

farming on r? suits. Conditions of production (e.g.

climatic conditions, quality of soil, .marketing conditions,
use of fertilizer); capital invested in livestock, fruit
trees., "buildings, machinery, etc., expenditures for wages,
fertilizer, seed, fodder; household expenses; gross return,
with and without forests; net return; income (agricultural,
auxiliary, and • economic) • Among the systems of cultivation
enumerated are three-field systems, grass and pasture lands
in mountains and plains, and among the categories of farm-
ing and dairy farming, cattle raising,,, arable farming, fruit
and vine growing, 1910- (l909/l0-1^7y(l8; 1918/20,
pt.2- ) •

6
.

,

Capital; Total area cultivated (number of enterprises,
area cultivated per enterprise); capital in land; capital
in "buildings- in fruit trees; in landed estates; in cattle;

in machinery and tools; circulating capita'.1

.., "by size of

enterprises 1911- Summary of results 1901- (191l/l2-

1917/18; 1918/20, pt.2- )

Area cultivated, rrith and without forests. Capital at

beginning of year (assets, debts, family capital), working
days, (members of family, employes), by size of enterprises.
1901- (1923/24, pt.2- ).

ITumber of days
,
of maintenance of household including the

domestic servant, per enterprise; number of people maintained.

llumber of days of maintenance of man, per size of enter-

prise, 1903- (1923/24, pt.2- ).

Cost of production per hectare of cultivated area, by

size of enterprises. Depreciation; field inventory; decrease

of provisions in storage: current expenses; wages; interest

on capital; 1908-
. ( 19 09/ 10-19 17/ 18; 1918/20, pt.l- )

G-ross return per hectare of cultivated area* by size of

enterprises. Inerea,se of provisions in storage; increased

field inventory; return from sales of products, 1908-

(1909/10-1917/18; 1918/20,. pt.l- ).

Production for marketing and for use on the farm. Value

in francs, by size of enterprise, and share of each in

total. gross return 190l/ 5; . 1906/.13, .1914/19; 1920-

(1922/23, pt.l- ) . \

Hot return per hectare of cultivated area, including

-forests, by size of enterprises, 1901- (1908/9-1917/18;

1918/20, pt.l- ) .
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Return on capital per hectare" 1901/5: 1905/13* 1914/19-
1918- (1920/21, pt.l- )

Interest on debts and rent per hectare, 190l/5; 1906/13-
1914-/19; 1920- (1923/24, pt.l- ).

Family lacor earnings, per working day of a man, by size
of enterprises 1901- ( 1908/9-1917/18; 1918/20, pt.l- ).
per working day, 1915- (1918/20, pt.l- ); per working
day, 10 hours, 12 hours, 1915- (1922/23, pt.l- ); 8 hours,
10 hours, 12 hours, 1915- (1925/26, pt.l- ).

Family farm earnings: total; per hectare; per working
day of a man, 1901- (1908/9-1917/18; 1918/20, pt.l- )•

without the household earnings, yearly by enterprise; per
hectare;, per working day of members of the family engaged on
the farm, 1908- (1920/21, pt.l- ).

Average area cultivated by farmers with different sizes
of farms; amount of capital invested; number of working days;
number of persons maintained and number of days of upkeep,
annually, 1901- (1923/24, pt 0 2- )«

U.S.D.A. Union Suisse des paysans. Statistiques et evaluations agricoles
262 publiees par le Secretariat des paysans suisses. Fasc. 1-6
Un3S Brougg, 1923-1929. Published 1923 and annually 1925-1929.

Fasc.1-3 in French,
Fasc.4: t c -p., G-erman and French; text, German; table

of contents and main headings, G-erman and French.
Fasco5: v. -p., French and C-erman; text, French; table

of contents and main heacings, French and G-erman.

Fasc*6: t 0 -p., C-erman and French; text, C-erman; table
of contents and main headings, C-erman and French.

U.S.D.A. has fasc.1-6 (1923-1929).
The six available numbers of this publication have been

analysed in detail as an indication of the probable contents
of future issues.

Contains statistics of (l) production (land, crops,
livestock, dairy produce); (2) import and export of agri-

cultural products; (3) prices and wages; (4) agricultural
organization and training: (5) consumption of agricultural

products; (S) farm management; (7) the relation of agri-

culture to the national economy of the country.

I. r reduction:

Statistics of land distribution: size of farms; number

of farms; total area (with and without forests and pasture

land); percentage of total area occupied by each group of

farms of a certain size (with and without forests and

pasture land) . Figures from Federal census of 1905. (no. 1-6).

Area in hectares by cantons; total; productive; unproductive;

1912 ( no .i); 1923/24(no.2-6)

.

Land improvements planned; federal subsidies allotted

and paid, 1918-1922(no .1) ; 1918-1924(no.2) ;
191S-1925(no.3)

;
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1918-1925(ho.4) 1920-1927(no. 5) ; 1920-1928(no,6) .

Land improvements carried- out,, 1885-1920, on/ flat and
mountainous land, (no.l)

.

Land utilization; no. of enterprises; area, with and with-
out forests. Figures from Federal Census of 1905. (no.1-3).

xStatistics of mountain pasture land, "by cantons: number
of pasture farms; total area in hectares; productive
pasture farms; number -of cows in pasture; length of summer
season in days; number of davs cows pastured; number of cows
that pastured for 90- days.* (no. l-o).

°l\fumbers of livestock on mountain farms; cows (milk and
sterile),- heifers-; -calves; bulls; young bulls, and oxen; nares
and foals; horses;- asses and miles; sheep; goats; hogs. (no. 2-6).

"Forestry Statistics: total area; state forest land;

communal and corporation forests; private forest land, (rio.2-6).

Area, of state forest land, productive and unproductive, (no.4-6).

b) Crops;
Land utilization: area in hectares; .arable land (total;

planted in grain)

•

l.Ieadows (natural, artificial); pasture land; gardens;, .

vineyards; forests; marshland. Federal census of 1905
( no * 1-6 )

•

Area of fields and meadows per head of cattle. Average
for 1920/22(nc.l); 1920/34(no.3)

;
1920/25(no.3) ;

1920/26(no .4)

;

1920/27 (no. 5) ;
1920/23( no ,6)

.

Area -planted in grain (cereals) by cantons, 1905; yearly
1917-1919; 1921; 1922(noVi); 1905; 1917-1919; 1923; 1924(no.2);

1905; 1917-1919; 192^; 1925(no.3).
Area 'planted in grain (cereals), by varieties (winter

wheat, summer wheat, winter rye, summer rye, spelt, maslin,
barley, oats, maize, peas and beans, potatoes, beets, turnips,

carrots, vegetable™, industrial plants (rape, poppy, flax,

hemp, chicory, tobacco) 1917; 1D19; 1926. (no.4-6)

.

' Area cultivated in grain (cereals), wheat, spelt, rye,

barley, oats, maize.-"

Atmuaj ' statistics of area, grain (cereals), wheat, spelt,
rye, barley, oats, maize, 1913-1925(no,3) ; maslin, 1913-

1926(no,4); 191o-1927(nc':5); 1913~192&(noo6)

-

"
' Statistics of area, bread grain, by cantons, 1917; 1919;

1926. (no.4H5)o
Production per unit of area: average ten year percentage;

winter wheat;- summer wheat; spelt; winter rye; summer rye;

winter barley; summer barley; oat's; maslin; maize; potatoes;

^Distribution of mountain pasture land: private;

cprnqTat ive ; communal ; mixed * ( no . 1-6 )

.

^The mountain farms statistics refer to 1891 and are

taken from the last volume of the Statistique Suisse des

Alpages ( Schweizerische Alpstatistik) , 1914.
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"beets; carrots; turnips; tobacco; field vegetables; hay
(natural and artificial meadows); autumn grass; pasture
grass; apples; pears; cherries; prunes; nuts; Trine;

1915-1922(no.l); 1917~1924(noe2) ». 1918-1925(no.3) $ 1919-
1926(2io.4); 1920-1927(no*5); 1921-1928(no.o)

.

Annual statistics of grain production (winter wheat;
summer -heat; winter rye; summer rye; spelt; oats; winter
barley; summer barley; maslin; maize) 1917-1922 ( no.l)

;

1917-1923(no.2); l918-1925(no.3) ; 1918-1926(no.4) ; 1920-
192?(r.Oo5); 1918-1928(no.S) .

Deliveries of grain (cereals) to the Confederation,
Amount in tons (wheat, rye, spelt, maSlin) 1917^1924(no .2) •

1917-1925(no.3); 19l7-1926(no.4) ; 1917-1927(no. 5); 1917-
1928(no.6);(barley, oats and maize) 1917~1919(no .2-5)

.

Deliveries of grain to the Confederation, and domestic
consumption. By cantons, quantity, value. 1925; 1917-
1925(r_o.3); 1925; 1917-1926 (no. 4) ; 1927; 19l7-1926(no.5)

;

1928; 19l7-1928(no.6).
Annual statistics of aroa, production, yield of potatoes.

1911-1922(no.l); 1913-1924(no.2) ; 1913~1925(no*3); 1913-
1926(no.4); 1913~1927(no.5)

;
1913-1928(no.6)

.

Statistics of yield -per hectare in quintals; by cantons;
-inter wheat; summer wheat; winter rye; summer rye; spelt;
maslin; winter barley; summer barley; oats; maize; potatoes;
beets; carrots; turnips; hay (natural and artificial meadows)

•

Average for 1917/2l(no .1-2) ;
192l/25(no .3-6)

.

Humber of fruit trees (apple trees, pear trees, plum and
prune trees, cherry trees, nut trees) (no.2-6).

Annual statistics of production of apples, pears, cherries,
prunes, nuts 1912-<L924(no*2) ; 1912-192 5~( no. 3) ;

1912-1926(no.4)

;

!914-1927(no*5) ;
1914-1923(no.6)

.

Fruit available for sale, by wagon loads of 10,000 hg.,

pears for cider; apples for cider; table apples; prunes,
1916-1922(no.l); 1918-1924(no.2) ;

1919~1925(no.3) ; 1920-1926
(no. 4); 1921-1927 (no. 5); 1921-1928(no.6).

Utilization of an average fruit crop; consumption of

fresh fruit; consumption of cider; fruit used for preserves;
for distilling; for manufacture of non-alcoholic products;
export; import (no.2-5); 1912/l922( no. 5)

.

Annual statistics of area, production, yield of vines,

price per hi., total value. 1900-1922(no.l) ;
1910~1924(no.2).;

1911-1925(no.3); 1911-1926(no.4)
;
1911-1927(no.5) ; 1911-

1928(no.6).
Production, import, export, consumption of wood, 1923

(no. 2-3); production and consumption of firewood and timber

1924; 1925(no.4); 1925; 1926(no~.5); 1925; 1927(no.6).
production and yield of wood and timber in State and

communal forests, 1922-1925(no.4) ; 1922-1926(no. 5) ; 1922-

1927(no.6).
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c) Livestock and Dairy Produces
ijumbers of livestock (Worses, 'mules', -asses, cattle (total)

cows, heifers, "bulls (for "breeding) hogs, sheep, goats)
1886; 1906; 1915; 1918; 1920; 1921 ( he .1-2) ;+" 1926(prclim.
figs.) (no.3-4) ; + 1926(noe5)'.

Numbers of horses (under 4 years; stallions for "breeding;
mares for "breeding; work horses); mules; asses; cattle
(calves for slaughter; calves for breeding; from l/2 to 1 year
old; from 1-2 --ears old; over 2 years? cows: bulls from 1-2

years eld; over 2 years; oxen from l-£ years; over 2 years);
hogs (boars for breeding; sows; hogs for fattening; farrows;
others); sheep; goats (kids for slaughter; kids for breeding;
he-goats; milk goats) 1885; 1911; 1916; 1918; 1921; 1926,
( no • 5 )

.

Numbers of livestock' owners (total; owners of horses; of

cattle; of hogs; of sheep; of goats; those with 1-4 head of
cattle; 5-10 head of cattle; 11-20 head of cattle; more than
20; livestock owners whose sole source of income is agri-
culture; those with other sources of income; livestock owners
who do not fa.'m.) 1886; 1906; 1916; 192l(no.3>; 1886; 1911;

1916; 192l(noo4-5); 1886; 1911; 1915; 1921; 1926(no.6).
plumbers of beehives with movable and non-movable honeycombs,

1911; 1918(no.l~2); 1911; 1918; 1926(prelim. figs.) (no. 3)

;

1911; 1918; 1926(no,4~S) .
•

Numbers of poultry (hens; ducks and geese) 1918; 1921(no.l-2)

;

1918; 1921; 1925 (prelim. ' figs.) (no. 3) ; 1918; 1921; 1926(no .4-6)

.

Livestock slaughtered under State inspection (bulls, oxen,

cows, heifers, calves, sheep, goats, hogs, horses). 1910; 1915;

1920~1922(no.l); W1Q; 1920; 1922-1924(no.2) ; 1910; 1920;

1922-1925(no.?) :

; 1910; 1920; 1922; 1924r-1926( no .4) ;
1910;

1920; 1922; 1924-192v ( no . 5) ; 1910; 1920; 1922; 1925-192S( no .6)

.

Livestock slaughtered (total, including livestock slaughtered
on farms) calves, young cattle under one year, heifers over

one year, bulls, oxen, cows; 1885; 1896; 1911; 192l(no.l-2)

;

+ 1926(no.3-5)!. 1896; 1911; 1921; 1926; 1928(prelim. figs.)

(no«6) •
:

'

Beef production, net weight, 1886; 1896; 1911; 192l( no .1-2)

;

+ 1926(no.3-5) + 1928(prelim. figs) (no. 6).
Pork production, net weight, 1895; 1911; 192l(no .1-2) ;

+

1926(no .,3-5); + 1923(preiim. figs.) (no. 5) .

Mutton, goat ie'at, poultry, net weight, 1911; 192l( no. 1-2)

;

+ 1926(no.3-5; ; + 1928(prel im. f igs . ) (no .6)

.

Numbers of
' contagious diseases among domestic animals,

1885/89; 1890/94; 1895/99; 1900/4; 190&/9; 19l0/l4; annually

190.9-1922(no.l); + 1923-1924( no .2) ; 1912-1925( no.3) • 1912-

1926(no.4); 1914-1927(no. 5) ; 1916-1928(no.6) . Damage to

Swiss agriculture by foot-and-mouth-disease' epidemic 1919/21

(no* 6)

.
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Milk production:
ITo. of cows} no. of goats; annual production por cow and

per goat; total production, 1866; 1875; 188S; 1895; 1901;
1906; 1911; 1916; yearly 1913-l9^2( no .1)';' + 1923; 1924(no.2);
+ 1925(no.3); + 1926(no.4); + 1927(no.5); + 1928(roo.6).
figures for the years 1916-1928 are estimates of the Swiss
Milk C ommi s s i on

.

Milk Utilization:
Total pre /action; for livestock consumption; for human

consumption; for manufacturing purposes and export'; 1866
and ten year periods to 1896; 1911; 1916; 1918-1922(no .1)

;

+ 1923; 1924(no.2); + 1925(no.3); + l326f'no.4); + 1927(no. 5);
+ 1928(no.6). Figures for the years 1916-1928 are estimates
of the Swiss Milk Commission.

Milk used for consumption of non-agricultural population
and for "by-products, 1911, 1920-1927 ( no .5) ; 1911, 1920-1928
( no 06)

•

Production of cheese, "butter, condensed milk 1866; 1896;

1911; 1916; 1913; 1920-1922(no .1) ; 1805; 1896; 1911; 1916;

1918; 1920; 1923-1924(no .2) ; 1866; 1896; 1911; 1916; 1918;

1920; 1924-192 5( no.3); 1866; 1896; 1911; 1916; 1918; 1920;

1925-1926(no.4); 1366; 1396; 1911; 1916; 1918; 1920; 1926-

1927 (no* 5); 1366; 1396; 1911; 1915; 1913; 1920; 1927-1928

(noc6). Ho figures given for condensed milk for 1866.

Deliveries of milk to dairy and cheese societies; its

utilization for the manufacture of cheese, cutter, chocolate,

and for consumption in 1922/23. By cantons (no. 2-3)

Cheese supplied to members of the Swiss Cheese Union.

Summer cheese, 1920/2l-1926/27(no.4) ;
1920/21-1927/28( no. 5)

;

1920/21 -1928/29(no. 6); winter cheese 1920/21-1925/26(no.4)

;

1920/2l-1926/27(no,5); 1920/21-1928/29(no.6) . Pre-war average

1912/13 (no. 4-6).

II. Export and Import:

Export (value) of fruits, wine, meat, cattle, hogs, sheep

and goats, dairy products, cheese, condensed milk, powdered

milk, wood, 1916-1922(no.l); average 1906/13; 1913; 1921-1923

(no. 2); average 1906/13; 1918; 1921-1925(no.3) ; average 1906/13;

1918; 1922-1926 ( no o4); 1906/13; 1918; 1923-1927(no .5) ; average

1906/13; 1918; 1923-1928', no .6) .

Export (quantity) of above products, 1912; 1913; 1918;

1923-1926(no.4); 1912; 1913; 1918; 1924-1927(no. 5) ; 1912;

1913; 1918; 1925-192B(no-6)

.

Export (quantity, country of destination), cheese, cattle,

condensed milk, fruit, 1892/1905; 190o/l912; yearly 1912-

1926(no.4); + 1927 (no. 5); + 1923(no.6). Figures for cattle

and condensed milk are given in each case for the following

half year.
Import (value), of agricultural products in competition

with domestic products; forest products, field products,
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animal products, poultry products, dairy products, fruits,
vineyard products, vegetables, apiary products, tobacco,
horses, cattle,- 1916~192c.(no c l) ;

average 1906/13; 1918;
1920~1924(no 0 2) ;

average 1906/13; 1913; 192l-1925(no.3)

;

1906/13; 1918; 1922-192c(no .4) ; 1906./13; 1918; 1923-1927
(no. 5); forest products; field products

t
(wheat

, oats, maize,
potatoes); animal products (veal, pork, other frozen meat,
ham, other salted or smoked meat; fro.zen moat; other pre-
served meat; wool, raw and washed)

;
(quantity, value)

poultry products; eggs; dairy products (mill:, "butter, fresh,
"butter, salted, cheese); fruits; vineyard products (table
grapes, wine grapes, .wine)

;
vegetables; apiary products;

tobacco; horses; cattle, 1926-1928(no .6)

.

Import (-quantity, .value) of commodities of use to agri-
culture (e.g. machinery, fertilizer, seeds, fodder),
1920-1922(no.l)

; 1922~1924(no.2) ; 1923-1925(no .3) ; 1924-
1926(iio.4); 1925-1927(no* 5) ; 1926-1928 (no.6).

Total import and export by categories (value, country of
origin and of destination) 1892/1905: 1906/l2; 1913; 1914/1919;
1920/21; 1922(no.l); + 192.0/22; 1923(no.2) + 1920/23; 1924(no.3)
+ 1920/24; 1925; 1925(no.4); + 1920/25; 1926; . 1927(no. 5) ; +

1920/26; 1927; 1928(no.6) . •

Import (quantity) of livestock and meat , oxen with and
without milk teeth; bulls for slaughter, with, and without
milk teeth; cows for slaughter; cattle for slaughter; calves;

hogs weighing more and lers than 60 kg.; sh'^ep; fresh veal;
fresh pork; other fresh meat; ham; other salted or smoked
meat; frozen meat; preserved meat; ssu sage meat; game;

poultry (live and dead), 1906/13; 1913; 1918; 1924-1926;
Jan. -"June, 1927(no.4); 1906/13; 1913; 1918; 1926-1927;
Jan.-June, 1928(no>5); 1906/13; 1913; 19.18; 1926-1928;
Jan •-June , 1929 (no. 6)

•

III. prices:
Index numbers of agricultural products (bc.sed on average

prices 1900-1909) ( grain, potatoes, tobacco, wine (red and
white), fruits with kernels (apples, pears); cherries;
must and cider; vegetables; dry fodder; flax and hemp;

cat tie
j
milk; goats; calves; meat cattle; .hogs and pork;

sheep and mutton; eggs; honey; dairy products), 1392-1905;

1906-1913; 1914-1919; 1920; 1921; 1922(prelim. figs.);
Apr., 1923(prelim. figs.) (no.l) + 1923; 1924; Hay, 192 5(prelim*
figs.)(no.2); +- 1925; l.Iay, 1926(prelim. f igs . ) (no .3) ; + 1926;

May, 1927(prelim. figs.) (no.4) ; + 1927; Hay, 1928(prelim. figs.)

(no. 5); based on average price for 1914,. 1919; 1924-1928;

Hay, 1929 (prelim, f igs. ) (no .6)

.

Prices .
of agricultural products, annual average per 100 kg.

(wheat, oats, hay, potatoes, wine, brandy, young milk cows,

heifers, corzs, goats, sheep, oxen, hogs, eggs, honey, pears,
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apples, logs, milk, butter, cheese)
, 19.ll/ 13; yearly 1918-

1922; Apr.-May, 192.3 (nool); 191l/l3; 1918; 1919; highest
price 1914/1922; 1923; 1924; Apr.-May, 1935, (no .2); 191l/l3;

1918; 1919; highest price 1914/1922; 1924; 1925; May, 1926
(no. 3); 191l/l3; 1918/19; highest price 191-4/ 1922; 1924;

1925; 1926; Hay, 1927(no.4); + 1927, I lay, ' 1928(no. 5) ; 1914;
highest price 1914/1922; 1926; 1927; 1928: May, 1929(no.6).

prices of commodities used in agriculture (e.g. fertilizer,
machinery, timber) 1914; 1920; 1922; Apr. -Hay, 1923(no.l);
19.14; 1920; 1924; Apr.~I.Iay, 1925(no.2)> 1914; 1920; 1925;
May, 1926(nc.3); 1914; 1920; 1926; May, 1927 (no. 4); 1914; 1926;
1927; May, 1928(no.5); 1914; 1927; 1923; May, 1929 ( no. S).,

Comparison of prices of agricultural products and prices
paid by the farmer for necessary commodities and rages. A
list of commodities or services and their value in wheat,
potatoes, oxen, cows, hogs, milk, prewar; Aug. 1922; May,
1925(no.2); prewar; Aug. :

1922; May, 1926(no.3); May, 1927
(no. 4); May, 1928 (no. 5); May, 1929 (no ,5).

Agricultural wages (based on farm account books). Weekly
wages in addition to board and lodging, cowherds, carters,
farm servants, maids; daily wage in addition to board, in
summer (for harvest), the rest of the year, 191l/l3; 1914/19;
1920; 1921; 1922(prelim. figs. ) (no .1); 191l/l3; 1914/19;
1920- 1923; 1924(prelim. f igs

. ) ( no .2) ; 1911/13; 1914/19;
1920; 1924; 1925(prelim. figs.) (no. 3) ; 191l/l3; 1914/ 19;
1920; 1925; 1926(prelim„ f igs . ) ( no .4) ; 1911/13; 1914/19;
1920; 1926; 1927(prelim. f igs . ) ( no . 5) ; 1911/13; 1914/19;
1926; 1927; 1928(preliu* figs

. ) (no .6)

.

Estimated return for labor of farm owner and his grown
sons and daughters, pre-war years, war years, post-war years
(no. 6) .•

Statistics of mortgage banks, capital, assets, liabilities,
rate of interest, etc. 1925(no.3); 1926(no.4); 1927(no.5);

1928 (no. 6)

.

Comparison of Swiss index numbers and index numbers of

wholesale prices, by groups of commodities (no. 6).

Prices of farms and rents. Sale price based on a return

value of 100 francs. Rent, based on return value of 1000

francs, 192l/22-192o/27( no. 4) ;
192l/22-1927/28(no.o)

;

1922/23-1928/29 ( no « 6)

.

Taxes for which farmers are liable, by cantons (no. 4-6).

Tariff rates on Swiss agricultural products, 1 89 1-1927 ( no . 5-6)

(wheat, fruit, vegetables, potatoes, honey, eggs, milk,

butter, wine, oxen, hogs, beef, pork, lard, wood).

IV. Agricultural Organization and Training:
Membership of agricultural organizations, 1906; 1910; 1920;

1922(nc.l); 1906; 1910; 1920; 1924(no.2); 190a; 1910; 3-920;

1925(no.3); 1906; 1910; 1920; 1926 (no. 4) •; 1906; 1910; 1920;

1927(no.5); 1906; 1910; 1920; 1928(no.&).
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Schools of agriculture (full-term and winter schools),
no. of schools and no. of pupils, "by cantons, 1893; 1900;

1910; 1915; 1920;. 1921; 1922(r_o.l); 1893; 1900; 1910;
1915; ^0; 1923; 1924(no.2); 1393; 1900; 1910; 1915;
1920; 1924; 1925(no.3); 1693; 1900; 1910; 1915; 1920; 1925;
1926(no.4); 1893; 1900; 1910; 1915; 1920; 1925; 1926; 1927
(no. 5); 1900; 1910; 1915; 1920; 1925; 1926; 1927; 1928(no.5).

Special schools (dairy and horticultural schools) , no.
of puD.ils, 1900; 1910; 1915;. 1921; 1922(no.l); 1900; 1910;

1915; 1920; 1922; 1924(no.2); 1900; 1910; 1915; 1920; 1924;
1925(:io.3); 1900; 1910; 1915; 1920; r-24~1926(no .4) ; 1900;

1910; 1915; 1920; 1924-1927(no .5) ; 1900; 1910; 1915; 1920;

1925-1928(no.6) . \

Federal assistance to agriculture. Amounts paid for
various purposes, 1893; 1900; 1910; 1915; 1920; 1922(no .1) ;

as above, 1S93-1920; 1924(no.2); as above 1893-1920; 1925
(no .3); as above, 1893-1920; 1926(no.4); as above 1893-1920;

1926; 1927(no.5); 1900; 1910; 1920; 1926-1928(no .6)

.

Apportionment of Federal subventions, 1901; 1905; 1910;
1915;" 1920; 192l(no.l); as above, 1901-1920; 1922; 1923(no.2);

as aoove, 1901-1920; 1923; 1924(no.5); as aoove, 1901-1920;

1925; 1926(no.4); as aoove, 1901-1920, 1926(no.5); 1910;

1915; 1920; 1926-1928(no.6).
Expenditure of cantons for agricultural pr.rposes, 1912;

1923(no.3-5)

.

V. Consumption of Agricultural Products:
Total consumption a) of home-grown, products; o) of im-

ported products (bread grain, potatoes, wine, beef, pork,

mutton, goats 1 meat, poultry, eggs, honey, milk, cheese,
butter, sugar, coffee" Southern fruit v.) , 1896; 1911; 1921
(no. 1-2); 1896; 1911; 1921; 1925(no.3); as above 1896-1921;

1926(110.4-5)
; 1911; 1921; 1926; 1928(no.5).

Consumption of foodstuffs (value), total and per capita,
home-grown, imported, exoorted, 1896; 1911; 192l(no .1-2)

;

1896; 1911; 1921; 1925(no.3); as above, 1896-1921; 1926
(no. 4-5); 1911; 1921, 1926; 1923(no.6).

Consumption of foodstuffs before and after the war.
(Quantity and calorie content), meat and meat products;
animal fats; poultry, game, fish, eggs, honey; milk and
milk products; cereals, legumes, etc.; potatoes; fruit;
vegetables; groceries; 1908/12; 1920/22(no .2-6)

.

Relation of domestic production to total consumption.
(Qo.ar.tity, percentage) 1908/12; 1920/22(no .2-6) .

Cost of preparation, transformation and distribution
of foodstuffs in Switzerland, 1922(no .2-6)

.

. Consiimptior. of milk, potatoes, meat and aJcoholic
beverages on Swiss farms, per adult, annually 1921-1925
(no. 4); 1922-1926(no.5) ; 1923-1927(no. 6)

Margin between producer's price 'for milk and retail
price in Zurich, Berne, and Bale, Kerch, 192?'(no .5- 6) .
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VI. Farm Management Statistics: ,

Gross, return in francs*, and percentage of total,
production of grain, potatoes, sugar, hemp and flax,
tobacco, ha:y, wine, fruit, vegetables, livestock raising
(cattle, horses, hogs, sheep, goats, poultry), "beekeeping,
sericulture, dairying, middle eighties; middle nineties;
1911, 1920/21; 19'22(orelim. figs.). (no. 1) ; middle eighties;
1911; 1920/21; 1923; 1924(-prelim« figs . ) (no .2) ; middle
eighties; 1911; 1920/21; 1924; 1925 (prelim, figs.) (no.3)

;

middle eighties; 1911; 1920/21; 1925; 1'926(prelim, figs.)
•(no. 4); middle eighties; 1911; 1920/21; 192S; 1927(orelim.
figs.) (no. 5) ; -middle eighties; 1911; 1920/21; 1927; 1928
(prelim, figs.) (no. 6}

.

v
• Expenses of administration per hectare and. daily house-

hold expenses oer adult by size of farms, 190l/5; 1906/13;
1914/19; 1920;" 1921; 1922(prelin. figs.) (no. 1) as above,
1901-1919; 1922; 1923; 1924(prelim. f igs

. ) (no .2) ; as above;
1924(no.3); as above 1901-1919; 1923-1925(no. 4) ; as above,
1901-1919; 1924-192S(no.5); as above, 1901-1919; 1925-1927
( no . 6 ) .

Cost of production per hectare (expenditures for stock
and machinery, taxes, interest, -wages, etc.), 1903/13;
1914/19; 1920; 1921; 1922?prelim. figs.) (no .1) ; 1908/13;
1914/19; 1922: 1923; 1924(prelim. f igs . ) (no .2) ; 1908/13;
1914/19: 1922-l924(no.3); 1908/13; 1914/19; 1923-1925(no .4)

;

1908/13; 1914/19; 1924-192o(no .5) ; 1908 /l5; 1914/19; 1925-
1927(no.6) .

Percentage distribution of cost of production (expenditures
as above), 1908/13; 1918-1921; 1922(prelim* figs .) (no .1)

;

1903/13; 1916-1923; 1924(prelim. figs-) (no. 2) ;
19C8'/l3;

1918-1924(no.3)
; 1908/13; 1918- 19,25 (no. 4) ; 1908/13; 1918-1926

(no. 5); 19C8-/13; 191 3- 1927 (no .5) .

C-ross and net return in francs per hectare, by size of

farms, 19Q1./5; 1906/13; 1914./19; 1920: 1921; 1922(prelim.

figs-.)(no.l); 190l/5; 1906/13; 1914/19; 1922; 1925; 1924
(prelim, figs*) (no. 2) ; 190l/5; 1905/13; 1914/19; 1922-1924
(no. 5); 1901/5; 1906/13; 1914/19; 1923-1925(no .4) ;

190l/5;

1905/13; 1914/19; 1924-1926(no .5) ; 1901/5; 1906 ,/l3; 1914/19;

1925-1227(no.6)

.

Gross return in francs per hectare, by systems of culti-

vation (e.g. three field system, various forms of pasturage),
1901/5;' 1906/13; 1914/l9; 1920; 192l(no.l); as above 1901-

1919; 1922; 1923(no.2): as above 1901-1919; 1923- 1924(no.3);

as above 1901-1919; 1924; 1925(no.4); as above 1901-1919;

1925; 1925(no.5); as above 1901-1919; 1926; 1927(no.6).

Return in francs per head of horned cattle, by systems

of cultivation, 1914/19; 1920-1922; 1914/2'2(no .1) ; 1920-

1924; 1914/24(no.2); 1921-1925; 1914/25(no .3-5) ; 1924-1928;

1914/28(no.6)

.
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Income per day per member of the fanner's family
engaged in farm or housework, by size of fares, 1901/5;
1906/13; 1914/19; 19l8-1921(no'. 1) ; + 1922; 1923 (no J2);
-1924(no.3); + 1925(no.4);+ .1926 (no ,5); + 1927(no*6.)»

Capital and indebtedness "per hectare, 1901/20; 1921
(no.l); 1901/23; 1923(no. 2) f 1901/24; 1924(no.3); 1301/5;
1906/13; 1914/19; 1920/22; 1923-1925; 190l/25(no.4)

;'

1901/5; 1906/13; 1914/19; 1920/22; 1923/26; 1924-1926;

1901/26 (no. 5); 1901/5; 1906./13; 1914/19; 1920/22; 1923/26;
1925-1927; 1901/27 (no.6) .

Estimate of capital invested in Swiss agriculture (land,

improvements, building, plants, livestock, implements
and machinery, debts), 1911; 1919; 1926(no.5-6)

.

Cattle mortgages, 1921-1927 (no. 5) ; 1922-1929 (no. 6)

.

Cost of prod-action (itemized) of 1 hi. of Trine, 1906/23
(no. 3); 1906/13; 1914/19; 1920-1923;" 190c/23(no .4) ; 1906/13;

1914/19; 1920/22; 1923/25; 1925; 1926; 1906/26(rio.5) ; as
above, 1905-1925; 1925; 1926; 1927; 1906/27(no.6)

.

Cost of production (itemized) of one egg, 1923; 1925
(no. 3); + 1926(nc.4); + 1927(no._5); + 1928(no,6).

Cost of production of 1 Mlog.~of honey, 1912/24;
1924(no.3); + 1925(no.4); + 1926(no.6).

Viticulture - Profitability (cost of production per
hectare; per hi. of wine; return in hectolitres of wine
per hectare; gross and net return in francs per hectare)
1900/13; 1914/19; 1920-1923; 1906/23Tno.4) ; 1900/13;
1914/19; 1920/22; 1923/25; 1925; 1926; "1906/26(no .5)

;

1900/13; 19 14/19; 1920/22; 1923/25; 1926; 1927; 1906/27
(no. 6)

.

Influence of the kind of enterprise on its success*
(Dairying; livestock raising) no. of balances - gross
return per hectare; expenditure per hectare; net return
per hectare and as percentage of the assets, 1904/13;

1914/19; 1920/22; 1923/25; 1926(no.5); 1904/13; 1914/19;
1920/22; 1923/27; 1927(no.6).

Estimates of ^ie<l&j prices £fer 10t) kg.. , Value* per'

are in 1929 of grass (natural and artificial meadows);
grain and straw of winter and summer wheat, spelt, winter
and summer rye, emmer, winter and summer barley, oats;

potatoes; beets; rutabagas (no. 6)

.

VII. The relation of agriculture to the national
ec c n omy ' c f Swi t zer land:

Movement of the population; various classes of industry;

1870; 1833; 1900; 1910(no.l) + 1920(no .2-6)

.

Classification of agricultural peculation, 1888; 1900;

1910(no.l); 1888; 1900; 1910; 1920(no.2-6)

.

Estimate of the national wealth (rural and urban
property, forests, mines, insured and non-insured property)

1913; 1919 •(nc. 1-6).
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Estimate of Sv7iss national income (mines, agriculture,
forestry, etc.) 1913; 1919(no.4-5)

.

Agricultural Expenditure (itemized) 1926( no . 5)

,

Influence of the fluctuations in the gross return on-

agricultural expenditure (gross return ~er hectare; total
expenditure per hectare exclusive of forests; expenditures
for equipment, buildings, fertilizer, fodder, interest,
household and personal expenses) yearly, 1923-1927.

U.S.D.A. Union Suisse du commerce et de l'industrie. Rapport sur le
262 commerce et Industrie de la Suisse ... 1873/79- Zurich,
Un32 1879-

Fublished also in ^erman.
L.C. 1~95 has title: Bericht uber Mandel und Industrie der
HC395 Scliweiz.

.US j.S.D.A. has 1905, 1924-1929.
L.C. has 1873/79,1916, 1917, 1919, 1921-1929.
Annual statistics of import and export of grain and

vegetables, flour, 1876/77, 1877/73, 1878/79; monthly
statistics of import and exoort of wheat, July-June 1873-77,

1877/73, 1873/79; July- Sept . , 1879 (1878/79).
Monthly prices of 100 kg. of Hungarian flour on the grain

market of Zurich, 1876/77, 1377/78, 1878/79, July-Oct.,
1879 (1378/79)

Annual statistics of imoort and export of sugar and
syrup, coffee, chicory, etc, cocoa "beans, cctto 1876/77,

1677/78, 1878/79; silk, 1877/78, 1878/79 (1878/79).
Monthly prices of 10C kg. of Parisian lump sucar a o

Bale, July-Nov.
, 1878, Jan., Apr., May, June, 1879: 50 kg^

of Java coffee at 3aie, July-Fov. , 1873, Jan., Apr., May,

1879 (1878/79).
Numbers of livestock: horses, cattle, hogs, sheep,

goats, 1856, 1876, 1886, 1896, 1901; mules, asses, Dees,

1876, 1886, 1396, 1901(1905); horses, mules, asses, cattle,

hogs, sheep, goats, 1886V 1893, 1901, 1906, 1911, 1916

(1916-1917): horses, mules and asses, cattle, hogs, sheep,

goats, 1866, 1876, 1835, 1895, 1905, 1916, 1918, 1919(1919);

1865, 1876, 1886, 1896, 1906, 1916, 1920, 1921(1921-1925)+
1926(1926-1929); "bees, 1536, 1896, 1901, 1911(1916-1917);

1876, 1886, 1896, 1901, 1311, 1918(1919-1925)+ 1926(1926-

1929); poultry, ducks and geese, 1918, 1921(1921^-1925) +

192 3(1926-1929).
Value of agricultural production: grain, potatoes, sugar

"beets, hemp and flax, tobacco* hay, wine, fruits, vegetables,

livestock raising (cattle, horses, hogs, sheep, goats,

poultry), "beekeeping, sericulture, dairy products, 1914-

1918(1919).
Gross return from agricultural production of ahove

products, 1835, 1695, 1911, 1920(1921); 1885, 1895, 1911,
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1921/21, preliminary figures for 1922(1922); 1835, 1895, 1911, 1922,
preliminary figures for 1923(1923); 1385, 1895, 1911, 1923, -ore-

liminary figures for 1924(1924); 1385, 1395, 1911, 1924, preliminar
fig-ares for 1925(1925); 1925-1928 with preliminary fig-ores for
succeeding year (1926-1929),

Area and utilization of the soil (meauows, pastures, arable land,
land used for horticulture, for vineyards, forests), by sizes of
enterprises, 1905 (1923-1929).

Area and number of producers: grain, hoed crops, vegetables,
legumes, industrial plants, 1917(1917); 1917,(1919); 1917, 1919-,

1926(1927-1929).
Cost of living. Quarterly expenditure in francs, and index

numbers according to type of occupation, for foodstuffs, heat and
light, 1921, 1922(1922), 1922, 1923(1923), 1923, 1924(1924); monthly
expenditure? 1921(1921).

Cost of living, index numbers, cities," annual average 1921-1929*,

monthly 1925-1929( 1925-1929 )

.

Index numbers of wholesale prices, Jan*
,
Apr., July, Oct., Dec,

1920-1927(1921-1927), monthly, 1923, 1929.

Annual statistics of irmocrt and expert (value), 1913-1929(1919-
1929).

Annual statistics of import and expert (quantity, value, countries-

of origin and of destination), silk; cotton; wool; flax, hemp, jute

and ramie; straw and hair; paper; wood; hides; skins; rubber; :horses:

oxen; bulls; cows; calves; diogs, sheep; cheese; butter; milk (fresh,

condensed); wheat; rye; oats: maize; beans; peas; rice; flour; bread;

graoes, wine; barley; malt; hops; beer; cocoa; chocolate; tobacco;

coffee; chicory; tea; sugar; spices; fats and oils; oranges and
lemons; figs, almonds, nuts; other Southern fruits; meat; hay; oil-

cake s •
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A. Statistical Organization of Switzerland

The political organization of most countries furnishes the frame-
work for their statistical organization. The present political organization
of Switzerland dates from 1843 when the cantons, already loosely jointed to-
gether, adopted a constitution creating a federal state with a central
government. In many respects, however, the cantons remain independent.
There are 22 of them, three of which are divided into half-cantons, each
with its own government. For administrative purposes, the canton is divided
into districts and these districts into communes, which are the smallest
political units. In one canton, the "Municipality, " consisting of 1-6
communes, makes an administrative unit intermediate "between the district
and commune. Prom 1850 to 1920 the number of districts increased from 183
to 186. The number of communes, on the other hand, decreased during the
same period from 3063 to 3003, several of the communes having amalgamated.

Federal Statistics

Ihen in 1848 Stefano Franscini, author of several "books on sta-
tistics in Switzerland, "became the first Secretary of the Interior, he out-
lined at once a program for collecting data on population, land utilization,
agricultural production, foreign trade, etc. He was greatly hampered,
however, in carrying out his program "by the unwillingness of several
cantons to cooperate and "by lack of funds. Nevertheless, in 1850 the
first federal population census was taken, and "by 1858 there had appeared
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altogether five volume's containing, "besides the results of this census,
information on land utilization, statistics on foreign trade and vital
statistics for the years 1850-52.

On January 21, 1860, an act was passed establishing an independent
Bureau of Statistics. This Bureau developed gradually and is still in
existence. Its chief work consists in taking the regular censuses of
population (every 10 years) and of livestock (every 10, later every 5 years).
Since 1867 this Bureau has had charge of collecting and publishing the
vital statistics. In 1905 and again in 1929 it organized the censuses of
enterprises. In 1912 and 1923 it compiled statistics on land utilization.
After the war it started upon the analysis of family "budgets and collected
data on wages of factory workers. It also "began collecting data relating
to taxation.

Some of these subjects and many others taken up in earlier years
have "been dropped, or the work has "been taken over by other "bureaus of
the federal government. Thus since the eighties foreign trade statistics
have "been compiled "by a separate division of the Bureau of Customs. The
work on family "budgets has "been taken over "by the newly established Federal
Labor Office, which is also in charge of wage statistics. The statistics
on taxation are made at present by the Federal Bureau of Taxation.

With regard to the method generally followed in collecting the sta-

tistical data, the Federal Bureau of Statistics is obliged to work in close
cooperation with the governments of the cantons. The field work is done "by-

local or district authorities. In the censuses the public at large is re-

quired to cooperate actively, for the method of self-enumeration was
auopted at the very beginning (i860). The expenses of the cantons, are re-

funded by the Federation on a per—capita basis.

There are several other federal departments collecting important
statistical data. The Federal Bureau of Forestry supplies yearly tables
on production of wood and timber. The Veterinary Office compiles some

figures on meat production. The Weather Bureau keeps record of the

climatic conditions in the country, and the Swiss National Bank makes

numerous tables and charts relating to the financial situation, interest

rates, etc. Those results arci not always published as "statistics,"
but are merely incorporated in the yearly reports of the departments.

Cantonal and Communal Statistics

At about the same time that the Federal Bureau of Statistics was

set up, a few of the larger cantons established statistical offices of their
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own. Though their activity was restricted to their respective territories,
the work performed was very useful. For example, these offices collected
the only statistical date, available in Switzerland: regarding agricultural
production. Besides, these "bureaus very frequently cooperate in the work
of the Federal Bureau.

The activity of the statistical offices established by some of the
larger cities lies more in the field of "social statistics," dealing for
example with unemployment, rents, family budgets, etc c Moreover, they
collect price statistics and construct cost of living indices.

The Swiss Farmers 1 Secretariat

The Swiss Farmers 1 Secretariat was founded in 1898 by the Swiss
Farmers 1 Union. It is subsidized by the Federal Government and supplies
the International Institute of Agriculture in Rome with statistics for
Switzerland and collaborates with it in other ways.

, Under the very able leadership of Professor J3rn£t\ Eaur , r-the

Secretariat compiles much data relating to agriculture., for example,
statistics on production and consumption, by means of specially conducted
enquetes or by an established organization of crop and price reporters.
Much information also is obtained from the approximately five hundred
farm account books which have been analyzed and. worked up by the Office
since 1901. In 1928, the staff numbered from 60-70 persons.

Associations

The establishment of the Schwei zerische Statistische Gesellschaft
in 1864 has contributed to the development of Swiss statistics. This
body consisting of teachers, statesmen and others who are interested
publishes a periodical, Zeitschrift fur Schweizerische Statistik appear-
ing 3 or 4 times a year, in which statistical end economic problems are
discussed. The association itself undertakes no statistical work, though
it frequently plays an active part in the promotion and preparation of
such studies.

In connection with the natural bases of economics in Switzerland,
mention should be made of the Schwei zorischo Uaturforschende 3-esellschaf t

.

It is the association of the natural scientists and is subdivided into
several groups. It plays an important part in the organization of the
study of natural conditions in- the country.
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The official statistics compiled "by the Federal Bureau of Statistics
have been published under different cities. From 1850 to 1858 the five
volumes already referred to (see p. l) appeared under the title, Beitrage
zur Statistik der Schweizerischen Eidgenossenschaft. From 1860 to 1918,
the title was Schweizerische Statistik. The volumes were numbered con-
secutively (1-217). In 1919 the title was changed to Schweizerische
Statistische Mitteilungen and only the volumes published in the same year
were numbered consecutively. The number of volumes published in a given
year varied much. Since 1929 the title has read Statistische Quellenwerke
der Schweiz and the volumes have "been numbered consecutively as was done
from 1860 to 1918. Up until October 1930 about 10 numbers have "been
published.

In 1891 the Federal Bureau of Statistics started the edition of the
Statistisch.es Jahrbuch der Schweiz (Statistical Yearbook of Switzerland).
It contains official and unofficial statistics and is by far the most
comprehensive source of information.

The Landwirtschaf tliches Jahrbuch der Schweiz (Agricultural Yearbook
of Switzerland), which has "been published since 1887 by the Federal Depart-
ment of Economics, on the contrary, does not contain much statistics. It
gives, however, the summary tables of the farm account books as worked up
"by the FarmerM Secretariat. Here are also published the reports of the
state experiment stations and some other scientific papers relating to
agriculture.

The statistical "bureaus of the cantons and the cities publish their
own series of reports, mostly under the title Statistische Mitteilungen
des ... Some statistical returns, however, are merely printed in depart-
mental reports, hut can often he found reprinted in the Statistical Year-
hook.

The Swiss Farmers 1 Secretariat is publishing a series of "bulletins
called Mitteilungen des Schweizerischen Bauernsekretariates. Most of the
results of the enquetes are published here. Since 1923 a special bulletin
has been published yearly under the title Statistische Erhebungen und
Schatzungen auf dem G-ebiete der Landwirtschaft. It contains all available
statistics and estimates relating to agriculture.

With a few exceptions, all statistical publications issued by
the Federal Administration are printed in German and French and the re-
ports of the cantons and cities in their respective official languages.
The bulletins of the Swiss Farmers' Secretariat are also published in
both languages. Periodicals contain articles in both languages.
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B. Natural Bases of Agricultur e

Geology, Topography and Ceil

In Part I the only source listed is Landw.irtseh.aftiich.es Jalirhuch

der Schweiz. This contains, in addition to the data listed in Part I,

many reports on chemical analysis of soils, official reports of the state
experiment stations, and, very frequently, other scientific papers.

A list of most important other sources of information follows.
Some are official, though not in Part I, as they do not take the form of

agricultural statistics.

Heim, Alhert - G-eologie der Schweiz.
u u - G-eologische Karte der Schweiz.
n » - « " 11 " (4cale 1:500/000)
" n

. - »
.

" » T1 (k » i j ioo.ooo
in 25 parts)

Amsler, Alfred und Naf , A. - G-e steins und Bbdenkunde, Boden-
bearbeitung.

Atlas der Schweiz. (G-eographiscl.er , Yolkswirt-
schaftlicher , G-eschichtlicher

,

ISCiS)
Duvetenay ~ Atlas G-eographique ,

Eistorique et Statistique, 1848.

Tbpographi scher Atlas der Schweiz.
Geographisch.es Lexikon der Schweiz. v

r
ol. 4, pp. 626-706.

Das - Schweiz. Dreiecksnetz 1881-1890, -vol. 1,4 & 5.

Wolf, Jul. Geschichte der Vermessungen in der Schweiz, 1879.
Pruh, J. Geographie der Schweiz, 1930.

The history of the topographical survey work in Switzerland dates
hack several hundred years. The imps now available for the whole country
were planned in 1832, and worked out "by the Federal Bureau of Topography,
created in 1837. The scale for the mountainous parts of the country was

1:50,000, and for the plains, 1225,000. Until 1869, only 25 maps, in the

scale of 1; 100, 000, were available. Afterwards the publication of the

original survey maps was started. (See: Topograph! scher &fclas der Schweiz
Por a detailed description of the methods applied in taking the survey see

Das Schweiz. Dreiecksnetz . A short description is given also in Geo-
graphisches Lexikon der Schweiz, vol, 4, p r 626 and following. In the

Gteographi e der Schweiz, there is an up-to-date description of the new maps
of the country and the method of survey- taking.

As regards the geological structure of Switzerland, the most
important work is that written "by Professor A. Helm. Very careful maps



have "been published, based on his investigations. (See: Geographis ches
Lexikon, Geographischer Atlas der Schweiz, and Geographische Karte der
Schweiz). The Geographisches Lexicon also gives a good description of
the geological formation of the country* The hook by Amsl§£i and Naf is
primarily written as a textbook for agricultural colleges, and is based
on the work of Eeim.

Climate and Rainfall

Sources listed in Part I are Statistisches Jahrbuch der Schweiz
(Sidgenossisches Sfepartement des innern)

, showing atmospheric pressure,
relative humidity, rainfall each month, and temperature; Annuaire Agricole
de la Suisse; and Union Suisse des Paysans: Recherche s Relatives* a la
Rentabilite de 1 'Agriculture., containing, in the introduction, a very short
statement about atmospheric conditions prevailing during the year and
those affecting agriculture particularly.

The important other sources of information are as follows:
Geographisches Lexikon der Schweiz. Vol. 4, p. 705-711.
Schweiz. Meteorologische Beobachtungen, 1854-1880,
Annalen der Schweiz. Meteorologische.. Zentralanstalt, 1881 ff.

The Swiss Weather Bureau wa„s set up in 1863 as a private institution
subsidized by the cantons., In 1881, it was taken ever by the Federal
Government. About 120 stations, evenly distributed ovei the country, re-
port to the Bureau the main results of their observations

5
which are made

according to uniform instructions.* In addition to thess stations, there
are more than 300 other places where records are taken of the amount of
rainfall. A map indicating the location of all these stations may be found
in Geographischer Atlas der Schweiz

,
(map ITo« 26) B The individual records

are summarized and worked up by the Central Bureau in Zurich, and the re-
sults are published yearly in the Annalen der Schweiz. Meteorologische,.
Zentralanstalt

.

On the basis of these reports, many different charts and maps have
been drawn up, which may be found in the Geograph:' sches Lexikon, p. 706 ff.

A map dividing the country into zones, with different average amounts of

rainfall, may be found in the G-eographischer Atlas, (map Bo. 26).

In 1928 the number of stations was 122. The map in the Geographischer
Atlas der Schweiz which was published in 1909 indicates the number of

stations at that time- Hewer maps are available. For example Atlas
fur Schweiz. Sekundar Schulen, 1924.



It may be added that records are taken, bjV a special institute in
Zurich, of the earthquakes occurring in Switzerland' and elsewhere. These
records are published yearly in the inhalen der Schweiz. i/Ieteorologischeu.
Zentralanstalt

.

Natural Vegetation

G-eographisches Lexikon der Schweiz,. vol. 4, p. 711-762.
Erockmann-Jerosch, Beinrieh - Die Vegetation der S-.hweiz, (in

publication) vol. 1,1925-29.
Gkremli - Excurs ions flora fur die- Schweiz.
Fischer, E. - Flora Helvetica.
Schroter, C. - Das Pflanzenleoen der Alpen. Flora der Eiszeit.
Ratzeburg - Die Standortsgewach.se etc. "£n ihren Deziehungen

zur Forst-und Landwirt schaf t

•

Smpeyta, Eugene - Catalogue De script if des Arbres - en Suisse, 1837.

A short description of the natural vegetation in Switzerland may
"be found in G-eographischos. lexikon, vol, 4, p„71i. The leading authorities
on this subject are quoted there, as for example, Sohroter, Schinz, Fischer
and Gremli . .

*

The work described in publications by 3rockir^nn-Jero.sch is of a
somewhat different type," inasnrach as it tries to work out the relation
"between the vegetation, the atmospheric conditions, the ecological forma-
tion of the country^, and the types of soil. It contains good maps and
numerous charts. It also contains a map showing the different types of
farming prevailing in the. country.

C. Definition of Agriculture

The Swiss censuses of 1995 and 1929, which included agriculture,
were censuses of "enterprises

.

n They included as agricultural enterprises
those keeping poultry and "bees, and those producing vegetables .and flowers.
Forestry was included,' if combined in the same enterprise with agricultural
operations. Enterprises such as cheese factories and cider factories were
classed as industrial, hut totaled with the agricultural enterprises, in
some of the tables. Hunting and fishing were separate types of enterprises.

In the recent United States censuses, the term 51agricultural
operations" is used as a genera/-, term referring to the work of grov/ing
crops, producing other agricultural products, and raising domestic animals,
poultry and bees. Woodland operations are included- wherever carried on



along with, agricultural operations of sufficient magnitude to constipate
a "farm," as defined in Section D.

The recommendations for the world census of agriculture are to in-
clude all forest land "being exploited, whether in enterprises along with
agriculture or not. The schedule recommended, however, permits separating
out the strictly forest enterprises.

In the recommendations of Dr. Ernst Laur, accepted "by the Inter-
national Institute of Agriculture as a [basis for a.a international system
of farm accounting, forestry operations are to "be kept separate from agri-
culture "whenever the importance of forestry is considerable ,

" and more
especially on large-sized farms. Hunting and fishing are to "be part of

agriculture if incidental to it; and artificial fish culture in ponds is

to "be called agriculture. But "vegetable growing or track farming on an
industrial scale, or with the aid of warm greenhouses and floriculture
under similar circumstances, will "be "better considered as a non-agricultural
enterprise." (p. 35-36).

The forestry of the United Sta.tes and similar countries consists
of little else than lumbering; and lumbering probably needs a special type
of schedule. The information called for in the recommended world census
schedule is not adequate for this purpose. It is suited especially to the
European types of forestry operations. The best procedure would seem to

be to have a separate schedule for forestry and agricultural operations,
and make combinations of them into single enterprises la^cr, if this seems
desirable

o

D. dumber of Ea rns

Sources listed in Part I are Ergebnisse der Eidgenossischer
Betriebszahlung vom 9. August, 1905, a census of industrial and agri-
cultural enterprises, some of the results of which are also published
by the Union Suisse des Paysans in Statistiques et Evaluations Agricoles;
Schweizerische Statistir, vol. 1-217, 1860-1919: Sehweizerische Statistische
Mitteilungen, 1919-1929; and Wirtscha£tliche unci Sozialstatistische
Mitteilungen, (no. 12 (Dec. 1930) contains some preliminary results of the

farm census of 1929).

Until now, only two censuses of farms have been taken in Switzerland,
the first one in 1905, the latter in August, 1929, In both cases,, the

farm census was a part of a census of "enterprises. " The schedules were
prepared by the Federal Bureau of Statistics, and submitted to the govern-
ments of the cantons. A committee of experts then worked out the final
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form .\#; . of the schedule, which afterwards was adopted "by the Federal
Council* The census was" .carried put. -with., the cooperation of the -cantonal-
district—and communal authorities. The cantons received a subsidy from
the federal government in proportion to their population. -As in the
population census*, the commune was taken as the smallest political unit.
For every fifty enterprises, an enumerator was appointed who was responsible
for the distribution of the "blanks to the heads of these enterprises, and
who had to assist, if necessary, in filling out the schedule correctly.

The 1905 census' was taken on August 9 S Separate "blanks were pro-
vided for agricultural enterprises, for industry and traxle, and for home
industry. These classes were subdivided again, aid these subdivisions
finally into a total of 351 types of business enterprises. Class A in-

cluded "enterprises producing raw materials," and was divided into the
three groups, (a) mining, (b) agriculture, cattle breeding, gardening and
other enterprises connected with agriculture, (c) forestry (not connected
with agricultural enterprises), hunting and fisheries. Group (b) included
29 different types of agricultural enterprises, net all of which, however,
can be called "agricultural" properly, as for exairple, the "raising of

dogs," or "cheese and butter factories," di stiller.l-es',- a,nd cider factories.
Croup (c) is subdivided into only three items: forestry enterprises (for

which the census was taken by the Oberforstinspektorat ) ,
hunting, and fish-

ing. Such enterprises as sugar factories and condenser:. es were scheduled
as manufacturing enterprises, and all tra.de enterprises dealing with agri-
cultural products were included in Class C, Trade, which was subdivided
into such classes as C-a, trade with animals (horses, livestock, pigs,
etc.); C-b, tra.de with agricultural products in the narrower sense, such
a.s cereaJLs, tobacco, etc.

One difficult problem with which this census had to deal was a.

clear definition of an '"enterprise. Unfortrmately , no clear definition
was worked out, which resulted in much confusion. For&agriculture , the

problem was made comparatively simple by setting up a minimum of one-half
hectare of land as constituting a farm. But a large number of small hold-

ings were not enumerated as a result, especially in regions where wine
culture is predominant. Some difficulty also arose in counting the "Alps,"

or mountain pastures. For the "special types of farms," like bee keeping,

poultry farming, etc., the necessary requirement of half a hectare of land

was abandoned, and the decision as to whether such an enterprise should be

counted or not was left to the enumerators. Those enterprises classified

* See Section E.
** See vol. I

8
, p. 15x . The "definition" given there is, in fact, no

.. definition, and is, . moreover
,
contrary' to the principal aim of

enumerating the "enterprise as such."



as agricultural "but not having half a' hectare of land, as for example,
cider factories, cheese factories, etc*, were considered as "industrial
enterprises," inasmuch as they were recorded on the same kind of "blanks as

the regular industrial enterprises. Bat they were added to the group of

agricultural enterprises in the final classification. In the tables of

Volume 22, these enterprises are listed separately from the farms, so

that one can omit them if one wishes.

The "actual farms" are grouped according to their size throughout,
in the following usual manner:

0.5 to 3 hectares
3.01 ti 10 TT

10.01 IT 15 ti

15.01 U 30 Tl

30.01 H 70 R

70.01 II and over

In a supplement* to this volume, a more detailed classification
has "been worked out with 21 size-groups ranging from under 1 ha. to over
100 ha. These latter are published "by districts only, the others "by

cantons.

In conformance with the recommendation of the International J^fcsM-

(tut'e' ^f Agrd^CSSb in Rome (see p. 26), the following size-groups are

distinguished in the preliminary census report for 1929,;

ass : i 0 0.25 hectares
ii II 0,26 0.50 IT

it III 0.51 1.00 tl

it IV 1.01 3.00 11

ri V 3.01 5.00 II

ii VI 5.01 10.00 11

it VII 10.01 15.00 11

ii VIII 15.01 20.00 tr

it IX 20.01 30.00 ii

TT X 30.01 50.00 ii

11 XI 50.01 70.00 n

TT XII 70.01 and more ii

This classification makes it possible to compare the number of

farms in 1929 with the number in 1905, for the same size-groups.

* See; Die Betriebe der ISsproduktion. ITachtrag zum Zweiten Bande -

Schweiz. Statistik, lief. 172.
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The Federal Statistical Office has classified the total number of

farms according -to. different t^rpes. The nine classifications for 1905 are

as follows:"- "
'
"

1 . -Fores-t farms:, over 70 per' cent of the land in forests.

f
"...

. 2 , Pas ture . farms: pasture "land constituting over 50 per-
'cent of the land in cultivation (wood-
land ' deducted)

.

3. Wine—culture: vineyards comprising over 25^ of the land
cultivated (woodland deducted)

.

4. Gardening :.. gardens comprising over 33 1/3$ of the land
cultivated (woodland deducted).

5. Farms with litter production: land used for litter
production comprising over

... 5Qp of the land cultivated
• (Woodland deducted).*

6. All grass farms: arable land net more than 2j© of the

land- cultivated (woodland deducted).

7. Grass farms with some arable land: with arable "land

constituting 2-1 0;o

of the land cultivated
... (woodland deducted)

.

8. Farms with' much arable land: arable-land comprising ever

10p of all cultivated land,

and up to half of this aracle
land- in cereals.

3. Farms with much arable land: aracle land comprising over
lOyb of all land (deducting
woodland) and over half of the

aracle land in cereals.

For 1929,- there were 17 different classifications. The following
table combines the two classifications, and gives figures published in

the preliminary report:

* uLitter n is a native grass growing on marsh and heathland which is

cut and dried and then used like straw for the beds of the cattle in the

stables.
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Classification of farming
system 1929

ITumoer of
farms
1929

Ifumoer of

farms
1905

Classifi-
cation of
farming sys-

tem 1905

i.

3.

4.

5.

7.

8.

9.

10

11,

12,

13.

14.

15.

Forest farms
Pasture farms
Wine-culture : vineyards

comprising from 25 - 75$
of the land cultivated

Same: vineyards over 75j£

of the land cultivated
Gardening (agricultural)
Farms with litter etc.

All grass farms, etc.
Grass farms, etc.

Farms with much araole
land: arable land 10—30$
of a.ll cultivated land, and
up to half of this araole
land in cereals

Same: ara"ble land over 30^ of

all cultivated land, and up
to half of this araole land
in cereals. Fodder crops
more than 40/o of ail culti-
vated land.

Same as 12, hut: Fodder
crops less than 40$ of all
cultivated land

Farms with 10-30$ araole
land of all cultivated
land and over 50fo of the
araole land in cereals

Farms with more than 30$ of

all cultivated land araole
and over 50$ of the arahle
land in cereals

2,693
7.189

3,611 )

) 6,071
2,460 )

749
303

46,772
40,045

30,351

16,106

29,998

23,639)

Total

17,401)-

221,327

1,554
11,172

9,025

709
799

53 , 346

31,342

76,465 59,138

)

) 41,040 76,643

)

243,710

1,

2,

4,

5,

6.

7

8

The a"bove figures are strictly comparaole, except for class 3 (1929) where

the decrease is due to a change in the method of enumeration (this can

most likely oe proved when the final results of the area in farms appear),

and for classes 4, 5 and 7 (1929), in which 2,669 farms with less than

0.50 hectares per farm were included. In the 1905 census, farms with less
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than 0.50 hectares were net included.*

The remaining classes of Sarins fcr 192S are as follows:

Class 2. Pcrest enterprises Tahulations not completed
5. Gardening (ncn-agriculturel

:

gardening is the main occupa-
tion or also only the occasional
occupation as a sideline to non-
agricultural work) ;

* " 11 ,!

l6.Suall planter?: farms with less than
0.50 ha. of cultivated land if it

is net mostly used for vineyards 17,352
or gardening. (Phis class includes
uxbU c~J_ _l J! c^i iab VyJLUiiO UO JLcSxIv.. . / S .

17.fisheries Tabulations not completed

In the classification for 1929, the woodland is always deducted
from the area of the farm "before classifying it.

The 1905 census has no comparable figures fcr class 16 because,
in the census fcr that year, the :farm limit was fixed at 0.50 hectares
and only special types of farms below this acreage were enumerated.

Ho figures fcr classes 2, 6 and 17 were published in the above
preliminary report.

These different type" of farms have "been analyzed for 1905 (and
probably will "be for 1923) in detail "by cantons as to their land utiliza-
tion, land tenure and farm labor. Several maps are added to Vol.22, which

* The reason that the result? are not strictly comparable is that dif-
ferent definitions were used in the censuses of 1905 and 1929. The

Statistics.! Office, however, -has made some estimates in order to adjust
the 1523£b:e suit s to these of 1305.

** That all of the farms "below 0.50 ha. are not included in class 16 is

shown "by the following figures:
Class number He. of farms with less than 0.50 ha.

4 1127
5 1330
7 212

2659
16 17352

/OvJWO J.

Farms with 0 - 0.25 ha. 5635
,T » C - 0.50 ha. 145S6

<c/002 jl
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present for all districts in Switzerland the density of agricultural popu-
lation in relation to land utilization in agriculture, the average size of

farms in the district, etc.

It may also "be of interest to know that the census of 1905 tried
to "bring out the' facts on the number of separate strips of land belonging
to each farm. The results are tabulated in Table 15 in the usual manner,
and illustrated by a map. The question relating to this subject was
drafted somewhat inaccurately ,' and the Statistical Office states expressly
that the returns may contain some errors.

One earlier attempt to ascertain the number of farms in Switzerland
could be presented, although the method used was very inadequate. It was
based on the returns of the population census-* The number of people who
were returned by the census as "working for their own account in agriculture
was considered as representing the number of farms. Two maps in Vol. 3 of
the population census of 1888 illustrate the results. A similar method
was employed in 1920, when the prevailing size of farms in a district v/as

worked out by establishing the relationships between the total number em-
ployed in agriculture in a certain district and the number of independent
farmers. It was assumed that where the percentage of people employed as

laborers is the highest, the farms are the largest. A comparison- of the
map in Schweizerische Indus triekarten (p. 21) with the map illustrating
the average size of farms in 1905 shows at once that the results differ
very much. The method, therefore, does not seem to give satisfactory
results.

Care was taken to difine the farm more clearly in the census on
enterprises in 1929. In the instructions, the definition of the farm is

worded as follows:

1. nEach enterprise with more than 25 ares of land used
for agricultural production, for forestry or for

gardening, even if the products derived from it

are not sold but are used for homo consumption."

2. "Ea.ch enterprise with less than 25 ares of land if

(a) it is an independent business in wine-
culture, fruit production, truck gardening,

gardening and flower gardening.
(b) If in the enterprise, livestock (cows, hogs,

bees, silk worms, etc.) is kept for business
purposes (livestock or livestock products
produced for sale).

See: Section S



3. "Each enterprise without any. agricultural land if

livestock is kept for business purposes (for example,
hogs for fattening or "or ee ding, poultry, "bee hives)
and not merely for pleasure. '

.

•

From this description of the farm, it will he seen that the

principal criterion is the "production of food as a "business" comhined
77ith "land in cultivation," Thus -cheese factories, for example, where
the fattening of hogs is only a sideline, are included as an agricultural
enterprise. Such enterprises , 'however , \ are required also to fill in a
"blank used for the enumeration of . Indus tries . The method of tabulation
of the returns will determine to what extent . comparisons can "be made with
the farm census of 1905, and with the results cf the farm censuses taken
in other countries.

The instructions also contain definitions concerning fisheries.
An enterprise exists if "the catching' of fish is done as principal
occupation in creeks, rivers and lakes," or if "fish are hatched and
fattened in ponds or other enclosed waters."

The 1930 census in the United States considered as a farm all the

land which was directly fe,rmed "by one person, either "by his own labor
alone, or with the assistance of members of his household, or hired
employees. A partnership was- also considered a farm. A single tract of

land or a number of single tracts, even, though held under different
tenures, could constitute a farm.- Taen a landowner had one or more tenants,
renters, croppers, or managers, the' land operated by each was considered
a farm. Kb tract of land of less than 3 acres was to be reported as a
farm, unless its products in 1929 were valued at $250 or more.

Several changes have been made from time to time in the definition
of a farm in the United States. In 1910 and 1920, for example., tracts
of less than 3 acres were included, even if farm products worth less than
$250 were produced, provided- the continuous services of at least one person
were required for their agricultural operation. In. 1900, market, truck
and fruit gardens-,- orchards, nurseries., cranberry marshes, greenhouses
and city dairies were not included as farms, unless the entire time of at

least one individual was devoted to their care. In 1870, 18 SO and 1890,
no farm of less than 3 acres was to be- reported, unless $500 worth of
produce had been actually sold, from it during the year.

Swiss definitions emphasize ' the use made of the land, whereas United
States census- definitions pla.ee emphasis on the operating units. The
Swiss are primarily interested in separating agricultural enterprises
(farms) from other types of enterprises (industrial, etc.) The reason
for this is due largely to the fact that the agricultural census in
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Switzerland is one part of a census of enterprises. In the United States,

on the other hand, -the agricultural census is, for all practical purposes,

a distinct census. Hence, enumerators in Switzerland need to decide what

is agricultural, and in the United States what constitutes a farm operat-
ing unit.

The definition of a f'atsn proposed as a standard for a world agri-
cultural census by the International Institute of Agriculture is as follows

ttA farm, for census purposes, is all land used wholly or partly
for agricultural or livestock production, that is operated, directed, or

managed "by one person, alone or- with the assistance of others, without re-
gard to ownership, title, size or location, and may "be in one or more
separate pieces, if they are in the same neighborhood and are known and
operated as a single holding or property. The person who operates .or

directs the farm may "be owner, tenant, hired manager, or one who^/
0c\ft^i^ols

the land and its products under a special form of tenure. In case the
farm is operated jointly "by two or more persons related or associated
together, one of them will "be designated to represent his associates as
farm operator to supply the census data. The farm may he known as a lot,
piece, or parcel of land, garden, orchard, estate, ranch, plantation,
rural establishment, proprietorship, or other name, hut in any case must
"be operated, directed or managed hy one person. Woodland or forest land
that forms a part of the farm or holding and is controlled, directed or

managed hy the farm operator will also "be reported, as well as the plots
of ground and "buildings occupied and utilized "by the laborers employed
and living on the farm. n

This definition differs little from that used in the 1930 census
in the United States, the main difference being no limitation as to the

minimum area of farms to be included in the world-census recommendations.
A proposal that only farms of one hectare or ovdr, or holdings producing
more than $100 annually should be included v/as considered by the committee
forming the recommendations \r: h was rejected. It was thought that the

limitation of value would introduce unnecessary difficulties, and that,
as many countries; desired to collect information as to holdings of one

hectare or less, it was better to remove, all limitations.

In the classification of the results by size of holdings, the

international committee felt that each country should be at liberty to

adopt such size-groups as appear most suitable to its particular cir-
cumstances, but for the purposes of international comparison it was
desirable that the size-groups chosen should be such as would admit of

classification within the following limits:
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The Swiss classification, given above, is verv different, tut no
doubt could "be changed so as to "fit- in with the recommended classes with-
out loss. Smaller divisions could he made if needed, as long as they
came • "between -he limits' cf the recommended classifications.

The class i-fication which- has been used in the United States,
with the number of farms so classified in the 1925 census is as follows:

Under 3 acres •
"1 S - T ^1^_ w , X is -L

3 to 9 n. 363 , 384
• 10 ill 1 q ii 588,049
20 m 49 ii . 1,450 , 543.

50 n qq n 1,421,078
100 n 174: a 1,383,777
175 " 259 ii 503,417
26C h 499 ii 438,961
500 Tr 999 ii 143,852

1000 "4999 ii 55,673
5C00 acres and over 7,455

A classification in acres of "under 2 1/2, 2 .1/2 tc 12 1/2,
12 1/2 tc 25, 25 to 50, 5C to 125, 125—250 , etc. 1

' would "be atout

equivalent to the recommended classes. It would fit farm sizes in

the United States up to 50 acres and after 250 acres. Above 50 acres
a group is needed which "will include the 80—acre farms mostly, another
that will include the 160-acre farms, another, the 24C—acre farms, etc.,
since most farms in the United States run in fractions, of "sections"
cf 640 acres, and SO's and 160 ! s are the most numerous sizes.

The number of farms reported in the 1905 farm census cf
Switzerland and in. each United States census from 1880 tc 1925 are
as fellows:
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Year United States Switzerland
1929 . 221 ,327
1925 , 540
1920 6,448,343
1910 6,361 , 502
1905 243,710
1900 5 , 739 , 657
1890 4,564,641
1880 4,008,907

E. Pop-CLLatier of Cc-ar.tr-'; Occupations

Sources listed in Part I are Eidgenossische Volkszahlung,; 1920;
Schweizerische Statistisehe Mitteiiungen, and Statistisch.es Jahrbuch der
Schweiz, together with other publications of the Eidgenossisches Departe—
ment des Innern; Beitrage zur Statistik der ScHweizerischen Eidgenossen-
schaft, among other publications listed under Departenent des Innern;
Schweizerische Statistik 1860-1919, that is, the census data, vol. 1 to

217, end other publications listed under Statistisches Bureau; and
Bevolkerung und Arealverhaltnisse der Schweiz, published "by the Bureau
des Bauwesens.

The important other sources of information are:

Handworterbuch der Schweiz. Yolkswirtschaf t. Artikel;
Volkszahlungen, Vol. IIX^ S p. 1446. Statistik
(Bevoikerungsstatistik) Vol. Ill**, p. 1843.

G-eographisches Lexikon der Schweiz, Vol, 5, p. 1 ff.

The censuses on population are the best statistics available for
Switzerland, although here, too, much improvement has been made since
they were started in 1850.

There are still earlier figures on population, seme from the year
1798, when the newly created Kelvetische Eegierung ordered a count of the

population, the numbers being talien from the registers of the clergy kept
in each parish. A second count was ordered in 1337; but two years were
used in completing it, which makes the accuracy of the results very doubt-
ful. After the creation of the federal government in 1848, a new
enumeration was ordered taken in March 1850, in six days.* This was a

- Eor the results of this census, see G-eographisches Lexikon. The
schedules used for these early censuses are reprinted in full in
Handworterbuch der Schweiz. Volkswirtschaft

.
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real count, the population "being enumerated "by appointed enumerators.
The method Was changed entirely for the 1860 census and. those following,
when the principle of "self-enumeration, " or "self-declaration, " was
introduced. For each family, the head- of it had to fill out a blank
enumerating the members of his family. The method was again changed in

1888, when a special blank was provided for each member of the family.
However, the basic unit remained the "household."

The censuses since 1860 have been based on a law passed in the
same year, according to which a census takes place every ten years.
Section 2 says the census shall always be taken in December. By decrees
of the Federal Council, the date has been fixed for all censuses since
1870 as December 1st. The census scheduled for 1890 was advanced to

1888, in order that the returns might be used as the basis for the new
division of the country into section- districts , and for legislation con-
cerning accident insurance. The lav; of 1860 provides further that the
schedule for. the census is to be fixed by the Federal Council, and that
the costs of the census are to be divided between the Federation and the
cantons, the Federation paying the general outlays while the cantons pay
the expenses of the actual enumeration.

The census taking is organized as follows, the 1920 census being
used as an example: Each political commune is divided into census
districts, including not more than 250 people, or about 50 families
(households) , so that one enumerator can collect the census blanks in
one day. Before ITovember 10, a very accurate list is made of the number
of households in each district, and on the basis of .this, the blanks for
each household are prepared and put in one cover (Blank ITo. 4). The
number of families does not necessarily coincide with the number of house-
holds, for two families living independently in an apartment with others
may be considered as constituting one household, the definition , of the
latter being: "own fireplace and light." Persons simply renting rooms
in a family belong to the household. These households .are numbered for
each census district separately. The enumerator distributes the blanks, -

together with printed instructions, in the last days of November, and
collects the blanks in the forenoon of December 1st. He has to assist
the head of the family, who is responsible for the correct statements,
in filling out the blanks, and also to ascertain at once if the Questions
have been answered correctly. He then fills out several blanks designed
for the purpose of checking certain returns and obtaining very quickly
some preliminary results, as for example, the number of houses in the
district, number of households (families), the number of people in per-
manent residence, in the district, and the number of people present in the

district during the night of November 30 - December 1. The results are

then worked up in a preliminary way for each commune " and political district,
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and, finally, in dotail by the Federal Office of Statistics. The final
results have to "be formally approved "by "both houses of the parliament.

The schedule has, of course, undergone many changes since 1860,
although it has always "been the aim to make the censuses as comparable
as possible. Especially in regard to occupations of the population,
the definitions have been made more precise, and the classes defined in
much more detail. In 1850 one was required only to state one's occupation
or industry. In 1860 the equivalent question required one to give the
"occupation *>s precisely as possible, especially to indicate whether per-
formed independently as entrepreneur or foreman, worker, apprentice,
skilled worker, etc. 11 Persons engaged in different occupations had to

state only the principal kind of work. This applied to all persons over
14 years of age. In 1830 the age limit was fixed at 15 years, in 1888
it was lowered to 14 years again. In "both the latter censuses, the name
of the enterprise where employed had to "be given. In 1900 the important
change was made of adding a question concerning occasional occupations,
with a view of ascertaining more accurately the total n:moer of people
performing agricultural work. In 1910 the question concerning occasional
occupations was further expanded to include tenure, whether as owner or

tenant or working with one's family. In 1920 the schedule required a
statement as to whether the principal or occasional occupation represented
home work, and whether on own account or in pay of others or as additional
work in the family. The age limit was also abandoned at this "time, so

that children under 14 years of age were included, a cli^go which probably
affected the agricultural population most, for no legal age limits a.re

fixed for performing agricultural work, while factory work is prohibited
for children under 14 years of age*

This leads to the more difficult problem of the classification
of the different occupations and the definitions involved. The term

"occupation" is very widely interpreted. ' "Principal occupation," for

example, means the activity from which the income (labor) principally
is derived, or in which people are engaged most of the time. Housework
done by the housewife, and school attendance are therefore included as

"occupations," although they are not "gainful employments," ia the

American sense of this term. In applying this definition, the occupations

of unemployed people have been recorded. The "occassional occupation"

includes any work done, T, if it represents a considerable pant of the

activity during the year (at least one-tenth). 11 Therefore, at least 30

days have to be spent in the occasional occupation.

The following chart indicates the general scheme of classification

used in the Swiss census of 1920.
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This classification does not need to "be commented upon in detail.
Attention should "be drawn to the fact that the term nErwerbende

,

w which
was translated as "gainfully employed people," includes some people living
upon capital income or property (retired or pensioned people). On the

* The discrepancy on p„ B
r

, .? explained as follows: On p. 87, the
term occupation is used in the. sense of activity.- It is used in this
vray on the census schedules m order to octain the most accurate state-
ments. The returns then are wormed up according to the sg&eme on p. 88,
which is not consistent, as explained on p. 88 and 89.
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other hand, there is the large class of servants and maids enrol oyed in the

households, who are not included in "Erwerbende ,
" "but classified separately,

The argument for this classification is that. they axe riot working in any
kind of "business enterprise. As in other countries, the Swiss census makes
the distinction "between professions cr occupations and the "branches of in-

dustry in which these are performed. Eight classes of industries are
distinguished, while the number of occupations is more than 200. This
distinction is made in order to 'give a' clear picture of the relative im-
portance of agriculture, trade and manufacturing.

The principal classes 'of industries distinguished are as follows:
(A) Production of raw materials and food products, (B) Manufacturing, (C)

Trade, (D) Transportation, (s) Public administration a..d professions, (F)

Personal service and occupations not clearly defined, (C-) Retired and
pensioned people, -(H) Persons without gainful employment living in other
households.

Agriculture is included in class A. This class again is subdivided
into three main classes:, (a) Mining, etc., Ob) Agriculture, cattle breed-
ing and gardening, (c) ^ Forestry , fisheries and hunting. In class (b) , the

following special types of farming are distinguished;
*

Agriculture and cattle breeding
Wine culture )

Poultry farming ) if not connected with
Bee keeping

. ) general agriculture
Gardening and fruit-tree nurseries

In the usual figures for the agricultural population of Switzerland,

those engaged in the first two of the above classes are usually combined,

and the remaining classes neglected. This, for example, is done by the

Secretariat in Brougg, in compiling the table on agricultural population
as published in Statistische H'-rhebungen 1929 (p. 63). The reasons for

doing this are rather ..traditional and can easily be contested.

The population belonging to one of the agricultural groups mentioned
above is further subclass ifled as follows;

A. Gainfully employed (in agriculture) i

1. Independents (owners, tenants and share tenants).

2. Family members working on the farm (sons, daughters

and. wives )

.

3. Technical staff,
4. Hired laborers and day laborers.
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3. People living in the household but not doing agricultural work:

1. Gainfully employed in the household (maids and servants)

.

2. Family- members^ working in. .the. household."

3. Other family members living in the household out not .......

doing work in it: /

i
' ''

(a) • adults '" .* "

...

(b) children
.

"
,V.-.

,".
... .

.

'
--

"
•

This scheme of classification was "adopted "in 18:38, and the figures 1

of the censuses taken since are, therefore, 'comparable, . The main classifi-
cation, however, was the same for the two earlier censuses also. The
accuracy of some of the figures may be doubted. £he classification is,

in some respects, vague^ and in certain instances the members of the

household may have varied much in their classifications of themselves.
The Office of Statistics itself suggests that part of the farm housewives
may have stated their main occupation as agriculture, and part of them as

working in the households. The same was probably done by many daughters
of farm families. But these errors affect only the minor results, and
have no influence on the total number of persons classified as agricultural.

It is sometimes argued that taking' the population census on

December 1st causes the* agricultural''/population to be understated since
many farm people, as compared with other industries, are working at other
occupations at this time of the year. Attention is called to the fact
that the 1905 census shewed that, in different types of farms, the
minimum and maximum number of persons working varied between 69 and 219
percent of the number of people on the farm at the date of the census
(August 9). The prevailing system-of rial1 farms in Switzerland makes
farming during the winter time frequently only a sideline, the main work
being homo industry or factory work. There seems to be no doubt that -

the .agricultural population as recorded on December 1st is somewhat toe
small;, but probably it is not so much too small as may seem at first.

Unfortunately the 1905 farm census for the enumeration of the
population doing agricultural work did not use the same classifications
as the population censuses. lio distinction was made between people on
the farm doing really agricultural work and those working most of their
time in the household. A statement- had to be made merely as to "the number
of persons who are continuously or most of the time working on the farm."
The children below 14 years of age w:re excluded* A total of 745,422
persons wa> returned. The nearest like figure from the population census
is obtained by deducting the number of children from the total agri-
cultural population. For 1900, this result would be 737,441, and "for

1910, 669,867. In view of the fact that the trend of the agricultural
population was definitely downward at this time, and that the .1905 return



does represent 'a' figure above normal "because taken at harvesting time, it

would appear that tne population census returns are most likely not faru
from reporting the normal number of people in agriculture.

The schedule for the -farm census of August 1929 includes a whole
section on farm labor. The instructions are more precise than in 1905.
All people not doing agricultural work are excluded from the enumeration,
and if they work only part time in agriculture, as: ''for example, housewives,
they are recorded in a separate column. (For details, see section 3F)

This classification will "be more Comparable with the returns of the popu-
lation census.

The changes in the classifications for occasional occupations in
the 1910 and 1920 censuses have "been adjusted in the tables for the 1920
census (Statistische Mitteilungen, 1925/1, pp. 4 and 5). As the returns
were vrorked up in the last census, they show the total number of "gainfully
employed," as well as "their dependents" who do extra work, for each class
of occupations described above. In a further table is indicated in what
capacity this extra work is performed, whether as independent, employee,
worker, etc.; and in a third table, the occupations for the occasional
work are given in very g^eat detail, (?or a discussion of the results con-
cerning agricultural labor, see section F) .

The classification of the total population into age groups is

carried very far by the Statistical Office, and tables are available which
make almost every kind of grouping conceivable. The general practice is

to make groups by 5-year intervals. Another classification is made accord-
ing to working capacity: up to 14 years of age, 15 to 59 years of age, 60
years and oyer. This latter classification was made as far back as the

censuses of 1860, 1870 -and 1880* Tables by groups of 5 years are not print-
ed for these early years, but can easily be constructed from the tables of

age distributions by years.

Much care is also taken to work up age classes of the different
occupations. In 1920, for the first time, tables were made for each of

the 249 distinct occupations, showing ages for each sex by 5-year groups
up to 70 years, starting with .the age of 15* The age classifications can-
not be traced back by occupations, however, except for the "gainfully
employed" in any one branch of industry, as far back as 1900. (Statistische

Mitteilungen, 1925/4, p r 46). The age groups are by 5-year intervals up
to 29 years of age and then by 10-year: intervals up to 70 years. There is

one group for children below 15 years of age.

In the farm census of 1905, only three age groups were distinguished,
namely, 15-19, 20-59 and 60 and over. (For details, see section P).



The analysis of the population returns as to marital status, place of

citizenship and place of birth, native language , etc., is made in very great
detail, and the schedules have "been changed very little. Very detailed re-

sults are also available- as to the "population of the communes. The commune
is the smallest political unit in all cantons.; ':

-

;

The distinction "between urban aiid rural population is made according
to the agreement reached by the "Institute International de Statistique.

"

Communes with less than 2000 people are classified as rural, communes with
2000 and over as urban. This distinction does noi mean much for Switzerland
Places with a., population of much less than 2000 may be of an absolute urban
character (tourist resorts), and places classified, as urban may be decidedly
"rural."

There are several classifications for the places of 2000 .and more
inhabitants, the, most usual being that all communes with a population of
more than 10,000 are called "towns," and the places with more than 100,000
inhabitants, "cities."

Much more significant than the distinction between rural and urban is

the distinction between manufacturing and agricultural districts. Three
groups are formed: (a) nianufacturing districts (agricultural population
less than 40 percent) (b) mixed manufacturing and agricultural districts
(40 to 59 percent agricultural population)*, (c) agricultural districts
(60 and more percent agricultural population). Tables based on this sort
of classification can be found in the introductions to the census volumes.

The final census results are published in several volumes, as can be

seen from the bibliography. Special volumes are also printed, containing
only the- results of individual cantons or of groups of cantons. These
appear earlier than the general reports so as to make public the census
returns as soon as possible. The final volumes usually contain a very
extensive discussion of the ce:is;s results, and numerous charts, graphs
and maps

.

The United States census definitions of rural and urban population
have varied for different census years. 3Tor a time, the population of all
places having 8000 inhabitants or over was designated as urban, and 'the

remainder was considered rural* Later, the urban population limit was re-
duced to 4000, and the remainder was divided into two parts. The first
part-, which was termed semi-urban, included all incorporated places having
less than 4000 inhabitants. The second part, which was termed rural, in-

The official term is "mixed manufacturing and agricultural districts."
For a discussion of "rural" see p. 96.



eluded the population living outside any incorporated place whatever.

In 1910 and 192.0, the ur"ban population was defined as that residing
in cities and other incorporated -places having 2500 inhabitants or more,
towns of 2500 inhabitants or more in -New Hampshire, Massachusetts and
Rhode Island being treated as incorporated places, while the remainder of

the population made up 'the rural group. A. subdivision of the rural group
has "been retained under the designation "population living in unincorporated
territory"." This has Tpeen referred to "by various writers in recent times
as "country population."

In the population figures published in 1910 and following, the
classifications adopted in 1910 were carried "back to 1880, as shown in
Table I; and the early . classification
monograph on "Farm Population" issued

has "been carried forward in the special
in 1926.

The farm population, as the term was used in the 1920 census, in-
cluded all persons actually living on farms, without regard to occupation,
and also those farm laborers (and their fardli.es) who, 'while not living on
a farm, nevertheless live in strictly rural terri Tory, outside the limits
of any city or other incorporated place. In the 1925 census od> agriculture,
however, the farm population was defined as including only persons actually
living on farms, without regard to occupation. According to estimate of the
United States Department of Agriculture, the number of farm laborers and
their families not living on farms, included in the 1920 census of farm
population, was approximately 614,269.

In the United States, a "gainful occupation" in census usage is an
occupation "by which the person who pursues it earns money or a money
equivalent, or in which he assists in the production of marketable goods.
The term "gainful worker," as interpreted for census purposes, does not
include women doing housework in their homes, without wages, and having no
other employment, nor children working at home merely on general household
work, on chores, or at odd times on other work, persons gainfully employed
in agriculture are those, 10 years of age and over, who are engaged in agri-
cultural occupations.

In Switzerland, as pointed out above, communes with less than 2000
people are classified as rural, communes with 2000 and over as urban. An-
other classification distinguishes between manufacturing, rural, and agri-
cultural districts, the manufacturing districts being those in which the

agricultural population constitutes less than 40 per cent; the mixed
manufacturing and agricultural districts those in which it constitutes
from 40 to 59 per cent; and the agricultural districts, 60 per cent and
over. For the discission of the Swiss figures, see pp. 89 and 90.



Table I. - CLASSIFICATION .OF.-POPULAT ION OF THE UNITED STATES AS RURAL
AND URBAN FROM 1790 to 1920.*'

: - Total
Tear •'

:1 populat ion - .: Urban population
:

.'

'"'

(1) :_ : l_ -X.±J ....

;

'

• (2)

1790 '

•

1

i 3,929 ,214/ .{ 131 ,472 :

1 ••1800
;V :• 5,308 ,483 ! 210,873 '!

1810 " 7,239 ,881 !: 356,920' !I

1820 :I 9,638 ,453 :I 475,135 !!

• 1830'. '!

: 12,865 ,020 !: ,.864,509 :

1840 •

:

: . 17,069 ,452'
: :: 1,453,994

'

J

1850 23,191 876 :: 2,897,586 !

1860 !: 31,443. 321 ,! 5,072,256 !

1870 *
J; 38,558. 371 j i. 8,071,875 :

1880 J! 50, 155

!

783 : ; 11,365,698; ! : 14,358,167

1890 J 62,947, 714 :! 18,244,239 !! 22,298,359
•1900 1 : .75,-994, 575 ::

- 25,018,335 :: 30,380,433
1910 ;: 91,972, 266 '

: ; 35,570,334 : ; 42,166,120
1920 . - J{, .. 105,710. 620 : : 46,307,640 !: 54,304,603

* Farm population of the United States, 1920 "by Leon E.

Truesdell (Tables 1, 2 and 3).

(1) Places of 8000 inhabitants or more.

(2) Incorporated places halving 2500 inhabitants or more.
(Towns of 2500 or more in Hew. Hampshire, Massachusetts
and Rhode Island are treated as incorporated places)

.
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Table I. - CLASSIFICATION OF POFULATION OF -THE OTOTED STATES AS -RURAL

AND URBAN FROM 1790 to 1920.* - (Continued)

Year Rural population
Per cent of total

"pouulation

(3) (4) i (D : ; (2) i (3) < (4)

1790
i *

: 3.3 ;

1800 } 4.0 !

1810 : 4.9 !

1820 5' 4o9 :

1830 ; 6.7 :

1840 : 8.5
1850 : 12.5
1860 : 16.1 l

1870 I 20,9 .

1880 : 35,797,616 ! : 22,7 : 23.6 : 71.4

1890 : 40,649,355 I : 35,891,381 : 29o0 : 55.4 : 64.6 : 57.0
1900 : 45,614,142 ! : 39,313,609 ! 32.9 : 40.0 : 60.0 : 51.7
1910 : 49.806,146 :: 41, 63-5; 997 : 38.7 : 45.8 .,i 54.2 : 45.3
1920 : 51,406,017 : , 42,435,776 :

• 43.8 : 51.4 ! 48.6 : 40.1
»

Farm population of the United States, 1920 by Leon E. Truesdeli
(Tables 1, 2 and 3)

(1) Places of 8000 inhabitants or more.

(2) Incorporated places having 2500 inhabitants or more owns oi

2500 or more in New Hampshire,. Massachusetts and Rhode Island are

treated as incorporated places).
(3) Outside incorporated places having 2500 inhabitants or more.
. (Same as (2) for New Hampshire , Massachusetts and Rhode Island).

(4) Outside all incorporated places. (Same as (2) for New Eampshire,

Massachusetts and Rhode Island}.
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The term "farm population 1
' includes the number of gainfully employed and

their dependents in agriculture (classes A and B, p. 89 and 90), while the

term "gainfully employed" includes only, .class A, excluding, therefore, the

gainfully enployed.maids and -servants" in the agricultural household. Al-
though in the 1920 census, no age limits were set in collecting data on
occupations, the a^e classification has been worked up in such detail that
almost any comparison can he made with other countries.

As can . readily' ;be seen, the figures for the United States and
Switzerland are highly noncomparable. Furthermore, no very satisfactory
methods exiist for*'making fc&e fig-ores for the two countries comparable, ex-
cept through the acceptance of some common "basis of classification, Swiss
c6mmunes

,

: more or;less similar to American townships or counties, are not
and cannot "be made comparable to incorporated places in the United States.
Table II reduces the statistics given for the two countries to the nearest
possible ba.sis. 3Jhe official definition of "rural" in Switzerland is

communes. with les-s than 2O00 population. This means little, as was pointed
out a/bove. It is very difficult to draw the line "between rural and urban
communes. An analysis of the data shows that the number of commune a with
a population between 1000 and 2000, which a~re mostly rural, is relatively
small. Therefore in the table a 1000 limit has. been worked out. However,
the fact that the rural population for Switzerland calculated thus is

less than the farm population indicates the unsatisfactoriness of this
classificaticn. : If the division line had been kept at communes having less
than 2000 people, the rural population figure in 1920 would have been
slightly more than 1,500,000. But either basis is unsatisfactory, due to

the intermixture, of urban; and rural people in the same commune.

7. Farm Labor

Sources in Part I are .Schweizerische Statistische Mitteilungen,
Eidgenfl s sische s Volksgahluug vom 1. December, 1920, and Statisches Jahs»-

buch der Schweiz, listed under the Sidgene'ssisches Depart ement des Innern;
Schweizerische Statist ik, vol. 1-217, 1360-1919, and Srgebnisse der 3id-
genossische Betriepszahlung, listed under the Statist isches Bureau; -Pub-
lications 1-99, of the Union Suisse des ©aysans;. Wirtschaftsberichte des
Schwei zerischen Handel samtsbl at tes, published by the Volkswirt schaft Dep-
artc-ment; and Landwirt schaftliches Jahrbuch der Schweiz.

The returns of the population censuses relating to the agricultur-
al population have already been discussed in section E. Somewhat more de-
tailed explanation is needed in regard to the number of gainfully employed
in agriculture, family and hired labor, the occasional labor supply, and
migratory labor.
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Table II. - TOTAL. AH) AGRICULTURAL POFUL/TIOi? OF THE UNITED STATES
AiTD ST'IT Z5SLA1T

Total*
:

Rural**

Ye-at * TTtI t t pfl <
Ij " J. U iC 4 ~ T Tn i "h p rS < kJ V¥ J. v ^ X

S*h p *h ^ < IJVCliU vp ,

1926 3 95Q 000
1925 114 553 000

1924
•

3 91 7 R00

1923 3 Q0? 000

1922
•

1921 896 995
1^20 1 05 71 0 620 3 RR0 320 42 436 776 399 129

1917 : 905 152

1916 ! 3,882,359 907,159
1912 3 81 8 632 : 915.696
1911 : 3,785,987 : 917,830
19.10 : 91,972,266 : 3,755,293

i
41,636,997 -

: 919,965
1906 : 3,559,909 : 932,093
1905 i 3,516,124 934,774
1901 3 ,340', 984 : 946,669
1900 : 75,994,575 : 3,315,443 ; 39,312,509 : 949 , 584

1896 : 3,151,101 : 961,315
1890 : 62,947,714 ; 35,891,381
1880 : 50,155,783
1877 : 2,735,642

United States - Bui- ean of Census report for 1830 and 1920

and United States Department of Agriculture estimate for 1925,

U. S. D. A. Yearbook, 1927, p. 1170.

Switzerland - Census of Population 1900, 1910 and 1920, and

official estimates of population for intercensal years.

United States - Population outside incorporated places -

"Farm population in the United States" by L. E, Truesdell.

Switzerland - Total population in cormumes of less than 1000

population.
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Tablell. - TOTAL AlTD .AGRICULTURAL POFttLATIOir 0? THE UNITED STATES
AHD ST7IT ZSRIAtfD . . ( Continued) .

: Gainfully employed in
.

(

Earmc
.

:
agr i'culture (15 vears

-and over) =ft
Year : 'United : :Switzer- : I United > Switzer-

: States : • land(l) States land (1)

1926 : :» .* "

«

1925 :: 28,981,658 :

1924 1

1923 !:

I
:!

1922
s ): • :

1921 1,000 ,,601
jk

'

: 465,987
1920

: ;31,,000,000 :: '1,000,.862 :
:
10, 168,371 ; ^55,851

1917 :
• -1, 001, 646, : : . 465,148

1916 : : 1,001,907 : 464,913
19.12 : •1,003,950 : : 463,968
1911 1,003,211 «

: 463,731
1910 >

' AAn AAA
i

ol , ftU'J , UUU 1,U0*j,4^ :
:
9,702,319 : 463,495

1906 !

' 1,028,190. .

> AAA 1 RO
i on

' 1,035., 561 : 464,297
1901 • 1,061,073 , : 464,941
1900 :

; 1,067,550 : 465,099
1896 • 1,094,982 : : 465,750
1890
1880
1877

f United States - Farm Census for 1925 and estimate of United
States Department of Agriculture for 1910 and 1920. U.S.D.A.
Yearbook, 1927, p. 1168. These estimates for 1920 and 1910 do

not include an estimated number of farm laborer s( and their fam-
ilies) not living on farms, reported in the farm population for
these years by the Bureau of Census.

Sv.lt zerland - Number of persons, gainfully employed in agri-
culture and their dependents as reported in Census of Popula-
tion for 1900, 1910, and 1920, and straight line interpola-
tions of intercensal years.

7nf United States - Jfaiiber of persons, 15 years and over, gain-
fully employed in agriculture on January 1st, was estimated as

Footnote continued



- XaaSB 11*1 expresses the foregoing in terms of percentages of the

total powlation.

Table III. - MM MD EUHil POPULATION OP UNITED STATES
XJD SWITZERLAND AS A PERCENTAGE OP SHE TOTAL

POPULATION IN EACH COUNTRY.

Year
: United States : Switzerland
: Farm* Rural * Para* Rural*

1925 : 2o . 2 ! 40U :

1920 :! 29.3 :: 45.2 : 26.7 ;: 24.5
1910 : 34.1 ; : 51.7 :: 32.2 :: 28.6
1900 : : 57.0

foll-.ws: The 1919 estimate includes one-half of the number of persons
14 and 15 years of age, plus the total number 16 years and over, gain-
fully employed in agriculture as reported in the census of occupation,
less 18,918 persons classified as gainfully employed in agriculture in

"other occupations." This figure 77as obtained by removing poultry revis-

ers and poultry yard laborers from the classification, "other occupa-
tions." The 1909 estimate includes the total number of general farmers,

dairy farmers, agricultural foremen, gardeners, florists, fruit growers,
nurserymen, stoch raisers and poultry raisers, 15 years and over, April

15, 1909, estimated as for 1920, plus the same percentage of laborers to

the above classes, reported in the Census of Occupation for January 1,

1920.
Switzerland - Census of Population for December 1, 1900, 1910 and

1920, with straight line interpolations for intercensal years.

(1) Switzerland - Had the apiarists been included in this table, the fig-
ures for 1920 would be 335 more for farm population and 172 more for

gainfully employed; for 1910, 504 more for farm population and 204 more

for gainfully employed; for 1900, 255 more for farm population and 121

more for gainfully employed.

See footnotes to Table II for definitions.
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In. the census schedule of 1920, the answers to question 12 had to

"be given in such a way that the Statistical Office could work out the

classification of the gainfully employed for each of the agricultural in-

dustries in. the following manner:

Total number of gainfully employed:

(a

(*

(c

W
(e

Operators.
Managers.
Technical managers.
Other managerial staff.-

Teclinical employees.
Other employees (paid a salary).

(g) * Workers (paid a wage). •

(h) ' Apprentices.

In a last column of this table is given (see Schweiz . Statist-
ische Mitteilungen 1924-6, p. 38) the total number of people in classes
b-h who are members of the family of the operator. This figure is of

especial importance to agriculture. The distinction between managers,
technical managers and other managerial staff (classes b-d) and the dis-
tinction between technical employees and other employees were made for
the first time in the census of 1920. They are of no special value for
agriculture because of the small-farm system prevailing throughout Switz-
erland. The few managers reported are employed upon the farms of can-
ning factories and of state prisons, hospitals and similar institutions.
The number of apprentices is very small, too, and is made up to a large
extent of those in the industry of "gardening and fruit tree nurseries."
Por each of these classes of gainfully employed (a-h), the number of de-
pendents is given, and' another figure indicates the number of foreigners.
(For a classification of the operators according to tenure, see section J 1 ).

As to the amount of Work performed by women in agriculture, no
further discussion is necessary.' In the tables referred to above, the num-
ber of women included in the total is always given separately. It was

pointed out in section E that, due to the - scheme of classification, there

is some uncertainty as to the "principal occupation" of the wives, daughters
and housemaids of the farm operators. The large fluctuations in these fig-
ures must, most likely, be attributed to this fact,

There are also some difficulties in finding exact information as to

child labor. According to the instructions, children of school age (below

14 years) should indicate their occupation as "occasional." In spite of

this, 4091 children of 10-14 years were reported as having a "principal"
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occupation" in agriculture. The Office of' Statistics is of the opinion
that this figure does not reflect a true picture. Unfortunately, the

"occasionally occupied" are not classified "by age groups, and this makes

it impossible to find out the total amount of child labor in agriculture
and other industries.

Reference has already "been made in section E (on population) to

the attempts since 1900 to obtain. ever more exact figures on the amount

of "occasional work" performed not only by the people stating a "gainful
employment" but also by those living with them and belonging to their fam-

ilies. These efforts are of special importance for agriculture. A few
figures may illustrate this and, at the same time, indicate in what detail
the returns were worked up by the Statistical Office in 1920. (See Schweiz
Statist ische Mitteilungen, 1925-1). In Table I, the following classifica-
tion is made: (the figures quoted are those of class Ab (Agriculture).

1. Total number of persons having a orincipal
occupation '.. 470,114

2. Those having a principal occupation who
also do occasional work 43,071

3. Uumber of dependents having an occasional
occupation. '

. . . . 44.013

4. To teal number occasionally occupied 37,084

Figures like these are given for all the 249 branches of industry.

Table 2 analyses the " oscasion~l workers" according to their status

while performing this work. The classification reads as follows:

1. Total number of occasionally occupied.

2. Of these having also a principal occupation, the

occasional work is performed as (a) independent,
(b) employee, (c) worker.

3. Of these having only an occasional occupation, the
work is performed as (a) independent, (b) employee,

(c) worker.

. This table also gives the returns for each kind of industry. It

can, therefore, be seen, for "example, that out of a total number of 221,302

persons performing occasional work, 111,543 are- doing it in agriculture.



Bat the analysis is carried still farther, and Table 3 states the "branches
of industries . in which the persons in each "branch of industry are doing
their occasional work. For example:

Agriculture and cattle "breeding:

Number of principally occupied
having an occasional occupation 41,061

These do their extra work in the
following "branches of industry:

. .1 Mining. 31
2- Other tranches (ahout 120

listed)

The same analysis is also made for the dependents of the "principally
occupied." By combining the returns in Table 2 with those in the last table,
it is possible to obtain the exact number of the non-agricultural population
working occasionally in. agriculture. The procedure- is- to deduct from the
total number of persons "occasionally occupied in agriculture" first, those
who report agriculture also as their- main occupation (doing the occasional
work in any other branch of this industry- as , for example, wine culture,
poultry farming, etc.), and second, women on farms who give household v/ork

as their main occupation and agriculture as their occasional occupation."
This "rill show that out of a total, of 111 , 543- persons doing occasional work
in agriculture in 1920, only 64,282 are supplied by the non-agricultural
population, the bulk of the rest. (about 37,000) being members of the farm
families (mostly women) or persons living on the farms already classified
as agricultural. In all three tables, separate figures are given for men
and women, and Table 2 also gives the number of foreigners. The methods
of compilation and tabulation of the returns of the 1910 and 1900 censuses
were somewhat different, and not so many details were worked out. In spite
of this, however, comparable figares can be constructed for at least the
main classifications.

It may be of interest to know that the 1920 table containing the
age classification of .the "gainfully employed" in each branch of industry
also gives, for each class, the number of these who are single. Thus, the
marital status of the persons engaged in different industries can be com-
pared in detail. The 1910 census did not -make this separation, but the
1900 census did. ...

. .. {
-

'-'

The returns for farm labor in the farm census of 1905 have already
been referred to in section E. The number returned were classified into
operators, family members and hired labor. A further distinction" was made
between managers, employees, wage workers- and maids and day laborers. Sex
was distinguished, and the age groups 14-19, 20-59, 60 and over. The
difficulties of comparing these results with those from the population census
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have "been explained above , "but some minor items, as for example "operators,"
"managers" and "employees" can "be compared, and, with some adjustments, the

number of family members and the number of laborers also.

In the farm census of 1929, the schedule is much more precise for
farm labor. The operator of the farm has to state his principal, and if,

he has one, his occasional occupation. The total amount of farm labor then
is classified as follows:

1. Permanent labor.

(a) Operator.

(b) Family members of the operator (wife, sons, daughters).

(c) Other relatives of the operator's family.

( cl) • Hi r ed 1 abo re r s

.

2. Non-permanent labor (same as b, c, d, above).

Sex is distinguished, and also the number of the laborers below 15
years of age. This schedule is much better adapted to the schedule used
in the population census, and better comparisons will be possible of the
two returns.

A very interesting Question, included in the 1905 farm census schedule,
was omitted in 1929. In 1905, the farmers had to state the highest and
lowest number of people having worked on the " farm during the preceding
twelve months. The Question relating to migratory workers wad also dropped
in the 1929 census.

The returns of the 1905 census have been extensively tabulated. The
farms have been classified according to the total number of persons working
on them; also the number of salaried employees working on them, the number
of wage workers and maids, the number of day laborers but nc wage workers or
maids, and the number of workers and maids and day laborers. In another table,
those in each of the foregoing classes working in each farm-size group are
classified as to sex, age group, and nationality. The table containing the
returns o'n maximum and minimum employment is arranged as follows: The farms
aregrouped according to the number working on them at the date of the census.
The lowest and highest number reported is expressed in a percentage of the
number at the census date. The farms employing migratory labor that comes
for a short time only from foreign countries or other parts of Swit zerland,
are tabulated separately. All these tables give figures for the country as
a whole, for each canton and for each district.
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The same analysis can be found in the Annex to Vol. 2-2 (Agric\T.l-

ture) where , as already pointed out, smaller size groups are used, and
the farms are grouped according to different types.

In the United Sta/tes, data cn the number of persons engaged in

different occupations is obtained in connection with the population sche-

dule. Persons engaged in agricultural occupations are classified into
three groups designated farmers (owners and tenants), farm managers and
foremen, and farm laborers.

In the 1920 census, the following instructions were given enumer-
ators as a basis for classifying persons engaged in agriculture as farmers,
farm managers, and farm laborers: "Return a person in charge of a farm
as a farmer, whether he owns it or operates it as a tenant, renter, or crop-
per; 'a person who manages a farm for some one else for wages or a salary
should be reported as a farm manager or farm overseer; and a person who
works on a farm for some one else, but not as a manager, tenant, or cropper,
should be reported as a farm laborer.

»

The recommendations of the International Institute of Agriculture
are to include as farm labor all' persons permanently employed on farms on
the date of the census, including the farm operator, his wife, and members
of his family actually engaged in farm work, persons employed principally
on domestic or household work should not be included.

For purposes of classification, it was also suggested that all farm
labor be classified according to sex, and subclassified into those under
15 years of age and 15 years old and over. In addition, the permanently
employed should be divided into two groups - members of the family and
other persons.

In audition to the data relating to the number of permanently em-

ployed farm laborers, the following questions were suggested for such coun-

tries' as desire to collect data regarding temporarily employed farm labor-
ers; number of days worked on the farm, hour wages and housing conditions:

ITumber of farm laborers temporarily employed on the date of the

census.

Total number of days worked on the farm during, the year.

(1) By persons permanently employed.

(2) By persons temporarily employed.
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(c) Customary hours of hired la"bor per day on the farm.

(1) Baring the harvest period.

(2) Baring other periods.

(d) Wages of hired farm labor.

(1) Workers "by the day.

(2) Workers "by the month.

(e) Housing of hired farm labor and employees. Of the total number
of farm laborers and employees on the farm, how many

(1) Occupy a separate dwelling belonging to the farm.

(2) Lodge on the farm.

(3) Liv.e off or independently of the farm.

It will be noticed that the Swiss census recommendations follow
fairly closely the practice recommended for the World Census.

The United States census does not attempt to obtain data on
temporarily employed farm labor. The date of the enumeration materially
affects the number reported as farm laborers, since most persons give as

their occupation the one they are following when the census is taken. The
collection of information on non-permanent labor circumvents much of this
difficul ty

.

Classification of farm laborers according to sex, nationality, a*nd

age groupings are made in the United States. Some of the more significant
factors, with data from the 1920 census, are given for the United States
and Switzerland in Table IV following.

G-. Vital Statistics

Sources listed in Part I are Statistische Mitteilungen (1923/1
Die Todesursachen in den' Jahren 1911-1920, and 1928/4 Ehe, G-eburt und Tod
in der Schweiz. Bevolkerung wahrend der Jahre 1901-1920), and Statistisches
Jahrbuch der Schweiz, 1891, under Eidgenossisches Departement des Innern;
Schweiz erische Statistik (She, G-eburt und Tod in der Schweiz. Bevolkerung
wahrend der Jahre 1891-1900, 5 vol., Ehe, G-eburt und Tod in der Schweiz.
Bevolkerung wahrend der 20 Jahre 1871-1890, 3 vol., and Geburten,
Sterbefalle und Trauungen in der Schweiz, 1867-71) under the Statistisches
Bureau, and Beitrage zur Statistik der Schweiz. Eidgenossenschaf t , under
the Departement des Innern.
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Table IV. - FARM LA30R, UITITED STATES AKD S'VITZEELAITD., 1920 CENSUS,

Switzer-
jig

Census land

Farm laborers, number 4,186,128 259 , 662

Percent of farm population 13.2 pR q

" " persons gainfully employed in
agriculture ten years and over 39.3

Male farm laborers, number - 3,382,899 189,070
percent of total farm laborers 80.8 72.3
10 to 19 years of age (number 1,246,412 KJ KJ I \J mj

(percent 36.8 29.5

' 20 to 44 vears of asrefnumber 1 625.023 1 00 1 71

(percent 43.0 53.0

45 to 64 years of age (number 393,292
.

(percent 11.8 X » *J

Female farm laborers, number 803,229 70,592
Percent of total farm laborers 19.2 27.2
10 to 19 vears of afre ( Tromiber 3^0. 782 X O , -7 - X

(percent 42.4 19.8

20 to 44 years of age (number 370,007
(percent 46.1 49.8

45 to 64 vears of age (number 81,037 21,470
(percent 10,1 30.4

* It is not possible to construct exactly the same table for Switzerland
as for the United States because no age classification is given for the

classes of gainfully employed as stated on p. 102. The above figures for
number of farm laborers, male and female, in Switzerland have been ob-

tained by deducting the number of operators reported from the total
number of gainfully employed. Both of these figures probably include
some persons of less than 10 years of age. The Swiss figures for farm
laborers also include managers and other managerial staff, who are ex-

cluded in the United States figures. But. cheit number is very small, as

can be seen from the following table:
Ifiiniber gainfully enrol c-yed (total) 470,114

(a) Operators .210,452
(b) Managers 9

(c) Technical managers ' 231
•(d) Other managerial staff 66

: (e) Technical employees -. 491
"

;

- (f ) Other employees 856

(g) Workers " 255,227
(h) Apprentices 1,732

footnote continued
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The important other sources of information are as follows:

Die Bewegung der Bev6±kerung in der Schweiz , 1876 and following.
(Yearly publication), 'See also 1880-1917.'

Thomann, Dr. H. - Die Bev6±kerungsbewegung in der Schweiz,
'

:

Stadten mit uber 10,000 Einwohner in den
Jahrenl891-1920. Zeitschrift fur Schweiz.
Statistic, 1922.

'

Bureau Federal de Statistique: La Statistique Suisse des Causes
de Deces. Zeitschrift fur Schweiz. Statistik, 1923.

Handworterhuch der Schweiz. Volkswirtschaf t . Artikel: Be-
volkerungsstatistik.

The method applied in the construction of the mortality tables is

dealt with in the following books:

Die Bewegung der Bevolkerung in der Schweiz im Jahre 1878. Schweiz.
Statistik, No. 45. (See Part l)

.

'Die Sterbetafel 1889-1900. Schweiz. Statistik !To. 185. (See Part i).

Die Ergebnisse der Eidgenossischen Volkszahlung vom 1. December 1910.

Vol. II. (See Part I>.

Steiner - Stoos, H. - Die Konstruktion der Durrerschen Sterbetafel.
Zeitschrift fur Schweiz. Statistik 1908, Vol. II.

Although data on vital statistics were collected by individual
Cantons in the eighteenth century, the Federation did not succeed in

establishing a regular and uniform statistical service of registration
of births, deaths, and marriages before 1867. By that time, a standard
schedule had been adopted by nearly all the cantons. The organization of

.the registration service, however, remained in the control of the cantons.

The result of this situation was that sometimes the returns were incomplet
or inaccurate. All this was changed in 1876. A new constitution, adopted
in 1874, gave the Federation the right of legislation on the matter, and

the law which was presently enacted provided for a uniform system of

registration throughout the country. The registrars were required to re-

port their registrations directly to the federal office. The reports were

expanded as to the causes of deaths and as to divorces.

It should be noted that, out of the total number listed in classes (b) to

(h) 156,240 are members of the operators' families, the number of hired

laborers being, therefore, 103,422.
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Firths

According to the law of December 24, 1874,* the registrar cf "births,

deaths and marriages has to be notified orally within three days cf each
"birth and of each miscarriage which occurs after at least 6 months of
pregnancy. The following entries are made "by the registrar: date, hour
and place of "birth; name • and surname and sex of- the child; name, surname,
occupation, place of citizenship and place of residence of the parents; in
the case of an illegitimate child, the same for the mother. If it was a
multiple "birth, each child has to be registered separately.

For death registration^ the registrar has to fill out a specially
prepared card and mail it to the Federal Office of Statistics. The schedule
provides for almost exactly the same entries as just mentioned. Still-born
children are recorded in the same way. To secure a uniform classification,
the federal law contains a definition of a still-birth. In spite of this,

the returns are still somewhat inaccurate as to this detail. For religious
reasons, Roman Catholics are inclined to -consider still-born children as

live-born, with their deaths occurring a few minutes afterwards. In its

last report, the Statistical Office expresses the opinion that this practice
is being slowly abandoned.

The returns are worked up by the Federal Bureau of Statistics'. The
"yearly publication contains merely the major results. The results of the

more extensive analysis are published in more elaborate tables, in reports
covering longer periods. Here will be found worked out the rate of birth
per 1000 population, the rate of birth per woman of child-bearing age

(15 to 49 years of age), and per married woman of that age, the number of

children born in relation to the number of weddings in the same year.
Furthermore , there is an attempt made to work out a standard fecundity
coefficient, taking the fecundity coefficient of the women below 25 years
as a unit. Comparisons are made, in terms of these coefficients, for
citizens and foreigners, for rural and urban population (urban here inter-
preted as all places with 10,000 and more inhabitants). Also the 187
districts cf the country are classified into agricultural, mixed agri-
cultural and industrial; into Eoman-catholic and Protestant, French, G-erman,

Italian and Rcmantch; and coefficients for these groups of districts, and
of combinations of them, are worked out. The same analysis is carried
through for the number of illegitimately born and for the still-born.
Additional tables deal with the number of illegitimates who have been
legitimated by the. subsequent marriage

t

of their parents, the ratio of the

sexes at birth, and cf the multiple births. Finally, there are tables

-- See also Decrees of the Federal Government of February 25, 1910'

which were replaced by the decree cf May 18, 1928.
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worked. out on the distribution of "births "by months.*

Marriages and Divorces
;

Compulsory civil marriages were introduced into Switzerland in 1876.

Since then, their registration has "been uniform throughout the country. This
has also made possible, .the collection of complete and accurate data for
statistical purposes.. The number of marriages in each canton and in each
district, the citizenship of the married-couples, and the distribution of

the weddings "by months are tabulated in the yearly publications . As in the

case of births, the analysis for longer periods goes into great detail,
developing various coefficients of marriages in relation to total population,
and in relation to men and J

:o women of marriageable age. The marrying
people are classified according to their age and to their marital status
-(single, divorced or widowed).

Strati sties on divorces were started with the introduction of federal
legislation on that subject in 1876. The analysis of the returns is carried
out on the same lines as that of the ether vital statistics. Some tables
may be of special interest, as for instance, that which shows the number of

years the people were married before their divorce, and especially those in

which the legal causes of complaint and the party which brought the action
are analyzed.

Deaths and the Causes of Deaths

The law of 1879 requires that the, registrar be notified orally within
48 hours of each death occurring in the commune. Completeness and relability
are ' therefore assured for the registrations as well as for the statistics
of them. The yearly publication contains the returns for each district, the

rate of deaths per 1000 population for each canton, a classification of the

deaths according to age groups for the whole country, for each canton and
each town (towns with 10,000 and more population), and the number of deaths
occurring in each month of the year. Much more detailed information can
again be found in the periodical analysis of the returns by the Federal
Bureau of Statistics. Besides the usual death-rate figure , the Bureau is

also working out a "standard death rate," which is obtained by multiplying
the average number of people in the different age groups as returned by the

population censuses 1880-1920 by the ordinary death-rate of each of these

age groups in each census year. In this way, the influences of increases or

The distribution of birth by months is recorded as follows:

January 78,120
February 76,209, etc.

There are other tables computed in the following way: The average daily

number of births in a year is taken as 100 and the average daily number
of each month is expressed in per cent of this; e.g.,

1901 Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. Oct. Nov. etc.

96 104 107 103 96 96
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decreases of the population are eliminated and the trend in the death-rate
is shown more exactly. The further analysis of deaths "by age groups, sex,

urban and rural, industrial and agricultural population, etc. is carried'
through as outlined in the section on "births. In addition, the Bureau has
worked out frequency tables on mortality.

In 'the mountainous cantons, statistics on the causes of deaths are

not as complete and accurate as those just discussed. The law does not make
the certification of a death "by a physician compulsory. The number of deaths
for which certificates were available increased, however, from an average
of 81.5 per cent in 1876-80 to 97.6 per cent in the years 1916-1920. Most
of the deaths for which medical certificates are still missing occur in the

mountainous cantons.

The certificate* provides for information on the immediate cause of
the death as well as the major illness from .which the person was suffering.
The statistical -Bureau has encountered some difficulties in obtaining this
information correctly, and only the data obtained since full accuracy in
regard to the

4
statements of the physicians was assured. in 1901 can be con-

sidered as sufficiently accurate. The list of diseases included 205
classes at first, and later on, ,320. These returns also are analyzed yearly
in detail, at least for the major diseases, especially as to age, sex, place
of residence, frequency of deaths from certain causes in each month, -etc.

Less detailed in their analysis, but more complete from the point of view
of the actual number of deaths due to each individual disease, are the

tables in the separate publications on "the causes of deaths. 11 (See the

Volumes 1871-90,^1891-1900 and 1900-1920. For the years 1901-1910, see

Statistisches Jahrbuch der Schweiz, 1912.) .

; The U. S. Bureau of the Census keeps records and publishes reports
of the mortality of those parts of the United States where the statistics
are sufficiently accurate to make it worth while to do so. A so-called
registration area for deaths was established in 1880. This included those
states and cities in which satisfactory registration laws were being
effectively enforced, and where there was good reason to believe that more
then 90 per cent of all deaths were being registered. At first the registra-
tion area included only two states, Massachusetts and Nov; Jersey, and certain
cities in other states. The area has gradually expanded from 0.6 per cent

of the total land area of the United States in 1830 to 74.7 per cent in

1926. In 1880, 17 per cent of the total population was included as com-
pared with approximately 90 per cent in 1926.

For a reprint of the schedule used, and a detailed description of

the method used in securing the statistical information, see

"Zeitschrift fur Schweiz.' Statistik, " 1923, p. 159.
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t A registration area for births was not established until 1915. The

birth statistics published in connection with the regular decennial reports

from 1850 to 1900 inclusive were based on census enumerators' returns.

The registration area in 1915 included only 15 states. In these states,

the registration of births was believed to include upwards of 90 percent of

the total numbers. This registration area included only 10 percent of the

area and 31 percent of the population of the country. Other states were

gradually added until, in 1926, the birth registration states numbered 35.

There is no uniform marriage- or divorce law in the United States,

and state laws differ greatly. In the case of marriages, the custom is

for the person officiating to register the marriage. Persons desiring to

marry must first obtain a civil license from a designated local official
and present it to the authorized person who performs the ceremony-. The
persons responsible for marriage registration are, therefore, the clergy-
men and the justices of the peace. Records of divorces are obtained from
civil courts that grant the decrees.

Following are given the major statistics of deaths, births, and
marriage and divorce for the United States, as published in the "Abstract
of the Census," and for Switzerland.
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Table V. - NU13ER AMD RATES IN ENTIRE DEATH REGISTRATION AREA OF

CONTINENTAL UlTITSD STATES* (1900-1925) MB SWITZERLAND (1900-1929).

Registered area
Year :

percent ol total

Population : population
United Swltzer-

;
United

;
Switzer-

States
;

land**
;

States
:

land

1900 30,765,613 :

«2 OQO QTO
: 40.5 : 100

1905 : 34,052,201 : 3,515,789 : 40.4 :
• 100

1910 : 53,831,742 : 3,739,789 : 53.3 100
1915 : 67,095,631 : 3,822,829 : 67.5 ; 100

1920 87,485,713 \ : 3,876,922 : 82.2 : : 100
1925 : 103,108,000 3,936,330 : 89.4 :: 100
1929 : 4,052,200 : 100

Deaths under 1 : Death under

All deaths : year of age : 5 years of eg;e

Rate -pei' 1000 : Percent of all Percent of

Year : population : deaths : all deaths

: United Switzer*; : united Switzer- .United : Swit ze:

States land States land j St at e s : land

1900 : 17.6 : 19.3 : , 20.7 ! 22.2 • 30.4 : 29.7

1905 : 16.0 : 18.6 :: 19.3 :: 19.7 :: 27.0 : 25 .

9

1910 :: 15.0 : 15.1 :: 19.2 :
• 17.4 : 27.0 ! 23.0

1915 :: 13.6 : 13.2 i! 16.3 :! 13.2 : 22.4 : 19.9

1920 : 13.1 : 14.4 :, 15.3 :: 13.2 : 21.7 : 16.4
1925 : 11.8 : 12.2 :: 15.3 : 8.8 : 17.9 11.9

1929 : 12.4 :
: 7.1 : 9.6

* Exclusive of still births.
** Midyear estimate.
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Table VI. RATES 0? BIRTHS A2TD DEATHS TO TOTAL POHJLATIOIv IN BIRTH
REGISTRATION AREAS OE .THE UNITED STATES .123D SWITZERLAND

Rate per 1000
: Population of : population '

Year registration area*
; Births

United : Switzer-r
; ,

. -United ;
Switzer-

boates
; land

;
St ates **; lend

iy± (

•

54, ( (

L

, 41 b : 24.7 :: 13 .o

iyib , oo , ol-o , d4i : : 24.6 : 13 .-7

i on niyiy bl,483,4d3 :
> ' S)P ^ <

-1 n -tr-io . b

ly^o o3, boy, 441 : 3,8 ^6,922 : 23.7 :: 20 .-7

i GOT
' r(J , 4<2o , rOo : : 24.3 :: 20 .8

T GPP
. (0,OOJ, OOc I

•
i 22 .

5

: 19.6
1923 79,952,425 :

"•

: 22.4 : 19,4
1924 : 85, 424, 653 :

:

: 22.6 : 18.8
1925 :87,636,000 : 3,936,330 :

• 21.4 : 13.4
1926 :89,988,000 : :

' 20.6 :: 18.2
1927

* " • : 17,4
1928 » « : 17.3
1929 •

i
: * * 4,052,200 i &

.

: 17.0

Rate per 1000
population : Excess of "births

Year : Deaths
United : Switzer- : United ! Switzer-
St at e s : land States : land"

1917 : 14.2 : 13.7 i 10.5 .:

' 4.9*

1918 : 18.3 : 19.3
J

:. 6.3 :
0.6"

1919 : 15.0 : 14.2 •ah
:

4.3"
-

1920 : 13.1 : 14.4 10.6 : O . O

1921 : U.7 : 12.7 : 12.6 :: 8.1
1922 : 11.9 12.9 ': 10.6 6.7
1923 : 12.4 : 11.8 : 10.

0

: 7.6
1924 : 11.8' : 12.5 : 10.8 :: 6.3

:

1925 !
:'. 11.8 :: 12.2 : 9.

:

6 : 6.2;

1926 : 12.2 ;: 11.7 : 8.4 :
6.5'

1927 . :
' 12.3 ' 5.1

1928 :j 12.0 5.3
1929 ;

-"1:2.4 • <

• <; 4.6
* Midyear estimates.
** Exclusive of still "births.
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Tabie VII. - RATIO. O? liALE TO FEMALE BIRTHS AI'D DEATHS, ATD RATIO OF
TOTAL HALE AND FS1.IALF DEATHS U2IDER 1 YEAR PER 1000 BERTHS IF BIRTH

r~ •-iiTR^rio:: ;rzas of the united states and Switzerland
* - - v • *. 'J . ' • - • -• - - *

ilSUmber of males
: Population of (1) per 1000 females

Year :; "-registration : area Births
: United : ^Switzer- r United Switzer-
: States land Stat e s

:

land^)

1917 : 54,771,416
. : 1053 : 1050 :

1918 :.
' 55,5i5,241 : 1058

'

1062 •

1919 61,483,423 : : 1057 1050
:

1920 : 63 659 441 3 876 922 • 1 0S7 '

1 071

1921 : 70,425,705 : 1059 1055
1922. :• 78,385,652 • 1056 1059
1923 : 79,952,425 : 1057 :

1060'

1924 !* .85,424,653 1058
•

! 1043
;

1925 1' 87,656,000 • 3,936,330 : 1060 :

1052'

1926 r 89,988,000 : 1057 : 1049
1927 1067'

1923
: 1053

1929 : _4, 052, 200 : 1039

lumber *f males: Deaths tinder 1 2
'-ear of 'age per ].000 births (3)

Der lOOOi emales

:

Year : Deaths ! Total : Dae?le-.. :;

' Feraale
United Switzer-: United: Switzer- 'United • Switzer-:'United Swit zer-

States. land States: land St at e s 1 and ;
States' land

1917 : 1200 : 1029 '

: 94 : 79 :: 104 :

' 83 :

1918 : 1158 : 1101 101 ::• 8& - ;
• 111 • : 90 :

1919 : 1123 : 943 : 87 :
< 82 J: 96 : 77 :

1920 : 1101 : •974 '•

r

:

86 :: 84 :: 35 :
• 76 . :

1921 : 1109 : 1010 : 76 :: 74 ::
'84

: • 81 ::
: 67 • 62

1922 : 1130 : 961 : 76 :: 70 :
:85 : . 74 : 67 :r 61

1923 : 1139 , 1029 -•

:: 77 : 61 : 85 : 66 :: 69 !• 51

1924 : 1169 :. 998 :. 71 :
:• 62 : 79 : • 68 :: 63 .: 53

1925 : 1168 : : 1004 •
.: 72 :r 58 : 80 :r -62 :: 63 .

' 52
1926 : 1170 1005 73 :: 57 : =81 : 61 : . 65 :: 49
1927 : : 990 : :• 57 : : 61 50

1928 : 1021 : f 54 ! 59 • 45
1929 • < 1032 :

.
> - i

52 '

;

57 ; 44

(1) Midyear estimates.
(2) Inclusive of stillbirths

.

(3) Exclusive of stillbirths.
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Table VIII. ~ IIX3R1XG&3 MTD DITOHC3S:. FJIvfBSR AHD HiiflO 0? ILT70BC2S

TO MARRIAGES 117 COi^TII^lTTAL Ul'ITZD STATES A7D STJITZE2LAITD

"V". r~\ V" ~i * ~\ e~\ CPO C* 1

-.lcJ-X J- 1 clgj t? S < Fomber of divorces per

: 1000 Marriages
U -i -1- u O u. < United i Switzer-

J, cLi .U- , St at e s : land—
1 RQO RAP

: 62 :

JL -J o' ^ 59 R R'"jSuJ U j O i-'u/ ( r 67 :

1900 : 635 284 : 81 :

1905 : 804,787 :: 26,272 :[ 84 ;: 46
1910 : 27,346 : : 56

1915 : 19,527 !
75

1916 : 1,040,684 : 108
1920 : 34,975 ! 64
1922 : 1,134,151 : 131
1925:. : 1,138,334 : 28,110 : 148 ;:

73

1929 : 31,233 : 37
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H. Land Utilization •
•

Part I lists, as sources, Beltrage zur Statistik der
Schweizerischen Eidgenossenschaf t , under Departementdes Innernj

Schweizerische Statistik, vol. 1-217, 1860-1919, Eidgenflssische
Betriebszahlung, 1905, Anbaustatistik der Schweiz, 1917, and
Schweizerische Area! statistik under Statist i'sches Bureau;
Schweizerische Statistische Mitteilungen and Statistisches Cfahr-

buch der Schweiz, under the Eidgenflssisches Departement des In~
nern; Rapport sur le Commerce et 1' Industrie de la Suisse,
under Union Suisse du Commerce et de I 1 Industrie; Statistiques
et Evaluations Agricoles, under Union Suisse des Paysans; and
Bevfllkerung und Arealverhaltnisse der Schweiz, under the Bureau
des Bauwesens.

:

Certain of the statistics by cantons are also of value in connec-
tion with land utilization: .

Statistische Mitteilungen betreffend den Kt. Zurich, Heft 108.

Landwirtschaftliche Statistik des Kt. Bern 1885-1927.
Vaud-Statistioue Agricole 1895-97.

Other sources of information are as follows:

Schweiz. Alpstatistik, herausgegeben vom Schweiz. Alp-
wirtschaft lichen Verein, 1914.

HandwArterbuch der Schweiz. Volkswirt schaf t , Artikel:

Getreidebau,
Jutterbau,
17einbau,

Alpwirt schaft

,

Eorstwirt schaft

,

Landwi r t schaf t

.

Volkswi rt schaftslexikon der Schweiz.

Volkswirt schaf t , Arbeit srecht und Sozialversicherung der
Schweiz, 1925, vol. I.

Two different kinds of land surveys have been made in Switzerland
so far. In 1912 and 1923-24, data were collected on the total area of the

country, but the land itself was classified ujider only two major headings.
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In the census of 1905, and the three censuses of 1917, 1919 and 1926,
however, an effort was made to obtain more detailed information with- re-

gard to the use of the land for different crops.

The oasis of the census of 1923-24 is the smallest political unit
known in Switzerland, the commune . There are 3129 of these units, to

which must "be added a number of tracts which belong either to two or more
communes or directly to the canton. Some of the communes have their land
in two or more pieces; and 9 out of the 23 cantons have their area thus
divided. It must also be explained that one of the communes (illens)
comprises only one dwelling, others include only a few dwellings, but
some include several villages or even a town with surrounding villages.
The altitude of the commune was taken as at the central point of the
places of residence of the population living in the comtiiiine. Lakes of a
size over 1 square kilometer were counted separately, and all the smaller
lakes were assigned to the adjacent communes.

As regards the land classification, the communal authorities were
asked to give accurate data on "land in forests, " "land in use for agri-
cultural production" (including the mountain pastures, and all land used
for gardening), and "unproductive land" (land used for dwellings, streets,

railways, etc.*)

The communes had to use the cadasters as a basis for this infor-
mation. By the law of 1907, in force since January 1, 1912 (Code civil
art. 950, art. 38 of the introductory provisions and decree of the Fed-
eral Government of December 15, 1910), every commune has to be surveyed
before 1976. The work is progressing very slowly, and by 1925 only 1905
communes had been surveyed completely. Of these, only 949 surveys are

considered satisfactory by the Federal Government. In 797 communes, the

survey had. not yet been started by that time. The results obtained,
therefore, can not bo considered as absolutely correct .#

* No detailed definition of "productive" or "unproductive" land is

revealed in the introduction to the census figures. It is, therefore,

impossible to know whether marsh land, for example, was classified as

productive or unproductive. As regards the definition of the "wood-

land, " the classification used by the Swiss Forest Bureau was applied.

In spite of this, the forest area as revealed by the census is about

79,000 hectares smaller than the area classified as forest land by the

Swiss Forest Bureau for 1924. (Compare Statistisches Jahrbuch dor

Schweiz, 1924, page 3 with page 109)
#' The present state of the work is as follows (Sept. 1930):

Completely surveyed - 19.07 percent of total area,

Survey in progress 8.08 " " "
"

it it u iiTo be surveyed 66.48
93.63

Not being surveyed 6.37

ii it ii ii

n ii m ii

(in the same detail) (lakes, gla.ciers, rocks, etc.)

Footnote continued
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The census, was conducted "by the Federal Office of Statistics. The
results obtained fron the communes were compiled for the larger political
units (the districts and the cantons), ana then verified by the cantonal
authorities.' They .were published in Table I for the country as a whole
and the' different, cantons, in Table II for the districts, and in Table III
for the communes. As regards the land classification, not all three tables
reveal the same detailed data. ' Figures on the following classes of land can
be found "throughout : total .area, productive area without wood, woodland,
unproductive area. In addition, Tables I and II contain figures on the

area in lakes of over 1 square kilometer, and the productive and unpro-
ductive area without lakes of over 1 square kilometer. In Table III is
indicated the kind of land surve]r already made in each commune, and the
altitude in meters above sea level is quoted. The unit of measurement in

all tables is the hectare.

The earlier census in 1912 was made in the same way by the Federal
Office of Statistics. At that time the data obtained from the communes
were to a still larger extent only estimates, for the survey work was very
incomplete. But the returns of the communal authorities have been re-

peatedly checked against the maps made by the Bureau of Topography, which
has not only brought out mistakes in 'the returns of the census data but

also errors in the maps. Moreover, in two cantons, the public domain was
not included in the survey;' This latter mistake is corrected in the cen-
sus of 1923. In comparing in detail the figures of the 1923 census with
those of the census of 1912, one must also know ' that exchanges of terri-
tory between communes take pla.ce very freqiiently. Quite a. number of re-

consolidations of farms have also affected the area of the communes, and
in some cases, the area of the districts and even of the cantons.' ;

'

Still more incorrect are the figures given in the ' statistical year-
books from 1891 up to 1918. These vary sometimes from year to year on

account of better information received by the FederaJ. Government from the

aantons. The original figures for these reports were' collected in 1877.

They are more detailed than those of the censuses of 1912 and 1923 in

that the productive land was separated into (a) woodland, (b) vineyards,
and (c) arable land, which included pastures and meadows and gardens.
The unproductive land was classified as follows: gla„ciers, lakes, towns,

village and other land Used for buildings, rivers and creeks,- railways
and streets, mountains and other unproductive land.

A similar census was taken by the Canton Zurich in 1910. The class-

ification of' land was the same as in the federal censuses of 1912 and 1923.

The results are published in detail for each commune. The unproductive land
is classified separately under the following Items:

Source: Paper read by J. Bait en sponger, Chief, Federal Bureau^for Land-

Surveys, at the International Conference of Geometricians in Zurich

Sept. 1930.
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1. Streets of first and second class order r 0.9$

2. Local roads, fioldways and footpath - 2.1$

3. Railways =0.6$

4. Area used for buildings -and yards, in-
cluding the gardens in the city of
Zttrich (which were considered as un-
productive. Gardens outside of
Zurich were considered as -productive) . - 1.7$

5. Creeks, rivers, ponds, etc. - 0.8$

6. public gardens and squares, fields for
gymnastic exercises, cemeteries, loan
pits and gravel pits, open store* and
working places, quarries, etc. - 0.4$

Total unproductive - 6.5$

The data of items 4 and 6 are "based on estimates, no accurate
maps "being available . The figures for item I were furnished by the
Street Department, those for rivers, creeks, ponds and lakes by .another

government office, and the figures for railways by the Swiss Federal
Railways and the other railroad companies. The area for item 2, 4 and
6 was obtained by investigations with the local authorities.

The first Federal attempt to obtain more detailed information
on the use of the land for different crops was made in the farm census
of 1905. As already pointed out (see section D) , the enumeration of

the area was limited to the farms with a minimum amount of l/2 hectare
of land. As a result of this limitation, a considerable area of cul-
tivated land was not recorded, especially land in vineyards.

The method followed in taking this census was briefly as follows:
Schedules were distributed to the farmers to be filled out by them.
The nNumerators 11 merely had to collect them and to give advice and as-
sist ance when it was asked for by the farmers.

Reviewing the res^llts as to the amount of land in farms, the Fed-
eral Office of Statistics points out that the question as to land in

farms in the schedule was often answered inaccurately, either unconsci-
ously or consciously. When the returns of the farmers were obviously

Open store - Lagerplatz - place used for open storage of wood,
timber, bricks, etc.
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wrong, they were asked to Correct the figures. Some returns were also
corrected by the comnrunal authorities. The errors in the farmers! re-

ports are partly attributed to inclination to give minimum figures, or

to inability to give the correct figures, owing to the incompleteness
of the survey. A further cause of error was that the old units of

land measurement were still in use by the farmers, although the metric
system was introduced legally as far back as in 1377. The figures on

the area of pastiire land on the mountains are especially considered to

be much too low.

The 'classification of the land also was somewhat inaccurate.
The instructions to on.estion Ho. 12 on the schedule read in part as

follows: "Every piece of land belonging to the farm, regardless of its

situation, must be emnnerat ed, giving the acreage in hectares or in the

old measures, Artificial grass land niast be counted as meadow if grass
seeding predominates." Other grass land (clover, lucerne, etc.) was
counted under arable land . * Pasture land was defined as being the land
which is used only for pasturing. This means that any land which is

cut for hay at axiy time during the year wa.s counted as meadow, even
though pastured most of the year. The practice is common in Switzerland
of both pasturing and cutting grass for hay on the same land. Permanent
land in grass (hay) was called meadow. Thus the following list of

classes of land was set up: (l) meadow (natural and artificial), (2)

pasture land, (3) arable land, (4) gardens, (5) vineyards, (6) woodland,

(7) marshland. An. additional Question asked for the acreage of the

arable land used for production of cereals. ITo further indication is

given as to what kinds of cereals were included under this item. Table

16, of Volume 2/2, gives the results by cantons and districts. The re-

cords of the individual communes have never been published, and cannot
now be worked out, since the original census blanks were destroyed re-

cently. A sample of the census ' schedule , in its German and French edi-

tion, is included in this volume 0

The total area of land in farms inc}u.ded in the census amounted to

2,088,376.55 hectares. In this figure is included the woodland on farms
amounting to 200,933.89 hectares, the land really used for agricultural
purposes being, therefore, 1,887,442.66 ha. In the census of 1912, the

productive area, (without forests,} was recorded as being 2,321,238 ha.

Thus there are about 433,895 liaj of productive land not recorded in the

1905 census, due, as already explained, to the omission of the enter-

prises of below l/2 hectare, as well as to the omission of acres not used
for agricultural purposes, as for example, turf land, and to the inac-
curacy in the returns for pasture land in the mountains.

"Arable" according to the terminology adopted by the world census:

arable ~ plowed land (see p. 122 ).
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The error 'Concerning mountain pasture land can be checked some-
what by comparing the census returns of 1905 with the results of other
attempts to collect statistics on the mountain pastures, the first of

which was made in 1864 and conducted by the Swiss Statistical Office in

collaboration with the Schweiz. Alpwirt schaftlicher Verein,- an or-
ganization for improving the mountain pastures. The definition of pas-
ture land was the same as used later in the census of 1905, namely "land
used exclusively for pasturing." It excluded, therefore, all land on
the mountains where any grass was cut for hay. It likewise included land
in the plains country "exclusively used for pasturing. " The returns were
very incomplete only 340 out of 4559 enterprises returning the area of
the land, and even these not "being uniform. Ho indications were given
whether woodland was included or deducted from thei total area. The area
was stated in the old measure of the "Jucharts" (about an acre) and
" Quadrat ruthen. " . 'The schedules in this census were filled in by the

owners of the "Alps," which is the term commonly used in Switzerland
for mountain land.

The Alpwirt schaftlicher Verein started another enquete in 1891.
The results of this have been published separately for each canton, and
are summarized in the final volume of the 'Schweiz. Alpstatistik, :: pubr'

lished in 1914. = They may also be found in the Statist isches Jahrbuch
der Schweiz, 1924, p. 108 (or other years) The pasture land of several
cantons is not reported, which leads to the conclusion that only moun-
tainous pasture land was included. The results of this census compare
very closely with the results of the 1905 census, in spite of the dif-

ferences in the method of securing them.* The total area of pasture land
was reported, in 1905, as being 687,540 hectares. The inquiries of the

"Alpwirt schaftlicher Verein ' showed an area of productive pasture land
of 673,066 ha. This difference can be explained by the omission in the

latter census of the pasture land in the level country. The total area
of these mountain pasture farms, however, (unproductive as well as pro-
ductive) was reported in the 1891 inquiry as being 1,154,777 hectares.

Taking this latter figure would increase the "farm area" by adding about

500,000 hectares of absolutely unproductive land (rock, glaciers, etc.)

In the census of 1905, the forest enterprises were recorded on a
separate schedule, which was prepared by the Schweiz. Oberforstinspektorat

,

which had charge of this part of the censu.s. Schedules were sent to the

forest services of the cantons, which acted as enumerators. The returns

The • Alpwirt schaftlicher Verein* appointed enumerators who visited
each farm and took records according to uniform instructions.
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were made "bgr the individual owners, supervised and verified by the local
forest service officials* .The tabulation pf the results was made by the
Federal . Bureau . of Statistics, and published, as Part II of Vol. 2/2 (^grit-

culture)... A sample of the schedule is .included at the end of the volume

.

Question 5 of the schedule deals with the acreage of forest land.
Jour different kinds of forests and forest lands have been recorded:

1 , 2Ti ede r\ Ial c? ( bushes )

.

• ,2. Mittelwald.
3. Hochwald.
4. Other forest land, as for example, nurser^r land.

The total acreage was found to he 622,848 hectares. Adding 200,934
hectares of woodl?r.d recorded in agricultural enterprises to this gives
a. total forest area of 833,782 hectares. The forest area ascertained in
the same year by the Sckweiz. 5berforstinspector at' was larger by about
44,707 hectares. This is explained by mistakes in the census returns
as well as by possible mistakes made by the Oberforstinspektorat . This
office obtains the acreage of the woodland from the maps, if no exact

fearr-e^c ore CTGdXoblfc, ^o. the so dtps are a very unreliable source, es-

pecially with regard to the, acreage of woodland. (Tor other differences
in returns on woodland in other censuses, see p. 117).' . The tables
as compiled from the 1905 census give the area by class of woodland for-

ests end by cantons. (See Table II

)

The recommendat ions for a world agricultural census include the

following classifications under the general heading "farm area":

' (l) Total area in farms.

(2) Arable land.
ill cultivated land, fallow land, and artificial mea-

dows, plowed in the census ;/ear or in one of the preced-

ing four years. 1'ot to include land under orchard or

bush fruits, trees or shrubs.

(3) Permanent meadow and pasture.
Land used permanently or during the last five years

for the growing of perennial or long-lived herbaceous

fcrage crops, permanent meadow and pasture in which
trees and shrubs are grown,, as well as woodland meadows

and pastures, to be included only when the growth of

forage crops thereon is the chief object.
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(4) Lands _ for growing trees and shrubs.
Orchard lands used for growing trees and shrubs, such

as are not included under the heading of wood and forest
lands, .

(5) Wood and forest lands.
Lands covered with forest trees, the chief importance

of which- lies- in their timber and forest products*

(6) Productive marshlands,, heathlands and other productive but
uncultivated lands.
. •;. (Uncultivated lands not included under the preceding
headings, producing some kind of utilized vegetable product).

.
• The Swiss practice in contrast, as pointed out above,

has been to divide the total farm land into seven classes.

(1) Meadow land.
(ifetural and artificial)

(2) Pasture land.
(Land used only for pasturing)

(3) Arable land.

(4) Gardens,

(5) Vineyards.

(6) Woodland*

(7) Marshland.

The land classification used in the 1929 census is much more de-

tailed than that of 1905. This makes art accurate classification as out-
lined by the International Institute of .Agriculture possible (see p. 146-147).

In the 1930 United States Census, provision is made for classifying
the total farm acreage as follows:

(1) Crop land,
(a) Land from which crops were harvested in 1929.

(b) Land from which no crop was harvested in 1929

because of crop failure or destruction.
(c) Crop land idle all of 1929 or land in summer fallow

in 1929.

(2) Pasture land.
(a) Land used only for pasture in 1929 which could be

plowed and used for crops without clearing,

draining or irrigating.
(h) Woodland used for pasture in 1929.

(c) All other land used for pasture in 1929.



(.3) Other land.
' (a) Woodland not used for pasture- in 1929.

(b) All other land.

'

(Includes all waste land not -in' forest, pasture,
.or crops. Includes also houseyards, barnyards,
feed lots, lanes, roads, etc.)

In 1920, the census "bureau classified farm land into three groups:

(l) improved,, (2) woodland, and. (3) other unimproved land. Improved land
included all land regularly tilled or mowed, land in pasture which has
"been cleared or tilled, land lying fallow,- land in gardens, orchards,
vineyards, and nurseries, and land occupied "by farm "buildings. Woodland
included all land". covered with natural or planted 'forest trees which pro-
duce, or later may .produce , firewood or other forest products. Other un-
improved land included "brush land, rough or stony land, swamp land, and
any other land which is not improved or in forest.

The same classifications were made in 1910, hut the definition of

terms varied somewhat. Improved land, 'for example, included "land in

pasture which has been cleared or tilled" in 1920, and "land pastured
and cropped in rotation" in 1910. Obviously, these phrases are not syn-

onymous. The definitions of "woodland" and "other unimproved land" were

the same, "but doubtless much land which was considered improved accord-
ing to the 1920 definition was not so listed in the 1910 censtis.

In 1900, only two classifications of farm land were made: (l) im-

proved and (2) unimproved. Improved land was defined as in 1910, while •

unimproved included both woodland and other unimproved land. -

The classification "improved land" was dropped in 1920 because it

was not based on use of land, like the others, and hence cut across them,

and because of difficulties of applying any kind of definition to it.

The. classif ica,tion of "arable" has never been used officially in

the United .States. A figure roughly comparable to it can be devised by

subtracting from "crop land" the "acreage in wild grasses cut for hay,"
in the 19^25 and 1930 censuses. !To doubt some of the "idle" crop land
included in this classification is not merely temporarily idle. On the

other hand, there should be added to it 'the land that is being used for

pasture in rotation with crops. But no figure is available for this.

The "plowable pasture" classification includes considerable pasture not

in rotation.

Adding plowable pasture to crop land might give a figure not greatly

in excess of the true arable for the United' States; but such a practice
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could not be .followed in a country such as England where a large acreage

of cultivable land is kept in grass. The safest procedure for the United
States would "be to use crop land less acreage in wild- grasses cut for

hay.

"Agricultural land" is a classification that probably comes nearer

to giving comparable figures than any other that can be devised. Ap-
plied to the United' States census classification for 1924, it would in-

clude "land in farms" less "woodland not used for pasture," less "all

other land in farms. " It should include a large fraction of "woodland
pasture"; but no basis is available for indicating how large a fraction.
But to offset this,' a part, perhaps a half, of "all other land in farms"
consists of land in lanes, farmsteads, feedlots, and other really agri-
cultural uses. The acreags of "all other land in farms" amounts to about .

nine acres per farm; if one half of this acreage is agricultural land,
this will represent about one third of the acreage of "woodland pasture",
which probably falls something short of enough to offset the loss of full
agricultural use of the land devoted to woodland pasture. .The remainder
of "all other land in farms" consists of rough, stony or waste land not

in forest pasture or crops.

Perhaps if the United States census schedule could include, in

the future, a question asking how large a fraction of the use of woodland
pasture was for pasture, the estimate being based on its potential carry-
ing-power if cleared of timber and in pasture, an estimate worth while
could be obtained. This is the plan which is recommended in the world
census for land which is double or treble cropped.

In Tables IX and X, the available data on land utilization in the

United States and Switzerland are presented first in absolute terms, and
then in percentage terms.

In order to understand the extent to which the figures for
the United States and Switzerland are comparable, a few other explana-
tions are needed..

The figure for arable land for Switzerland is suspiciously low be-

cause of the fact that a large portion of the crop land o
;f Switzerland is

in permanent meadow, which is pastured part of the season and cut for hay
during the rest of the season.* In the United States, most of the mea-

dow classified as arable according to the definition given above is in ro-

tation with crops and therefore is counted as arable land. These differ-

ences in cultural practices make the resulting figures of doubtful com-

parability.

"Permanent meadow" in Switzerland does not mean thai; there is no ro-

tation' between crop land and meadow. The rotation is, however, not

frequent, :and in certain regions has been abandoned.
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Table IX. ~ COMPARISON OF UND 'UTILIZATION IN TEE UNITED STATES
" AND SWITZERLAND

Pro- : (1) (2)

auction;.

'

: Total area : Land in farms
year "

::
• United : Switzer- United Switzer-

!

' States : land : States : land

1926 :

« • <

• *

1924 :,1,903,216,640 : 10, 204, 221 ::924,319,352
1923 ; • <

1922 ;

• ••• • • <

•

1919 .1,903,215,360 :

'

:955,883,715 i

1917 •

1912 : :10,205,066
1909 *i 1,903,289,600 : :878,'798,325

1905 •
• : 5, 128, 262

1901 : :10,247,161
1899 : 1,903,461,760 : 1838,591,774
1877 : 10, 227, 665

Pro- !

t.

(3) :

' (4) .

duct ion: Land in crops : Pasture land
year :

• United ! Switzer- : United: : Switzer-
States : land States : land

1926
1924 :: 347,600,000:
1923 :

1922 :

1919 : 358,000,000: ,813,000,000
1917
1912
1909 ;: 321 , 500 000:
1905 . , ,2,841,314
1901
1899 : 293,000,000
1877

(l) United States - Bureau of Census Reports,
Switzerland - The figures for 1877 and 1901 are taken from the Stat-

ist ical Yearbooks for 1891 and 1901. The 1912 and 1924 figures are

taken from -'Areal statistic^ 1912 and 1923/24 respectively, published
hy the Federal Office of Statistics.

Footnote continued
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Table IX. - COMPARISON 0? LAFD UTILIZATION I 3m THE OTITED STATES
•

. MD SiiIT-ZEELAI!D (Continued)

pro- : Pasture land : Woodland
duction : in farms (5) ; Timber land (5) ;

in farms (7)

year j: United ::Switzer- ; United ; Switzer- ;
Uni ted ; Swi t zer-

States : land ; States
;

land
;

States ; land •

1926 :

.

:

1924 j1407,935,558 :143,794,192:
1923 •

; :

1922 : . :" : ; :

1919 : 311, 000, 000 : :4S3,000,000: :167, 730,794:
1917 ;

• ;£
:

1912 2,178,691--

1909 : :190,855,553:
1905 : : 1,698, 952: : 2, 050, 275 ! : 496, 508

1901
1899
1877

(2) United States - Bureau of Census Reports. See text for changes in

definitions

.

Switzerland - Farm Census of 1905.
(3) United States - Recent unpublished estimates of the acreage of land

in crops harvested, by Br. 0. E, Baker, United States Department of

Agriculture.
Switzerland - Includes meadows, arable land, vineyards and gardens

(see p, 130). ¥.o questions were ashed regarding multiple and compan-
ion crops or of fallow, idle and crop failure land in the Census of

1905 although the above figures may include some acreage of this kind.

In the 1929 Census, provision is made for multiple and companion crops,

but nothing is provided for an enumeration of crop failure. Fallow
land, too, is not classified. (Land is too expensive to be left fallow

or idle).

(4) United States ~ Estimate of Dr. 0. S0 . Baker, U.S.D.A. Yearbook,

1923, for all pasture land in the United States.

(5) United States - United States Census report for 1924, and the same

as (4) for 1919.
Switzerland - Farm Census of 1905.

(6) United States - Same as (4),
Switzerland - 1905 Census on enterprises. 1912, Areal statistik.

1924, Arealstatistik. For "definitions," see pp.118 & 122 ,
(there

dees not seem to be a clear definition),
(7) United States - Bureau of Census reports.

Switzerland - Farm Census of 1905.
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Table IX. - COMPARISON QI. LML TJTILIzMqH II" THE UNITED' STATES
AED SWITZERLAND ( Continued)

Pro- : improved land (9) :
• (10)

duct ion:: in farms (8) Arable land... . : Agricultural land
year ; United : Swit zer^- United : Switzer-; United : Switzer-

States : land : States : land : States : land

1926 : 490,951 :

—
• - • -

1924 : '332,395,000. 799,595,460: 5,577,540
1923 :

1922
1919 : 452,810,708; 340,850,000- 617,782,255:
ibi i :501,188 :

1912 : :5, 735, 769

1909 :1400,345,575. : 304, 313,000 : 745, 770, 393.

1905 : : 700, 192 : 4, 640,130
1901 :5, 442, 186
1899 : 434, 093, 287 : 277, 543,000
1877 : 5,417, 335

(8) United States - Bureau of Census reports,
(9) United States - Acreage of land in crops as estimated by Dr. 0. E.

Baker, minus acreage of wild/grasses cut for hay as given in the U.S.D.A.
Yearbook, 1928, p. 857, for 1909, 1919, and 1924; and as reported by the

United States Census, for 1399.
Switzerland - Por 1905, arable land includes the acreage of land in

cultivated crops, artificial grass land and gardens on farms, as reported
in the Parm Census of 1905, plus lend in vineyards, as reported by the

Swiss Statistical Office for 1905. Por 1917 and 1925, arable land in-

cludes the same categories minus artificial grass land.

(10) United States - In 1924, agricultural land included land in crops and
pasture. In 1909 and 1919 it included improved land in farms,, as report-

ed by the United States Census, plus an estimate of "woodland pasture"

and "other pasture land" comparable with the 1924 classification. The

acreage of "woodland pasture" in 1909 and 1919 was estimated by multi-

plying the acreage of woodland in each year by the percentage that wood-

land pasture was of total woodland in 1924. Similarly, the acreage of

"other pasture land" in 1909 and 1919 was estimated by multiplying the

acreage of "other unimproved land in farms" each year by the percentage

that "other pasture land" was of the total acreage in "other pasture
land" and "other land in farms" in 1924.

Switzerland - In 1905, agricultural land includes land in crops, pas-

ture land, and marsh land in farms, as reported in the Parm Census. Por

Pootnote continued
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Table X. - COMPARISON OF LAUD UTILIZATION I1T SWITZiSMTD MTD THE
UHITSD STATES IN THEM3 OF PSRCSrT'A^S *

Unit ed St at e s : Switzer-
land

1900 : 1910 : 1920 : 1905

Percent of total land area represented by -
:

Land in farms
: 44,1: 46,2: 50.2: 50.0

Improved land in farms : 21,3: 25.1: 26.4: -

Unimproved land in farms : 22.8: 21 a: 23.8: —

Woodland in farms :

—
; 10.0: 8.8:: 4.8

Other Uinimproved land in farms : 11.1: • 15.0::

—

Land in crops : : 15.4 1 15.9' : 13^8: : 27.7
Timber land : : — :: 25.4 : 20.1
Pastured land ;J

—
: -* :: 43^0 :

—

pastured land in farms ; —
:

—
: 15.3 : 15^6

Agricultural land :
j

—
: 39.2 s 43.0 : 45.3

Arable land : 14,6 : 16.0 : 17.9 : 6.8

Percent of ail land in faxms represented by-
Improved land in farms . a.q 4 : 54.4 : 52.6 :

~

Unimproved land in farms : ou.o , *±<3 . o

uoouxanu. m j.arms < : 21.7 : 17.5 q 7

Other -unimproved land in farms • 0 7 G
I C/^J a -> : 29.9

Land in crops . 74. 6
, cr± • ^ \ OO , D : 55.4

Arable land Oo . J. : 54.6 : 55.7 : 13.7
Agricultural land : 84.9 : 85.

6

: 90.5
Pastured land in farms : 52 .

5

: 35.1

Percent of improved land in farms represented
by -

Land in crops : 63 .3 : 65.1 : 69.3
Improved farm land pastured

1912 and 1924, it represents the productive land area of Switzerland,

as determined in a special survey by the Swiss Statistical Office.

Gardens in cities were included as productive land, but it is not

entirely clea;r whether or not marsh land is considered as productive

in these special surveys. The figures for 18*77 and 1901 are those

published in the Statistical Yearbooks for 1891 and 1901.

See "able IX for original data and definitions.
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IsTo figure for woodland not in pasture is available for the United
St ates Censuses of 1909' and 1919,- and it is, therefore, not possible to
obtain a census figure for agricultural land. If one assumes that wood-
land not used for pasture represents the same percentage of woodland in
farms, 'in these years as in 1924, the figures presented in Table IX will
"be obtained for agricultural land. The following calculation indicates
how they -were obtained:- : ....... •

1909 191
Total land in farms : '

' ' •' ' "878,798,325 955,883,715
.

Deductions: '
' ' :

.

Woodland not used for
pasture 89,057,866 78,263,187 !

Other land in farms ac-
cording to 1924 classifi-
cation 43 , 970 , 066 59 , 8 38 , 273

Agricultural land '• 745,770,393 817,782,255

In 1924,- 47 percent of the woodland in farms was not used for pas-
ture. An estimate also needs to be made for the item "other land in.

farms" which, as above explained, is not included as. agricultural land.

In the 1909 and 1919 censuses, the nearest comparable classification is

"other unimproved land .in farms." This probably is the rough Equivalent
of "other land in farms "• plus "other pasture land" of the 1924 census,
of which, in 1924, 21 percent was "other land in farms," This 21 per-
cent, applied to the figures for "other unimproved land", gives the fig**r

ures used in the above classification for "other land in farms" in 1909
and 1919. That' such a method of estimating is fairly reasonable is in-

dicated by the fact that there were 285 million acres of "other unimproved
land in farms" in 1919, and 275 million acres of land in farms classified
as "other pasture land" plus. "all open land in farms" in 1924. The figure
for "other unimproved land in farms" for 1909 is 209 million acres.

For Switzerland, agricultural land in 1905 includes "land in crops"

plus "pastured land" plus "marshland on farms," as reported in the Farm
Census. For 1912 and 1924, it represents the productive land area for

Switzerland as determined by a special survey of the total land area by the

Statistical Office. • Gardens in cities were included as productive land.

The totals for 1905 are, therefore, not comparable with those for 1912 and
1924. Furthermore it is not entirely clear whether the special survey in-'

eluded marshland as productive.

The classification "land in crops" includes, for the United States,

the land in all the important crops other than forest and pasture land 0

For Switzerland, it includes, as above explained, in addition to the land
in cultivated crops, that in artificial and permanent meadow, even though

pasfoired part of the year. Gardens on farms as reported in the Farm Cen-

sus of 1905, and land in vineyards as reported in the Annual Census of

Vineyards of that year are also included.
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I. Ratios of Population to Land and of Agricultural Workers to Land

The following tables combine the data of earlier sections in such

a way as to test out the relation of the population to the land resources
and intensity of agricultural production in the. two countries. The data
are so incomplete that very few comparisons are possible for identical
years. Trends can be observed in some items. The actual data are s^^b-

ject to all the limitations, described above, and the comparisons to all
the differences in definition above indicated. ' The reader must not be

misled^by the decimals into, assigning specious accuracy to the results.
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Table XI. - A3PIS 21 LAXL II" ".'^JOP 3LASSIFIC_43?IOHS ?XR
CAPITA OP TOTAL, RURAL AHD PASM POPULATION AXD PER PERSOH GAIEFULLY

MFLOYEp.lF AGRICULTURE I" THZ Ul'IrLD STAIPS (1809)
IH SWIT2^iiirfr'(i905)*'

Psr C&pxta cf

: Total' boTrulaticii ' : Earal papal at ion
Land classification. : United : Switzer- : United : Swit zer-

States : land : States land
: 1°C Q

: 1 905 : 1309 1905

Classification of
land in farms

;

Total land in ;

farms :: 9.56 : 1.46 :: 21.11 : 5.49
Land m ero^s ! 3 • 50 : .80 : 7.72 : 3.04
Woodland l <; o 08 : .14 : 4,58
Pasture land* : 2.94 : .48 : 7,33 : 1.82
Arable land • 7 71

is • u. JL : .20 !: 7,31 : .75
Agricultural land : 8.11 :: 1.32 :: 17.91 : 4.96

Classification of
land not in farms : 1919 : 1905 : 1919 : 19C5

Timber land : 2.89 : .45 : 7.-1-3 : 1.57
Pasture land : 4.80 : 11.95

See Table 3 III end _X for original data and definitions.
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Table. XI. - ACRES 0? LAFD IN MAJOR CLAS S IF I 0AT IOI'S PZR
CAPITA OF TOTAL, RURAL ATD FARM POPuV'TIO." AITD PEE PERSON C-AIl'FULLY

z:.:ployfd if agriculture ir tee uitited states (1909)
AFD IT SWITZERLAND (1905)* (Continued)

Per CaDita of Per person 15 years
Farm population : and over gainfully

Land classification : United : Switzer- : employed in agriculture
States : land :

i TT C* «U . p. ! b «v i u z e i ian ol

±d09 : ISOo : 1909 : 1905

land in farms :

T r> "h ^ 1 nn d i ti <

_ '-
. ... 1U <

farms : \ 27.99 :: 4.~5 :: 90.60 : 11.04
Land in crops :: 10.24 : 2.74 : 33.14 :: 6.12
» < U ^J. CiJ. 1 <: 6.03 ,: .48 : 19.68 :: 1.07
Pasture land* :: 10.04 :: 1 . 64 :: 30,59 : 3. 66

Arable land : 9.69 : .68 1: 31.36 :: 1.51
Agricultural land : 23.75 : 4.48 ;: 76.37 : 9.99

Classification of

lend not in farms : 1919 : 1905 : 1919 : 1905

Timber land : 10.17 : 1.51 : 31.00 : 3.37
Pasture land ! 16.35 : 49.86

See TablesIII and IX for original data and definitions.



Table. XII. - AOHZS OP TJlFD II" IJ&iSS PER
.
CAPITA OJ TOTAL, RUBAL,

and ?jsm- pofjiUt:::", a&d pzr peSson gai:™xy h:?ioyzd ::t ac-?.: :ul~yp3
IN THE "tHnSfSBD 5TA-JTS3,'- 1879-1954, AID SWITSlRLALm, 1905*

Pro- :

duct ion :

year j Total population : : Sural population
census j United ! Switzer- United Sv.itzer-

S w ate s ! ! land : St at e s : land

1924 :: 8.07 !

1919 :: 9.04- : 22.53
1909 j: 9.56

:
: : 21.11

1905 : ! 1.46 : 5.49
1899 ::

11.07'
, : 21.40

1839 :: .9.90. : .17.36
1879 :

• 10.69.

Pre- :
,
Gainfully employed

duct ion : in agriculture
year

. : Farm population : (15 -jears and over)
census : United : Switzer- .

United * Sr/itzer-

States : land : States : land

1924 / j 31.89 :

1919 :: 30.84 :
94*03

:

• 1909 : 27.99 : 90.60 :

1905
: 4.95 , 11.05

1899 :

1889
1879

See Tables III and IX for original data and definitions.
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Taole XIII. - ACHES OF. LAND IN CHOPS' PER CAPITA 0? TOTAL, RURAL,

AND FARM POPULATION, SND FEB. PERSON GAIEBTOY EMPLOYED IN AGRICULTURE
IN THE UNITED STATES 1879-1924, AND SWITZEEEJfflD, 1905 *

Pro- :

duction :

year
; Total population : Rural popul at ion

census : United : Switzer- :r United : Switzer-
States : land :! - States : land

1924 ::
[

3.03 :

1919 :: '3.39 : : 8.44 :

1909 :
" 3.45 : : .7.72 :

1905
'

i
* .80 : 3.04

1899 : 3.86 : :
• 7^45 :

1889 : 3.69 :
• 6.48 :

1879 : 3 C 54

pro- :
: Gainfully employed

duction '

: in agriculture
year :; Farm population i (15 years and over)

census : : United : Switzer- : United : Sfcitzer-

: St at e s land ! States ;
• land

1924 : 11.99
1919

! 11,55 : 35.21
1909 i • 10,24 : 33.14
1905 : 2.74 :

- 6.12
1899
1889
1879

* See Taoles III and IX for original data and definitions.
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TaT?le XIV, ~ ACRES OF ALL T IMBSR "lIiTD PSH CAPITA OF TOTAL,' • RURAL,
"

MD FARM P0HJLATI01T, MI) PER'PSRSOF GAI2TULLY EMPLOYED I IT AGRICULTURE
IN" THE' UiTITED STATES, 1919 ,

'

'A27D SWITZERLAND, 1905-1923*

Pro- !

due t i on '

year
\ Total population : Rural population

census
: ! United': Switzer- : United : Switzer-
.

' States ,

; land : St at e s : land

1923 : : ; .57 !

1919 ;

: 4.57 ; : 11.38 :

1912 : : ^57 ! .

: 2i38
1905 :

: .59 : ;

: 2.20

Pro- : GainfulJ.7 employed
auction : in agriculture
year •

:

Farm population :;(15 years and over)
census : United : Switzer- : United : Switzer-

: St at e s : .
. land : St at e s land

1923
1919 : 15.28 . : ; 47.50
1912 : . 2.17 : 4^70
1905 : . 1.99 : 4.44

See Taoles III and IS for original data and definitions.



Table XV. - ACRES W TIMBER 1MB OF FARMS -PER CAPITA OF TOTAL,

RURAL , AFD FARM POFULATIOF, AMD PER PSRSOH GAINFULLY EMPLOYED II'

AGRICULTURE IF TEE UFITED STATES, 1909-1924,.. AFD SWITZERLAND
'1905 *

Pro- :

duct ion : Total population .

:

Rural population
year :

census
;

United :

St a e s :

Sw'itzer- :

land •
.

United :

St at e s :

Switzer-
land

1924 !

1919 :

1909 :

1905 :

1.26 •
:

1.59
: '2.08

:

:
- .14 -

:

3.95 :

4.58 • :

:
' .53

Pro- ;

auction :; Farm population :: Gainfully employed
year :

census
: United
: States

: Switzer-
: • land

: United
: States

: Switzer-

: laad

1924
1919
1909
1905

: 4.96
: 5.41
: - 6.08

: .48

: IS. 50

: .19.68

: ; 1.07

See Tables III and IX for original data and definitions.
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Dable XVI. - ACR3S 01 AEUBL3 Li5C ?!?. ZXrl^l 27 70-AL, ?.V?..C,

FARM PORJLi^IOK, AID PER .?SR30F >5-AII^:;LY S-IPLOYED IH ASRICUL
IN TH3 UHITSD ST'AffSS, 1879-1924, XT SWI'T Z3PXASI , 1905-1526

Pro- : ;

duction :

- JB3X I . Total POT>uIrtior: : Riital oopalation
census : United- : Switzer- : United :

States •
~
' r~\v - I

• •
' *~ . 5:::es : J . GUA - ' -

1926-. .:

*
'

J.S !

:• >12. j:

1924 :
'• 2.90 • •

O .« 8.03 :

1917 : .13 : .55 ;

1909 : 3.51 •* <

: 7.31 :

1905 : .20 ;

1399 : 3.55 r i

• i 7.06 :

1539 : 3.45 • 5.05 :

1579 : 5 . 23 «

a"
1

* 0— •
• ~, -Till -7-
• jrc.-j.-i-i- —i_.y enroloyed

duction ! : in a~ricultiire
year * Farm potJUlat ion :(15 "-ears and over)

United Switzer^ : United : Switzer-
States 1 land S -<~at ^ s i 3110

1925
1524 : 11.47 :

IS 19 : 11.00 :

:
' 3c . o2

1517 : 1.03
1509 : 9.69 : : 31.35
1505 : : . 58 : 1.51
1899
1539
1879

See Tables III and IX for original data and definitions.



:?.oie xvii. - acbss 01 -AGHICUL"^7^ LAST pis capita oi total, iuhal,

aec farm ?:?vl^:::t, md pit. phirsoit g-aiittully isiploct r$J

AGRICULTURE 15 TE2 UMP3D STATES, 1924, AID SW1T2PSHLAI*?!), 1577-1924 *

pro-
duction

3
rear

census

1924
1922
1912
1905
1901
1877

Total -population
"Juited : Switzer-

States : land

6.98 1.45
1.45
1.50
1 • c3

1.95

Rural pop1:-! at ion

Un i t e d : £vi t z e r-

S j a -
•
e s * . . 2—ic

o ,x;o

4.95
5.75

Pro- ! Gainfully employed
duction : in agriculture

year j Farm population :
( 15 years— - a— -V— — — and over)

census : United : Switzer- : United : Saitzer-

States ! : land ; St l.o 6 3 • "i p-o r\
> . -- - -. .

1924 :: 27.53 :

1922 :

1912 : ; 5.72 : : 12.36

1905 : : 4.43 :

, O QQ
| v. # _ ^

1901 :
: 11.71

1877 :

See Tables III and IX for original data and definitions.
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J. Cro^s and their Acreage

Sources listed in Part I are Statistische Mitteilungen, Statistische
Quellenwerke der Schweiz, and Statistisches Jahrbuch der Schweiz, under the
Ei&geno s s i 3 che s Departement des Innern ; Statistiques et Evaluations
igricoles, Hecherches relatives a la Rentabilite de 1 rAgriculture and
Publications 1-99, under Union Suisse des Paysans; Rapports i&conomiques
de la Feuillc Officielle Suisse du Commerce and Wirt schaf11iche und Sozial-
statistische Mitteilungen, under the Volkswirtschaf ts der artement

;

Anbaustatistik der Schweiz -

t
under the Statistischcs Bureau; and

Landwirt s chaftliche s Jahrbueh def Schweiz. :

The interesting other sources of information, mostly cantonal, are
as follows:

Mitteilungen des Statistischen Bureaus des Kanton Bern.
Landwir t schaf tliche S tat i s t ik

.

Statistische Mitteilungen betreffend den Kanton Zurich,
1883-1393, 1905-1S07, 1909-10.*

Statistique Agricole du Canton de Vaud 1895-97.

Milliet, E. YT.- ITotiz uber die Methoden der Kantonalen Weinbaustatistik.
Zeitschrift fur Schweiz. Statistik, 1908/1, p. 275.

Eowald, Oskar - Statistische Srhehungen und Schatzungen uber den Schweiz.
Obstbau. Zeitschrift fur Schweiz. Statistik, 1924, p. 70.

'Three censuses have collected information concerning the acreage
planted with different kinds of crops.' Unfortunately they are all very
incomplete and not even comparable. This is explained' by the fact that
the two censuses of 1917 and 1919 were war-time measures for collecting
data on production, while the census of 1926 was somewhat of an experiment,
with the world census of agriculture of 1929 in view. It was taken in con-
nection with the census of livestock. All three censuses were restricted
to the enumeration of the arable land, leaving out all' grass and pasture
land, and also the arable land used for any kind of alfalfa or clover,
for garden land and for vineyards, and also marsh land. These important
differences can bo very roughly seen from the following data:

Number of producers Area
1917 432,232 191,668*31 ha.
1919 476,272 209,242.07
1926 278,874 184,662.43

From 1894-1904 the results are published only in the Statistical
Yearbook of Switzerland.
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The following facts explain more in detail the noncomparability
of these three censuses. The 1917 census included all land in gardens
as well as in farms. Only the land in gardens of less than 50 square
meters in size was excluded. The planters were responsible for the en-

umeration of their land, whether they owned it or cultivated it on a
lease. The schedules were checked by the connnanal authorities. An at-
tempt was made to separate the land in regular farms from that culti-
vated by factory workers and others not farmers. The Bureau of Statis-
tics admits, however, that on account of the lack of a. clear definition
of a farm, the returns in regard to this item are very doubtful. ITor

that reason, this distinction was abandoned in the census of 1919. The
setting up of a minimum size of area which had to be reported was also
abandoned. Owing to these changes and to the extraordinary circumstances
prevailing at that time, the number of planters was very high. Towns
and villages provided cheap land for factory workers and other agricul-
tural workers for growing all kinds of vegetables. The statistics show-
ed that 57 out of every 100 households were cultivating land at that
time. The census of 1925, in contrast with the foregoing, was restrict-
ed to owners and possessors of livestock, also with land in crops. To

these were added only the bee and poultry farms.

The schedules of the different censuses varied very much, being
more simplified with each succeeding census. Unimportant crops were
gradually omitted, as for example, millets and hops, several minor kinds
of cereals and some vegetables. A full list of crops in:luded in the
census of 1917 is given on page IV of the report. They have been clas-
sified under five major headings, as follows:

1. Cereals - wheat, spelt, rye, barley, oats, etc.

2. Legumes - peas and beans.
3. Hoot crops - potatoes, beets, sugar beets, etc.

4. Vegetables - cauliflower, cabbage, etc.

5. Crops for industrial proposes - flax, tobacco, etc.

Special care was taken to ascertain which of these crops were
planted intermittently. A distinction was therefore made between "prin-

cipal crops" and "intermit tent . crops . " The intermittent crops whose
area was recorded were beets, carrots and vegetables (cabbage, etc.).
The intermittent crops a.re grown along with the principal crops on the

same land in the same year. In 1919, carrots were included in the vege-
tables, and several other crops also were found not worth asking for
separately, but were grouped under one head, as for example, the dif-
ferent kinds of beans, also flax and hemp, and two different kinds of

beets.
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These changes, together with the abandonment of the minimum size

of gardens which came under the census, makes it extremely difficult to

compare the figures of the two censuses. Nevertheless, the figures of

the two censuses of 1917 and 1919 have been put together in a table in

the 1919 publication, which takes into' consideration the major changes
and gives the comparable figures as accurately as possible.

The schedule of 1926 was again altered. Two kinds of cereal
and chicory were simply striken out. . Poppy (Mohn) was out in as a sep-

arate item. The carrots were taken away from the vegetables and a,sked

'for as an intermittent crop. It should be noted that the area planted
with intermittent crops is not counted in making up the total acreage,
since it is already included in the acreage for the -principal crops.

The classification of cereals into "cereals used for making
bread" and "others" is somewhat misleading, inasmuch as corn, barley
and oats are sometimes also used for making bread, especially in the

mountainous parts of Switzerland. These figures too must be iised cau-

tiously. In Statist ische Srhebungen etc. on page 15, for example, the
acreage planted with cereals is given, for 1917, as 117,182 hectares.
The census gives the figure of 117,337 hectares. The difference, 156
hectares, comes from the omission of buc:rwheat, which, in 1919, was put
with others under one item and cannot be separated. It is therefore
included in the figure of "cereals for bread", and in the total figures
of "cereals. "

The censuses of 1917 and 1919 were taken in the second week of

July, the census of 1926 in the first week of June. By this time all
the different crops are planted, or at least the land is planned for
them.

Two other war-time enumerations should be mentioned at this
place, the census of the area planted with potatoes in 1917 and 1918,
and the census of the wheat acreage in 1918. They are interesting
only as giving an idea about how quickly and to what extent the land in

some pants of Switzerland can be transformed from permanent grass land
to arable land.

The accuracy of all these censuses is very much doubted by the

Statistical Office of the Canton of Bern, which since 1885 has col-
lected annual data concerning agricultural production in the canton.
Every five years this office also obtains the acreage planted to differ
ent kinds of crops. Although its methods differ greatly from those use
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in the federal censuses, the Cantonal office has tried to check its re-

sults with those of the federal census of 1926, The differences were
considerable in some cases, as appears in the following figures:

Federal census Cantonal returns

Wheat 9272.33 ha. 9.490.04 ha.

Spelt 7041.14 ha. 7746.68 ha.
Eye 6562.59 ha. 7002.15 ha.

The methods used by the cantonal office will be described in de-

tail "below. This office is of the .opinion that the farmers stated their
acreage too small in the federal census. Another reason for the differ-
ent results may he that the federal census was taken on a "farm oasis,"
neglecting the political boundaries, while the cantonal inquiries are
based on returns of the political units. Some farms may be situated in
two cantons.

Ho other federal censuses on acreage in cro"os have ever been taken
In the Handwdrterbuch and the Volkswirt schaft slexikon are several figures
for the total area cultivated at different times in different, crops, but
these are based merely on estimates and cannot be checked as to their re-

liability.

Only the figures relating to wine culture can claim to have a de-
gree of accuracy. They are collected by the governments of the cantons
in the form of inquiries of the communal authorities. Prom 1891 onwards,
when the results from the first few cantons were published in the first
edition of the Yearbook, the table was steadily enlarged. In 1908, only
three cantons did not report to the office. This number increased to 7

in 1928. Wine culture in these cantons, however, is of no importance.
Figures of a few cantons can be traced back very far, for the Canton
Bern as far back as 1831. These cantonal figures can be checked against
those of the survey of the area in 1877, already mentioned, to see how
large the differences in the returns have been. The census figure of

1905 is 3300 hectares less than the fig-are returned in the cantonal sta-
tistics. This discrepancy has been mentioned above.

Before the census of 1929, no land was ever classified separately
as orchards in Switzerland. The land where the fruit trees a.re pirated
is always used for hay or. grass production, sometimes even for wheat pro-
duction. Several cantons, however, have ma.de censuses of the fru.it trees
(See below, Section IT).
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Only for a few cantons are statistics available of the land in

different crops, over a longer period. These are Bern, Zurich, Waadt

and Aargau. The Statistical Office of the Canton of Bern in 1885 in-

augurated a yearly census of the total agricultural output. In addition,
every five years .the acreage in different crops has been ascertained.
The method used for these censuses differs entirely from that used "by

the federal censuses.' The unit is the political commune. By order of

the Cantonal Government, the communal authorities act as enumerators, and
have to fill out the blanks provided by the Statistical Office as ac-
curately as possible. For their information, they have to rely on the

cadasters and the tax registers. If these are incomplete or otherwise
unreliable, estimates have to be made. If a commune wishes, it can also
adopt the method of personal inquiries with every producer. The sched-
ules for this purpose are also provided by the Statistical Office. This
latter method has been used very seldom, however. These censuses include
all the land, whether in farms or not, except that used exclusively for
pasture. The schedule is printed in Mitteilungen des Bernischen Sta-
tist ischen Bureaus, 1912, Lief. I, p. 11.

On the schedules forwarded to the communes, the returns of the

last census are quoted for comparison and as a starting point for the re-
porters. The schedule is divided into three parts, the first dealing
with the acreage in three principal classes, vineyards, arable land ancL .

meadows, the second with the distribution of arable land into cereals,
root crops, artificial fodder crops and vegetables, legumes, etc., and
the third with a still more detailed classification of the four classes
listed in the second part, and also of crops used for industrial pur-
poses, and of meadow crops or hoy. In answering the questions of the

second part, the reporters are allowed, in case the acreage cannot be

measured exactly in hectares, to give only the percentage distribution
of the arable land. For hay the reporters have to classify the total
acreage of meadows into good, medium and bad land. Also in an addition-

al question, the acreage of marsh and turf land is asked for. Until
1921 the reporters were allowed, if they preferred, to give the percent-
age division in place of the exact numbers of hectares for the detailed
subdivision of cereals, root crops, fodder crops and hay. Since 1921 the

acreage has been required.

The results obtained by this method of collection are considered
more reliable than the results obtained by individual farm schedules;
the individual farmers are believed to be inclined to understate their

area. But these communal reports are sometimes inaccurate also, as is

pointed out by the Statistical Bureau in the report on the census of

1921, (Jahrgang 1923, Lief. I, p. 14), owing to the lack of reliable
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land surveys and to. errors in estimates as well as simply to careless-

ness of reporters, nevertheless, these cantonal censuses for Bern are

the "best available information on the land in individual crops, for the

limited area in Switzerland which they cover.

The Canton Z&rich made attempts to ascertain the land in crops

in 1874, 1884, 1891 and 1910. The method used by the Statistical Office
cf the Cent on Zurich is the same, except for details, as that used in

Bern. The census was taken in June, June 30 "being set as the latest
date for returning the clanks to the office. The reporters were al-
lowed either to canvass the farmers for the exact data, or they could
simply make estimates. The estimates were made as percentage divisions
of the total area in the same class of Land. The main classification
was into eight groups as follows: Home gardens, vegetables in the field
and truck farming, nurseries, vineyards, arable land (including cereals,

root crops, other fodder crops, clover, lucerne, etc.), meadows (includ-
ing orchards), marsh and turf land and woodland (according to classifi-
cation by the forest service).

In the 1910 census, the meadows had to be classified as "good",

"medium" and "bad." To secure a uniform classification, the Statistical
Office issued the following instructions:

"A meadow -must be classified as 'good, ' if the crop in the

two cuts in a normal year is large and if the meadow can be pas-
tured in the fall in addition. It is^rP'good' meadow' if, after

being pastured in spring time, the yield of hay in the two cuts

is still large .

"

"Meadows are called (medium, ' if the yield of hay in the two

cuts is of medium size."

"Meadows are classified as 'bad, 1 if they can be cut for hay

only once a year."

The Statistical Office is of the opinion that, although no def-

initions were announced for the earlier censuses, the practices of the

reports conformed closely to those used in 1910, so that the results of

the different years may be compared very well.

The table on the distribution of the area in Switzerland, as pub-

lished by the International Yearbook of Agricultural Statistics 1927/28,

is based on the survey of the total area of 1925/24, and the census of

crop acreage of 1926. It is therefore very easy to distinguish the

largely estimated items from real census figures. The estimated items

are

:
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. .1-2. Sown grasses and other fodder crops.

II. Permanent trieadow and pasture, .

V. Marsh and heath land. .

The figures for cereals and other crops, and hare fallow are taken
from the 1926 census, those for forest area and those for the area of

unproductive land from the 1923-24 survey. The area given for wine cul-
ture is as reported by the Federal Statistical Office, except as slightly
adjusted for the omissions in the data collected.

•
; . .Where the figures given' for 1927 do not coincide with the figures

of 1926, they represent estimates only made by the Farmers 1 Secretariat
in Brougg. Up to 1926 the estimates of the area in cereals were "based on
information received from the crop reporters, who had to state the changes
in percentage figure. This method was found to be unreliable and was,

therefore, abandoned.

Switzerland has already carried out its -oart in the proposed world
census of agriculture. By decree of the. Federal Council of June 18, 1928,

a general census of enterprises like that in 1905 was ordered. The date
was set as August 22, 1929. As for agriculture, the method of taking the
census is essentially the same as followed in 1905. The individual farm
remains the basic unit, but much more care is taken to separate the "real

farms" from the enterprises. (See Section D) . The area included in this
census will be somewhat larger, for the minimum size required to set up
a "farm" was lowered from i/2 hectare to l/4 hectare (25 ares). Moreover,
all special types of farms, as for example, fruit farms, truck farms,
nurseries, bee farms, etc., have been included, even if they are of a size

less than25 ares of land. As regards land utilization, the schedule is

very much enlarged, compared with that for the census of 1905. The main
classification and the definitions used in classifying the land are as

follows:

1. Arable land and gardens, including sown grasses used as
fodder crops.

According to the instructions printed on the schedule,
this item includes all land which is regularly plowed. (For

sown grasses, the interval may be of several years). If the land
is used for more than one crop in any one year, the area has to be

divided between these crops according to the best estimate pos-
sible, Clover sown in ripening wheat, however, must be omitted
and the acreage is counted as wheat land. Clover sown in oats or

corn which are harvested as fodder is reported separately, but the

area is classified under the item "sown grasses."
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Item 1 includes the following subclasses of cultivated land:

a. Cereals (9 classes).
b. Root crops, beets other than sugar beets (4 classes.)
c. Sown grasses (3 classes). 1

d. Plants for industrial purposes (5 classes including
sugar beets)

.

e. Truck crops (legumes, cabbage, etc., 5 classes).
f. Gardens, small fruit, fruit tree nurseries and

orchards (5 classes).

The schedule for cereals is very much like that used in
the census of 1917. Class b (root crops) is changed only to the
extent that sugar beets, until now classified always as root crops,
have been transferred to the class of "plants for industrial pur-
poses." Entirely new are the classes £ (sown grasses) and f (gar-
dens, small fruit, etc.) In an additional question, the farmer is
asked to state the number of hectares which were \?.sed for the cul-
tivation of intermittent crops, and the acreage of sown grasses
which was used for seed.

2. Permanent meadows.

Besides permanent grass land, this class includes also
the "sown grass land" which in all probability is not going to be
plowed again.

3. Vineyards.

4. Pasture land.

Pasture land includes only the area used exclusively for
pasturing. It excludes, therefore, all that land on the mountains
on which the grass is cut for hay. This census attempts also to

obtain results on the productivity of pasture land, by means of ad-
ditional question which is based on the old custom of measuring pro>

ductivity of the mountain pasture land by the number of cows which
can be pastured on it for a period of 90 days ( "Kuhre elite ") . other
classes of livestock are reduced to the cow-unit, according to a
uniform scale. (See Section I). This had already been done in the
census of alps, conducted by the Alpwirt sckaftli "efcfUP Verein (see

above). A comparison of the results will be possible-.



5. Forest land.

•

;

• According to the instructions., the forest land includes
only the "real forests." Bushes are expressly excluded.

6. Marsh and turf land. *
•

7. Fish ponds.

S. Unproductive area (creeks, roads, farm yards, etc.)

The census, also attempts to ascertain the area in green
houses and under cold frame (in square meter-s).

llo special Questionnaire was prepared for the forest en-
terprises in this census. Whether comparisons can he made with the
census of 1905 will depend on the method adopted for working up the
results of the census. The instructions given as to the method of
reporting the total forest area 'of the cantons, the communes,' and
the private holdings are of no special importance.

The proposed world census of agriculture would classify
the acreage of crops harvested according to 15 main classifications,
as given below. These are listed here so as to indicate the nature
©f the task involve

d

0

(1) Cereals cut for grain (11 sub-divisions as follows:
winter wheat; spring wheat;- oats; "barley; rye;

millet; maize; rice; sorghum; maslin; other cereals
cut for grain)

.

(2) Leguminous plants for grain (5 sub-divisions as
follows, beans; soy beans; peas; lentils; other le-

guminous plants for grain).

(3) Tuber or root crops for food or fodder (6 sub-divi-
sions as follows: potatoes; sweet potatoes and yams
tuber and root crops for forage (turnips, mangolds,
swedes, carrots, etc); arrow-root; manioc; other
tubers and roots).

(4) Cultivated grasses and leguminous plants for hay and
forage (3 main subdivisions as follows):
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. 1. Cultivated tame grasses and clovers sown
within the last 5 -rears and intended to "be

plowed up in rotation.

2. Lucerne (alfalfa).

3. Other cultivated forage crop plants not re-

ported elsewhere.

(5) Crops for industrial purposes (4 main subdivisions
as follows):

1. Sugar crops - 3 kinds.

2. Fiber crops - 9 kinds.

3. Oil seed crops - 9 kinds.

4. Other industrial crops - 5 kinds.

(6) Vegetables (9 subdivisions).

(7) Crops grown for seed (4 subdivisions).

(8) Sown land from which no crop was harvested because
of crop failure or destruction.

(9) Fallow land.

(10) Permanent meadow and pasture.

(11 ) Vineyards (3 types). •

(12) Oliveyards.

(13) Orchard fruits and nuts (18 kinds).

(14) Small fruits cultivated.

(15) Miscellaneous plantations (11 kinds as follows):

1. Coffee

2. Tea.

3. Cocoa
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4. Blacls% pepper

5. Cinchona

6. Rubber, gum and resin plants

7. Mulberry

8. Bamboo

9. Cane

10. •Sago palrns

11. Other cultivated trees,, shrubs, and vines not
included in the preceding headings.

The world census committee recommends the following procedure in
enumerating the areas where double-cropping, intercropping, etc., are
practiced:

"When two or more different crops are planted together but hex-
vested separately (companion crops), show the area occupied by each
crop separately in the proper section, wherever it is possible to
determine, at any rate approximately, the area under each particular
crop. In the cases where companion crops are so intermixed that it
is not possible to make a distinction between the areas properly be-
longing to each of them, for each of the crops in question special
columns should be inserted in the forms, after the columns indicated
in the standard form.^ In these special columns the total area occu-
pied by the companion crops should be shown against the most impor-
tant crop, and should be repeated in brackets against the name of the
other associated crops.

"When a second crop is planted and harvested on the same land
as that from which a first crop has already been, harvested during
the same year, in order to avoid duplication and the indication of
a larger area under crops than there is c#op land on the farm, the
area of the previous first crop should be entered on the open line
and that of the. succeeding or multiple crop in the following space
in square brackets.

"When crops supply several products, as is the case with flax
and hemp (seed and fibre), the area should be shown against the name
of the chief product, and repeated in square brackets against the
name of the secondary product."
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The major classifications in the 1930 United States Census were:

1. Corn (5 subclasses)..

2. Sorghums (3 subclasses).

3. Sugar crops (3 subclasses)

4. Small grains (12 subclasses),

5 . Annual legume s (6 subclas se s )

.

6. Hay crops and sweet clover pasture (8 subclasses).

7. Grass seeds harvested (3 subclasses)

8. Miscellaneous crops (5 subclasses).

9. Vegetables harvested for sale (14 subclasses).

10. Orchard fruits, nuts, and grapes (total acreage).

In the 1929 census in Switzerland, as indicated above, a somewhat
different classification was used:

1. Cereals (9 subclasses).

2. Root crops, beets other than sugar beets (4 subclasses).

3. Sown grasses (3 subclasses).

4. Plants for industrial purposes (5 subclasses including
sugar beets) .

5. Truck crops (legumes, cabbage, etc., 5 subclasses).

6. Gardens, small fruits, fruit tree nurseries and orchards

(5 subclasses).

In the 1930 United States census, if two crops were grown on the

same land, but not at the same time, the practice was followed of report-

ing the full number of acres of each crop raised c This acreage, how-
ever, was included only once raider the total acreage of land in crops.

In the case of interplanted or mixed crops, the acreage was divided
equally among the several individual crops.
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IC," Livestock

Classification, Numbers, Amounts

Part I lists, as sources, , Schweizerische Statistik, the numbers
on livestock being 9, 13, 31, 37, 70, 116, 132,: 152, 178, 207, 213,
that on poultry, 215, and those on beehives, 31, 70, 116, 132, 179, 214;
Re suit at s du Recensement du Betail 1886,' dans ie Cantor, des Orisons,
and Eidgendssische Betriebszahlung, 1905, .under the Statistisches Bur-
eau; Schweizerische Stati sti'sche Mitteilungen, and Statistisches Jahr-
buch der; Schweiz, imder the Eidgenejssi sches Depart ement des Innern;
Beitrage zur Statistik der Schweiz, under Depart orient des Innern;
Publications 1-99 and/Statistiques et Evaluations Agricoles, under the

Union Suisse des Paysans; Rapports ]£conomiqt>.es de la Peuille Officielle
Saisse du Commerce, under the Volkswirt schaf t sdepartement ; and Annuaire
Agricole de la Saisse.

Other soxirces of information are as follows:

Zeitschrift fur Schweiz. Statistik, 1866, 1876, 1386, 1896,

containing the results of the censuses on livestock of 1866,

1376, 1886, 1896, and the censuses on beehives of 1876, 1886 and
1896. :

HandwdJrterbuch der Schweiz. Volkswirt schaft , Artikel: Vieh-
zahlungen.

Statistisches Handbuch fur den Kanton Bern. Mitteilungen
des Kantonalen Statistischen Bureaus, ' 1917, Lieferung i/ll.

Porschungen auf dem G-ebiete der Landwirt schaf t ..

£ Censuses on livestock and other animals have been taken for the

v/hole of Switzerland,' since 1366, at regular intervals. The interval
was first 10 years, then shortened later on to 5 years. Prom 1931. oil' the
census will be taken every year. The years of the censuses thus far
taken are as follows: 1366, 1876, 1386, 1896, 1901, 1906, 1911, 1916,

1921, and 1926, to which three extraordinary censuses should be added
in the years 1913, 1919, and 1920. The date has nearly always been
April 21, or within a few days of it. It is argued that the census in

April does not abtain a normal amount of livestock, especially in cer-
tain classes and in certain regions, but it seems to be the most sat-
isfactory- > time for it. A census in summer is considered impossible on
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account of pasturing the cattle all over the mountains.

The methods used for these censuses have varied somewhat, not only
as to the classification of the animals, "but also as to the procedure of

enumeration. The schedule is drafted "by the Federal Bureau of Statis-
tics, and subsequently submitted to the cantonal governments and the or-

ganizations concerned with the livestock industry. In earlier years a
special committee of experts was appointed to deal with the proposals
and to put the schedule in final shape; in later years this task was per-
formed "by the permanent committee on statistics.

The commune has always been the basic unit „ The district author-
ities and the cantonal governments have supervised the work. The enumer-
ation itself is made "by specially appointed enumerators, who are, for

the most part, regular cattle inspectors ( veterinarie s) . For the Cen-

'suses I to V, the enumerators collected the figures by interviewing every

cattle owner. Later on, a written statement by the owner was required.

The results ard checked by the communal authorities. In the case of ob-

viously false returns, an investigation on the farm can be ordered. The

livestock is enumerated at the place of legal residence of its owners

or possessors and not in the commune where it is located at the time of

enumeration. This possibly has introduced several mistakes into- the re-

turns, especially in mountainous parts of the country. Double counting

is not prevented absolutely by this method. Wandering herds tend to be

counted in the commune of their location.

Unfortunately, the schedule used for these censuses has been

changed very frequently, thus preventing detailed comparison of the re-

turns, especially of the minor classifications. The classes have been

more subdivided in later counts; the number of classes of beef cattle and

cows, for example, has increased from 6 to 10. There lias been a change

from the biological basis of classification to classifications by age

groups. This vail be seen from a comparison of the schedules of 1S56 and

1926.

18S6 1926

Horses
, total Horses , total

Horses below 4 years of age

Horses over 4 years of age

Horses for breeding purposes

Stallions
Mare s

Working horses

Stallions for breeding
purpo ses

others
" 2 rears and. over
below 2 years
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Mare s , in foal and nursing
ether ::ares and geldings

.
' voire* 4 ysars -.old

""-"jinder ^^ears"; old

Asses and mules . _

'.'eat cattle , t o t al

Bulls for breeding only

Ocvrs

Heifers (in calf)

Oxen, for working and fattening

Heifers over 5 months

Calves tinder 5 months

?i£s_, total

Hears

Sows

rigs for fattening

z a x r c •< s

Sheen

Moles , total

As se

s

, total

Neat cattle , total

Calves
for slaughter
for breeding

Cattle 1/2 to 1 year old

Heifers
1-2 years old
2 years and over

Cows

Bolls
1 2 years old
2 years and over

Oxen
1-2 "ears old
2 years and over

Pigs , total

pigs for "breeding

Boars

pigs for fattening
(ever 6 months)

Pigs to be bred
Harrows
Others

Lamb s , total

at s , total

Zids fcr slaughter

Kids for breeding

Hams

Goats in milk
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The classification according to age groups is considered unsat-
isfactory in several respects. Heifers usually are in calf at the age

of 18 months or even earlier in the southern part of the country.

Taking the census in April makes the classification of these heifers
often imcertain, a.s the principal calving period extends from October

to December . Heifers horn in the same year may thus come into two dif-

ferent classifications. The number of goats returned in the April census

is much too large, as young kids usually are born in March and April,

and the elimination o£ the kids for slaughter has not yet taken place
entirely. The statistical office also draws attention to the fact that

the number of bulls end rams is relatively high, due to the expert of

these animals to foreign countries for "breeding purposes. The Federal
Bureau of Statistics has tried to make all the censuses on livestock
comparable by adjusting for the differences in classifications in tables

to be found at the end of each volume of census results.

Also for purposes of comparison of the census results, the Bur-
eau has adopted a scale by means of which the different classes of live-
stock can be reduced to a unit basis. The scale adopted is the so-called

"ALpbestossungsskala, n which is as follows:

1 mare with foal 3 Linits

1 stallion
1 horse over 2 years

1 cow
1 hull over 2 years
1 horse under 2 years
1 mule
1 ass

1 heifer over 2 years
1 bull of 1-2 years
1 OX' : of 1-2 years

2 units each
*

1 unit each

5/6 unit each

1 heifer of l/2-I year)

1 boar ) ±
1 sow )

1 hog (for fattening) )

1 calf )
-

1 hog under 6 months )

l/2 unit each

l/4 unit each

1 sheep

1 goat

l/b unit each

* The principal reason for counting horses as two units is that they

destroy a great deal of grass while on pasture, running around.
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There is no doubt that this should he changed -considerably to
fit modern systems of feeding.

No attempt has been made to enumerate the
. working :

animal s other
than horses. Hot only are oxen very frequently used as working ani-
mals, but also cows, even if in milk.

But several attempts have been made to ascertain the number of
neat cattle belonging to different breeds, and to amend the census sche-
dule in this respect. In 1886 an enquSte for this purpose' -was made
along with the census. After long discussions in 1901. and 1906, the pro-*

posal to enumerate the cattle according to breeds was finally rejected.
It was taken up again, and in 1911 the first census on breeds took place.
Unfortunately the question was later dropped from the census schedule.

In the estimate of 1886, the following classes were distinguished:
1, Fleckvieh (spotted cattle), 2, Braunvieh (brown cattle), 3, Bastarde
(intermediate).

The census of 1911 divided Fleckvieh into; (a) Rot (red) or
Falbfleckvieh (yellow), and (b) Schwarz (black) Fleckvieh; and Braun-
vieh into: (a) Braun (brown) and Grauvieh (gray), and (b) Eringervieh.

As regards weights and the size of the breeds kept in Switzer-
land, some information can be found in HandwdJrterbuch der Schweiz.
"Volkswirtschaf t, article Viehzucht

,
Vol.IIl/2, p. 1399, where a table

is published giving the weights of the cattle exhibited at two federal
exhibitions, and also a table containing records of the size of four
different breeds as exhibited in 1903. These two exhibitions took place
in 1895 and 1903. The weight of the cattle increased considerably in
that short period.

Older figures are available in Volkswirtschaf t siexikon der Schweiz
vol. III-IV, p. 354/55. Some very detailed records of. live weights of dif-
ferent classes of neat cattle at different ages are published by I. Kappeli
in ^orschungen auf dem Gebiete der Landwirtschaf t . These records also show
the variations in the size of the animals at different ages. They are
taken partly on farms connected with agricultural colleges, partly from re-
cords of breeders' associations. More recent investigations made by govern
ment experiment stations are reported in Landwirt schaftliches Jahrbuch der
Schweiz, 1922 p. 511.

Even before 1866, several censuses on livestock had been taken by
some cantons. For the Canton Bern, for example, figures were available
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as far "back as 1790. The same is true for the Cantons Q-larus and Unter-
walden. The Canton' Bern has taken a "early census since 1808. Most of

the other cantons started yearly censuses later. These are needed as the

"basic figures for the compulsory insurance of the livestock. They are

not comparable with the federal censuses.

An enumeration o'f the livestock on farms took place in the "farm

census" of 1905. The schedule was much more simple than the one used for

the regular livestock censuses, and the enumeration, was made in August,
in contrast with April for the livestock censuses. This enables one to

make certain comparisons of the number of livestock on farms at different
times of the year. For goats, as pointed out above, the census in April
records a figure much too high, as can be seen from the following table:

1901 April 354,634
1905 August 258,633
1906 April 359,913

For the census on farms, as taken in 1929 (August 22), the Ques-

tionnaire was very much enlarged as regards livestock on farms. With
some alterations the standard schedule as proposed by the committee on

the world census was adopted. It reads as follows: (X indicates the

alterations from the world census recommendations)

1. Horses:

a) Colts and fillies under one year of age
b) Young stock from 1 to 3 years of age
c) Stallions 3 years of age and over
d) Mares (for breeding purposes) over 3 ;

rears of age
X e) Other horses over 3 years of age

2. Asses (total)

X 3. Males (total)

4. Neat cattle
a) Calves and heifers under 1 year of age

X b) Heifers over 1 year of age
c) Bulls for reproduction over 1 year of age
d) Oxen over 1 year of age (including bulls no longer used in

breeding)
X e) Cows (cows in milk and others)

5 . She ep

6. Goats (total)
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' 7. Swine •

.; .a) Pigs less than 6 months old
b) Sows for "breeding 6 months old and over

c) Boars for breeding 6 months old and. over
d) Pigs for fattening

8. Poultry
a) Chickens of all kinds
b) Cl-eese

X c) Backs
d) Turkeys

9. Bees
X a) Beehives with movable honeycombs
X b) Beehives with fixed honeycombs.

10. Silk worms
a) How many eggs have been developed
b) How many new cocoons were produced (to be measured in

grams)

The principal difference between this 1929 census and the regular

livestock censuses is that this is principally a census of livestock on

farms, and hence has not included all the livestock in the coimtry. The

definition of a farm, however, is to a large extent based on the keeping

of livestock (see above, section D) , which makes the number of livestock

not enumerated very small. It will be important only in the case of

horses and poultry.

The other differences were as follows: "Mares and geldings 3 years

of age and over" in the world census schedule were subdivided into "Mares

(for breeding purposes) over 3 years of age" and. "Other horses over 3 years

of age." Mules in the world census are split at 2 years of age into two

groups, and in the Swiss census are recorded only in total numbers*. The

Swiss census separates heifers from cows 1 year of age and over, and the

world census puts them together and then subdivides them according to

whether kept for milk, breeding or other purposes. The Swiss census has

a special class for oxen.

The distinction between livestock on farms and livestock not on

farms is also made in the regular livestock Censuses., Since it has been

made on uniform bases in this respect only since 1910, the Federal Office

of Statistics does not believe the earlier returns to be reliable in this

respect

.
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The livestock census returns are worked up in a very detailed
manner. In the introductions to the volumes (as for example, those for

1926) will "be found tables on the number of each class of livestock per
square kilometer in each canton. Tables are included, grouping the
owners of each class of cattle according to the number they possess,
which gives indication as to the size of the herds prevailing in the

country. Other tables show the combination of the different classes of

livestock kept on the farms. All the important results are worked up
and published for each commune.

Of poultry, only three federal censuses have been taken, namely,
in the years 1918, 1921 and 1926. lor reasons of expediency, these cen-

suses have all been taken in April, along with the censuses on livestock,
although the flocks of poultry at that time are not "normal M in size,

because of the heavy slaughter during the wintertime. The schedules have
been simple. The first one asked for the number of geese, ducks, chickens,
turkeys and guinea fowls. For the censuses of 1921 and 1926, still only
two classes were listed: "Geese and ducks" and "Chickens of all kinds"
(meaning chickens, turkeys and guinea fowls, the chickens amounting to

more than 99 percent). The 1918 results can be combined and compared with
those of the 1921 and 1926 censuses.

In all three censuses, the owners of poultry were classified as

farm-operators or non-farm operators, and the farmers were again divided
into "farmers with agriculture as their only source of income," and "farm-

ers with other sources of income (outside agriculture)". These figures
show to what an extent poultry is kept by the non-farming population.

As already mentioned, the census of 1929 records the poultry also.

As it was taken late in August, when the hatching time was almost over,

the figure will represent more closely the "normal stock" for both egg

and meat production. According to the instruction attached to the sche-
dule, "for agricultural enterprises, " however, it seems that poultry will
be recorded for the "farms without land" only if the poultry is kept "as

a business," that is, if the poultry itself or its products are sold regu-

larly. Thus the poultry which is kept only for family use by the non-farm-
ing population will be excluded.

The censuses on bee-keeping date as far back as 1876. They were

taken in connection with the census on livestock in the following years:

1876, 1885, 1895, 1901, 1911, 1918 and 1926. The schedule has been con-

siderably improved since. In 1876 and 1886, only the total number of bee-

hives was asked for. From 1896 on, the number of beehives kept by each

individual owner was ascertained, and since 1911 a distinction has been

made between the hives with movable honeycombs and those with immovable
honeycombs. The same auestions were inserted in the questionnaire of the

census of 1929.



In the 1930 United States farm census, provision was made for

classifying livestock on the following basis:

(a) Horses and males, April- 1 , 1930.
1. Horse colts "born since Jan. 1, 1930.
2. Horse colts bom in 1929" (yearlings).
3. Horse colts born in 1928 (2-year olds).

4. Horses born before 1923. ••

5. Mule colts born since Jan. 1, 1930.

6. Mule colts born in 1929 (yearlings).
7. Mule colts born in 1928 (2-year olds).
3. Mules born before 1928.

(b) Asses and burros, April 1, 1930.

1. Total, all ages. ,

:

(c) Hogs and pigs, April 1, 1930.
1. Pigs born since Jan. 1, 1930.
2. Sows and gilts that have farrowed since Jan. 1, or will

farrow before June 1, 1930. :

3. Other hogs and pigs born before Jan. 1, 1930.

(d) Sheep and lambs, April 1, 1930.
1. Lambs born since Oct. 1, 1929.
2. Rams and wethers born before Oct. 1, 1929.

3. Yearling ewes born between Oct. 1, 1928 and Oct. 1, 1929.

4. Ewes born before Oct. 1, 1928.

(e) Cattle, April 1, 1930.
1. Calves born since Jan. 1, 1930.
2. Steers and bu.lls born in 1929 (yearlings).
3. Heifers born in 1°29 (yearlings).
4.

'

-Bulls born before 1929.
5. Steers born in 1928 (2-year olds),
a. Steers born before 1923..

7. Heifers born in 1928, being kept mainly for milk cows

(2-year olds)

.

8. Heifers born -in 1928, being kept- mainly for beef cows or

beef production (2-year olds).\L
9. Cows and heifers born before 1928, kept mainly for milk pro-

duction.- '
- -

10. Cows and heifers born before 1928, kept mainly for beef pro-

duction.
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(f) Coats and kids, April 1, 1930.

X. Angora goats and kids (all ages).
2. Other goats and kids (all ages).

(g) Chickens and other poult ry, April 1, 1930.
1. Chickens over three months old.
2. Chickens raised in 1929.
3. Geese raised in 1929.

[

4. lucks raised in 1929.
5. Turkeys raised in 1929.

(h) Bees, April 1, 1930.
;

It will "be apparent that this classification differs consider-
/

ably from that recommended for the World Census and used "by Switzer-
land with but few changes. It is evident that its classifications are

pointed directly at the problem of forecasting numbers to be marketed or

available for production of livestock products, and that, in addition,
the schedule is largely affected by the need for meeting the situation
caused by shifting the date of the census from January to April. In

spite of these differences, however, rough comparability will be pos-
sible. The United States classifications are probably more precise and
more useful than those of the World Census.

Comparison in terms of productive animal units*

Livestock enter into the problem of population and food supply
as producers of part of the calories used in human consumption, and
as users of part of the plant production that might be human food in-
stead. The output from livestock can be added to that from plants in

order to obtain a total figure for food available for consumption. The

consumption of plant food by livestock could be measured directly, but

the available statistics are not adequate for such a purpose. An alter-
native is to ascertain the feed intake of each species of livestock at

each age and multiply this by the number of them. A rough device for'

doing this takes the form of "animal units," one such unit representing
the average feed intake of one mature cow in the United States.

The bases that have often been used for the conversion of ani-

mals of different ages and classes into animal units in the United
States and in Switzerland are as follows:

This analysis was developed by Mr. Henry I. Richards.
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United States : Switzerland
animal units

1 Horse over 2 years of age ; 1 : 2

1 dCanion
; : 2

± S&3J. ^ wit,i! ioai ! 3
1 iiorse unaer c, years

: , , 1

l uOiu uno.er i year ' 1/4 *

I

l ooi u l—o years 1/2 :

J. 1V1UJ.C 01 dbb ;J 1 : 1

1 uow jS 1 J: 1

l J3uii over c, years : 1 : 1

i ux ovci <i years ! : 1

J. Xi^X — ^ J. X O jrCcAJ. b :
'

' 1/2 i: 5/6
l Hen^r i//d—i year.-.- ! 1/4 : : 1/2
i rien tr u—l/o yeai : 1/4 1/4
l jdujlj. i—c, years : 5/6
x j.—<o ycdi s - : 5/5
x nog, ;

:

1/5 ;

1 -rig
;

: 1/10 :

1/21 Sow or boar

1 Jrlg xor iaoisjing , 1/2
1 Pig under 6 months : 1/4
1 Sheep ;

, 1/7 .
;: 1/5

1 Lamb •

: 1/14

j

' 1/51 Goat

100 hens
'

: • 1 . !

The major difference in these two scales is that a mature horse
is considered equal to a mature cow in the United States scale, but to

two mature cows in the Swi s's"-scale . Other differences will be pointed
out later. On the whole, the United States scale seems to agree more
cdbsely than the Swiss scale with feed reauirements as given in Morri-
son' s "Feeds and Feeding," as shown in the follovring analysis.*

Dr. Bachman does not consider the foregoing comparison at all sat-

isfactory, but has suggested that it be used as the best at hand, in

order to illustrate the procedures involved in such comparisons. The

Swiss students of feeding apparently use different units of measure-
ment of food intake from .American students.
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It should be emphasized in the beginning that this analysis is

based upon feed re cfttirement s , in terms of net energy therms, or total

digestible nutrients, of each class and age of livestock, without re-

lation to the cost of nutrients from different sources. Hogs, for
example, are fed almost entirely upon concentrates, while sheep, cattle
and horses are fed to a large extent upon roughage. There is naturally
some difference in the cost per unit of net energy, or digestible nu-
trient from these different sources. According to the total digestible
nutrients of feeds given by Henry and Morrison, the cost per hundred
pounds of digestible nutrients at average farm prices in the United
States from 1921 to 1925 inclusive would be $1.52 for corn and $1.75
for oats, $1.26 for alfalfa hay, and $0.92 for prairie hay. Another
phase of the same problem is the utilization on farms of feeds which
have practically no market value.

These data are included merely to indicate the possible effect

of substituting average cost of nutrients in place of total requirements.

Naturally, also, the amount of digestible nutrients derived from

feeds depends to some extent on the animals to which they are fed.

These facts will serve to illustrate one of the limitations of

"productive animal units" as here defined and worked out.

Horses

On the basis of past observations in the middle west, mountain,

and southern and northern Atlantic Coast states, the average weight of

horses two years old and over in the United States has been estimated

at approximately 1100 pounds.

The average amount of work per horse 2 years old and over in the

United States has been taken, for the purpose of estimating feed re-

quirements, as three hours. per day. This estimate is probably a little

too high, as shown by the following average number of hours worked by

work horses on farms in various parts of the country for which "cost

route" records are available.

Average number of

hours worked in

year

South Dakota, Kingsburg County - 1922 - 810
1! M it tt - 1923 - 845
II It

>
Brown tt -11925 - 791

tl II

>
Lincoln ti - 1928 - 783
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Average xn3mber, of

.hours worked in.

Kansas, Mc Pher.son* County : - 1920
;

«LT 767
ii " n

»

it ii - 1921 -
1

'

;

.

' 628
if it

»
ti ii .- 1922 - 637

Iowa, Iowa n -11925 - 821
n ii ii '/ • :

-'1926 892
ii ii ft-

•

- 1927 - 870

According to the feeding standard set up by Morrison, an 1100
pound horse doing light work reouires 11.0 pounds-- .of digestible nutrient;
or therms, per day.

According to the standards set up by Arnsby
quirements for such a horse would be 10.22.

tne net energy re-

The relative amount of feed fed to growing colts from, one to two

years of age, and under one year, can be estimated in a.number of ways.
One is to take available records of the weight of. colts at one year and
and two years of age, and -when mature , and work out the relative feed
requirements regardless of the final weight. For example, in Feeds and
Feeding (p. 322), the following weights are given for 55 draft colts at

different ages:

Weight at end of one month -345 pounds
" » » "12 months 1170 : "

m ii n n 24 ii 13590 "

11 when full grown 1700 11

Average weight from birth to 12 months
645 "

" " " .
» " 1-2 years

1380 » .

The average digestible nutrients for maintenance and growth, re-
quired per day by these horses when colts and when mature, according to

Morrison* s .feeding standards, are as follows:

U.S.D.A. Bulletin ITo. 1296, "A Study of Farm Organization in Cen-
tral Kansas."
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Percent of

mature horse
. . requirements

From birth to 12 months 8.38 49
" 1-2 years 16.14 95

For these horses when mature,
working 3 hours per day 17.00 100

Another record of gains in weight, made "by 1,071 colts of trot-
ting stock, is given in Feeds and Feeding (p. 321), as follows:

Weight at

Age end of Period Average
period weight

Birth 110
1 year 644 1st year 377
2 years 908 2nd year 776
4 years 1102

The total digestible nutrients required "by an 1100-pound horse
at light work is 11.2 pounds per day. For these colts, the average
feed requirements under one year would he 4.52 pounds of total digest-
ible nutrients, and for colts between one and two years, 9.31 pounds.
The percentages of mature horse requirements are, therefore, 44 for colts
under one year, and 82 for colts from one to two years old.

These percentages for colts under one year agree very closely;
"but the percentage for draft colts from one to two years of age is some-
what higher than that for trotting colts. Since the average weight of

mature horses in the United States is estimated at 1100 pounds, the per-

centage of mature horse reouirement s for trotting colts from one to two

years of age is probably closer to the actual average for the United
States than the one for draft colts. Even the above estimate for trot-

ting colts from one to two years of age may be considered a little too

high because colts in the United States may not , on the average, grow as

rapidly as these colts.

• This is indicated by the records of growth of four percheron fillies
and three percheron geldings at the University of Missouri farm, pub-

lished in Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin No, 62, Nor-

mal Growth of Domestic Animals. The dams of three colts were worked reg-

ularly, 10-14 days after foaling. The colts were, however, given free

access to grain a month after foaling, and, when weaned, were eating a

small grain allowance regularly. During the first winter, the colts were
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given only an amount of feed "sufficient to keep the colts in good grow-
ing condition,, "but not fat." During the second summer, the colts were on
"blue grass pasture with a small grain allowance once a day.

These growing conditions are probably somewhat "better than on the
average farm in the United States,- "but are probably more nearly normal
than for the draft colts mentioned above.

At the end of the first year these colts averaged 854 pounds in
weight compared with the average of 1170 pounds for draft colts mentioned
above. Assuming an average "birth weight of 110 pounds, the average
weight of these colts during the first. year would "be 482 pounds.

At the end of the 21st month (28-day months), the fillies weighed
1331 pounds, and at the end of the 22nd month, the gelding weighed 1327
pounds. These are the last dates for which records of weight were obtaine
It seems lively, however, that these colts would ea.sily reach a weight of

1650 pounds, v/hen mature. If so, they should attain an average weight of

1450 pounds at the end of the second year, mailing an average weight of
966- pounds during the second year.

On the "basis' of these weights, the total digestible nutrients re-

quired per day, according to Morrison 1 s feeding studies,, would "be 6.266
pounds per day during the first year, 11 #302 pounds per day during the

second year,, and 16.5 pounds per day when mature and doing light work*
According to these estimates of feed requirements, the colts would require

38 per cent as much feed during the first year as when mature, and 68 per
cent .as much during the second year.

In view of these estimates of feed requirements, it was decided to

consider colts under one year as -equivalent to 0.4 of an "animal unit",
and colts from one to two years old as equal to 0.75 of an animal unit.

A word', however, needs to "be said about the method used in calculat
ing feed requirements. According to Morrison's feeding studies (Feeds
and Feeding 18th edition, p. 748), horses at light w-v-. .:: require 9*0-11.0
pounds of digestible nutrients per day per 1000 pounas of live weight.
The mid-point of this range was used in worhing out- '.he "love estimates.
These ssrae feeding studies also give the requirements of growing colts
over six riorAohs! per day per 10-00 pounds of live weight as 11*0-13.0.
Since the fend requirements per pound of live-^weight decrease .as the
live w'eigKt "increases, 13.0 pounds, or the top oi the range, were taken
as the average feed requirements per day per 1000 pounds live weight for
these colts during the -first year.
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For the same reason, 11.0 pounds per day per 1000 pounds live
weight were taken as the feed reouirements of colts 2 years old. By
straight line interpolations, feed requirements, on the same oasis, at

the end of the first year, were estimated to "be 12.34 pounds per day,

or a simple average of 11.7 pounds per day during the second year.

Cattle

The average live weight of cattle (not including calves) slaught-
ered under federal inspection in the United States from 1923-1928 was
953 pounds. Cows milked in the United States will probably average about
the same weight, or in round numbers, 1000 pounds. The average produc-
tion per cow kept for milk on January 1, 1925, as estimated "by the Bureau
of Agricultural Economics for the year 1924, was 5100 pounds. The total
digestible nutrients required by a 1000 pound cow producing 5100 pounds
of 3.6Jo butterfat is 12.19 pounds, according to Morrison's feeding stan-

dards. This is slightly above the estimated reouirements for horses.

The total digestible nutrients required to maintain the average
normal growth of Holstein and Ayrshire heifers, as worked out by Eckles,

and reported in Feeds and Feeding, p. 433, is as follows:

Age

months

0-12
12 - 24

Approximate
average weight

for the

period

300
650

Pounds of digest-
ible nutrients
required per

day

5.56
9.10

Percent of

total for
mature milk
cow on milk

45.6
74.7

The average weight of beef calves in the United States, during

their first, second and later years, is probably very similar to the

weight of beef steers showing poor growth, as reported in Normal Growth

of Domestic Animals (Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin

No. 62). These weights, together with the feed reouirements according to

Morrison's feeding standards, are as follows:

Average digest- Percent of

Age Average ible nutrients mature steer

months weight per day requirements

G - 12
12 - 24
24 - 48

229

496
771

3.904
9.882

11.951

32.7
82.7

100.0
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A simple average of these percentages of mature animal require-

ment 3 f : r beef and dairy calves ur.ier : am year gives 39.1, ar.i for y:ur.g

beef and dairy cattle one to two years old, 78.7, which correspond very

closely to estimates for colts.

_-.cc: rdir.g to the r.et er.erg~* re -w.ireuert 3 for r:rm.al growth and
milk production worked out by irmsby (Feeds and Feeding, p. 125), a 1000
pound c:w producing 5199 pounds :f milk of 3.5 percent butterfat would
require 9.4 oherns per day, while dairy calves under 1 year would require

4.06 therms, and those from 1 to 2 years, 6.36 therms per day. The per-
oer.te.ge cf mature cow re ortirement s :n this oasis would be 42 for calves

under 1 year, and' 65 for young cattle from 1 to 2 years.

The average net energy reouirement for normal growth of oeef

calves under one rear is gi"er. by Arms'ty as 5,02 therms per day; for

young beef cattle from 1 to 2 years old, 3.0 therms per day, and for a

beef animal averaging 1025 pounds and gaining 0.7 pounds per day, 9*.18

therms per day. The food requirement for calves 1 year of age is 54.7;o,

and for young "oeef animals from 1 to 2 years of are, 57.1$ of that for

a full grown oeef anim?,i. These estimates of feed requirements are

"oased upon an estimated average gain in weight of about 450 pounds the

first year, and 350 pounds the second year. Probably the average growth
of beef cattle in the United States is somewhat lower than this. In

fact, the estimates for normal growth of dairy cattle of about 330 pounds
the first year, and 3-00 pounds the second year are about the same as the

growth in weight of the steers mentioned above, and seem to be closer to

the- actual average for all cattle in the United States, It should also

be noted that the above estimates for milk cows and mature cr nearly
mature beef cattle are practically the same.

TTnile these estimates of feed re rrirement s for cattle of differ-

ent ages vary somewhat, they are, in general, fairly close to the esti-

mated requirements for horses e The same units have therefore been used
t: convert numbers of young cattle into equivalent numbers of mature

cattle, from the standpoint of feed reouirement s

.

Swine

According f: Armsby (Jeeds and leading, p. 123), the average net

energy requirements for hogs growing at a normal rate from birth to 225

pounds, approximately the average live weight of hogs slaughtered under

federal inspection, is 2.2 therms per day. The feeding period on which

this estimate is based is eleven months. Dividing 2.2 by 12 and multi-

plying it by 11 gives am average for 12 months of 2.02 therms per day.

This is equal to slightly more than one-fifth :f the average" dairy re-

quirements for a mature horse or cow.
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4

Vor sows weighing 300 'pounds at the, end of the second year and

210 pounds at the end of the first year, the net energy requirements ,

would "be 3.35, or slightly more than one-third of the requirements for

a' mature cow or horse.

The sb .estimates are widely different from those given above in
the United States or Switzerland scales of "productive animal units."
Apparently the time element has not been taken into consideration. For
instance', >10 pigs nearly two months old require about the same amount
of feed as a mature horse or cow. But most pigs are grown to a weight
of about 225 pounds within a year, and it is a comparison of average
feed requirements for a year that is desired in this study, as well
as in most farm management studies.

Since the average net energy requirements per day of hogs grown

to a weight of 225 po^Ulds are slightly more than one-fifth, and those

of a sow slightly more than one-fourth of a mature cow or horse, the

best method of converting hogs into "productive animal units" would,

therefore, seem to be to take one-fifth of the estimated number of hogs
slaughtered, since the increase in requirements of sows above one-fifth
would amount, on the average, to only about 0.1 therm per day for all

hogs, as summing an average of eight pigs per sow.

Sheep
.

The average weight of sheep and lambs slaughtered under federal

inspection from 1924 to 1923 inclusive was 31 pounds (1928 Yearbook, p.

951). And according to an article on The Sheep Industry in the 1923

Yearbook, p. 277, 80 percent of the sheep and lambs marketed are lambs

ranging from 4 to 12 months old. If the average weight of these lambs

when marketed is taken at 70 pounds, the average weight of sheep market-

ed would be approximately 125 pounds.

According to the feeding standards set up by Armsby (Feeds and

Feeding, p. 124), lambs of wool breeds would reach this weight when

about 7 months old, and lambs of mutton breec^ when about 6 months old.

These requirements are given only for 3, 6, 9, 12 and 18 months. In

order to obtain the requirements for intermediate months, these data
were plotted on a chart and a smooth line fitted to the individual, point s.

If, now, the' feed requirements, given by Armsby, to produce this weight of

lamb are converted to equivalent daily feed requirements for a year,

lambs of" wool breeds would require 0.4197 therms of net energy, and lambs

of mutton breeds Q.4730 therms of net energy. These requirements are

44.6 and 50.3 percent respectively of the net energy requirement of a

ma.ture 1000 pound cow- producing 5100 pounds of milk.
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According to Armsby' s feeding standards, the lambs of wool "breeds

would weigh 90 pounds at the end of twelve months, and the lambs of mat-

ton breeds would weigh 115 pounds. The feed requirements of such lambs,

according to Armsby, would average approximately .918 therms per day for
the wool breeds, and 1.048 therms for the mutton breeds during the first

year.

If, now, we consider that ewes over one year will average 125
pounds in weight, and that they gain an average of 25 pounds during a
year (consisting of a 10 lbs. lamb. 8 lbs. of wool and 7 lbs. of flesh),
the net energy requirements per day, according to Armsby, would be

1.189, or 12.65 percent of a mature cow's requirement. According to

Henry and Morrison's standard, however, the requirements would be. 1766
pounds of digestible nutrients per day (using average maintenance re-

quirements of coarse and fine wool sheep for 9 months, and require-
ments for breeding ewes with lamb for 3 months). This is equivalent
to 14.52 percent of a mature cow' s requirements.

In working up an historical series of "animal units" for sheep,

however, some account must also be taken of changes in the age and
weight of sheep and lambs marketed during the period. While weights
of sheep find lambs now consist of about 80 percent lambs, in earlier
years, especially before 1900, very few lambs were marketed. Most of

the marketings consisted of sheep 4 to 8 years of age, according to

The Sheep Industry, p. 277, U. S. D. A. Yearbook, 1923. During the

early period, therefore, most of the lambs must have been kept during
an entire year, and should be equivalent to about .10 of an animal
unit. Today, however, about 80 percent are probably marketed as lambs,

which require probably slightly less than .05 of an animal unit, and
the other 20 percent require about .10 of an animal unit, making an

average of about .06.

But the lambs that are kept an entire year will normally merely
displace an equal number of older sheep that die or are slaughtered
during the year. These older sheep that are disposed of should be con-
sidered as kept on the farm only half a year.

During the early period, therefore, the number of lambs raised
should be considered equivalent to 0.10 of an "animal unit," and an

eaual number of older sheep should be considered equal to .095 of an

"animal unit." This is the same as considering all of the sheep over
1 year on a given census date equal to 0.13 of an "animal unit, " and
lambs equal to 0.035 or 0.10-0.065.
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During the latter period, when only ahbut 20 per cent of the lambs
are kept an entire year, displacing an equal number of older sheep, the
method of estimating "animal units" would be the number of sheep one year
and older times .13 plus c (30 x 0.05) (20 x 0.10) - (20 x 0.065)-], or
0.047 times the number of lambs raised.

Since accurate records of the amount of this change in age of sheep
marketed are net available for each census year, it has "been considered
advisable to use only one scale for converting numbers of lambs and sheep
to "animal units." This scale is .13 of an animal unit for sheep 1 year
and over, and ,04 for lambs raised.

Chickens

A special analysis has not been made of the feed requirements of

chickens. The usual scale of 100 chickens per "animal unit" has been
used in this report. It should be noted, however, that the number of

chickens on farms, January 1st, in the United States, and not the number
reused, is divided by 100.

Productive Animal Units for Switzerland

Horses

The average dressed weight of horses slaughtered in 1927 at

public slaughter houses was 270 kg., or 595 pounds. Assuming an average
dressing percentage of 50, the average live weight of these horses would
have been 1200 pounds. Horses in Switzerland probably work an average of

one hour longer per day than in the United States. On this basis, the

net energy requirements would be 13.32 therms per day, or 130.2 per cent

of the estimated average requirements for horses in the United States.
The fact that many horses in Switzerland are used for military service
as well as for farm and other work is one reason for estimating longer
hours of horse work in Switzerland than in the United States. An average
of one-third more work per day may, however, be too great a difference.*
A difference of 20 per cent in feed requirements for mature horses in

Switzerland compared with the United States would, however, seem to be

reasonable. The total digestible nutrients required, according to

Morrison's feeding standards, would be 14.4 pounds per day, or 128 per

cent of the estimated average for the United States.

Cattle

The average slaughtered weight of cows slaughtered in Switzerland
in 1927 was 266 kg., or 586 pounds. Assuming an average dressing per-

* No adequate data available in support of any estimate on this

point

.
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centage of 50, the average live weight would have been 1172 pounds.
Hie average net energy requirements for a 1200 pound cot? producing 5600
pounds of mili with 3.7^ "butterfat , the average estimated by the Earn-
ers' Secretariat would "be, according to Armsoy, 11., 25 therms per day,

or 115 percent of- the average estimated for the United States. The

total digestible nutrients required for this, according to Morrison's
feeding standards, would be 15.1 pounds per day, or 124 percent of the

average for the United States.

Milk cows in Switzerland are also used to some extent for field
work in place of horses,

While this apparent excess cf feed requirement s in Switzerland
compared with the United States for mature horses or cattle might not

apply to young growing celts cr cattle, the average weight of heifers
slaughtered in Switzerland suggests that young cattle are also fed
heavier than, in the United States. The average slaughter weight of
heifers slaughtered in 1927 was 251 kgs., or 553 pounds. Assuming a
ire s sing percentage of 50, the live weight would have been about 1100

p yunds.

If a "productive animal unit" is defined as the average feed
recuirenent s cf a mature cow in the United States, the available evi-
dence indicates that the units for horses and cattle in Switzerland
should be a fifth larger than in the United States. Practically the

same scale of units, however, can be used for hogs and sheep in Switzer
land as in the United States.

The following table compares the number cf important kinds of

livestock and the equivalent number of productive animal units in the
United States and Switzerland.

The cattle census in Switzerland is taken in April, while that
in the United States has been taken recently on January 1. The differ-
ence, however, is probably not large since the peak of the calving
period comes in November and December, and many cf the calves- are.

slaughtered when only a few weeks or months old. Besides, the increase
in number of calves is offset to some extent by a decrease in number of

more mature .cattle. The increase in nunber of cattle in Switzerland
from January 1 to about April 20 in each cf the census years is, there-
fore, probably less than three percent.

The increase in number of heroes, mules end asses in Switzer-
land since 1S16 is due entirely to the increase in number on farms
from 111,427 in 1916 to 124,555 in 1926.
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Table XVIII. - FJlv3.EE OF HEAD 0? IMPORTANT KINDS' OF" LIVESTOCK
AND EQUIVALENT DUMBER OE PRODUCTIVE ANIFIAL UNITS IN THE UNITED"STATES

ON JANUARY' 1st AND SWITZERLAND ON APRIL 15 to 22, 1880-1926 *

Numb e r of head
Cattle (1) : Horses and mules (2)

United : Switzer- : United i Switzer-
States : land j States : land

Thousands : Tbonf

1926 : 1,587,399 : 143,522
1925 : 63,462,000 :

RAP 000

1921 : 1,425,341 : 137,982
1920 . : 68,764,000 : 27,283,000 J

1916 : 1,615,393 : 139,915
1911 : : 1,443,483 : 147,279
1910 : 62,000,000 : : 27,362,000 :

1906 : : 1,498,144 : 138,525
1901 : 64,500,000 : : 1,340,375 : ! 127,973
1900 ; 24,642,000 :

1890 : : 65,700,000 ;

1880 : 45,400,000 •

Equivalent ]foraber of pro duerbive Animal Unit:

1926 : 1,567,497 : 168,137
1925 : 51,940,000 : : 22,920,000
1921 : 1,406,064 : 159,110
1920 : 56,279,000 25,900,000
1916 : 1,579,057 r 163,316

1911 : 1,431,524 : 171,555

1910 : 50,743,000 : 25,609,000
1906 ; 1,473", 183 i 161,090

1901 : 1,533,613 : 148,568

1900 : 52,789,000 : 23,252,000
1896
1890 : 53,771,000
1880 : 37,157,000

Since the census of livestock in Switzerland is taken on or about

April 20, the number of livestock reported is probably larger than

the number in Switzerland on January 1st of each census year. The

number of young stock born between January 1st and the date of the

Swiss census probably exceeds the loss in numbers from deaths or

slaughtering by a considerable margin. This difference in date of

the livestock census in Switzerland and the estimate for the United

States should not, however, materially affect the number of produc-
• tive animal units in each country. Loss of livestock from slaughter-

ing and deaths in Switzerland from January 1st to the date of the

census probably offsets the increase in number of livestock born

Eootnote continued.
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Table XVIII. - MftBIR 0? HEAD OF IMPORTANT KINDS' 03f LIVESTOCK
AND EqUIVALSM) SU! I3ER 0? PRODUCT IVE ANIi LAL UNITS IN TEE UNITED STATES

ON JANUARY 1st AND SWITZERLAND ON APRIL .15 to 22, 1880-1926 * (Cont.)

: Number of head
Swine (3) : Sheep and goats (4)

i United • Switzerland.:; United : Switzerland
St at e s j

\ States !

' » - ' . .

.

Thousands : Thousands
1926 : 637,098 : 458,981
JL V Cj \J • "P^P OOO • < 41,908,218 ,:

1921 : : : 640,091 : j 575,392
> fip • ART 000 • « 44,256,659 :

1916 .
:

r

: 544,563 :

" •
' ! 531 , 825

1911 , ! : 570|226 : 502,710
1910 : 57,200,000 : : 47,829,795 :

1906 : : 548,970 : 572,114
1901 : 55", 700, 000 : 555,261 574,072
1900 • '

• • . ' <

1890 , : 59,100,000 : :

1830 : 51,200,000 :

Equivalent Number of Prodiictive Animal Unii:s

1926 : : 182,000 : 79,365
1925 : 13,046,000 :•

: 6,377,000
1921 ! : 184,000 : 96,793:
1920 !: 10,752,000 : 6,697,000
1916 : 92,944
1911 : : 176,000 : 39,562
1910 : 8,304,000 : : 7,238,000
1906 : 99,356
1901 > • ; 98., 561

1900 : 5,196,000 :

1896 : : 146,000
1890
1880

during. vMfe" period; sinee one. nature animal is ecjuivalent t6 a .ni'mber

..of head of young stock a few months old.

(l) 'Number of head of cattle:- United States— Estimates of the number

on farms and elsewhere in the United States on January 1st of each
year as published in the United States Department of Agriculture Year-

book, 1927, pp.930 and 1061.
Switzerland - As published in the Swiss Census report Schweizerische

Statistische Hit teilungen, XIII, Viehz-Hhlung der Schweiz, 1926, pp. 218

and 219 . .
'. - , , ... -,

Footnote continued.
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Table XVIII. - NUMBER OF HEAL OF IMPORTANT KINDS OF LIVESTOCK
AND EQUIVALENT NUMBER OF PRODUCTIVE ANIMAL UNITS IN TI3E UNITED STATES

ON JANUARY 1st AND SWITZERLAND OlT APRIL 15 to 22, 1880-1926 * (Cont.)

Number of head

1926
1925
1921
1920
1916
1911
1910
1906
1901
1900
1890
1880

1926
1925
1921
1920
1916
1911
1910
1906
1901
1900
1896
1890
1880

Poultry

United States Swit zerland

Thousands

424,417.000

372,825,000

359,107,000

303,255,000
345,586,000

4,176,791

3,295,844

Equivalent. Number of productive Animal Units

5,458,480

3,862,404

2,025,063

41,768

32,958

Equivalent n^iber of productive animal units ;

Age classification United States Switzerland
Productive animal units

2 years old and over 1.00 1.20

1 to 2 years 0.75 .90

under 1 year 0.40 .48

The number of cattle in each of these age groups in the United

States was estimated by applying the average percentage in each

class, as shown by the I rv.O and 1925 census reports, to the esti-

mated total number of cattle in the United States on January 1st

Footnote continued
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Ratio of Livestock to Land

• ./In' 1900 and 1910 the number of cattle per farm in the United
States' was about 50 to 80 percent larger than in Swit zerland, while
the number of productive animal units of cattle was 30 to 50 per-
cent larger. Sirce these years, the cattle industry in the United
States has "been declining, while in Switzerland it has "been prac-
tically constant.

of each census year shown above. The number of cattle in the classes
listed as 1 year and over in the census reports wag • divided equally
between classes 1 to 2 years and 2 years and over.

The number of cattle in each of the above age groups in Switzer-
land is given in the Swiss census report.. In estimating the number
of productive animal units, however, calves under six months kept
for slaughtering have been considered as being fed an average of

six months and therefore eouivalent to on3.y .24 of a productive ani-

mal unit.

(2) The number of horses and mules on farms and elsewhere in the

United States on January 1st of each ^ear were obtained as follows:

. 1925 - United States consus report of number on farms January
1st plus 1,460,000, the estimated number not on farms according
to Dr. 0. 3, Baker (See changes in utilization of land in the

United Sta/tes Preliminary Report, June, 1926, p. 5).
1920 - As reported by the United States Census Bureau.
1910 - lumber on farms and not on farms April 15, as reported

by the United States Census. Bureau less the number of colts under
3-1/2 months (722,000) plus an estimated loss of other horses and

mules between January 1st and April 15th, 1910. This loss was
estimated at 583,000 by applying the percentage that this period
is of an entire year (28.74$) to the number of colts 3-1/2. to

15-1/2 months old (2,092,000), on the assumption that this number •

of colts is approximately equal to the yearly loss of horses 3-1/2
months and older.

1900 - As reported by the United States Census Bureau. Spring
colts were not supposed to be included in the census report, but

some undoubtedly were, and the number of colts so included has
been assumed to equal the loss of horses from January 1st to June

1st, 1900.

Switzerland - As published in the Swiss census report Schweizerische
Statistische Mitteilungen, XIII, Viehzahlurg der Schweiz, 1926, pp.
218 and 23.9.

Equivalent; number of productive animal units : The sca.le used in both
countries for converting numbers of horses and mules in each age group
to equivalent number of productive animal units was the same as for

cattle. The number of horses and mules in each age group in the Uni-
ted States was estimated as follows:

Footnote continued.
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The number of cattle per acre of land in farms and for other

land classifications during these and later years, however, presents
an entirely different picture. The number per acre of land in farms
in Switzerland in 190S was about four times as large, and per acre of

land in cereals practically thirteen times as large, and per acre of

arable land about ten times as large as in the United States in 1900
and 1910.* -The trends in these two countries are also considerably
different. The number of cattle per acre of arable land and land in

cereals has been increasing in Switzerland "but decreasing in the United
States. Comparisons of the number of productive animal units in these,

countries indicate a still greater intensity of cattle production per
acre of land in Switzerland as compared with the United States. (See

Table XI V)

.

3.925 - The number of horses and mules on farms under 2 years
old were eoually divided into classes under 1 year and 1 to 2

years of age. ill other horses and mules were assumed to be over

2 years old.

1920 - As reported by the United States Census Bureau for the

number on farms. The numbers not on farms were all classified as

2 years and over.

1910 - The number of horses and mules in each age group from
1 to 2 years and under 1 year have been assumed to be the same as

reported by the Bureau of the Census for the age groups 3-1/3 to

15-1/2 months. All other horses and mules are considered to be

2 years and older.
1900 - As reported by the United States Census Bureau.
In the Swiss census report all horses raider 4 years old a„re

grouped together. One fourth of this number have/been classi-
fied in each of the age groups under 1 year, and 1 year and under
2 years in estimating the number of productive animal units

Mules of all ages are also reported in only one group. The

number of mules, under 1 year, and 1 year and under 2 yeajrs of

age has consequently been assumed to bo the same percentage of

all mules as horse colts in these age groups a.re of all horses.

Footnote continued-

The "intensity of livestock production per a.cre" is of course 1

based on very heavy imports of cereals and concentrates. Take corn

for example:

Production 1927 39,000 quintals

Imports 1,549,000 "

This brings out clearly how much farming in Switzerland has dev-

eloped as a "manufacturing industry" compared with that of the

United States.



The average number of horses and mtfles per farm in the United
States was "between seven and eight times as large in 1900 and 1910 as

in Switzerland' in 1905. While figures on the number of farms in

Switzerland in 1926 are not available, the number of horses _ indicates
that the average number of horses per farm at this time was probably
seven times larger in the United States than in Switzerland.

(3) lumber of head of swine - United States - Estimates of the number,

on farms and elsewhere in the United States on January 1st of each
year as published in the United States Department of Agriculture 1927
Yearbook, p. 1000.

Switzerland - As published in the Swiss census report Schweizerische
Statistische Mitteilungen, XIII, ViehzShlung der Schweiz, 1926, pp. 218
and 219 .

"

Equivalent number "of produc tive animal units: The scale used in con-
verting numbers of hogs into equivalent number of productive animal
units is as follows:

Estimated average live Equivalent number of

weight cf hogs slaughtered productive animal units
per hog

United States,
approximately 225 pounds .20

Switzerland*,

approximately 250 pounds . .25

The equivalent number of hogs of these weights was determined
by dividing the estimated total live weight of hogs produced in

each country by the above averages. This number in each country
was then multiplied by the above units. (See text for further ex-

planation) .

(4) dumber of head '• of sheen and goats - Estimates of the number of

sheep on farms and elsewhere in the United States as published in the

United States Department of Agriculture 1927 Yearbook, p. 1021, plus
the total number of goats in the United States as reported by the

Bureau of Census. -
' -

Switzerland - As published in the Swiss census report Schweizerische
Statistische Mitteilungen, XIII, Viehzahlung der Schweiz, 1926, pp. 218
and 219.
Eguivalent number of productive animal unit s: The scale used for con-
verting number of sheep in each country into equivalent number of pro-
ductive animal units is a.s follows:

United States Switzerland
Lambs (under 1 year) .10

Sheep (1 year and over) .14
Sheep (no age distinction) -.12

Kid goats .10 .10

Milking goats .24
Ke goats .24

Footnote continued
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The number of horses per acre of land in farms, however, seems

to be about the same in both countries. The conversion of number of

horses and mules 'and asses to "productive animal units" merely increases
slightly the importance of horses in Switzerland compared with. the

United States.

The number of ewes and other sheep 1 year and over in the United
States was determined as follows;

1925 - The percentage ,in each of these classes shown by the
census was multiplied by the number on farms and elsewhere, esti-
mated by the United States Department of Agriculture.

1920 - Same method of procedure \ising 1920 census data. "

1910 - The percentages determined for 1926 were multiplied by
the number of sheep in the United States on January 1st, 1910,
estimated by the United States Department of Agriculture , The
number of lambs and kid goats in the United States were then esti-
mated by multiplying the above estimated number of ewes and she'

goats by .7, which is approximately the same percentage .of lambs
to ewes as reported in the United States c'ensus for June 1, 1900.

The number of sheep and goats in Switzerland "is reported in the

livestock censuses according to the above classification.
(5) The number of head of poultry on farms January 1st was obtained

as follows: •

1925 - l\fomber of chickens on farms as reported in the. 1925
Census .times the percentage that numberoof poultry were of -the. -

numbers of chickens reported in the 1920 c'ensus.

1920 - As reported by. the United States Bureau of Census.

1910 - Number of head of poultry on farms April 15, 1910,
that were hatched previous to January 1st, 1910, plus an estim-
ated net loss during this period. An estimate of this net loss
was obtained by applying the average percentage (23.18$) of

annual dressed fowl receipts, for fowls arriving at four large
markets, between June 1st and April 15th of each year from
1921-1925, to the total number raised in 1909 (488,468,000) as

reported by the United States Census Bureau less 50,000,000, the

number of head of poultry hatched between January 1st and April
15th, assumed to have been included in the census reports by
mistake. Poultry hatched during this period were not supposed to

be included in census totals for April 15th, but some undoubtedly
were.

Footnote continued
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The upward trend in number of all horses and males and asses
per acre of land in cereals and .arable- laiid -is even greater when the

horses not on farms are excluded, as shown, in.. Table XX.

The average number of swine per farm in the United States in

1900 and 1910 wa„s a little more than four times as large as in Switzer-
land in 1906. It . is probably somewhat less than this now, since the

number of swine in Switzerland increased much more between 1906 and
1926 than in the United States. -.

•

The number of swine per acre of land in farms and per acre of

agricultural land in Switzerland is, however, somewhat higher than
in the United- Sta.tes. In 1906, the number in Switzerland per acre
of land in farms -was around 40 percent higher than in the United
Stages in 1900 or 1910. I In 1926 Switzerland 'had about 50 percent more
hogs per acre of agricultural

.
land than the United States in 1925.

1S00 - dumber of head of poultry as reported by the United
States Census Bureau for June 1st, 1900, plus an estimated net

loss from "January 1st to June 1st, 1900,' of 21 percent. This
estimate of net loss due to dearths, above the number of poultry
hatched between January 1st and June 1st, that were included by
mistake, has been assumed to be the same as for 1910. :

Switzerland - As published in the Swiss census report.
Equivalent number of productive, animal units; '

The number of poultry
reported in the census as.; raised in the

. United States and the num-
ber reported in Switzerland at the time of each census were divided
by 100 to obtain the number of productive animal units.

_ 1900
Chickens including. . ,

"

guinea fowl 233,598,035.
Turkeys

. .. 6,599,357
Geese 5,676*863
Ducks • 4,807,353

•

. ; .• 1890. , .

258,871,125
10,754,060
8,440,175
7,544,080

32.064
4,672

75

21,508
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The number of swine per a.cre of land in cereals in Switzer-
land in 1906, 1915 and 1926 was, however, around six times as large
as in the United States during the sane period. In 1925 the num-
ber in Switzerland was nearly • eight times as large, as in the United
States in 1925, on the basis of this -classification. Since feed for

swine ordinarily consists largely of concentrates such as cereals,
this relationship is significant. In Switzerland, however, hogs axe
fed to a large extent upon waste from kitchens, cheese factories,
etc. r&ijt$ t

Conversion of number 'of hogs to equivalent number of animal
units changes these relationships very little. (See Table XX).

The average. number of sheep per' farm in the United States in

1910 was a little more than three times as large as in Switzerland
in 1906. The number per acre of land in farms, ' however, was more
than twice as large in Switzerland as in the United States, and prac-
tically seven times as large per acre of Land in cereals. In 1926,
however, the number per acre of agricultural land was only 60 percent
larger in Switzerland than in the United States' in 1925.

When converted to productive animal units, practically the

same trends and international comparisons exist as for numbers.
(See Table XXII; . .

The average number of poultry per farm in the United States in
1920 and 1925 was about four times greater than in Switzerland in 1921
and 1926. Data, for Switzerland are not available for earlier compari-
sons. The trend in number J?er farm in the United States, however, has
been upward since 1900. (See T^ble XXIIl).

The average number per acr'e of land in cereals, however, was 4
times greater in Swit zerland in 1920 and 1926 than in the United States

in 1920 and 1925; and 5 times greater per acre of arable land.

The following table brings out very' clearly the larger number of

animal units per farm in the United States as compared with Switzerland
At the same time, it shows a much greater intensity of livestock produc

tion per acre of land in cereals and per acre of arable land.
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: Table XIX. - ]vTUI.I3ER
:0E CATTLE AFX) EQ^IVALEITT EOTfflt OE PRODUCTIVE

AIIIMAL OTIfS .PER FARM «D PER ACRE OE VARIOUS LAL7D. CLASSIFICATIONS
IiT THE OTITIS STATES AHD SVTITZSRLAl^, 1880-1S26, (l) ati.d (2)

• ITumber of head
Census : "•lumber .per acre

Ifumber pe r farm - i

:

^ of land in farms
year :: United :

• Sv/itzer- : United : Swi.tzer-

States :: land : St ates : land

1926 :

1925 : 9.960 : .058
1921 :

1920 :
• 10,663 : .072

1916 :

1911 :

1910 :: 9.746 :
• .070

1906 : : 6.147 .292

1901 :

1900 :: 11.237 :
'.076

1890 : 14.393 : .105
1830 : 11.324 : .034

Equivalent number of product ive

animal units
1926
1925'

: 8.152 : .056
1921
1920 :

: 8 . 728 : .059

1916
1911
1910 :: 7.977 : .058
1906 : 6.045 : .287

1901 :

1900 : 9.197 .063
1890 : 11.780 : .035
1880 :

'9.269
:

" .059

(1)' See Tables IX and XVIII for original data and definitions.
(2) The nonconrparabilit'- of the "agricultural land" as obtained in

the census of 1905 with the figures of 1912 and 1924 is clearl"
evidcnt in this table.
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Table XIX.. - MJMBER 0? CATTLE AIT) SCUIYALEH? FUMB3R OF PRODUCTIVE
AHIMAL OTITS PER FjftRM A1

TD PER ACRE OE VARIOUS LAltD CLA S 5IFICATI01TS

III THE UI7ITED STATES AUD SWITZERLAND, 1380-1926, (l) and (2).

(Oontinue d

)

Census

year

1926
1925
1921
1920
1916
1911
1910
1906
1901
1900
1890
1880

1926
1925
1921
1920
1916
1911
1910
1906
1901
1900
1890
1880

I?umber of head
i^umoer per acre
of arable land
United
States

3.233
190 : : .0.79

.201

.203

Switzer-
land

3.224

2.140

0

.302

.280
Equivalent number of productive

animal units

Pornoer per acre
of agricultural land
United
States

Switzer-
land

.156

:.165

.167

.190

.248
„229

3.193

3.151

2.104

.065

.280

. 252

.323

.250

.317

(1) See Tables IX and XVIII for original data and definitions.

(2) The noneomparability of the "agricultural land" as obtained in

the census of 1905 with the figures of 1912 and 1924 is clearly evi-

dent in this table.
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Table XX. - 3SUHBER OP HORSES A1~D :.ULI3 AND E<JJIYALOT? ' SUMBS&
)F PRODUCTIVE MIMAL UiTITS PER PAHH MD PER ACRE 0? VARIOUS LAND
CLASSIFICATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES AND SWITZERLAND, 1900-1926*

1925
1925
1921
1920
1916
1911
1910
1905
1901
1900

Number of head
per acre

jMuuioer psx i arm. of land in farms
TTr^ n fori < owix zer-

.

gill ucu S??it zer-

: b c a o e s 1 and St a u e s land
i 4i

1 m * i

•

! o. oyo
1 OPT .

1920 : 4.231 :
' .028

1915 :

1911
1910 : 4.301 : ; .031
1905 : : .558 .027

1901 :

1900 : 4.293 : .029

Equivalent mapber of Dro&uc tii

animal units

3.597

4.017

4.026

4.051

C>ol

.025

.027

.029

.028

.031

See Tables IX and XVIII for original data and definitions.
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Table XX. - FulBSR OF KB SSS fflD MULES AED EQUIVALENT NUMBER
OF PRODUCTIVE ANIMAL UNITS FUR FARM ikTD PER ACRE OF VARIOUS LAND
CLASSIFICATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES AND SWITZERLAND, 1900-1926*

( Cor.t inued)

Census

year

1926
1925
1921
1920
1916
1911
1910
1905
1901
1900

1926
1925
1921
1920
1916
1911
1910
1906
1901
1900

Number of head
Number per acre
of arable land
United iSwitzer*
States : land

.071

.030

.089

.292

.279

.198

dumber per acre

of agricultural land
united
St at e s

.029

Switzer-
land

.025

.026

.030

.088

Equivalent number of productive
animal units

.342

.069

,076

.084

.084

.326

.230

.029

.030

.030

035

See Tables IX and XVIII for original data and definitions.



Table XXI. - NUMBER 0? SWINE JCTD SquIVAlIT? NU1£E3H 0? PRODUCTIVE
A3TILCA1 UI7ITS EI?. 7.-2.1: ANB ?!?. AC33 :? VARIOUS LANE CLABSIPICMIOITS

in thhi united spates AKii s^itzefjlakd, iaso-1926*

^> i— ^

^> ~! 1 r\ y"> "V*QpSi CtC I 3

Number - ~ _ .-- <

. n -P Ion' li. J- ... ^
- — - -

' C!tt»-i -f" 7 ^ V— '

> O..I L/^C1 — <

T-- -

. Owl Uaci*"

> o u ex u c a
r

"] p n u§
1 S + P TO C3

C _

;

i v> . IOC i

\
•

(

• . ^ JO

•

Q kOA .

i ^ • j j - i

> ~ .C -
1 . \J\J\J

"i en £ «

1911 J

1910 :: 8.991 : ! .065

1906 s i 2 • »c/03 : .107

1901 :

1900 !: 9.704 : :
• .065

1890 :: 10.295 : .075

1880 : ! 12.771 ; \ .095

Equivalent nutfber of productive
ar.ir.al ur.it s

1926 :

1925 :, 2.048 : :
'.014 •

J

1321 j

1920 J, 1.667 , : ..011 :

1916 . :

1911 : .722 ! ; .034

1910 -
:: 1.305 : .009 J

1906
1901 :

1900 \: .305 : .006 "

:

1895 J

1830 .:

1880 ;

See .acles IX and aVIII for criminal data and definitions.
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Talle XXI. - NUMBER OF "SWINE • AND EQUIVALENT NUMBER OF PRODUCTIVE
ANIMAL UNITS PER FARM 'AND PER ACRE OF .VARIOUS LAND CLASSIFICATIONS

IN THE UNITED STATES AMD SWITZERLAND, 1880-1926* (Continued)

: Number of head
Number per acre : Number per acre
of araole land : , of agricultural land

ATP ja T" ' unite a. ; . Switzer- Ulll T;6CL O"TUT "1 f"7 V*
r Switzer-

» C? 4- J- rs n < land ! b ta -v e s land

J- u CZi\D i 1.298 : S • 11<3

i : .175 J l ,072

; • .183 :

1916 ! 1.087
1911 j l' . i : .099
1910 :: .187 :

1906 : : .784 : ; .
.118

1901 :

1900 :: .200 :

1890 :: .216 :

1880 :; : .315 :

Equivalent number of productive
animal units

1926 J : .371 : t .032

1925 :: .039 ;

J

.016 :

1921 :

1920 :: .032 :

1916 ;

1911 : : .031

1910 i; .027 :

1906 :

1901 J

1900 :S .019 :

1896
1890 :

1880 :

See Taoles IX and XVIII for original data and definitions.
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Tatle 3(Xn. ~;BUM3© 07 'SI-HI? AM) GOATS A!3 3QUI7ALZ." NUttm
cr f3.cx':zjZ'B ^:z:^ji t.'zzs 53?. pa-.:.! aiie &eas :~ viaibus labe
CLASSIFICATIONS IE TEE OTIOSE SSA3J3S "A2B SWITZSHLAM), 19C1-1926*

l'"~l2er . of head
Census 1 "aihoer per acre

: of lanci in farms
year :: United- :: Switzer-:: Uni-ed : Switzer-

. G!+ i,* f*« ,

: land ) i S "t 3. "u £ 3 land

1926 :

» -. « : <

\ !

1925 ; : 6.577 : : .045
1921 :

1920 !: 6.363 ! : .045
1915 J

1911 ;

1910 !: 7.518 < I . 0o4
1906 ! \ 2.348 !: : .112

1900 :

1S90 J

1350 J

livalent nroriber of productive

;
aniiaal -jLr.i.ts

1926 J

JL <-> 1! 1 • 001 i ; .007 j

1921
1920 ;: 1.039 ! ..007

1916 ,

1911 :

1910 :: 1.138 : : .008 :

1906 : : .408 : : .019

1901 :

1900 J

1890 :

1830 :

.See Sables- IX and XVI i I for original ,data and definitions.
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Table XXII. - KTJM3EH 0? SHE^P AND GOATS A$D EQUIVALENT NUMBER
OP PRODUCTIVE ANIMAL UNITS PER MM AND PER ACRE OP VARIOUS LAUD
CLASSIFICATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES ARD SWITZERLAND, 1901-1926*

(Continued)

: Number of head
Census *

: Number per acre ! Number per acre .

: of arable land :: of agricultural land
year !1 United :: Sv;itzer-:: United : ! Switz.er-

: States : : land J. States ! ! land

1926 : : .935 ! ! .081
1925 ;: .126 : i .052 i

1921 ;

1920 :: .129 :

1916 ! 1 1.061 i

1911 : :
• .088

1910 :: .157
1906 J : .817 J : .123

1901 ;

1
1

1900 ;

1890 J

1880 :

Equivalent number of productive
animal units

1926 J : .162 ;> «: .014

1925 ;: .019 : : .008 :

1921 ;

1920 J: .020 :

1916 : l .185 J

1911 ! .016

1910 j1 .024 !

1906 : : .142. : : .021

1901 :

1900 :

1390 !

1880 !

See Tables IX and XVIII for original data and definitions.
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Table XXIII. ~ NUMBS?. OP POULTRY A1TE EQUIVALENT KUMHSR 0? PRO-
DUCTIVE AiTIMAl UNITS PER FAR!,' 'AND 'PS-?. ACRE 0? VARIOUS LAND
CLASSIFICATIONS IN THE UNITED STAGES AM) SWITZERLAND, 1890-1926*

Census
Number ii iiei

Number per farm
year :: United. J, Switzer—

:

: United ! ! Switzer-
! States : land :S States land

1926 ; , 17.138 I

1925 :: 66.610 : .459 :

1921 i : 13.524 !

1920 J! 57.817 : : .390 :

1910 :: 56.450 ! : .408 ;

1900 :! 52.835 : : .360 :

1890 ! 75.709 : : . 554 :

Humber per acre
of land in farms

Equivalent number of productive
animal units

1926 i .172 l

1925 :! .85^ : : .006
1921 ! : .135 !

1920 :: .599 ! ! .004
1910 :; .318 : : .002
1900 :

1890 :

.008

! Number of head
Census 1: Number per acre : Number per acre

: of arable land : of agricultural land
year :: United :! Switzer- : United : Switser-

S oa o e s ! land :: States , : land

1926 ! 8.507 : t .735
1925 !: 1.277 ; : . 531 :

1921 :

1920 J1 1.094 ;

1910 :i 1.180 :

1900 !: 1.093 !

1890 J: 1.592 :

Equivalent number of productive
animal units

1926 : : .085 : ; .007
1925 : .016 : : .007 !

1921 :

1920 ;: .011 ;

1910 :! .007 j

1900 :

1890 :

See Tables IX and XVIII for original data and definitions.
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Table XXIV. - EQUIVALENT TOTAL NUMBER 0? PRODUCTIVE ANIMAL
UNITS OF LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY AND THE NUMBER PER EARM AND
PER ACRE OE VARIOUS LAID CLASSIFICATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES

AND SWITZERLAND, 1910-1926*

Census !

: Estimated number of !

productive animal units :

i Number of

: productive animal units

year
;

: United J : Switzer- ; United i; Switzer-
States < land , States :1 land

1926 :

1925 J

1921 :

1920 :

1910 !

: 99,741,480 !

; 103 ,490,404 :

: 93,919,063 :

: 2,038,767 :

l 1,878,925 :

; 15.654 :

: 16,049 J

: 14,764 :

Census ! ! Number of "productive animal units
. Per acre of lan d ^Per acre of arable :Per acre of agri-

year ; : in farm.-; : land S cultura,1 land
. United: Sv. i t-zer- ^United .: Switzer- :United : Switzer-

States J land : States ! land J States : land

1926 :

•
• <

•
• : 4.153

• *

• i

•
* .359

1925 i .108 ; S .300 : : .125 i

1921
1920 ; .108 : : .304 : : .127 :

1910 :: .107 : : .309 !

• *

•

: .126 :

•

See Tables IX and ZVIII for original data and definitions.

«
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M.. Ratio of Livestock to Population and Agricultural Workers

. . The number of head of cattle .per capita of the; total population was
about 30 per cent less in Switzerland in 1926 than in the United States in
1925. In earlier census years, the per cent was much lower. The trend in
number of cattle per capita in the United States has "been definitely down-
ward since 1890, .while .in Switzerland the number per capita has .remained
practically constant. The trend in number per capita of the farm population
and per person gainfully employed in agriculture, on the other hand, has
been upward in the Unite;'. States in recent years, but slightly downward in
Switzerland. (See Table XXV.)

Numbers of cattle do not furnish a very good basis for comparing
the relative importance of the cattle industry in .the two countries, if
the foregoing analysis 'of feed requirements ' and production per. head of
cattle in Switzerland and the United 'States is .correct. "When cattle of all
ages are converted to equivalent number of productive animal units in the
United States as described above, the relative importance of the cattle
industry in Switzerland compared with the United States is increased, as
shown in Table XIX. It should be noted here, that when cattle are expressed
in terms of productive animal units, the effect of difference in date of

census is largely removed, since mature cattle slaughtered between
January 1st and April 13th to 21st are considered equivalent to about
four times their number of calves under six months old.

The average .number of horses and mules and asses per capita of
the total population in the United States in 1925 was slightly more than
5 times as large as in Switzerland in 1926. For' earlier census years,
the number per capita in the United States is even larger with respect
to Switzerland. ' The trend has been downward in the United States since

1900, especially since 1920, while in Switzerland it has been practically
constant with a' slight increase from 1921 to 1926. 'The average number of

horses per 'capita of the farm population is considerably larger than for
the total population, but shows about ' the same relation between the two

countries. The trend in number per capita in the United States since
1910 is, however, only slightly downward, due to the decrease in farm
population.

The number of productive animal units of horses and mules per
capita of each of the 'above population groups tells much the same story
as the number of these animals. The conversion to productive animal units
merely increases the number in Switzerland with relation to the United
States

.

The difference in date of census for the two countries probably
caused very little difference in total number of horses.
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While the estimated numbers of persons gainfully employed in
agriculture in Switzerland and the United States are not strictly com-
parable, it is interesting to note that in 1910 and 1920 there were be-
tween two and a half and three horses per person so employed in the United
States, while in Switzerland there was only one horse for every three per-
sons so classified. (See Table XXVI )

.

The average number of swine per capita of the total population in
the United States in 1925 was slightly more than three times as large as
in Switzerland in 1926. The number per capita in Switzerland in 1921 and
1926, however, was somewhat higher than in 1906, 1911 and 1916, while in
the United States the number per capita has been steadily increasing since
1880. The number of hogs per capita of the farm population in the United
States in 1925 was also more than three times as large as in Switzerland
in 1921. The trend in Switzerland under this classification has been def-
initely upward, while for the United States the number in 1920 and 1925
was about 10 per cent above 1910. It should be noted, however, that in
1926, 23.9 per cent of the hogs in Switzerland were not kept on farms.
The number of hogs on farms per capita of the farm population and per
persons gainfully employrd in agriculture is, therefore , considerably
lower than shown in the tables below. Other relationships can be seen in
table XXVII.

The number of swine on farms at any particular time does not furnish
a very accurate basis for comparing the relation of this industry to

various population groups. Probably a fairly large number of pigs are

born and slaughtered within the census year. Besides, the number of swine

in Switzerland was probably considerably larger on the date of each census
than on January 1 of the came year.

When the estimated production of pork in each country is converted
into equivalent number of productive animal units on the basis of feed re-

quirements, as described above, the effect of the difference in date of

census disappears. On this basis, the relative importance of swine in

Switzerland with relation to the United States is slightly greater than

shown by comparison of the number of hogs in spite of the effect of

difference in date of census. (See Table XXVII.)

The number of sheep and goats per capita of the total population
was about three times as large in the United States in 1920 and 1925 as

in Switzerland in 1921 and 1926, The trend in both countries has been
downv/ard in recent years, but more rap&& in the United States than in

Switzerland.

The number per capita of the farm population was also about three

times as large in the United States in 1920 and 1925 as in Switzerland.
The trend, however, is not so sharply downward in the United States as per

capita of total population.
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Numbers of sheep and goats in the United States and Switzerland,
as reported in this table, furnish, a poor ..'basis for comparison of this
industry in the two countries. The number in Switzerland shown here is

probably somewhat larger than the number on January 1 of the same years.
Besides, goats kept for milk constitute a fairly large proportion of the

number in this classification in Switzerland, and they probably require
more feed per head than in the United States. Mien converted to productive
animal units, these differences tend to disappear. The relative importance
of this industry in Switzerland compared with the United. States is, however,
increased by this process. The trends in each country are about the same
as pointed out for number of head.. (See Table XXVII i) .

The number of poultry per capita of the total population was nearly
four times as large in the United States in 1925 as in Switzerland in 1926.

The relationship is similar, per capita of farm population. Data are not

available in Switzerland for comparisons previous to 1921. Since the main
hatching period in Switzerland does not start until about May 1, the

difference in date of census in the United States and Switzerland should
not materially affect the results. The estimated number of equivalent
animal units is again a better basis for comparing the relation of this

industry to the population in both countries.

In converting numbers to animal units, the total number of poultry
raised in the United States, as reported in the census, and the total
number in Switzerland on the census date were divided by ICO. The estimated
number raised in the United States is considerably higher than the number
on farms January 1, but the number in Switzerland .on the date of the

census was probably close to the actual number raised. However, it should
be noted that no account is taken here . of differences in weight of birds
or production of eggs per hen. In 1925 the average production of eggs per
chicken on farms in the United States was 56.4, according to the United
States farm, census reports, compared with an average of approximately 70

eggs per chicken on farms in Switzerland in 1926. Consequently, the

estimates of productive animal units for Switzerland is probably too low.

(See Table XXIV.)
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Tat)le XXV. - NUMBER OP HEAD OE CATTLE AND EQUIVALENT NUMBER
OE -PRODUCTIVE ANIMAL UNITS PER CAPITA OF TOTAL, RURAL AND EARM
POPULATION, AND PER PERSON GAINFULLY EMPLOYED IN AGRICULTURE IN

THE UNITED STATES AND SWITZERLAND, 1830-1926*

: Number of head Der capita of
Census

: Total population Rural population
£-ear :: United ! Switzer- ; United : Switzer-

: States ! ! land :: States : land

1926 ; : .401
1925 : .554 ;

1921 : f .367
:

:! : 1.589
1920 : . 650 : 1.620 :

1916 .416
:

:: : 1.781
1911 : .381 : : 1.573
1910 :i .674 : : 1.489 :

1906 : ,421 :: : 1 . 607
1901 :: . 849 :: .401 :! 1.641 : 1.416
1890 : : 1.044 : ; 1.831 :

1880 : ! .905 :

Equivalent number of productive animal units
1926 ; i

1925 i: .453 ;

1921 : ! .362
.

J
•: 1.568

1920 : i #532 i : 1.326 :

1916 : .407 ; : 1.741
1911 : ; .378 .: : 1 0 560
1910 :: .552 ! : 1.219 :

1906 ! : .414 .i : 1.581
1901 : : .399 :: : 1.409
1900 ;: .695 : ; 1.343 :

1890 :: .854 ; : 1.498 :

1880 : .741 :

See Taoles III and XVIII for original data and definitions.
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Ta"ble'xXV. - NUlvSER Of HSAD OF CATTLE. AI\TD EQUIVALENT NUMBEE OP
PRODUCTIVE AITILlAi UNITS PER CAPITA OF TOTAL, RURAL,- AND EARM POPU-
LATION, AND PER" PERSON GAINFULLY EMPLOYED IN AGRICULTURE IN THE

UNITED STATES AND SWITZERLAND, 1880-1926*' (Continued)

: Number, of head per capita of

oensus : Persons gainfully em--

plowed m agriculture
--ear ;: Farm population (Id -;ears ana over)

United i
.
Switzer- .

:

: United : Sv/itzer-

: States 2 land :; States : land

ly-do ; 2.190
1921 1 1.424 : : 3.059
1920 ; 2.218 : 6.763 :

1916 : : 1.613 :
: . : 3.476

1911 : : 1.439 : : 3.113
1910 . 1.975 : 6.390 j

1906 : : 1.457 :: : 3.228
1901 : I 1.263 : : : 2.883
1890 :

1880 :

Equivalent :lumber of productive animal units
1926 :

1925 :. 1.792
1921 : 1.405 : : 3.017 !

1920 : ; 1.815 l : 5.535 :

1916 : : 1.576 : : 3.396
1911 : : 1.427 i ; .: 3.087
1910 :. 1.616 "

: 5.230 :

1906 : : 1.423 : :: : 3.174
1901 : ! 1.257 :t : 2.868
1900 :

1890 :

1880 :

See TaolesIII and XVIII for original data and definitions.
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Taole XXVI. - NUMBER OF HMD OF HORSES AjTD MULES AND EQUIVALENT
NUMBER. OF PRODUCTIVE ANIMAL OTITS PER. CAPITA OP TOTAL, RURAL, AM)
FARM POPULATION, AND PER PERSON GAINFULLY EMPLOYED IN AGRICULTURE

IN THE UNITED STATES AITD SWITZERLAND, 1900-1926*

Census :

year :

Number of head per capita of

Total population : Rural population
United

: States :

: Switzer- ;

land :

! United : bwitzer—
: -States : land

1926 ! : .036 :

1925 : .206 :

1921 : ; .036 ; • : .154
1920 : : .258 : : . .643 :

1916 : .036 :: : .154
1911 : .039 !! ! : .160

1910 : .298 ! . 657 :

1906 : .039 . h! . : .149

1901 J .038 :.
• : .135

1900 : .324 J : ; .627 :

1890 ; ? ' :
:

1880 :

> 4

1

•

Equivalent number of productive animal units
1926 : : .042 :

1925 :: .200
1921 : : ' .041 :! ; : .177

1920 :i .245 i :
• .610 :

1916 : ; • .042 :: :
.

.180

1911 : I .045 :: : : .187

1910 : .278 : : . .615 :
•

1906 : : .045 : : .173

1901 : : - .044 ::
•

: .157

1900 : .306 1 • .591 :

1890
1880

See Taoles III and XVIII for original data and definitions.
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• Table- XX7Iv*~ FJ1SEH OF EEAE OP HOSSES AUD -MULES AM). EQUIVALENT
Ful£B±a OF PRODUCTIVE ANIMAL U1TITS PEE CAPITA OP TOTAL", HEAL, AiTD

FARM. POPULATION, AiTD PE.:
: PERSOrT GAIWULLY SIMPLOIEB IN AGRICULTURE

IN THE UTttTED STATES AND S17ITZI3LA20, 1900-1926* (Continued)

- V ^ -->

^ — —w '

CenSXLS ! •

•

Persons gainfully eia-

plcj-ed in e^ricul :-~are

1'ez.r : I Dc^lat (15 .years: a a. over J

! United o • O »l

.4 O. _ _ -y.

• United ' S'.vitzer-

States J- 1 •an rl
# States J j.and.

i^CO I

*

•

•
• •

•

•

1 COK <1 ^cO !: ..812
•

• • *

_ _ !

•

• * • loo •
• - : .296

1^<30 3» ..ooU 2.683
• .140 •

• * : .301

1 w 11 !

T .147 «
» • old

: . £71 »
«
• 2.820

•
• .135 •

: . .298

1901 : • .121 : .275

1^00 :

•

•
»

*

±390 :

•
•

•

1830 :

•
•

*
•

-

ilquivalent Huiober of •prcd-jLctive animal milts
•
•

•
•

1925 : .791 •

1921 :

#
i . 159 •

• : .343

: . 835 •

i
*

• 2.547
1916 :

« .163 • : .351

1911 ;

• •

• : ! .370
1910 : . 816 * •

• 2.639
1906 : .157 1

f :
* .347

1901 :

•
* .140 > ; . .320

1900 :

• •

• • *

1890 ;

•
*

#

*

1880 ;

*
m

•
t

•
•

•
•

See Tables III and aVIII for original data and definitions.
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Table XXVII . - NUMBER OE HEAD OF SWINE MB EQUIVALENT- NUMBER
OE PRODUCTIVE ANIMAL UNITS PER CAPITA OE TOTAL, RURAL, ALTO FARM

POPULATION, AND PER PERSON GAINEULLY MFLOYED IN AGRICULTURE IN THE
UNITED STATES AND S

:

;ITIERI.AN"D, 1880-1926.*

Number of head per capita of

Census :

year : Total population : Rural population
United : Switzer- : United' : Switzer-
States : land :

: St at e b
' land

1926 .; .161 :
.709

1925 : .508 :

1921 : : :

;
.165 ', .714

1920 :: .591 : 1.472
1916 ': :

.140 ; .600

1911 .

:;*' .151 : .621

1910 '

,

: .622 :

t 1.374-

1906 . : .154 ;

: .589

1901 '

:; .733 \\ .166 : 1.417 : .587

1890 : .939 : : 1 . 647

1880 : 1.021
Equivalent number of productive

animal units
.1926 . : ,046 ;

:

1925 '

: .114 ;

1921 : : .047' : .205

1920 j .102 .253 :

1916 . :

1911 : .046 : .192

1910 : .090 : .199 .;

1906 :

1901 :

1900 : .068 : .132

1896. : .046 : .152

1890
1880

See Tables III and XVIII for original data and definitions.
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Table XXVII, - MBER OF HEAD 0? SWINE AND EQUIVALEM1 NUMBER
OF PRODUCTIVE ANIMAL UNITS PEP. CAPITA OF TOTAL, RURAL, AMD FARM

POPULATION, PERSON C-AII-UULLY EMPLOYED IN AGRICULTURE IN THE
UNITED -STATES A.-TD S^'TZSRLMD, 1830-1926.*

"

(Continued) .

Census

year

Number of head, per capita of

Farm population

States
Switzer-
land

persons gainfully
employed in agriculture

( 1 5 ye arcs and over)

United
States

Switzer-

land

1926
1925
1921
1920
1916
1911
1910
1906
1901
1890
1880

2,009

2.015

1.822

.640

.544

.568-

.534

.523

6.142

" 5.895

1.374

1.171
1.230

1.183
1.194

Eauivalent number of productive
animal units

1926 j

1925 .450 :

1921 : . .184 :

1920 : .347 .

1916 :

1911 : -.175 :

1910 : .264
1906
1901
1900
1896 : .133 :

1890
1880

1.057

.856

.395

. .380

.313

* See Tables III and XVIII for original data and definitions.
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Table XXVIII, - FUMBER OF HEAD 0? SHEEP AjTD GOATS AIT) EQUIVALENT
HUIDBSR OF PRODUCTIVE APIl'AL UNITS PER CAPITA OF TOTAL, RURAL, AMD
FARM POPULATION, ASTD. PER PERSON GAINFULLY EMPLOYED IN AGRICULTURE

IN THE-UNITED STATES AND SWITZERLAND, 1901-1926.*

Number of head ^er capita c f

Census :

year : Total population : Rural population
United iji'l l; iCl • TTniteH

St at e s : land : St at e s : land

1926 : .116 !

1925 : .365 :

1921 .148 : .641

1920 : : .418 : 1*042 :

1916 : .137 : .536

1911 .133 : : .548

1910 : .520 : 1.148 :

1906 : .161 ! : .614

1901 ; .172 ! ! .606

1900
1890 :

1880 : Equivalent number of productive
animal unit s

1926 : .020
1925 : .056
1921 : .025 : .108

1920 . ; .063 s .158

1916 » » : .024 : .102

1911 : .024 .098

1910 : .079 : .174
1906 : ' .028 : .107

1901 : .030 : .104

1900
1890
1880

See Tables III and XVIII for original data and definitions.
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Table XXVIII.' -. EUM2SR OF HEAD 0? SHEER AND GOATS AND EQUIVALENT
MJI4BER 0? PRODUCTIVE ANIMAL U2TITS PER CAPITA OP TOTAL, RURAL, AH)
FARM POPULATION, AND PER EEBS03T GAINFULLY EMPLOYED II AGRICULTURE

IE" THE UNITED STATES AND SWITZSRLAIO, 1901-1926.*
. (Continued)

Number of head, per capita, of

Census. : Persons gainfully
employed in agriculture

year : Farm population : (15 years and over)

United : .Switzer-: , United : Switzer-
: States : land States : land

i nor
i

i

i i

i i

i

1925 . :: 1.446 :

1921
'

i i

i i .575 : 1.235
1920 ; : 1.427 : ! . 4.352 "

:

1916 . ;

i <

t % .531 1.144
1911 .. ,

i i

1 4 : .5oi :. 1.034
1910 : 1.523 : • : . 4.929
1906 i i

1 4 .556 :
(

1.233
1901 :

1 4

* 4: .541 1.235
1900 .

» 4

« •

» 4

> 4

1330 1 1

» 1 •

Equivalent number of productive
animal units

1926
192 5 : .220

1921 : .097 : .208

1920 : .216 : : .659

1916 {. .093 .200

1911 : .089 : .193
1910 : .231 : .746
1906 : .097 ! .214
1901 : .093 : .212

1900
1890
1830

See Tables III and XVIII for original data and definitions.
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Table XXIX. - NUMBER OF HEAD 01 POUiTRY AID EQUIVALENT MJMBER 0?

PRODUCTIVE 4HIMAL UNITS PER CAPITA OF TOTAL, RURAL, AMD FAEM
POPULATION, AND PER PERSON GAINFULLY EMPLOYED II" AGRICULTURE JIT

THE UNITED STATES A3STD SWITZERLAND, 1890-1926.*

! Number of head Der capita of

Census :

year
. : : Total population: : Rural population

;

United Switzer^- ; United : Switzer-
St at e s land • St at e s : land '

1926 : 1.055: ;

1925 : 3.705
1921 : : .848 : 3.674
1920 3.527 : S'. 785 :

1910 :: 3.905 : 8^ 635 :

1900 : 3.990 ':
: i

1890 i 5.490 ;

: : 9.629 :

1880

Equivalent number of productive
animal units

1926 !

i .011 :

1925 :: .048
;

1921 : .008 :

1920 :: .037 '

; i . *o?i

1910 : .022 ; : : .049

1900
1890 :

1880

See Tables III and XVIII for original data and definitions.
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Taole XXIX.' - NUMBER OF • OF POtJITP.X AND
' EQUIVALENT NUMBER OF

PRODUCT IVE MIMA! UNITS PER CAPITA- .W- 'SOTAX', 'RIHAIr, -AMD FARM
POPULATION, AITD PER E3HS01I GAINFULLY EMPLOYED* 1ST AGRICULTURE Of

THE UNITED STATES -AND SWITZERLAND,, . 189C-1926* (Continued)

Census

*ear

Number of head "oer capita of
• A.- ./ •;.£

.. ..
'

- I i Per sons.'gainfully em-
: r'J : • ployed' in agriculture

Farm "population- " Zj (15 ; years and over)

: United :
' Swi tzer- : United' f "Switzer-

: States :
s land :: States •

:

: land

1926

> ' •

1925 : 14.644 1 * •
1 " •* «

1921 :•' 3.294 :
: : .7.073

1920 : 12.027 k 36.665
1910 : 11.437 t . H 37.012
1900 • » . <

> * , 4 1

1890 : : i :

1880 • . , - <

Equivalent number of productive
animal units -

1926 :

• > *

• i

1925 : .188 t • <

*• i

1921 : : .033 :: ; .071

1920 ; .125 : : . : .380 :

1910 : : .064 w: >: .209 :

1900 :

» • *

• *

1890 :

< <1 • <

» * «

1880 :

> • <

1 • 4

See Tables III and XVIII for original data a.nd definitions



(Table XXX. - EQUIVALENT NUKBER OE PRODUCTIVE AFIMAL UNITS OF LIVE-
STOCK AND POULTRY PER CAPITA OE VARIOUS POPULATION GROUPS IN THE

UNITED STATES AND SWITZERLAND, 1880-1926*

Census ; Productive : Total population ; Rural population
\j animal units

year : United : Switzer- .: : United s Switzer- : United.: Switzer-
i S tate s : land :: States : land : States' land

1926 ; 2,038,767 : : .515 :

1925 :: 99,741,4-80 : , .871

1921 : : 1,878,925 : ; .484 : 2.094
1920 J 103,490,404 ! .979 2.439 :

1910 93,919,063 : 1.021 , 2.256 :

Census ..

year :

: Earm population :

: Persons gainfully
: employed in agri-
; culture (15 years
: and over)

: United :

States i

: Switzer- .

land ;

. United ;

States
j Switzer-
: land

1926 :

1925 :

1921
1920 :

1910 :

: 3.442

i 3.338 :

, 2.991 :

1.876 :

: 10.178 :

. 9.680 :

: 4.031

See Tables III and XVIII for original data and definitions.
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Crop Yields and Production

Sources of material for this subject -have "been listed. under different
heads above.

No. federal census has ever been taken in Switzerland on. fields of
crops and total production. And although in the world census- the collec-
tion of data on production was urged upon the governments as its "principal
objective, these recommendations were disregarded by the Swiss authorities
in the census of 1929. Only in regard to wood and timber were production
questions inserted in the schedule. • •

The reason for . this policy is that Switzerland has developed 'an-

other procedure for obtaining production data. When the Secretariat in
Brougg was founded in 1898, partly with, government subsidy, it undertook
the task of estimating the crop production, and since 1909 it has been
in charge of furnishing the figures asked for by the International Insti-
tute of Agriculture in Rome. For this purpose, it has set up a very
extensive crop reporting service.

. About 9000 reporters all over the

country are used in this work. The questionnaires are prepared by the

office in Brougg. The method followed is the same as is recommended by
the Institute of Agriculture in Rome.. The reporters are asked to estimate
the yield as a percentage figure of the average' yield of the last ten
years?. The final results are published ye rly 'in the Statistisches
Jahrbuch, and in Statistische Erhebungen und Schatzungen, 1923 ff., and
elsewhere. The actual yield figures are obtairied by an inquiry with about
1000 reporters, after the harvest. The yield figure has to be stated in

quintals (100 kilograms) per hectare as well as in a -percentage figure.
On the basic of these reports the Secretariat computes the final estimate
of production. The Statistisches Jahrbuch contains a yearly average yield
figure only for certain selected crops and for the country as a whole,
but the Statistische Erhebungen gives the yield per hectare for the different

regions of the countr;- and for a somewhat longer list of crops. Both
sources contain also the final estimates of total production. With respect
to the accuracy of the percentage estimates of the reporters, it is the

experience of the Secretariat that they are usually too low.

Still more difficulties arise with the figures on fruit production.
The method used by the Secretariat in its compilation has been explained
"by its collaborator, Dr. Howald. Although the office is fully aware of

the unreliability of the crop reporters 1 percentage estimates of fruit
production, it has derived its estimates by applying these percentage
estimates to a "normal fruit crop" which it has worked out. This "normal

\ fruit crop" is based on an estimate of the number of fruit trees and an

estimate of the average yield per tree. The number of fruit trees is

based on figures from the bookkeeping records collected annually by the

Secretariat. The number of trees per hectare for each type of farm, on

those farms keeping books, is multiplied by the total number of hectares
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in the farms of each type. The representativeness of the farms keeping
"books is much to "be doubted. Still more doubt could he expressed concern-
ing the average yields used, which are computed portly from the production
statistics of the Canton Bern and partly . from private sources.

A second method used hy the Secretariat to estimate the fruit pro-
duction is also based on the farm "bookkeeping records. First, the value
of the total production of fruit is estimated. This gross value includes
an allowance for the value resulting from growth of the fruit trees, and
also the value of the cider made from the fruit. To get the gross value
figure desired for the census of production, two items are deducted, first,
the value added hy growth of the trees, and second, the value of the cider
in excess of the fruit from which it is mads (value added "by manufacture).
The remaining figure for gross value, which can he worked up only after
the "bookkeeping reports are all in and analyzed, is then divided hy a

weighted average farm price in order to ohtain the numher of quintals of

fruits harvested. Although many estimates are also involved in this
method, the Secretariat is of the opinion that the results are more
reliahle than those ohtained hy the first method. The differences are

sometimes very considerable, as shown by the following table:

3?ruit crop (in quintals)
As returned by the crop As computed on the

reporters on the basis basis of the estimated
of the "normal fruit crop" gross return

1914 5,629,000 7,224,000
1917 5,902,000 9,328,000
1919 6,5C?,000 11,840,000
1922 6,901,000 11,663,000

The first series of figures is worked out merely as a preliminari-

es timate. The second series is published in the Statistische Srhebungen.

Data are already available on the number of fruit trees obtained

in the census of 1929, The census schedule included a question for the

number of ten different kinds of fruit trees, but unfortunately it did

not attempt to obtain records of 'the number of those in bearing age. It

also did not include the trees in private yards, but only those on farms.

In keeping with the general policy, no question was inserted as to the

yield per tree or even the total amount of fruit harvested.

The publication gives much detail, and several maps are worked out

indicating the distribution of trees over the country.
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As to the reliability of "the • figures , the Statistical Office points
out that the results are very unsatisfactory* There are good reasons to

"believe that the figures obtained are closer to the number of trees in
hearing age than to the actual number of fruit trees. This conclusion is

reached upon comparisons made between the results of the census on fruit
trees taken "by the Canton of Bern in May 1928, the estimate of Dr. Howald,
and the census figures obtained.

Trees Census of Bern Federal Census
Apple 1,207,179 947,723
Pear 327,177 248,889
Plum 432,817 255,576

Although these figures are not strictly comparable (the census of
Bern included the trees in private yards), the difference is too great to

be explained "by this fact alone.

Dr. Howald 1 s estimate amounts to 12,500,000 trees in hearing age,
while the corresponding number revealed "by the 1929 census is 10,840,615.
Considering that the number of hearing trees represents (according to

Howald), on the average, ahout 65 per cent of the total number, the difference
is surprisingly high.

Independent of the Secretariat in Brougg, and for a much longer
period, the Statistical Office of the Canton Bern has "been collecting data
on yields and production- in that canton. It started this work in 1885, ";.

and is still proceeding on the lines then adopted. Unfortunately, the

Secretariat does not- give its estimates for each canton, which makes a

check of the results obtained "by these two offices impossihle. The method
used hy the Statistical Office of Bern is as follows: In the fall,

questionnaires are sent to the commune authorities asking them to answer
very carefully the questions on the blank. These questions are very
simple such as: "How was the quality and quantity of the crop in your
commune?"*, and "What was the yield per Juchart?" (The Juchart is the old

mea.sure used commonly in Switzerland). The office converts the reports
into the official measure, the hectare. (One Juchart s 36 ares - 0.36
hectares). Such questions have to be a,nsY/ered for all the different
kinds of cereals individually; for potatoes, all heets and carrots; for
lucerne, clover, etc.; for cabhage

,
beans, rape, flax, chicory, tobacco,

etc. In regard to fruits, the reporter has to state the average yield per
tree for each different kind of fruit tree.

Certain general information of importance to yields is also asked
for, such as the general weather conditions, the date and hours of hailstorms,
and the damage done to the crops hy them. Other questions relate to the

* To be answered with "very good," "good," "medium," "bad," "very had."
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condition of agriculture in general, such as the number of cooperative
associations formed or dissolved, etc. The results of these inquiries
are tabulated "by the Statistical Office and published usually for two
years together in one pamphlet. These data constitute "by far the most
complete record on yields and production obtainable in Switzerland for
such a long period of years.* They of course have their defects also.
First, the changes in the acreage of different crops are taken into
account every five years only, at the time the new acreage census is

taken. This may affect the yearly figures on production very considerably.
The figures on yields per hectare of the different crops are probably the
most reliable yield data obtained in Switzerland. The yields of the
fruit trees are less satisfactory, and the total production of fruits is

absolutely unreliable, since it has been based, until the present, on the

census of fruit trees taken in 1888.' A new census was taken in 1923,
which will permit the production to be estimated more accurately.

Several other cantons have conducted inquiries on agricultural pro-
duction along the same lines employed by the Canton Bern, for shorter or

longer periods. The Canton Zurich ha.s a complete series of figures for
the year's 1883 to 19C7, the Canton de Vaud from the eighties to 1919. The
results can "be found partly in separate publications and partly in the

Statist isches Jahrbuch. The Cantons Aargau, Schaffhausen, Fribourg and
Thurgau also have some production statistics.

The only crop for which the Federal Office has thought it worth-
while to collect and publish records of production are grapes, or better,

their product, wine. Several cantons very early started to collect data
on this important crop.** Later on, these individual reports were
collected by the federal Office and made into tables. These give the

yield of wine in hectoliters per hectare, and also the total product ion
in each canton. They also show how much wine was made from red grapes
and how much from white ones. The method applied by the cantons in

collecting the figures is uniform in that in all cantons the communal
authorities are in charge of supplying the data to the cantonal government.
The schedules vary considerably. As a curiosity, it should be mentioned
that the Cantons Bern and Neuchatel use an old measure, the "Mannwerk"
or "ouvrier" (area being worked by one man), which differs in its size

by cantons, in Neuchatel the conversion equivalent being 3.52 ares, in the

Canton Bern, 4.5 ares. For the official publication of -the figures, these

data are converted into hectares.

The tables in the Statistical Yearbook are not entirely complete
for several years, since not all cantons have furnished data. This does

* For a table of the results from 1885-1912, see Mitteilungen des

Bemis chen Statistician Bureaus, 1915/ 1, p. 126 ff.
** Schaffhausen in 1858, Neuchatel 1884, Bern 1874.
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not affect the results very much, however, since in these cantons the pro-
duction of wine is very small.

In the United States, the farm census schedule provides for the
collection every ten years of data from each farm operator on the number
of acres of each crop harvested and the total quantity harvested, from
which data yields can "be computed. In addition, the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture maintains a crop reporting service, which forms the
"basis for annual crop production estimates. The work is now carried on "by

what is known as the Division of Crop and Livestock Estimates, a part of

the Bureau of Agricultural Economics.

The several government crop reports include many items, among the
most important of which are annual reports "by states and for the United
States of acreage planted to different crops, estimates of the condition
of growing crops as a percentage of normal, forecasts of yields per acre,

and total prospective production during the growing season, yields per
acre , and total production at or near harvest time, percentage of crops
shipped out of counties where grown, stocks of grain, etc., remaining
on farms or in country mills and elevators.

The International Institute of Agriculture recommended two methods
of determining crop production for the World Census. One method was to

ask each farm operator to state the area of land devoted to each crop, and
then estimate, by means of a special investigation conducted "by experts,
the average yield of these crops per unit of area, for each of the geor*-

graphical units for which the census data are compiled. The respective
areas multiplied "by the average yield will give the total quantity of each
product in the census year. This method is similar to the one employed in

the Swiss Census for 1929 as explained above - average yields are reported
by crop reporters to experts.

The second method recommended by the Institute was to ask u ea.ch

farm operator to state the total quantity of each crop harvested on the

area reported by him. u This method has been followed in the United States
census for 1930.

Table XXXI, following, presents a comparison of United States and
Swiss yields for farm crops grown in both. The averages appear to sum

consistently.
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Table XXJCI. - ACREAGE, YIELD PER ACRE, AM) PRODUCTION IH THE
UFITED STATES MB SWITZERLAND, AVERSE 1909-1913, 1921-1925,

MUTUAL, 1926 and 1927.*

Acreage

: Aver-
! a^e

:
1909-'

: 13

• Aver-*

aiSe :

;
1921-

: 25

• 1926 *

; 1927

Wheat
United States : 47, 097

1000

-58,092

acres '

: 56, 337 : 53,784

Switzerland
Rye

United States

: 105

: 2,236

: 110

i 4,899.

: 127

: 3,578

127

: 3,648

Swit zerland
Oat £j :

- United States

: 60

: 37 , 357

: 48

: 42, 850

: 49

'44,177

: 49

: 41 ,941

• Switzerland
Potato's s

t)'.iii:ted stages'

: 81

: 3,677

: 51

: 3,697

: 51

3,122

: 51

: 3,475

Hwit zerland ;

(l)n5 : 111 : 118 : 118

U. S. D fl A, Yearbook, 1928.
3-year a. « crag e

.
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Table XXXI. - AC31IAG-Z, YIZLD ?ZR ACRE* Al~; ?HODUC?IOF 33? THE
UFI~3D STATES AIC SWITZHKLAIID, AVZ?.j,:-Z 1909-1913, 1921-1925,

^TOLftL, 1926 and 1927.*

(Continued)

Aver-

:

age :

1909-

:

13 :

:ieid: p«

Aver-

;

age :

1921-
25

;

it acre

1926 , : 1927

. _

—

: 1rashela.

Wheat •" :
;

united states. 14.7 13*9 ! 14.8 : 14.9

ssrit zenana. \ ol . o i a i

! oO . 4 !

United States : 15.1 13.. 8 :. 11.4 : 15.9

Switzerland :: 29.7 : 32.5 : 32 .3 : 32.4
Oat s

*

United States : 30.6 : 30.9 : 28 .2 : 26.2

Switzerland : 59.1 : 54.7 : 56.5
Potatoes

United States : 97.3 :107.5 :113.5 :115,9
: (D «

Switzerland :214.5 :217.1 : 189.9 :216.6

* U. S. D. A. Yearbook, 1928.

(1) 3-year average.
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Table XXXI. - ACREAGE, YIELD PER ACRE, MB PRODUCTION IN THE
UNITED STATES AND SWITZERLAND, AVERAGE 1909-191 3 , 1921-1925,

ANNUAL, 1926 and 1927.*

( Continued)

Production
Average : Average :

: 1909- : : 1921- : 1926 : 1927
13 : 25 ,

\ 1000 bushels :

Wheat
United States : 690,108, : 804,151 ! 831,040 : 878,374

Switzerland 3,314 : 3,314: 4,244; : 4,119
Rve :

United States : 36,093, : 68,007, : 40,795:: 58,164

Switzerland : 1,783 : 1,563 : 1,583,: 1,589
Oats :

United States :1,143,407 rl.318,021 :1, 246, 848 : 1,182, 594

Switzerland : 4,784 2,790 : 3,107 : 2,880
Po t at o e s

United States : 357,699 : 395,242 ; 354, 328 : 402,741
:

(2)
: 25,554Switzerland : 24,664 : 24,103 : 22,413

* U. S. D. A. Yearbook, 1928.

(2) 4-year average.
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0. Ratio of Qrop Product i on to Livestock

It would "be desi-ra"ble, if possible, to separate animal from human
food for each country,- and then establish a ratio of animal feed input
to number of animal units. This would lead to determining comparative
efficiencies in feed consumption and changes in the same. The United
States census of 1910 contained inquiries directed at ascertaining what
proportion of the various crops was fed 'to livestock. I»t has not "been

attempted in the later censuses. The data available for recent years on

this point have "been ..obtained" "by the Bureau of Crop and Livestock Estimates,
and are merely estimates'. No : statistics are available on this point for
Switzerland. There is. published, however, a yearly estimate of the amount
of milk fed to livestock. Estimates of the amount of crops fed to live-
stock have been made by the Secretariat for the purpose of computing the
tables on production and consumption of ' food in Switzerland. (See section V

The World Census schedule recommended by the International Insti-
tute of Agriculture does not provide for obtaining data on the quantity of

crops fed to livestock; only the total production: of each crop is asked for.

The production, of crops, ordinarily used for feeding animals, such as
forage crops, corn,' oats and barley, can of course be separated from the

production of crops used primarily for human food or industrial purposes,
and if combined with data on exports and imports :of crops, rough estimates
of the consumption of feed crops by animals could be made. The weakness
in this method of procedure would be the variations between countries in

the use of wheat, corn, barley, potatoes and other crops for human food.

However, in most countries, budgetary studies of human food consumption
should furnish a fairly reliable basis for eliminating most of the effect
of variation in human food consumption upon estimates of feed crops con-
sumed by livestock on the above basis, A much more important limiting
factor is the amount of feed obtained by livestock on pasture.

P. Livestock Production

Sources listed in Part I are Landwirtschaftliches Jahrbuch,
Annuaire Agricole de la Suisse; Publications 1-99 and Statistiques et

Evaluations Agricoles under Union Suisse des Paysans; Statistisches
Jahrbuch der Schweiz, under the Eidgenossisches Departement des Innern;

Wirtschaftliche und Sozialstatistische Mitteilungen, under the Volks-
wirtschaftsdepartement ; and Beitrage zur Statistilc der Schweizerischen
Eidgenossenschaf t , under the Departement des Innern.

Other sources of information, two of which are cantonal publi-
cations, are as follows:
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Forschungen auf dem Gebiete der Landwirtschaf t.

Mitteilungen des Statistischen Bureaus des Kanton Zurich,
Heft. 105.

Mitteilungen des Statistischen Bureaus des Kanton Bern,
1913/1.

Bericht des Schweiz. Bundesrates \iber seine G-eschaftsfuhrung,
(Containing Bericht des Ve terinaramtes uber Schlachtungen.

)

Handworterbuch der Schweiz. Volkswirtschaf t , Fleischkonsum.
Volkswirtschaftslexikon der Schweiz, vol. II, p. 311 ff.

Meat Production

Statistics on the production of meat in Switzerland are not yet
developed to a point where the- can "be considered satisfactory. There are,

first, the reports of the Swiss Veterinary Office, as published yearly in

the Bericht des Schweizerischen Bundesrates. * This office collects
statistics of the number of each class of livestock slaughtered under
state inspection. The classification is as follows: hulls, oxen, cows,

heifers (over 6 months), calves, sheep, goats, pigs and horses. Un-
fortunately, these statistics do not include all the slaughter on farms.

But the distinction "between domestic and imported cattle is very carefully
made. With these figures, and tailing an average slaughter weight as

recorded "by the slaughter houses of the six principal cities of the

country, the office proceeds to compute the meat production. It adds to

this figure the total amount of meat imported and the amount of meat from
poultry and fish which come under the meat inspection service during the

year. This total is then divided "by the number of population for the given
year, in order to obtain an average consumption per person. Hot only is

the farm slaughter of cattle omitted, "but also the slaughter of poultry.

Meat export, although not an important item, is also taken account of.

Only yearly figures are published. In order to have monthly figures

on meat production, the Federal Labor Office, created during the World War,

started to make its own statistics. It has secured the collaboration of

about 42 public slaughter houses distributed all over the country, from
which it receives monthly reports of slaughtering,, The figures are pub-

lished principally in Wirtschaftliche-und Sozialstatistische Mitteilungen.
The classification is the same as that used by the Veterinary Office. The

labor Office claims that these records include about 40 per cent of the

total slaughter, and that they indicate fairly well the movements of the

total slaughter throughout the country.

A second method of estimating the meat production of the country,

based on the census figures of livestock, is used by the Secretariat in

Brougg, and is explained and described by Henry Uater in Forschungen auf

dem Gebiete der Landwirtschaft , p. 295 ff. The procedure is rather involved,

but is here presented in its essential details, because many countries are

The tables are partly reproduced in "Statistisches Jahrbuch. 11
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forced to estimate livestock production by equally devious means.

'First, a 75 per cent calf crop per "ear is assumed. To -illustrate,

in April 1901, there were enumerated 739^922 cows: -the calf crop during
the preceding 12 months would therefore "be -

... .... .
554-, 942

On April 19, the day., of the census, there
• were enumerated the following numbers of

calve s

:

(a) Calves for breeding, less than
6 months 157,220 :

(b) Calves for slaughter, less
than 6 months 42,395

(c) Heifers from 6-12 months 87,092

• Total 287 ,207

It was estimated that half of the "breeding

cattle imported were included in these figures.
The average imports of the years 1900-1901 were
a.s follows:

(a.) Young cattle without teeth -

2494
1/2 of these 1247

(o) Calves for breeding weighing
up to 60 kilograms 85

Total 1332

The number of cattle less than
1 year old and of Swiss origin
was therefore 287,207 - 1332 r 285,875

From the total calf. ' crop "has , there-
fore, "been eliminated" 269,067

To this amount must be added the

number of calves for ' slaughter 42, 895

The total number of calves eliminated
from Swiss agriculture was then 311,962
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The census returned the number of cattle
under 1 year of age as follows;-

(a) Calves for "breeding under 6 months 157,220

(b) Heifers from 6-12 months 87,0

Of these, there were needed for
replacements:

(a) Bulls from 1-2 years

(b) Oxen from 1-2 years

13,836

20,773

(c) Cows (2/9 of the total
number of cows - average
lifetime of a cow taken
as 6 l/2 to 7 l/2 -ears) 164,427

Total of 199,086
replacements

As above, half of the imported cattle
of these classes were considered to

be included in this figure and were

therefore deducted -

5338

Remaining deplacement of Swiss
origin

The surplus of young cattle there-
fore amounted to

(244,312 - 193,748) =

Here were also eliminated:
(a) Balls from 1-2 years

(13,886-6,025)

(*$) Bulls over 2 years

(c) Oxen from 1-2 years
(20,773-19,454)

9?

To tal 244,312

193,748

50,564

7,861

6,025

1,319
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(d) Oxen from 2-3 years -.

(19,454-10,935). 8,519

(e) Oxen over 3 years of age 10,935

(f) - Heifers: The census returns

(aa) Heifero 1-2 years old 157,933

(bb!) Heifers over 2 years of age 84,235

Total 242,173

It was assumed that the first calves
were born of heifers at the age of 2 years
and 3 months. The number of heifers in

calf yearly would then amount to

4-/5 x 242,173 * 193,738

There were needed for replacement
of the cows only (see above) 164,427

Of these there were imported •"•

(same method as above) 2, 794

Of Swiss origin there would be 161,633

There remains therefore a surplus of

heifers of —

193,738 - 161,633 32,105

(g) Cows (see above) 164,427

Total 593,717

Deduct a loss, estimated at 2 per cent 11 , 873

Total livestock production for slaughter or

export : 581,844

Export (total) ... 31 , 014

There was available for consumption- in Switz-er—•.

land ' 550,830
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Having ascertained in this way the total number of head of each
class of neat cattle taken out of Swiss agriculture , either through export

or through consumption, it was very easy for the office to compute the

figure for the total production of meat from each of these classes of

animals. The export statistics revealed the number of head exported. (A

slight difference between the classification of the export statistics and
the classification as used in the livestock censuses had to "be adjusted).
In 1901, the average slaughter weight was taken from an enquete made from
the Federal Office of Statistics in connection with the census on live-
stock. At present, undoubtedly, more recent returns are used.

Commenting upon the method, one must point out that it entirely
neglects the increasing trend in the herds of livestock in Switzerland.

This seems to have been recognized by the Secretariat, and has been pro-

vided for in a new study. cDie Oenossenschaftliche Milchverwertung und
Milchverarbeitung (Bauernsekretariat ) , p. 44j . Also it is most likely
that the revised method has now been applied to the earlier years, as the

figures worked out by Henry Nater in 1901 no longer coincide with the

figares now published by the Secretariat for the years 1836, 1896 and 1901

(See Statist ische Erhebungen) . It appears also that the fundamental
assumption of a 75 per cent calf crop has been increased to 80 per cent.

At the same time, the estimated loss has been increased from 2 per cent

to 3 per cent.

•The Secretariat is also estimating by the same method the produetio

of pork, mutton and meat from goats. For poultry, the average lifetime

is taken as 3-4 years, and the slaughter estimated on the base of the

census returns. The results of these estimates are published in Statistis

Erhebungen. Prom a study made by Dr. S. Schneider in 1917 of the meat con

sumption in Switzerland, we are able to compare the two figures obtained b

the Swiss Veterinary Office and by the Secretariat. The returns of the

Veterinary Office, of course, had to be amended by an estimate of farm

slaughter. This estimate was made on the following basis: It was assumed

that from each 100 farms are slaughtered yearly 1 head of grown-up. cattle

(oxen, heifers, bulls, cows), 4 calves, 1 sheep, 1 goat, and on each farm

1 hog. The number of farms was taken from the farm census of 190b. The

results are as follows:

(a) Returns of the Veterinary Office amended by estimates

of farm slaughter 108,960,533 kilograms

(b) Computation by the Secretariat 120,495,496 kilograms

The difference is not very great. The method of the Secretariat

can be applied only for the census years (every 5 years), while the other
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method can "be used for yearly estimates. ITo such yearly estimates, how-
ever, have "been made.

It should "be explained also, that 11 slaughter weight" according to

the Swiss terminology means "dressed weight."

For computation of consumption figures, the offal (liver, heart,
etc.) also has to "be added. It amounts to from 10.56 kilograms to 32.31
kilograms for the different classes of livestock.

Only one canton, the Canton de Vaud, has collected statistics of

livestock slaughtered regularly during more than 30 years. The Question-
naires furnished "by the cantonal government require the communal authorities
to state the number and live weight of several cla.sses of livestock
slaughtered in the commune during the year. How accurate these figures'
are cannot "be stated.

Eggs and Dairy Products

Uo production fig-ares of eggs are published in Statistische
Srhebungen. In the section on consumption, howevor, can "be found the
number of eggs produced "by Swiss agriculture. This number does not in-
clude the number of eggs used for hatching. In view of the fact that a
large number of young chickens are imported, any figure as- to eggs for
hatching would not have much va.lue. The Secretariat conducts special
investigations into the financial returns from poultry farming, and it is

most likely that the production estimates a"bove mentioned are "based on
these returns, along with the returns from the censuses on poultry. As
the first census of this kind was taken in 1918, the earlier fig-ores can-
not have a very reliable be.sis.

Statistics on dairy prodr.cts are somewhat "better, although only
estimates. They ere compiled by a special committee or statistics, appoint-
ed "by the Association of Swiss Milk Producers. Since 1923, the reports
have "been published annually in the landwirtschaf"cliches Jahrbuch. An
earlier report, covering the period of 1912.-1917, was published in the year-
book of 1918. The committee teJkes as a starting point the number of cows
returned by the livestock censuses. For intermediate years this number is

estimated. It then proceeds to estimate the yearly production per cow in
kilograms. These two estimates multiplied together give the total amount
of milk produced. The report for the year 1929 (Landwirtschaftliches
Jahrbuch, 1930, p. 334 ff.) explains somewhat on what basis the estimate
of the production of milk per cow is made. The committee admits that the
figures assumed are rather conservative when compared with the records of

milk production as reported in other parts of the Landwirtschaftliches
Jahrbuch (breeding associations and agricultural experiment stations
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reports). It draws attention,- however , to the following facts:

!• Some inquiries of cheese factories and milk traders
as to the quantity of milk received, and the numher of
cows kept "by the .farmers, have shown .a much lower yield
per cow (allowance was made for milk consumed on the
farm and fed to livestock) than indicated "by reports

.
cf the ahove associations.

2. The census on livestock makes no distinction "between

cows in milk and others* This has to "be considered in

computing the average yield of milk produced per cow.

In making its estimates, the committee takes also into account
weather conditions during the year, quantities of imported feedstuffs,
and possihle influence of diseases (foot and mouth disease). The same
method is followed in estimating the production of milk from goats. In-
cluded in the report of this committee is a tahle prepared "by the
Secretariat, giving milk production in each month of the 3-ear. This
office receives monthly reports from 1000 to 150C cheese factories and
other milk collecting agencies as to the amount of milk delivered to

them "by the farmers (also price information at the same time - see "below).

From these figures, the Secretariat draws conclusions as to the current
trend of milk production.

In the study Die G-enossenschaftliche Milchverwertung und
Verarheitung in der Schweiz, the Secretariat tried to make an estimate
of the total milk production according to an entirely different method.
The "basic figures were ohtained "by sending out questionnaires to the
milk producers' associations. Cf 3710 questionnaires sent out, 3571 came
"bade fo the office properly ansv/ered. The computation of the total pro-
duction v/as made "by combining these returns with other data as follows:

1. Estimate of the amount of milk consumed "by the farm
population, this estimate "being "based on records
taken from the farm "bookkeeping records.

2. Estimate of the milk consumed "by the non-agri-
cultural population, cased on farmily "budget studies

(see section Y "below), and an estimate of the

amount of milk consumed "by tourists, milk imports
also "being deducted.

3. A computation 01 the amount of milk used as feed for

"breeding purposes on the farms.
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4. in estimate of the amount of milk used for manufacturing '

purposes, taken largely from ..the answers to the. question-
naires.

The total production, computed in this way, amounted for 1922-23,
to 24,320,699 quintals.. The comparable figure as obtained "by the
Committee on Statistics was 24,138,000 quintals. c£An average of 1922-23
is used here because these estimates are made" for the calendar year,
while the estimate of the Secretariat was made for the crop year (May
to April)}. Either method probably gives 'satisfactory results.

As regards butter and cheese, the Committee on Statistics makes
yearly estimates. The Cheese . Union, the central selling organization
of the Swiss milk producers and the traders, furnishes some figures on
cheese product-ion, and. also on butter production. These statistics, how-
ever, are not well developed as yet, and still include considerable guess
work. The figures of the Committee on Statistics date back to 1916. But
earlier estimates are available, the Secretariat furnishing them back to

1886 (Statistische Erhebungen) . Other estimates can be found in
Handworterbuch der Schwe.'z. Volkswirtschaf t , Artihal Molkereiwesen.
The measure is uniformly the kilogram or the quintal (100 kilograms)

,

except that for the retail trade the "liter" is used (l liter = ca.

1.03 kg)

.

Mention should also be made of two early censuses on. cheese pro-
duction taken by the Department of the Interior in 184C-.

r

30 and again 1857.

The results of these are quoted in the Handworterbuch,
~

;'ol. III—1, p. 76.

The Bureau of Statistics of the Canton Bern attempted three times
to collect reliable data on the production of milk: and dairy products in

its territory in 1883, 1894 and 1911.- The results of these investigations
are published in Mitteilrngen i835*-I, 1895-11 and 1913-1. The results for

1883 are eIsd published in 5ta : stisches Jahrbuch der Schweiz, Ho. 1, p. 46.

The results of a still earlier census can be found published in Statis tisches

Jahrbuch fur den Zanton "'em, Pb. 5 (1S72) . Unfortunately, the question-
naire used for the census in 1911 was set up in too complicated form, and
the returns are therefore considered by the 3ureau to be unreliable,
especially in regard to the total production of milk. This figure, in
fact, had to be estimated. Moreover, the production of cheese and butter
on the "alps" was .not recorded., The Bureau also considers the returns of

the cheese factories on the plains as not being very accurate.

Several other cantons also have conducted inquiries into the pro-
duction of milk and dairy products. Those of Zurich for the period
1883-1919 were restricted to the cheese factories and other milk-collecting
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agencies. They therefore do not represent the total milk production.
Figures are computed on cheese and "butter manufactured. The returns avail
able for other cantons, which are' published in Statistisches Jahrbuch, are
obtained in a smiliar way. In the "period from 1900 to 1910, these in-
quiries were abandoned one after another.

Other Products

No statistics are available on the production of wax, silk and
furs. Silver foxes have only recently been introduced into Switzerland.
There are estimates on the production of honey, made by the Secretariat
in Brougg. As in the case of eggs, the production data are obtained
partly by the special investigations on the financial returns from bee
keeping. As already pointed out above, censuses on the number of bee-
hives have been taken since 1876 in connection with the livestock censuses
The bases, therefore, seem to be reliable.

The United States census has been endeavoring to obtain estimates
of total production and sales of livestock and livestock products, but
to some of the questions satisfactory answers have not been given and,
accordingly, there have always been gaps in the data. The 1930 schedule
omits no important items. Home consumption of livestock-products has
always caused trouble; likewise, farm slaughtering. The dairy pro-
duction returns have been confused because of the different uses to which
milk is put, and forms and methods of sale.

The 1930 census makes another attempt to collect statistics on
all these points in such a way that the results will be reasonably com-
plete and consistent, the schedule being organized in such a way that the
totals will be as complete as possible, and sub-items will check against
the totals. Two questions asked specifically were the numbers of cows
being milked at the time the census was taken, and the daily production
of milk. There is a similar question for the daily productions of eggs.

The statistics as to numbers of livestock by age and size classi-
fications can be used as a check against the figures as to sales and
purchases.

The Bureau of Crop and Livestock Estimates is confronted with the
difficulty of reconciling its annual data on sales and production from
livestock with the census figures. The shifting of the dates of the
census has complicated this problem very greatly. At the present time,
this service is collecting a large amount of supplementary data that
enables it to reconcile its data with that of the census and establish
continuing series for the inter-censal years. Semi-annual pig surveys,
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made as of June 1 and December 1, through the rural carriers of the Post
Office Department, were inaugurated in 1922. These surveys . attempt to get
information as to the current hog production, and intentions as to future
production. The June 1 survey also carries questions asto "breeding ewes
and lambs saved, and from these reports ratios are obtained showing lambs
saved from November 1 to June 1 as a percentage of "breeding ewes 1 year old
and over on January 1.

As a further "basis for estimating livestock production "by states, a
large amount of information is now "being obtained as to livestock movements
from and into each' state from two sources, one, the records of livestock
markets, packing houses and similar sources, giving the number of head of

each species received from each state, and the numoer of stocker and feeder
animals shipped into each state; the other, the records of railroads giving
the number of cars of different species of livestock forwarded from and re-
ceived at each station in the state, which are assembled into county, dis-
trict and state totals.

On the "basis of this and other information, annual "balance sheets
for each species are prepared. These show, as debits, the number on hand
the first of the year, the number "born and the number "brought into the state
during the year, and as credits, the number shipped to market, the number
slaughtered locally and on farms, and the number that died. The difference
"between the sum of the two sides is the new estimate of numbers on January 1,

The schedule recommended by the International Institute of Agri-
culture for the World Census provides for the collection of data on the
production of milk, butter and cheese, eggs, wool, - mohair, honey, silkworm
eggs and cocoons. As pointed out in the above discussion of crop production,
two methods are recommended by the Institute for obtaining these data. The
first method is to ask each farm operator to state the total quantity of
each livestock product obtained from the livestock reported. This method
was used in the United States Census for 1930. The second method recommended
was to ascertain "through special investigation conducted by experts the

average rate of production per domestic animal, for each of the geographical
units for which the census data are compiled," and multiply this average
by the number of livestock in each class respectively obtained in the census.
This method is similar to the one used by Switzerland.

No questions have been included in this census schedule as to the

production of meat, the weight of animals slaughtered on farms, or the
quantity of meat consumed by the farm family, that was furnished by the

farm. These questions were considered by the Institute and omitted,
because it did not consider the recommendation of a particular method for
establishing statistics of meat production and consumption advisable for
the world census of 1930, owing to the diversity of statistical organizations
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in the different countries adherent to the International Institute of Agri-
culture. However, the Institute recommended the collection of data on
number and weight of animals slaughtered on the farm and in slaughterhouses
"by means of questionnaires, special surveys and the analysis of federal
reports on slaughtering, which could "be used with the data on number and
age of livestock to estimate the total production of meat in a country.

Q. Combined Agricultural Production

Mb official attempts have "been made in Switzerland to combine the
foregoing statistics on crop and livestock production into one figure for
total value of agricultural production. Such a combination could be made
from the statistics of physical volume and prices that have been described
above, but it would be a very rough approximation, particularly because of
the data on physical volume of livestock production.

In the United States, the Bureau of Agricultural Economics has pre-
pared such an estimate for each crop since 1919 to 1920, and published" it
in the July number of ' Crops and Markets,

;

: It takes the form of an
estimate for the gross value of farm products, and a deduction for products
fed, used for seed, and waste. The remainder is divided into cash income
and value of food and fuel consumed on farms. These figures are likewise
based on a good many estimates, but the major items are reasonably well
substantiated. The largest estimate is in the matter of crops fed to
livestock.

Neither has Switzerland made any attempt to construct an index series
for the physical volume of agricultural production. Such a series could be
devised, and would probably be somewhat more dependable than figures based
on weight alone. Combined with an index for the prices of farm products,
it would show changes in the total value of agricultural production.

The Bureau of Agricultural Economics series for value of agricultural
production divided by its index of prices of farm products gives a rough
index of the physical volume of agricultural production. It is necessary,
however, to convert them both either to a crop or a calendar year basis be-
fore this can be done. For the period before 1S20, Dr. 0. E. Baker has a
series running back to 1900, in which he has separated crops for food,
animal products, and industrial crops. He has made use of the data of the
Department of Agriculture in compiling this series, but it is not to be
interpreted as official. In constructing his index series, Dr. Baker
weights the relatives for the different products according to average prices
from 1917 to 1926, The Harvard Economic Society has also compiled two
indices of physical volume of agricultural products, one for crop products,
and one for livestock products, dating from 1879. It makes no effort to
combine these into one series on the value basis (See Review of Economic
Statistics, September, 1920, for a discussion of the method of construction
of the index series).
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Ei Ratio 'of Agricultural Production to Agricultural Workers

(riven data as to value of agricultural production, and these adjusted
for differences in price level "between countries , and as to persons gain-
fully employed in agriculture and as to population living on -farms, it

would "be possible to computo^for any country the value of agricultural pro-
duction per capita of these groups, and the resulting figures could serve
as a "basis for comparing the efficiency with which agricultural. labor is

employed in these countries. Such data would he significant when used in
combination with those on ratio of agricultural workers to land. The major
ohstacle to the foregoing is that satisfactory measures of differences in
price levels "between countries are extremely difficult to construct. Given
index series of the changes in agricultural production per worker, it

would "be possible to compare the changes that are occurring in different
countries, along with the growth of population cha-nges in land utilization
and the like. Data of these kinds can "be derived from the index series
above described, particularly for the period since 1919. They are of
course only as dependable as the component items in them.

A somewhat different method of approach to the foregoing problem
in terms of historical changes in the efficiency of agricultural labor is

outlined for Wales by Professor A. W. Ashby and J. L. Ilefelys Davis
(Welsh Journal of Agriculture, Vol. 5, The Work Efficiency of Farm Organi-
zation in Wales, 1871 to 1921).

S. Ratio of Agricultural Production to Land

The ratio of agricultural production to land, or output per acre,
will serve as the best single measure of gross productivity of the land in
different countries, and hence of the intensity of land use in terms of
the other factors of production which are associated with land. Such a
figure can be derived, if the data described above are made available . It

will be desirable to relate such a figure to the various types of agricultural
land. A separate figure can be derived for crop production and crop land.

T. Forest Products

Sources listed in Part I are Bel tragi zur Statistik der
Schweizerischen Eidgenossenschai t , under Departement des Innern, which
gives some data for 1842-43; and Statistiou.es et Evaluations Agricoles,
under Union Suisse des Paysans.
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The important other sources of information are as follows:

Schweizerische Forststatistik 1907 ff . Kerausgegeben
von der Eidgenossischen Inspektion fur Forstwesen,
Jagd una Fischerei.

Die Forstlichen Verh-altnisse der Schweiz. Herausgegeben
vom Schweiz. Forstverein. II. Auflage 1925.

Ho census figures are available as to the present production of
wood and timber. The census of 1929 included the first questions relating
to wood and timber production. These differ in several respects from the
proposals contained in the World Census schedule, out seem to he more
adapted to the special conditions in Swi tzerland. The period from which
returns have to he made is from July 1, 1928 to June 3Cf, 1929. The questi
are as follows: Wood cut (a) for selling, (b) for own use, (c) for dis-
tribution "between the members of the commune (applies to public forests
only). This total is divided into fire-wood and timber; and timber is
divided into (l) spruce (white and red), (2) other conifers, (3) beech,
(4) oak, (5) chestnut, (6) other deciduous.

Estimates of wood and timber production are available from 1907 on.
They have been mo.de by the Federal Forest Service in cooperation with the
Cantonal Forest Services. While the figures on wood and timber production
in the publicly owned forests (about 72 per cent of the total forest area)
can be taken as accurate, the production figures of the privately owned
forests are based on estimates, and are not considered satisfactory. The
office works out production figures per hectare of woodland, and then' com-
putes the total amount of wood and timber consumption in Switzerland by
adding the balance of the imports and exports. The unit of measurement
is the cubic meter. The Forststatistik, moreover, contains very detailed
tables on the value of the wood and timber produced in the public forests.
The gross value figures are also expressed per cubic meter of wood and per
hectare of woodland. The expenses of cutting the wood and estimated in-
come of the forest enterprises are., also given.

Quotations from some of these tables, such as average yields for
periods of years since 1907, can be found in the Stati stisches Jahrbuch,
the Statistische Erhebungen, etc., and in Volkswirtschaf t , Arbeitsrecht

,

etc.

For figures on the yearly growth of wood measured in cubic meters
per hectare, see Die Forstlichen Verbal tnisse der Schweiz, pp. 177-189.

The Federal Forest Service also compiles tables showing the number
of trees used in reforestation enterprises which are under the control of
the Federal Government.
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U. Fisheries

Part I lists, as sources, Statistisches Jahrbuch. der. Schweiz,
under "Eidgendssisches Depart ement des Inhe'rh; and Statistiques et

Evaluations Agricoles,

'There are no census data available on the total quantity of
fish caught in Switzerland, and no question was provided in the cen-
sus of 1929 to obtain such figures. The Schweiz.. Oberforstinspek-
torat, however,, computes a yearly estimate, which is published in
the Statistisches Jahrbuch 'and taken over into the Statistische
Erhebungen etc. of the Secretariat in Brougg. The figures for 1921
and earlier years are considered much too low. The same Federal
Office publishes yearly data in regard to the number of fish hatcher-
ies, this series dating back to 1888.

V. Food Production and Consumption in Relation to the Population

Source material is the same as listed in section Y, with the
following additions: Those in Part I, Wirtschaftliche und Sozial-
statistische Mitteilungen,and Rapports &onomiques de la Feuille Of-
ficielle Suisse du Commerce, under the Volkswi-t schaf t sdepart ement

;

and Beitrage zur Statistik, etc. (1854-58), under the Departement des
Innern; those not listed in Part I:

Schneider S. - Die Erzeugung imd der Verbrauch von N&lirwerten in der
Schweiz. Zeitschrift fur Schweizerische Statistik,

1917, p. 275, and 1919, p. 7.

Howald, 0. - Die Ernahrung der Schweizerischen 3evi!lkerung in den
Jahren 1920-22. .Zeitschrift fur Schweizerische
Statistik, 1924, p. 237.

Sirnler, R. Th. - Versuch einer Ernahrungsbilanz der Schweizerischen
Bevolker'.Lig. Zeitschrift fur Schweizerische
Statistik, 1873, p. 158

The family budget studies described in section Y furnish fig-
ures on the physical quantities of goods consumed, especially of food
products. In the report of the Farmers 1 Secretariat, the analysis
is not carried very far. The tables worked up cover only milk, wine,
cider, liquor, potatoes and meat. The consumption is given per "man
unit." The analysis of the urban fidgets goes much more into detail,
but gives also quantities only of food consumed. But these quantities
are worked out for each income group and family age group for the dif

"ferent cities, for each occupational group, etc. Unfortunately, the
results are not exactly comparable with those worked put by the Sec-
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retariat on account of the different scales used. Both publications
give total figures on consumption per family. A very rough compari-
son, therefore, can be made by dividing the quantity consumed per fam-
ily by the average number of persons in these families, obtaining
thus an average consumption per person. Although this method is not
satisfactory, the results give some indication of differences in con-
sumption between farm and urban population.

In section V of Statistische Srhebungen und SeMt zungen, etc.,
the Secretariat published several tables on food consumption in Switzer-
land. First, an estimate of the production is made, to which is added
the net balance of imports and exports. In a third table the total is
reduced to a per-capita basis. The production data have been discussed
in sections K", P, and U above. The per-capita consumption data seem to
have been compu.ted very roughly, for a check of the figures reveals the
fact that the population figures applied vary very much. The following
table may illustrate the differences in the results obtained by using
different methods.

Consumption per Capita

Farm book Estimates of

Family budgets account s Secretariat
1919 1921 1920-21

Cheese kg. 4.3 4.0 10.9
Butter kg. 3.7 6.3 5.0
Milk ltr 252 256 380 280
Meat kg. 19.6 26.2 44.6 49.5
Sugar kg. 15.6 19.5 21.3

number 52 124 112
Potatoes, kg. 70.9 58.5 227 119
Wine ltr 8.6 (19 per man unit) 49

Two recent att empts to ascertain the total food consumption on
a unit basi s and in calories must be mentioned. The method was devel*»

oped by Dr. S. Schneider in 1917 and taken over by Dr. Howald, scienti
fic collaborator of the Farmers' Secretariat in Brougg. Dr. Schneider
made the investigation for the years 1908-12 and 1917, while Howald did
the same for the period 1920-22 and revised Schneider's resu.lt s for 1908
12 on the basis of more accurate loroduction estimates for that period.
The method adopted by these investigators is as follows: The estimates
of the production of food products are taken from the Secretariat in
Brougg. Deductions are made for seed and waste. Of the remaining quan-
tity available for food, the content of protein and of fats and of car-
bohydrates is computed according to tables worked out by Ktfnig, Chemie
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der Nahrungs-und Genus smitt el , vol. II. The same is done for imports
and exports,, and the "balance added to the product ion figures. The con-
version into calories was made according to the scale' set up "by Rubner:

1 gram carbohydrates = 4.1 calories
1 gram fat - 9.3 calories
1 gram protein t 4.1 calories -

.
The total population is reduced to a unit basis. Curiously

enough, these units have "been worked out on four different scales
(Sngels, Rubner, Atwater, Zuntz) and .an average taken from these results
Dividing the total calories by the number of units of population, the
consumption per unit was obtained. ..

Simler, in 1873, proceeded on a different basis-. Owing to the
lack of production data, he took estimated quantities of food consumed
and deducted the net balance of imports and exports, thus arriving at
production figures. The two investigations, therefore, are not compar-
aole. Both Schneider and Howald have taken into account the very heavy
tourist trade of the country, and estimated the number of tourist "units
per -/ear at 19 millions for 1908-12, and 10 millions for 1920-22." Com-
pared with the total number of "units," these figures amount to 1.7 per
cent in the first and 0.8 percent in the second period. The proportion
may have increased somewhat in recent years, but no reliable statistics
with respect to this are available as yet.

In the following, an attempt has been made to work out a compari-
son for Switzerland and the United States of total and per capita pro-
duction and consumption for cereals, meat, milk, eggs, honey and fish.
Also a few figures will be included for cotton and tobacco. UTo attempt
will be made to work out comparisons of textile consumption for the two
countries. Apparently no data as to textiles of any kind are available
for Switzerland, and the data for production of cotton -and wool by mills
in the United States probably do not take account of exports and imports
of manufactured cotton and woolen goods.

Comparison is worked out principally for the years 1920 -to 1922.
This is the only period for which data on production- for all the fore-
going commodities have been published in Switzerland. Records are pro-
bably available for working up similar estimates for certain other years
but they are by no means complete and have other important limitations
which have been pointed out above.

The following table brings out very clearly the markedly greater
production of most agricultural products per capita in the -United States
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than in Switzerland. The production of cereals per capita, for ex-
ample, is 30 times greater in the United States than in Switzerland.
Meat production, per capita, however, was somewhat less than twice as
large in the United States as in Switzerland during this period, and
milk production was only 30 percent larger. The production of pota-
toes per^ capita is larger in Switzerland than, in the United States.
In addition to the production of commodities common to both countries,
the United States produces a large supply of cotton and tobacco.

When these production data for the two countries are compared
on the basis of agricultural land, Switzerland appears to have a much
smaller proportion of cereals than the United States, but a more in-
tensive production of livestock products. Nearly three times as much
meat and four times as much milk are produced in Switzerland per acre .

of agricultural land as in the United States. The production of ce-
reals, potatoes, and vegetables, however, does not indicate intensity
of cultivation so much as proportion of land occupied by these crops.
For crops and livestock combined, records indicate the difference in
farm organization of the two countries.

The individual food commodities produced and consumed within a
country may all be combined for purposes of international or historical
comparison on either of two general bases - market value or nutritive
content. The results obtained by these two methods may differ appreci-
ably, since market prices do not always reflect very closely the nutri-
tive content of foods. Beef, for example, usually retails in the United
States at a higher average price per pound than pork, although it con-
tains, on the average, a smaller quantity of digestible nutrients. Out
of season fruits and vegetables as well as many other commodities also
command a price in the market based largely upon factors other than
nutritive content as determined by chemical analysis.

The choice of the method for combining individual products should
depend upon the purpose for which the final result is to be used. In-
ternational and historical comparisons of the value of food commodities
produced and consumed within individual countries at market prices would
tend to indicate roughly the relative amounts of land, labor and capital
required to produce those commodities, if accurate adjustments could be
made for differences in price level. Similar comparisons of the quan-
tity of digestible nutrients produced or consumed in a country would
show the differences in diet and nutrition of peoples in different count-
ries, and the relation of population to food supply in physical terms.
Both measures of food production and consumption should prove useful in
studying the relation of food supply to population.
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Table XXXII. - AVERAGE ACTUAL PRODUCTION 0? IMPORTANT FOOD .AND

OTHER AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS 1920-1922, PRODUCTION PER CAPITA
OP TOTAL POPULATION IK 1920 AND PER ACRE OF AGRICULTURAL LAND IN

1924 IN THE UNITED STATES I&D SWITZERLAND

Cornrnnd i tv
: Total production
> unioed.

oXi 3A/ e s c j i o zsrictiicL ^ o

;

1000 Pounds
(?)

Cereals
j ! 4ty ( , ooy

Me at ( T)v p c; e o a <

Aviv-/ CI u \^ X/A CqOCU , (i) !

yjp-i p»V>4- ^
: 18,003,000 : 368,492

Milk ! 97,273,000 : 2,715,186

Eggs

Po t at o e s
> J. , OOO , DOO

Other ve<9*e— :

tables and :' (3) !

fruit
;: 55,622,276 : 1,743,614

Cotton
: 5,191,500

Tobacco : 1,299,585 • 82

(4) :

Fish
: 1,156,000 : 6,281
' (5) :

Honey
: 55,224 : 3,196

(1) Imports of meat not deducted. They are very small
(2) U. S. Census 1919 - 1.5 Ids. per dozen.
(3) Estimated production in 1924-25.
(4) Bureau of Fisheries not including ALaska.
(5) U. S. Census, 1919.
(6) Data are from a study by Howald on production and consumption.
(7) Statistical Yearbook, 1924. Wheat, Spelt, Rye, Barley and Corn.

(8) Statistical Yearbook, 1924, p. 102.
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Table XXXII. - Am&Gl- MIWISj PRODUCTION OF IMPORTANT FOOD AHD
OTHER AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS 1920-22, PRODUCTION PER CAPITA
OT TOTAL POPULATION IF 1920 JCD' ?M ACRE OE AGRICULTURAL LAND IS

1924 15 THE UNITED STATES 11'D 5*TITZERLAMD
(Continued)

Commodity

Per 1000 persons of

total population
United
.wt at 6 S

Switzer-

land

Per 1000 acres of

agricultural land
United • Switzer-

Stat.es : land

Cereals

Meat (Dressed
weight

)

Milk

Potatoes

Other vege-
tables and
fruit

Cotton

Tobacco

Fish

Honey

Pounds

2606

170

920

23

231

52

1

49

12

11

5

128

95

700

9

403

449

2

8

Pounds

345

23

121.7

3

30

6

2

1.4

0.1

88

65

478

6

276

307

1.1

0.6
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Theuse of prices as a basis of combining- individual food com-

modities is, however, limited.- at present to historical ' comparisons
within the same country, since adequate measures of- international dif-

ferences in price level are not available. The construction of the

necessary indexes, though, should not prove to be ah entirely hopeless
task.

The use of digestible nutrients as a basis of combining food
products is also limited by a lack of adequate data in many countries.
In estimating the total digestible nutrients produced or consumed with-
in a country, it is first; necessary -to estimate, the quantities of food
commodities produced, and the quantities that are wasted, fed to -live-

stock, used for seed or for industrial purposes., and the amount of ex-

ports and imports. In addition to such estimates, it is also necessary
to determine the average quantity of digestible nutrients contained in

the food produced for human consumption and consumed by the people of a
country. Many

;
chemical analyses of food have been made in the United

States and foreign countries to determine the average content of digest-

ible nutrients.. These analyses naturally show .that the digestible nu-
trients in the same class, or kind, of foods vary from country to country

and in different sections of the same country. Soil, climate, fertilizer

applications and other cultural practices affect the nutritive content of

crops. Meats and other animal product s vary in digestible nutrients ac-

cording to the .kind and amount of feed fed, the amount of fat , and other

factors. Manufactured products naturally vary widely in nutritive con-

tent. Consequently it is difficult to determine the Quantity of digest-

ible nutrients in a unit of each food product that is representative of

an entire country.

The differences in nutrient content of foods that may easily occur

are well illustrated by the estimates of digestible nutrients per unit

of important foods used in estimating the quantities of these nutrients
produced and consumed in

;

the United- States and Switzerland. These esti-

mates are shown in Table- XXXIII. Some of the differences are rather
striking.

Beef, for example, is estimated to have an average of only 9.0
percent fat in Switzerland compared with 15.5 percent for the United
States, while the protein content is nearly the same for both countries.
The analj^ses for pork show even larger differences, the fat content be-

ing estimated at 23.8 percent for Switzerland compared with 54.8 percent

for the United States. The protein content for pork, however, shows an

opposite difference, being 14.8 for Switzerland and 8.3 percent for the

United States. The analyses for mutton show about the same nutrient con
tent per pound in both countries. These differences in nutrient content

of meats produced in Switzerland and the United States are a reflection
of the difference in acreage and price of cereals, as well as of other

factors.
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Table XXXIII. - ESTIMATED AVERAGE PERCEPT ' OF DIGESTIBLE PRO*
TEI3T, CARBOHYDRATES AND EAT AlTD :"T1.3SR OE CALORIES PER POUND IN IM-

PORTANT FOOD USED IE THE UNITED STATE'S MD SWITZERLAND. *

:

. Protein :: Carbohydrates
Commodity : United

: St at e s ;

Swit zer-

: land
: United :

1 States :

Switzer-
land

: Percent : Percent

Beef
;

Veal
:

Pork & lard
Mutton •

;

Lamb
;

Poultry
Sggs ;

Milk
;

Potatoes
Wheat (Nutri-
ents in flcur)

: 15.2
15.6

: 8.3 .

: 13.0
14.1

: 13.7 ,

: 13.1 :

: 3.6 :

: 1.8

8.3 :

\ 15.3 :

: 15.

S

' 14.8 :

'] 14 - 4

: 17.9 :

: 10.9
: 3.5 ;

: 1.6 :

: 6.5 :

: 4.9

: 14.7 :

: 54.5

: 0.3
: 0.6
: 4.S

20.0

: 53.4

Commodity
Fat

United
St at e s

Sv/it zer-

land

lumber of calories
per -pound

United
States

Switzer-
land (1)

Beef
Veal
Pork & lard
Mutton
Lamb
Poultry
Eggs
Milk
Potatoes
Wheat (SFutrient
in flour)

Percent

15.5
C r7D . o

54.8
23.1
18.7
12.3
9.3
3.6
0.1

0.7

9.0
6.5

23.8

19.0

13.4
10.2
3.7
0.09

0.6

935
555

2465
1215
1055
775
635
310
311

1198

664
570

1280

1070

904
644
307
406

1139

* United States - -The Chemical Composition of American Food Mat-
erials'' by W. 0. Atwater and A. P. Bryant. U.S.D.A. Bulletin Ho. 28.

Switzerland - KdJnig - Chemie der ITahrungs-imd Crenussmittel ,

''

vol. II (second edition),
(l) Switzerland - Estimated by multiplying the protein and carbo-

Footnote continued.
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The nutrient content of dairy products is apparently about the
same for "both countries. The "nutritive ccntent of poultry and eggs should
also average a"bout the same, although the. protein ccntent of eggs is some-
what higher in the United States than in Switzerland, while for poultry
neat it is somewhat lower.

The protein content of potatoes, according to these analyses, is
about 12 per cent higher in the United States than in Switzerland, and
ah out 3G per cent higher for wheat nutrients in flour. one explanation
of these differences is the larger amount of rairfo.ll in Switzerland than
in the United States. Cf course, scire of the difference for wheat nay
a_3: oe due to difference in milling rractice.

pos'si Die to saw how representative these analyses are for
Differences are, of course, to be expected "between the twe
most cases, however, the number of chemical analyses upon
are^ "based for individual feeds is small.

Quantity of Digestible Nutrients Produced and Consumed in the united State
end Switzerland

various estimates of the total quantity of digestible nutrients
produced and consumed in the United States and Switzerland have been male
by different investigators. In Switzerland, Dr. S. Schneider worked up
such estimates for the period 1113 to 1912, and It. Cskar Howald worked
-op similar estimates for the period 1920 to 1322. The methods used in
mammg ootn estimates were very nearly the same. Production of all
imp-rtart feed predicts was first obtained, and then deductions made for
seed, feed, waste and industrial uses, in estimating food production for
human consumption. The limitations of the production estimates have been
pointed out in other sections of this report. -The possibility of error
in estimates of deductions is even greater than for production. In making
up estimates of food consumption, deductions were ma.de from the above pro-
auction estimates for exports and waste in general (kitchens and marketing
and additions made for imoorts.

The only estimates available of digestible nutrients in food pre-
mised and consumed annually in the United States were by Pr. Raymond Pearl
luring the Uar

, for the period from 1911-12 to 1917-13. Since then, data

"?r
rat

.

ccr-tent ?sr Pound in each food by .i860 and the fat ccntent by
4^<:C, tne average number of calories per .pound as given by Albert Z. leach
ir- -tea Inspection and Analysis, ' p. 49. Ihese figures correspond to the
number of calories as set up b" rubuer, and used for the Swiss estimates
(see p. 229 and 230).

each country,

which the data
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on the prod-action and disposition of food products in the United States
have been greatly improved, and as the period covered "by Pearl* s study was
an unusual one, it was considered advisable to make similar estimates for
the crop year 1924-25.

Both estimates were made on the same general "basis used "by the
Swiss investigators. They represent, for the United States, the quantity
of digestible nutrients in foods purchased. The loss of food nutrients
in kitchens is therefore included in the estimate of consumption. This
loss is probably much larger in the United States than in Switzerland.
Pearl estimated that the average less in kitchens in the United States
was probably 5 per cent of the protein content in foods purchased, 25 per
cent of the fat and 20 per cent of the carbohydrates. No estimates are
available of the loss of food nutrients in the kitchens of Switzerland,
but it is probably much smaller than Pearl *s estimates for the United States.

Estimates of the digestible nutrients in food purchased per unit of
population in Switzerland may consequently be expected to be lower than
similar estimates for the United States. Estimates of the quantity of
digestible nutrients produced should, however, be comparable for the two
countries.

Estimates of the average annual quantity of digestible nutrients
produced and consumed in the United States and Switzerland during two
different periods, one immediately preceding the War and the other shortly
after the War, made on this basis, are shown in Tables XXXIV to XXXV 31.

In the United States, production and consumption of foods in terms
of digestible nutrients are very evenly balanced, both in the pre-war and
post-war periods. But in Switzerland, the consumption of food, in terms
of digestible nutrients, is about double the production. The consumption
of carbohydrates is nearly three times that of production, but the con-
sumption of fat is only a fourth larger and protein only a third larger
than production. There is, however, a noticeable increase in the proportion
of digestible nutrients in food produced to food consumed in Switzerland
in 192022 as compared with 1908-12. Estimates for the United States for
these two periods, on the other hand, show no appreciable change.

In both periods, the United States is a net importer of carbohydrates,
which consist primarily of sugar, and a large exporter of fats, which con-
sist largely of lard. In 1924-25, however, net exports of fats from the
United States were much lower, and of protein much higher, than in 1911-12.
In Switzerland, net imports of carbohydrates are especially large, the
proportion of imports to total consumption being more than twice as great
as for fat or protein in both periods.
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Table XXXIV. - ESTIMATED PRODUCi::: A2TT KUMM CONSUMPTION
OF DIGESTIBLE FROTH:

-

, CiHBOHTDBAiTBS; FAT AND C1LORIS5 IN
:

THE UNITED "STATES, 1924-25-*

Commodity Protein :

Ate

Jat
gr rap ! Pro- J Con- : Pro- : Con-

: ducticn j

' sumption : duct ion : sumption
.

\ Short tons ; Short tons
Us' at & meat
products

: 1,151,759 : 1,133,950 3,502,502 : 2,580,571
Poultry, :

fish, eggs :

& honey- : 334,074 ; 418,153 : 222,172 1

: 243,376
Milk & milk' :

product s : 1,131,911 1,130,986 : 1,351,159 1,822,841
Total live-
stock pro- i

ducts
:: 2,577,754 i 2,533,109 , c , c05 , 8<3ii> i : 5,005,788

Cere?ls & :

potatoes !

> O O a a K.
! <C,/d0l,4c0 1 , 578 , il (

it* r ni o
: Sib, (dlo

Jruits &
vegetables : 259,824 , : 285,730 , 2 2 j 00S : 97,881

Misc.
fruits & :

vegetables
: 2,930 : 60,259 ! 12,174 : 137,994

Vegetable oils 1

& oil sub-
stances

: 51,006 : 61,006 : 756,571 902,767
Total vege-
table pre— J

ducts
: 2,535,295 : 2,035,122 : 1,187,072 ! 1,399,719

Grand total : 5,253,049 : 4,758,231 : 6,792,905 : 6,406,507

* Primates made on the same general basis used by Pearl. A de-
tailed statement of method of procedure will be supplied upon re-
quest #

(1) Net production equals total production of each food product
less amounts used for feed, seed, and industry or wasted.

(2) Consumption equals production less amounts used for feed, seed,

and industry or wasted, increases in carryover and exports plus
reductions in carryover and imcorts.
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Table XXXIV. - ESTIMATED FET PRODUCTION MD HUMAIT COFSUIIPTION
OF DIGESTIBLE PF.OTEIH, CAP30HYDRATES , EAT AHD CALORIES IH

THE UNITED STATES, 1924-25 *

( Continued)

Commodity : Carbohydrates Calories
group : Pro- :: Con- Pro- Con-

duct ion : sumpt i on : duction : sumption
s Short tons Millions

Meat & meat :

products
: : 5,294 :

:

5,169 : 34,079,167 i 28,119,837
Poultry,

_
:

fish, eggs :

m

& honey
; : 22 , 421 \ 10,862 : 3,405,021 : 3,635,961

Milk & milk :

products
:
' 1,7X5,016 1 1,637,956 : 26,467,551 : : 26,377,359

Total live- :

stock pro- :

ducts
; 1 , 742 , 731 ! 1,704,007 1 63,951,739 : 58,133,157

Cereals & ;

potatoes
: 15, 673, 583 : 11,775,716 : 67,970,875 : 50,870,727

Emits & ;

vegetables
: 1,309,260 : 1,386,186 : 8,918,191 : 9.323,519

Mi sc. i

fruits & j

vegetables
! 1,344,803 : 6,504,251 : 5,116,366 : 25,534,846

Vegetable oils"
& oil sub- :

stances
:1 45,233 : 45,283 ; 6,736,674 : 7,835,368

Total vege-
table pro- J

ducts
: 18,372,929 : 20,211,436 : 88,742,106 : 93,619 460

Grand total : 20,615,660 : 21,915,443 : 152,593,845 : 151,752,617

Estimates made on the same general basis used by Pearl. A detailed
statement of method of procedure will be supplied upon request.

(l) Net production eauals total production of each food product less

amounts used for feed, seed, and industry or wasted;
\B) Consumption equals production less amounts used for feed, seed,

and industry or wasted, increases in carryover and exports plus re-

ductions in carryover and imports.
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Table XXXV. - ESTIMATED EST PRODUCTION HUMM CONSUMPTION
OF DIGESTIBLE PROTEIF, ''CARBOHYDRATES, EAT AMD CALORIES

B! S17IT-ZEBI.AED, 1920-22*

Coiruadity ... . : Protein : Fat
group -

'
:

: Fro- ' "': :

- Con- : Pro- : Con-
- : duct ion. : sumption • : duc t

i

on : sumption

1

1 Short tons. : Short tons
Meat & meat : •

• *
• •

products : 28,698 : 31,9,87 : 27,817 : 41,034
Poultry, fish,
eggs & honey j 2,701 : 4,701 : 2,176, : 3,602

Milk & milk
products '

* 5ft 431 • 69 767 72 225
Total live-
stock pro-
ducts

j 89,830 : 90,843 : 99,759 : 116,860
Cereals &
potatoes : 16,435' : 47,224 1,567 : 7,734

Eru.it s &
' vegetables : '3,995 : 5,595 : 1,320 : 3,739
Misc. fruits &

vegetables j 31 : 2,518 : 661 : 10,225
Total
vegetables ; 20,461 : 55,3.37 : 3,549 : 21,698

Grand" total : 110,291 : 146,180 : 103,308 : 138,558

* Howald, 0. - Die Srnahrung der Schweizerischen 3ev<91kerung in
den Jahren 1920-22.

*

(1) Net production equals total production of each food product less
amounts used for feed, seed, and industry or wasted.

(2) Consumption equals production less amounts used for feed, seed,
and industry or wasted, increases in carryover and exports plus re-
ductions in carryover and imports. Apparently no carryovers have
been taken account of.
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Table XXXV.- ESTIHATED.,;p]T -FROSUCTION . AKD -HUMAN GOlTSUIviPTIOB
OF DIGESTIBLE ,PR0-2il¥," .CAISOHYDRATE 3., EAT' .AND . CALORIES

:Iii;SWITZSRLAFD., 1920-22 *./v:
1

. .. „. ^ (Continued)

Commodity : r Carbohydrates : Calories
group ..... Pro- ; Con- : Pro- : Con-*

1 duct ion , : sumption : duct ion : sumpt ion
! . Short tons : Mill:Lons

Meats & meat :

pro duct s
: 341,427 : 465,172

Poultry, .fish, :

eggs & honey 1 . 380 : 1 855 : 33,712 54,957
MilK & .milk: . :

products
: 60,895 ! : 57 ,.'832

: 1,032,452 ! : 1,025,890
rr*l — 4- —. T -i •

Tot 3.1 live- ,j

stock pro- :

duct s \ . j . 62,275 ,! 59,687 : 1,407,591 : 1,546,019
uci cai s oc ,

potatoes -

;

160,507 ! : 410,408 l 671,359 : 1,755,129
Fruits &\

vegetables
: ,51,013 :! 57,183 : 215,741 \ 246,912

Misc. fruits'
:

& vegetables
: 5,405 !: 99,379 ! 25,800 : 465,272

Total
;

vegetables
j 216,925 ! 566,970 . 912,900 : 2,467,313

Grand total ... : 279,200 : 626,658 : 2,320,491 : 4,013,332

Howald, 0. - '-Die Ernahrung der Schweizerischen 3ev<9Ikerung in
denjahren 1920-22. ::

(1) Net production equals total production of each food product less
amounts used for feed, seed, and industry or wasted.

(2) Consumption equals production less amounts used for feed, seed,

and industry or wasted,' increases in carryover and exports plus re-

ductions in carryover and imports. Apparently no carryovers have
been taken account of.
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tt) (2)
Table XXX7I. '-- ZSTI^uZI ZZI ??.Z2':ZZZZ" AIC- HollAi" 3C*"S"JM?7 1 C17

c? rz^zsnzzz ??.otew, :^:hvz^:zs, m and e.ccziss
::: :zz ui;::-zi states; ini-ife*

Comodity- .

"

group-"

.
- Zat

: rro-
ducoion

1

; survct

.—

i paa

. ?rc-

: to;ticn
: Ccr-

: sur:ctior.

: Short: tons r \
- - S ,- - -

: tons
Meats & neat.

products - --
;: 1,110,326:: 1,077, 979: 3,398, 575 ! 2,795,783

rculory, eggs, •

fish & honey .-. - :: 350,133.:, 354, 912;: 203, 165 : 203,590
Mill: & nilk ',

products ;i , 795,237::.. . 799, 254 _ , 0 ^ £

,

207 : 1,505,695
Total livestock ':

products 2,25.5,246:. £,£c£, , 5,103, 947 : 4,505,255
Cereals &

1 , 553 , 329

:

ot'7:: 247, 403 : 224,938
Fruits & veg-
stahles 1 ' » '_• -L

,
529:; 23, 545 : 37,467

Misc. fruits & :

vegetables .
' ! 33, §72; ^ -

,
149 \ 66, 308 : 106,727

Vegetable ails
i

& oil products ; 745 296 5 552,585
Total veg- .

:

etacles :

- «QA 415; 1,530, 123;. 1,015, 532 • 931,737

jrar.d ootal : 4,060,661; 278: 6,122, 499 ! 5 , *"^37 , Ooo

* Source - "The Nation's Zcod' "by Dr. Raymond Pearl, p. 76 & 212.

(1) ITet production equals total production of each food product
less amounts used for feed, seed, and industry or wasted.

(2) Consumption equals production less .amoxmts used for feed,
,J seed, and industry or wasted, increases in carryover and
exports plus- reductions in carryover; and imports.
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(1) (2)
Table XXXVI; - ESTIMATED •HSTvPHODUCTI OiT AND HUMAN CONSUMPTION

9f DIGESTIBLE PROTEIN,. OiBBOHtLHATES , EAT AND CALORIES.
IN THE UNITED .'STATES, ,1911-12* (Continued)

Commodity
: Carbohydrates Calories

group
: Pro- \ Con- : Pro- :; Con-
! duction : sumption \ duction ! sumption
: Short tons : Mill].ons

Meats & meat
products

\
_ 0,401 i: 5 , 380 :; 32,927,724:: 27,705,272

Poultry, fish,
eggs & honey

: 101,288 I . 22 ;
;
2,417,259:: 3,061,117

Milk & milk '

:

products -
: :

.
972,017 :! . 968,578 : 1,9,303,970.: lyjOo/jU/^

Total livestock
products

;> J. , U / o , (Uo «

• O'J'T. QQA <

i ( o , 30U .; 55,648,953:: 50,103,461
Cereals & ;

potatoes
; : : 11,863,421 : ; 10,611,111 ! 52,524,065:: 47,030,036

Eruits & ;

vegetables J : ".,842,787 : : .1,176,348 i1 3,722,622:! 5,196,104
Misc. fruits & :

vegetables
; . 1,616,150 : : 4,348,568 :: '6,730,107:: 17,314,182

Vegetable oils :

& oil products ; , 5, 762, 768:: 4,761,475
Total

j

vegetables j 14,322,358 : 16,136,027 : 68,739,562; 74,301,797

Grand total ; 15,401,064 : 17,110,007 X

t

\

124,388,515:
4

124,405,258

Source - 'The Nation's Food' by Dr. Raymond Pearl, p. 76 & 212.

(1) Net production equals total production of each food product
less amounts used for feed, seed, and industry or wasted.

(2) Consumption equals production less amounts used for feed, seed,
and industry or wasted, increases in carryover and exports plus
reductions in carryover and imports.
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Taole OT?II, - ESTIMATED EET PRODUCTIO^T AKFD HUMA1? CONSUMPTION
OE DIGESTIBLE FR0TEB7, CARBOHYDRATES, EAT AHD CALORIES IN

SWITZERLAND, 1908-1911 *

Commodity
group

Protein/ : Eat
Pro- .

:

duction J

: Con- . :

sumption "

:

. Pro- :

duction :

Con-
sumption

Short tons : . Short tons
Meats & meat \

products ! 25,261,36 : :
• 33,158 :: 25,075.94 : 35,917

"Poultry, fish. !

eg^cs <& honey !! . 1,773.94 I:
• 4,896 : 1

?
278.34 ; 3,548

Milk & milk ;

products :: 62,018.35 :!
:
49 , 578 !

76.", 688. 85 ;: 68,641
Total livestock ;

products : r 89,053.65 ::
,
87,632 :' 103,043.13 : 108,106

Cereals & ;

potatoes :! 12,328.67 : 55,711 :' L, 182, 83 .I 5,774
Fruits & i

vegetables !! 3,468.97 ! 5,050 ! 1,219.91 j 2,785
Misc. vegetables'
& fruits : 2,305 ! 11,818
Total
vegetables : 15,797.64 : 63,065 I 2,402.79 : 20,377

Grand total : 104,851.29 : 150,697 : 105,445.92 : 128,483

* Howald, 0. - *Die Srnahrung der Schweizerischen Bevdflkerung in

den Jahren 1920-22.

(1) xTet production eouals total production of each food product less
amounts used for feed, seed, and industry or wasted.

(2) Consumption equals production less amounts used for feed, seed,

and industry or wasted, increases in exports plus reductions in

carryover and imports. (Carryovers are of no importance in an im-

porting country. They should "be considered with respect to pro-
duction and exports of cheese in the case of Switzerland, "but this

has not "been done in the studies.)
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Table XXXVII. - EST IHATED NET PRODUCTION AND HUMAN CONSUMPTIO!
OE DIGESTIBLE. PEOTEIN, CARBOHYDRATES, EAT AND CALORIES IN

' SWITZERLAND, 1908-1911 *

(Continued)

Commodity •

group :

Carbohydrates : Calories
Pro- :

auction
:

Con-
: sumption

: Pro-
: duct ion

; Con-
: sumption

Short tons : Millions
MSat «9 & mpflt •

!

•
*

Tvrnfhi f* t Q •

8 : 305,521 : 425,403
Poultrv f i <3h* w "-"-a. w j. jf | xx tail

|

i;881.29 : : 2,310 ! 24,380 : 56,747
Milk & m-fTlr

•nrnHn n +• o t 64,019.58 : ! 59 , 622 : 992,729 862,258
Total livestock
products : 65,900.87 : 61,939 :1, 322, 630 : 1,344,408
Cereals &
potatoes '

: 129,909.36 :
.
467,110 : 539,035 : 1,993,354

Fruits &
vegetables : 44,629.99 : 49,818. : 189,194 : 228 , 308

Misc. vegetables
& fru.it s : 3,573,07 : 96,828 : 13,290 468 , 434
Total
vegetables. : 178,112.42 : 613,756 : 741,519 : 2,690,096

Grand total : '244,013^29 : 675,696. :2, 064, 149 : 4,034,504
•

Howald, 0. - 'Die Ernanrung der Schweizerischen Bevfllkerung in
den Jahren 1920-22. . :

1) Net production equals total production of each food product less
amounts used for feed, seed, and industry or wasted. :

2) Consumption equals production less amounts used for feed, seed,

and industry or wasted, increases in exports plus reductions in
carryover and imports. (Carryovers are of no importance in an
importing country. They should be considered with respect to pro-
duction' and exports of cheese in the case of Switzerland, but this
has not been done in the studies.)
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There is. a striking difference in the--relatio-n of production to

consumption in the United States and Switzerland, as shown "by the follow-
ing summary of these estimates for .the post-war period.

! Protein : Fat ; Car' ochydrate s : Gal o r i e s

: Short tons' : Short tons : Short tons ; Millions

United. States-,

1924-25

Production !, 5,253,049 .:

: 6,792,905 ! : 20 i 615, 660 :: 152,693,845

Consumption : 4,758,231 : 6,406,507 : 21,915,44-3 : 151,752,617

Excess :

production : 494,818 : 386,398 - :
- 1,299,783 : . 939,228

(+) or im- :

T\r\ y +• o f . . 1
<

as percent :

sumption : 10.38 *!

: 6.03 '

;

;
:

[

: - 5.93 : 0.62

Switzerland :

. 192C-22 :

Production : 110,291 : 103,308 : 279,200 ; 2,320,491

Consumption : 146,180 . 138,358 ! 526,658 ! 4,013,332

Excess :

production !L - 35,891 I — 3d
,
250 !!

- 347,458 :: - 1,692,841

Net exports \

(-*) or im- :

ports (-) j

as percent
of con-
sumption : - 24.55 :

- 25.44 : - 55.45 !: - 42.18
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Similar summaries of estimates for the pre-war period
are as follows:

: Protein : Eat : Carbohydrates : Calories

: Short tons : Short tons : Short tons : Millions

United States
1911-12

Production
: 4,060,661 : 6,122,499 : 15,401,064 : 124,388,515

Consumption
: 3,912,273 : 5,437,005 : 17,110,007 : 124,405,258

Excess
:

» 1 A Q
. ±e±o , ooo > coc /in/

t boO , 4fc»

4

T Dr\C ("5/ T
: — 1 , (Ud , y^rtj) : — lb

,

f^o

Net exports :

(•f) or int- :

ports (-) :

as percent :

of con- :

sumption : 3.74 : 12.61

:

; - 9.99 .: 0.01

Switzerland
:

1908- 12 :

1

Production : 104,851: 105,446: 244,013 :: 2,064,149

Consumption : 150,697: 128,483: 675,696 :; 4,034,504

Excess :

production : - 45 , 846

:

- 23,037: - 431,683 : - 1,970,355

Net exports :

(*0 or im~' :

ports (~) :

as percent :

of con- :

sumption : - 30.42 : - 17.93 : - 63.89 *: - 48.84
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The proportion of total digestible nutrients consumed,, that were
obtained from each of the important groups of food products, were
practically the same in "both countries in "both periods. The proportions
of such nutrients in each important group of food : produced for human
consumptior, however, varies widely in the two countries,. These relation-
ships are shown "best in Tables: XXXVIII and XXXIX. The relative importance
of animal products as a source of food nutrients is much greater in
Switzerland than in the United States, nearly 61 per Cent of the estimated
number of calories coming from animals and animal products compared with
only 43 per cent for the United States. The difference in source of protein
is largest for : the two countries - Switzerland showing 81 per cent of its

production of protein for human consumption in form of animal products com-
pared with only 51 per cent in the United states. This predominance of

animal products in Switzerland is largely due to the development of the

dairy industry. Likewise in the United States, the low percentage of food
nutrients obtauned from animals is due mainly to the large production of

cereals, much of which is exported. These relationships were practically
the same during the pre-war period.

Such differences largely disappear when the source of nutrients con-
sumed is considered. The uniformity in proportion to food nutrients
obtained from animal and vegetable sources is, in fact, very striking and,

indeed, somewhat surprising, in view of the probable difference in price
structure for agricultural commodities in the two countries. 'The estimates
show that 39 per cent, of the estimated calories in food consumed in

Switzerland cornes from animal products compared with 40 per cent for the

United States.' It is interesting to note, however, in this table, that the

proportion of balories in food consumed obtained from fats is slightly
lower in Switzerland than in the United States, while the proportion of

calrries from carbohydrates and protein is. somewhat higher.

' In mailing estimates and historical comparisons of the relation
between population and the production and consumption of digestible
nutrients, it is first advisable tc .take account of differences £n the

age and sex of the population in the different countries, or in the same

country at different times. In 1920, for example, a somewhat larger pro-
portion of the population in the United States was under nine years of

age than in Switzerland, as shown in Table XL. The proportion of females
to males is somewhat greater in Switzerland than in the United States.
Of course, age and sex are not the only characteristics affecting food
requirements in which a population may differ. The food requirement, or

consnmption, of a nation may a.iso be afferted.by difference in average
weight of individuals

,
income, occupation, climate and many other factors,
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'Table" XXXVIII. - SOURCE OF FOOD UUTIIOTS PRODUCED -IN PERCENTAGES
OF TOTAL PRODUCTION -in

THE UITITED STATES, 1924-25,:. AKD SWITZSRIJCT 1920-22.

uommoci ty ; Protein : Fat
group .

: United \ Switzer- :I United : Switzer-
States ; land States :: ,land

,

Meals & meat
pi OCLCIC b S :: 22.07 I 26.02 : 51.56 ! 26,93

ro cii o ry , 1 1 sn

,

eggs &. noney 1 7.30 i .2.45 : 3.27
Ml IK 6c mi lie

product s : 21.51
\ :;.52.98 ! 27.69

io uai iivesuocL. ,

Ui u L1U.U U S : 50.88 l : . '. 81.45 I so, Do

ve^ebaoie oils &
oil substances : 1.16

:
11.29

Cereals &
potatoes : 42.78

:
: .:: 14.90 : 4.66 : 1.52

Fruits 8c

v'PP'pf, n~h"l P Q
1 5.13 < : 3.62 : . l . o<j

vegetables : 1.05
'

! .03 64
Total vpp*p-

tables : 49.12
;

! 18.55 : 17.48 : 3.44

Grand total : 100.00 : 100.00 : 100.00 : 100.00

Percentage of :

total calories J

from
:S 12.75 : 17.75 : 37.33 : 37.73
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Of -TOTAL J!B01XrCT-I02r:iN

TEX ITiriZ' S-TilZS, - IE 24-25 , £S> SWITZERLAND 1920-22

— ,
^ — - - ^

wT^- e s

oA u •

" - - JL
J

Cwi t. 7^r- *
» 1 V ^ w X » United : Swit zer-

wn g — — d '

'

1 c:— G.
laiid

. . - i j ; — w

1
*•

»
*»

1 *•

> - — — w u o » * m\JCj> -
-

: 22 . 32 : 14.72

—
i ^JL - _ .-, , _ 1 S— , 4

I * •
i - %

1.45^OO 2 ~ — v
i

x

. n •
* in "* 49

l — -: -. -
•

— w ^— -•- w o
O Tp •. T7.33 : 44.49

• •
* •

PP ~o 41 88 :: 60.66

Vegetable oil & ft •

c 11 SV.C st an 3 5 s • PP •

• • *c • • : 4.41 i

Cereals * *

ft * •

potatoes : .75.03-: D / . 4^ - : 44.52 : 28. S3

Tmit = &
V — ~ — - i"- " - o . . -fi 7ft :

• 18 27 : : 5.84 : 9 . 3C

Misc. remits •
• •

• £ RP - • 1 Q4-Law- : 3 . 35 : 1.11

Total vegetables :
: 91.55 : 77.70 •

: 56.12 : 39.34

-~- ar_ i ~ D i al

« •

100.00':
• •

100.00 : ICC. CO : 100. 00

Percentage of

• • •

t •

•

~:~al 35,1 cries * •
• •

from • 49.92 :

• •

9 9

44.52
:
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Table XXXIX. - SOURCE 0? FOOD NUTRIENTS CONSUMED IN PERCENTAGES OE
TOTAL CONSUMPTION IN THE UNITED STATES,- 1924-25,

AND SWITZERLAND, 1920-22

Commodity Protein : Eat
group : United : Switzer- : United : Switzer-

: St at e s : land : States : land

Me ax; & meat
pi oouct s : 23.78 : 21.88 : 44.96 S 29.61
Poultry, fish,
eggs & honey 8.77 : 3.21 : 3.80 : 2.60

Milk & milk
product s : 23.72 ! 37.05 : 29.39 : 52.13
Total livestock
products

i 56,27 i 62.14 : 78.15 i 84.34
vegetable oil & J

oil substances j : 1.28 .! : 14.09
Cereals & I

potatoes ':

: 35.19 \ 32.31 : 4.08 : 5.58
Emits & j

vegetables j 5.99 i : 3.83 :: 1.53 : 2.70
Mi sc. bruits & «

vegetables • : 1.27 ;

:* 1.72 .: 2.15 ;: 7.38
ioua± !

vegetables
j 43.73 : 37.86 : 21.85 ;! 15.66

Grand total : 100.00 : 100.00 •: 100.00 ; 100.00

Percentage of :* :

total calories :

from j 11.62 : 13.44 : 35.36 : 28.91
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n: ~hi iv::z: si.czs, :?24-25,
1~ S^IZZZ?JLi!"L, 1920-22

(Continued)

A3Z5 :f

- - . w :r.vdrat-es : Calories
- — Q pj

! b v. 1 X Z 6 -T*1
"

: United
: States

: $?ritzer-

! i. an 'O.

i: neat
•products

: ,02 :

' 18.52 : 11.59
rc-JLltrv, fish,
eggs £ hcne;- :

: .05 :
' .30 :

' 2.40 : 1.37
Milk i -ilk :

i . - - - - .

—

_^ » . c ; x . rU » q no
: 17.38 : 25 . Do

Tot al 1 ? "tf^^t r. r»V 1

products . . ;
. c ~p •. 7C 71

: 36 . 52
"egetacle ;ils £
3 11 sue stances

^ - --- - ~ ~ ,?

: ; .21 ! f — « —

53.73 j 55.49 : 33.52 :: 43.74

Q 1 "
, 5.15 ! 6.15

-isc . Jruits & :

29 . £3 : . IS. S3 : 11.52
Total vegetables :

• 72.23 : : 92.48 : 61 . 69 : :> 1 bfl — W

3-rand ~c"al : ICC. CO : 100.00 : 100.00 : 100.00

~:~ai oalrries :

57.64 :

II

I,
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Ta"ble XL. ~ COMPARISON OP THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OP
MALES AND PEI.1ALSS IN THE UNITED STATES AND SWITZER-

LAND BY AGE GROUPS, 1920*

Age : Mai e s : Females
ETOXWO XT • united . bwitzer— i united . bWltZtr-

o tct ue s : land b ua%e s l ana.

0 - 4 » R RA1 i / OQQ
J 4 . OOO . 0 • 4U f J 4« -Loo

5 ~ 9 • R AAO
. O • 44/C

/I DDA . TA n , A ARQ
; 4 . ooy

10 - 14 , d . u < y t Ci C\A A
, D . U44 ; 4 . yb r

• r m aD.UJL.D

15 - 19 4.4<cl : 4.y_L3 I 4.D0U , c r\R Q

20 t- 24 » A A 0 *7.

; 4.4yo . 4. r 0(G

25 - 29 : ; 3 . b r o
' /t 7A7

; 4.I0U
30 - 34 ;• o.yuy O . (Do

35 - 39 .:I 3.8D4 ! 3 . 33b I 3.DU1 . 0 . O— r

40 - 44 \

• 7 TOO i O O OR
t c « byo . A AHO . 44U

45 - 49 > n o/i o
. <d.y4y i O on A

50 - 54 ;: 2.399 I 2.397 : 2.081 : «d.blb

55 - 59 :: 1.779 :: 2.036 : 1.579 ; 2.320

» ±.4yo <; i . ooy .

i -| 'TOR
> i. • OC (

65 - 69 J: 1.021 :: 1.067 :
• .935 :: 1.348

70 - 74 :: .668 :; .732 : . 652 :: .993

75 ~ 79 : .397 :: .448 ;: .413 :
- .622

80 - 84 j .176 ; .190 :: .205 : .281

85 - 99 J .066 :: . .055 !! .083 : .085

90 - 94 : .015 :: .009 : .022 : .016

95 ~ ,100 j .004 J; .001 ;: . 005 :: .002

100 and over : .001 s ; .003 :

Age unknown : .088 J : .053 :

Total : 50.987' : 4-9.013 : 48.220 : 51.780

Federal Censuses of Population.
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Close approximation's, Eawever, have not "been worked out as to the
relation "between most of these factors: and food requirements. The relation-
ship "between food requirements, or consumption, and age and sex has "been

carefully studied "by a number of investigators, who have set up standard
or normal food requirements Of persons of each age and sex. The most
common standards in general Use, expressed in percentage of adult male re-
quirements, are shown in Table XLI. There are marked differences in these
scales of food requirements. •' When the population of the United States and
Switzerland is reduced to equivalent number of adult male units "by using
each of those scales, there are also",marked differences in the results
obtained, as shown in the following Table XLI I.

The numbers of adult male units computed "by the Engel, or Atwater
or Bureau scale of food requirements .are about six to seven per cent below
the number estimated from the other three scales. These results suggest
that, in making- comparisons of actual food; consumption or. disappearance
per adult unit of a nation's population, with theoretical, requirements as
determined by nutritive studies, it is necessary to. consider carefully the

scale used' in estimating the' number of adult made units. ' It is rather
surprising', therefore, in view of the difference in age and sex of populations
in the United States and Switzerland, to discover that the adult male units
computed from all of these scales show practically the same international
relationships. : When the estimated number of adult male units from each
scale are represented as a Percentage of the number estimated from the

United States scale in eac:- -country, the percentages are practically the

same for both countries. For purposes of international comparisons, at

least between the United States and Switzerland, the choice of a scale for

estimating the equivalent number of adult .units in each country would,
therefore, seem to be of little consequence.

But comparisons of production and consumption per capita between
the United States and Switzerland would reduce the figures per adult male
unit for the United States about three per cent as compared with Switzer-
land. The United States population in 1920 was 121.44 per cent of the

number of adult male units in that year ,
computed by iising the United States

scale of food requirements, compared with 118.32 per cent for Switzerland,

computed on the same basis.

It should also be noted that these estimates do not include tourists

in Switzerland. In 1920 the Swiss Association of Hotel Keepers estimated
a total of 10,000,000 tourist days or the equivalent of about 27,000
tourists remaining an entire year, which is approximately 0.8 per cent
of the total adult male units in Switzerland.

Another basis that has been recently developed for expressing the

demand for food, clothing and other goods and services of persons of
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Table XLI. - ADULT UNIT SClLES BASED OH FOOD REQUIREMENTS ONLY*

Per Gent of Adult Male Requirements

Name of scale used
Age sEngel's quet United

: system : Atwater :: Lusk Amsterdam : States

.Male : Female : Mai e : Female

1

ilalei.Female

:

Male: Female

:

Mai e

:

Female

Under 1 year ; ! 29 : 29 i: 30 '

: 30 : 50 : 50 : , 15 : 15 : 15 :: 15

1 and under 2 : , 31 : 31 \ 30 : 30 : 50 !:

: 50 ! ; 20 : , 20 : 15 :: 15
c " " 3 : 34

:: 34 .: 40 : 40 !: 50 i:
• 50 : 30 : , 30 15 : 15

o 4 ; 37 : 37 : : 40 s 40 :: 50 :
• 50 : : 35 : . 35 : 15 :: 15

/l II tf jr 40 : : 40 i : 40 : 40 : \ 50 : 50 : : 40 :, 40 : 40 : 40
c; if tl c

, 43 :: 43 :: 40 1

: 40 ; ; 50 \
' 50 : ; 45 : 45 : 40 : 40

C tl II >TI i

: 46 ;; 46 :: 50 1

: 50 i : 70 : 70 :: 50 :; 50 :: 40 :: 40
r< II II O i

r " " 8 ! ! 49 :: 49 ; : 50 ;

\ 50 \ : 70 : 70 :: 55 : 55 : : 75; : 75
o II 11 n

: 51 :! 51 : : 50 \ 50 :: 70 ::

' 70 :

:

; 60 :: 60 ! 75 ,: 75
O tl |i to
y » " 10 : : 54 :: 54 :: 50 i 50 :: 70 :; 70 :: 65 .: 65 : 75 : 75

10 " " 11 J , 57 :: ::s7 :: 60 : 60 :: 83 : 83 :: 70 : 70 : 75 l 75
-1-1 1 1 M TO11 " " 12 : 60 : : 60 :

:• 60 :

i 60 \: 83 ::

' 83 .: 75 : 75 : 90 : 90

12 " " 13 : 63 : : 63 ! : 70
'

\ 60 !: 83 ,:
• 83 :: 80 : 80 \! 90 : 90

T n |( ft "1 A13 " " 14 : : 66 ;\ 66 :: 80 i 70 ;: 83 !: 83 :: 85 \ 85 : 90 : 90

14 " " 15 : 69 :{ 69 :: 80 : 70 !:100 :: 83 :: 90 : 90 ! 90 : 90
15 " 0 16 J ! 71 J: 71 :: 90 ! 80 !:100 : 83 J:100 : 90 ilOO : 90

16 ,r M 17 : 74 : : 74 :: 90 : 80 ::100 : 83 1 100 : 90 : 100 : 90

17 M " 18 : 77 J; 77 :,100 : 80 :100 :: 83 :UOO : 90 :1C0 : 90

18 M « 19 !; 80
!! 80 :,100 : 80 ::100 :: 83 ::100 ,: 90 :ilOO : 90

19 " 11 20 :, 83 :! 83 :.100 : 80 ::100 :: 83 ::100 ;; 90 ,:100 .\ 90

20 " 21 : , 86 ;: 86 :uoo ! 80 :1 100 : 83 ::100 :: 90 ,: 100 :: 90

21 " " 22 : : 89 : : 86 ::100 i 80 ::100 :: 83 ::100 :: 90 ::100 :: 90

22 » n 23 i : 91 :; 86 ::100 :s 80 :UOO :i 83 ;:100 !: 90 ::100 :: 90

23 " " 24 :: 94 :! 86 !:100 : 80 ::100 :: 83 :,100 ;: 90 ::100 !: 90
24 » " 25 :: 97 ;: 86 :1100 I 80 ::100 :: 83 i,100 :: 90 :-100 ;, 90

25 11 over :100 : 86 ::100 : 80 ::100 :: 83 : 100 :: 90 : 100 :.

'90

Methods of Conducting Family Budget Inquiries "by International
La"bor Office, Geneva. Studies and reports, series IT, Ho. 9, p. 48.
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IT SCALES

I7a~ e c f

scale ~.ised

i <

» a

:"r.ited States'
rercent of : I

: U. 5. scale : Switzerland :

Percent of

U. S. scale

: adult n-al e "oirits

: 51,452,595 :: 93.6 j : 3,050,635 : : 93.0

— - — ,

! r? I n^l ) *Ktr. 7 '

. ox , ^^u , /• .: ^o.8 J!
•' 3,050,189 : . 93.0

Vnited States , 37,045,240 . : 3,279,276 :!; 100.0

Lusk :: 88,421,504 : i 101.6 :: 3,233,645 !: 100.1

1 36 , o7C , 3c 9 I

. 3 2
t
±

; 3,254,341 !

• QQ h

Pearl j1 88,539,325 !
1 3,235,777 ! 100.

2
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different ages and sex in terms of equivalent adult male requirement, is
called the Ammain. The Ammain is defined as a gross demand "for articles of
consumption having a total money value equal to that demanded "by the average
male in that class at the age when his total requirements for expense of
maintenance reach a maximum. The relative requirements of persons of each
age and sex were worked out by Wilford I. King and Edgar Sydenstricker in a
study of the complete budget of 140 families, and. from the food records of
1500 families collected in 1907 from residents of twenty cotton mill villages
of South Carolina. The results of this study cannot

,
however, he considered

as representative of the United States or Switzerland. For instance, the
proportion of women working -in the cotton mills may he considerately higher
than the proportion working' outside of the home in other parts of the United
States. If this is true, it would surely affect the relative proportion of
expenditures of women as compared with men for food, clothing and other goods
and services. Other conditions that would affect the relative expenditures
of persons of different age and sex are also likely to he considerably differ-
ent in these cotton mill villages than in the United States as a whole.

Furthermore, conversion units worked out on the hasis of total
expenditures for all goods and services are not so good for purposes of
international comparisons of food consumption as standards worked out on the
basis of food nutrient requirements alone. Even for international com-
parisons of the consumption of textile goods, it is not likely that the
Ammain would he any better than digestible nutrients as a basis for convert-
ing the population of each country into comparable units.

The above estimates of the production and consumption of digestible
nutrients in the United States and Switzerland divided by the estimated
number of equivalent adult male units, estimated to be used according to the
United States scale, for each period and country, are shown in Tables XLIII
to XLVI.

There is a striking difference between the relation of population to
"the production of digestible nutrients for human consumption in these two
countries." Jpear.l ? s estimates and those of the Bureau of Home Economics
show that the United States produces more than twice as many calories per
adult male unit as Switzerland. The difference is especially great in the
production of fat and carbohydrates. These relationships appear to be
practically the same in pre-war and post-war years. Fnen the production
estimates are expressed on a per capita basis, the Swiss figures are in-
creased slightly with relation to the United States as compared with the

'

results obtained when expressed on a per adult male unit basis.
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Tabie XLIII. - IVERAGi NET. PRODUCTION EOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION 0?
DIGESTIBLE FOOD NUTRIENTS PER. ADULT MALE UNIT. AND PER CAPITA

IF TE3 UNITED STATES 1924-25 AND SWITZERLAND 1920-22 *

Commodity : Protein : Eat
group : United : Sv.'itzer- : United : Switzer-

: St at e s : land- : States land
1

. . PourIds > PourIds
Meats & meat
products : 24.633 17.503 : 74.263 : 16.965
Poultry, fish,
eggs & honey : 8.143 : 1 . 647 : 4.711 1 . 327

ISA ~\ It- 0 „, " I 1_
iviiiK db mil.ii

products
: 25.213 : 35.636 : 41.210 ; 42.550

To tax livestock :

products
:: 57.989 : ! 54.786 : 120.184 !: 60.842

Vegetable oils & .,

oil products 1.293 . : 16.256
Cereals & . :

potatoes
: 47.738 10.023 , : 6.705 : .956

Fruits cz :

5.722 : 2.436 ,: 1.950 : .805
Nisc. vegetables :

& fruits
: .063 : .019 : .258 : .403

Total :

vegetables : 54,316 : 12.479 25.169 : 2.164

Grand total : 112.805 : 67.265 : 145.353 : 63.006

Per capita : 91.838 : 56.661 118.598 ,: 53.073

.See Table XXXIII for production data and explanations. The

e equivalent number of adult male units have been estimated by ap-
plying the United States scale of food requirements, Table XL I,

to the number of persons in each age group, as reported by the

1920 census of population. This estimate for the United States
was also increased by the percentage increase in total population
from January 1920 to January 1, 1925. Since the census popula-
tion in Switzerland is taken on December 1, no adjustment was made
for this country.
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Table XLIII. - AVERAGE *IET PRODUCTION FOE HOMM COHSOMPDIOH OF
DIGEST 13LI TCOD KOTRISSTS PER ADULT MAL2 U1TIT MB PER CAPITA

12? THE UNITED STATES 1924-25 Ml SWITZERLAND 1920-22 *

( Continued)

Commodity Carbohydrates : Calories
group • TT"n itpri O >• X M Z C J- V : United : Switzer-

: States : land

Meats & meat
Ecuads 5 Kumfcer

products
: 112 : 351,290.1 : 104,116.6

Poultry, fish,
eggs & honey : .475 : .842 : 35,098.3 : 10,280.3

Milk & milk
products

:1 38.201 : 37.139-

:

: 291^855.6 : 314,341.4
lOtai livestock. ;

products
;: 38.788 , 37.981. : 689 244.0 : 4-29.238.3

ve-euaoie oils & :

oil products : .960 : 71,418.8
uerealsdo . ;

potatoes
: 332.327 !

97.892"
: 720,592.9 ! ! 204,727.8

Fruits & ;

vegetables j 38.362 : 31.112' :

' 94,546.2 :

• 65,789.2
Misc. vegetables :

& fruits : 28.514 : 3.296 : 54,241.1 , 7^867.6

Total vegetables : '400.153 : 132.300 : 940,799.0 : 278, 384.6

Grand total : 438.951 : 170.281 :
1, '6 30, 0-43.0 i 707,622.9

Per capita : 359.932 : 142.436 : 1,332,954.0 : 596,064.0

See Table XXXIII for production data and explanations. The

equivalent number of adult male units have been estimated by ap-
plying the United States scale of food requirements, Table XLI,

to the number of persons in each age group, as reported by the

1920 census of population. This estimate for the United States
was also increased by the percentage increase in total population
from January 1920 to January 1, 1925. Since the census of popu-
lation in Switzerland is taken on December 1, no adjustment was
made for this country.
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Table XLIV. - AVERAGE KUMAIT CONSUMPTION 0? DIGESTIBLE FOOD 1

ITUTHIEITTS PER ADULT MALE "U1TIT MD PER CAPITA III- THE "01-11TED
STATES 1920-25 A1TD SWITZERLAND 1920-22 * " : '

Commodity Protein . J Eat
group : United : Switzer- : United : Switzer-

States -
: land •

: S c at e s ' land

Pout?ids
\

'

Pouiids
Meats & meat \

products 24.043 '

: 19.508 :, 51.077 : 25.026
Poultry, fish, :

eggs & honey ;

: : • 8.866 •

: 2.367 ! :
- 5.160 ! *3,iyy

Milk 8a milk :

products !: -23.930 : 33.029 :

i - ^<Q ->zj
> Ow> . w(j (O 44 . 049

Total livestock :

products :
• -56.889 '

:: 55.404 : 106.159 : 71.273
Cereals & 2

: 35.581 : 28.801 ,

• 5.536 4.717
Emits & '

: • 6.058 '

. 3.412 i 2.075 ; 2.280
Misc. Eruits & ;

vegetables : - 1.278
'

: 1 . 536 ! 2.926 ; 6.236
Vegetable oils & :

oil products !
1.294'

1 19.141
Total :

vegetables : -44.211 :

: 33.749 : 29. 678 : 13.233

Grand total : 1-01.100 '

: 89.153 : 135.837 : 84.505

Per capita : 83.249 •

: 75.098 i 111.852 : .71.182

See Table XXXV for consumption data and explanations and the

footnote to Table XLIII for method of estimating the number of

adult male units.
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Table XLIV. - AVERAGE WMM CONSUMPTION 01 DIGESTIBLE FOOD
MJTPIEM1

S PER ADULT MALE UNIT MV PEE CAPITA IN THE UNITED
STATES 1920-25 MD .S1TIT ZEKLMD 1920-22 *

( Continued)

Commodity ' Carbohydrates : Calories
group : United : Switzer- : United J Switzer-

: States : land : States : land

ivieat & meat
Pour?ds : Number

product s : .109 • • one i i p 7 « i ai pro n

Poultry, fish,
eggs & honejr

! .231 J 1.131 » 7Q R/IA A «

, £>Q , 0*±0 . D . Id, /Do . y
Milk & milk
products

: 35.790 1 35.271 • P7Q R • 'Xl P PAD A
Total livestock
products

: : 36.130 : 36.402 :: 616,298.4 : 471,451.3
Cereals&
potatoes

; : 249.680 : 250.304 : 539 , 305. 7 : 535,218„4
Fruits 8c

vegetables
j •39.993 : 34.875 : 98,896.3 : 75,294.7

Misc. fruits & :

137.909 : 60.610 :
•

, 270,707.6 : 141,882.5
Vegetable oils & :

oil products : .960 : 83, -596. 7 :

Total vegetables : 428.542 : 345.789 : . 992,506.3 : 752,395.6

Grand total : 464.672 : . 382.192 : 1,608,804.7 : 1,223,846.9

Per capita : 382.625 : 321.938 : 1,324,737.0 : 1,030,903.1

See Table XXXV for consumption data and explanations and the
footnote to Table XLIII for method of estimating the number of

adult male units.
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Table XLV. - £Sl&JGE HIE PRODUCTION FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION OF
DIGESTIBLE POOD HU2KIEKTS PER ADULT MALE UNIT. AND PER CAPITA

IN THE UNITED STATES 1911-12 A2TD SWITZERLAND 1908-12 *

Uomniociit.7 ;: Protein : . Pat

group ! United : Switzer- : United : Switzer-
States' : land : Sta/tes : land

Pounds : pounds
Heats & meat !

-

products ! 29.031 : IS. 326 : .83.819 : Id.^Oo
-TOU_L 0 ry

,
IlSJl, i

eggs and honey j ! • 9.150 i . 1.146 J 5.309 J .826

«U-J.-E! ex IILIJL-^. ;

procuiCbs • ! 20.784 ;
-

. 40.081 : .39.259 : 49 . 562

io ua.i ii/estoci£ !

production ! 58.955 :: . 57.553 : 133.38.8 : 66.594
Ceres! s & :

potatoes :: 43.470 :: 7.968 :! 6.465 : : .765

Fruits &
Vdgci/E'.Uieo ;: 2.675 : . 2.242 !: .615 ,: .788

Hi sc. fruits
£ vegetables ::- 1.011 : \ 1.733
Vegetable oils :

3: oil products : .17.805
Total !

vegetables : 47.157 ! 10.210 : .26.619 : 1.553

Grand, total : 106.122 : 67.763 : 150.007 : 68.147

See Table XXXV for data and explanations and the footnote to

Table XLIII for method of estimating the number of adult male units.
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Table £LV. - AVEEAC-I UII PRODUCT 1 02" POP KUWAIT CO-TSUliPTIOH OF

DIGESTIBLE POOD PUTHlPH'S PER ADULT MALE OTIT AMD PSR CAPITA
Of THS UNITED STAT23 1911-12 A5TD SWITZERUU3D 1908-12 *

( Continued)

^cmmo cli uv , . Garb c ir/drat e s . I Calories
£,1 OU.p i United : Svritzer- ' United J Switzer-

States : land ! St at e s : land

Pounds - r Hunber
ititJcALi s oc moat «

: .141 ; : 430,272: 98.725
Pml f-T" -f A oV, <

: 2.547 , : 1.216 : 44,654:: 7,878

25.403 : : 41 . 374 : ; 252,248 ! 320 , 788

Total livestock :

production : 28.191 , 42.590 : 727,174 : 427,391
Cereals &

: 310.042 •

!

5 . 83.957 : 686,340. : 174,183
Fruits &
vegetables : 22.026 : 28.843 : 48,644 : 61,136

^isc. fruits & :

vegetable s : 42.237 : 2.309 : ; 87,943 : 4,294
Vegetable oils & :

oil products : 75,303
Total vegetables : 374,305 : ill5. 109 : 898,230 : 239, 613

Grand total : 402.496 : 157.699 : ; 1,625,404 : 667,004

See Table XXXV for data and explanations and the footnote to

Table XII I I for method of estimating the number of adult male units.
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Table XLVI. - AVERAGE HUMAN CONSUMPTION OE DIGESTIBLE EOOD
NUTRIENTS PER/.ADULT MALE U1IIT MD ' PER CAPITA IN THE UNITED STATES

.

; W: t'i 1911-12 AND SWITZERI.A1TD 1903-12 *

Coiflmodi tv i Protein :: Fat
group : United : Switzer- : United : Swit zer-

: Sta'tes :i land ; : States. ::
• land

: "Pounds : Pounds
Meats &. trieat
product

s

! 28:. 172 : 21.429 : 73.065 :: 23.212
Poultry fish
& eggs

: yt.<; rt) t 3.:164- 5.321
*"> 0<T7

Milk & milk . :

product s :
' •

;

: 20.888 .!!i 32.041 : 39.356 !: 44.361
Tot a"1 livestock !

products
'

;

58:. 335 ;: 56.634 }- 117.742 :\ 69.866
Cereals & :

potatoes
; 39:. 033 : 36.005 ::• 5.878 !1 3.731

Fruits & :

vegetables
.. : 3:440 :

3.'262 J> .980 ! 1.800
Misc. fruits & '

vegetables
. 1:.416 .:: 1.490 : 2.789 !: 7.638

Vegetable oils & :

oil products ,'•
: :.020 : 14.703 :

Total :

vegetables ,
-.

: 43:. 909 : 40.757 : 24.350 : : 13.169

Grand total •

: 102'. 244 : 97.391 J 142:. 092 .

! 83.035

See Table XXXVI for consumption data and explanations and the
footnote to Table XLIII for method of estimating the number of adult-
male units.
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Table XLVI. - AVERAGE HUMAN CONSUMPTION 0? DIGESTIBLE FOOD
NUTRIENTS PER -ADULT MALE UNIT MD PER CAPITA IN THE UNITED STATES

1911-12 AND SWITZERLAND 1908-12 *

(Continued)

Commodity
group

Carbohydrates : Calories
: United
: States

: Switzer-
: land

: United
: States :

: Switzer-
\ land

: Pounds Ibe-r
Meats & meat
products

5 .141 : .005 : 362,029 ;: 137,464
Poultry, fish :

#

& eggs
: .001 : 1.493 : 40,000 j 18,337

Milk & milk
;

products > O Cs T\ 1.oO.^lO : 252 r 680 : 278 , 628
Total livestock

;

products
! : 25.455 : 40.030. :! . 654,7.09 :: 434,429

Cereals &
;

potatoes
j 277. 514 : 301.881 ?: 614,549. ! 644,128

Fruits & :

vegetables
j 30.744 : 32.196 ::

• 67,898 : 73,775
Misc. fruits & :

vegetables
j 113.648 : 62.577 : 226,247 : 151,369

Vegetable oils & :

oil products : 62,219 :

Total - :

vegetables : 421.706 : 396.654 : 970,913 : 869,272

Grand total : 447.161 ! 436.684 : 1,625,622 : 1,303,701

See Table XXXVI for consumption data and explanations and the
footnote to Table XLIII for method of estimating the number of adult
male units.
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"When the a"bove 'estimates of digestible nutrients consumed in each
country are divided by the total population; or by the estimated number of
equivalent adult male units, the similarities are most striking. While the
estimated total number of calories consumed in the United States in 1924-25
per adult man was 29 per cent 'larger than in Switzerland in 1920-22, it should
"be remembered that the waste of food nutrients in kitchens is probably much
lower in Switzerland- than in the United States. The most significant differ-
ence in these post-war estimates of consumption per. man is for fat, the
estimated amount for Switzerland being only 62 per cent of the United States
figure compared with 82 per cent for carbohydrates and 88 per cent for
protein. If, now, the deductions for waste in kitchens suggested by Pearl
are made, the average number of pounds of calories of digestible nutrients
per adult male unit for both countries would appear as follows:

;
: United States . Switzerland

Protein, pounds .5
* m :

%
• m ; 89

Fat Jft- .98 : i.- -84

Carbohydrates ::

'
•' 373 : !:. : 382

Calories, number; : 1,287,760 J; 1,230,540

Even when these deductions are made, the actual consumption of fats
in the United States appears - to be larger than in Switzerland. Practically
the same relationships are shown by ex-pressing the -estimates of consumption
on a per capita basis for both countries.

Pearl's estimates of the consumption of digestible nutrients in terms
of calories in 1911 divided by the estimated number of adult male units,
computed by using the above United States scale for that year, shows a
slightly closer relationship to estimates of consunmtion per adult unit for

Switzerland from 1908-12 than the above post-war data. These pre-war com-
parisons are shown in Tables XLV and XLVI. The average number of calories
consumed per adult unit in the United States, as estimated by Pearl for the

crop year 1911-12, is slightly higher than the Bureau of Home Economics
estimates for 1924-25. The Bureau estimates of consumption of protein and
fat per adult unit are also slightly lower than Pearl ! s estimates for

1911-12; but both estimates for carbohydrates are practically the same. In

S?fi tzerla.nl, however, the estimated consumption of protein and carbohydrates
was slightly higher in the pre-war period than in the post-war period.

From the foregoing data many ratios, such as the conventional
nutritive ratio for determining the proportion of protein in the diet,
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the proportion of calories or protein ocming from animal or vegetable
sources and from various other divisions of the food "budget, can "be deter-
mined and used in studying relation of diet to occupation, climate, character
of population and other significant differences between population in differ-
ent countries.

Estimates can also be calculated in terms of digestible nutrients, or
calories produced per acre.

Although, in the foregoing tables, data for certain years only are
presented, there is no reason why a statistical service cannot be developed,
which will make available data that' can be used for constructing relatives
for the foregoing ratios which can be used as a measure of trend within each
country and of relative historical changes between countries. The relative
which will perhaps be of most significance from the standpoint of food supply
is that for total digestible nutrients, or energy values in food, or feed
crops, per acre of land. Such an index would not, of course, include such
crops as cotton and tobacco, but separate indices could be constructed for
these if desired.

x « Timber Production and Consumption in Relation to Population

Concerning the consumption of forest products, the Schweizerische
Oberforstinspektorat maizes a yearly estimate of firewood and timber produced.
By adding to this the net balance of exports and imports, the total con-
sumption is obtained. As already pointed out, the i929 census will return a
much more accurate figure on the production of wood, which consequently will
also make the figures on consumption more reliable.

The total quantity of timber cut in the United States in 1919 per
capita of the total population was slightly larger than in Switzerland in
1925, as s1tq-wii in Table XLVI-A. The quantity of lumber cut in the United
States per capita in 1925, however, was probably much larger than in 1919
because of the reduction in the construction of buildings during the war and
the resulting boom in later post-war yea.rs. The normal cut of timber per
capita in the United Stages is probably 50 to 60 per cent greater than in
Switzerland.

Estimates of the annual
,
;rowtl: of timber are not available for Switzer-

land.* The annual growth of wood "of all sizes and qualities" in the United
States, however, is estimated by the United States Do ;yrt,.:ent of Agriculture
at 6,039,000,000 cubic feet, and the total drain on forests is estimated at

24,786,000,000 cubic feet.

The figures on annual growth of timber, as mentioned a.bove, (p. 227)
do not apply to the whole country, but give merely a.n average, under the

Footnote continued
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Table XLVI-A. - 3JIMBER PRODUCTION PER CAPITA C? ALL POPULATION
W TH3 UHITED STATES 1879-1919, A3TO SWITZER-

LAITD 1925*

: United States : Switzerland
: Par capita : Per capita

Year : Production* : production : Production : production
! (m. feet b.m.

)

;
(m. feet "cm. ) ! : (m. feet "b.m. ) :: (m. feet b.m.

)

1925 ! 1,212 : .307
1919 j 34,552,076 :: .327
1909 J 44,509,761 : .484 :

1899 : 35,077,595 !1 .462 :

1889 : 23,842,230 : .379 :

1879 : 18,091,356 : .361 :

following assumptions:

Numbe r of .VG.run3:s diame t e r

per»hectare centimeter
spruce 870 28.6
"beech-trees 640 25.6

length
meter
26.3
27.5

average growth/year
cubicmeter

8.25
5.08

A figure similar to that of the U.S. A, is not available. About 87 per cent
of the publicly owned forests, however, are managed according to scientific
methods and plans. For those, figures of the possible cut per year have
been worked out for several years ahead. In a special table of the
Fcrststatistik, the actual yearly cuts are compared with the "possible"
ones, which gives indication whether the drain on the forests in Switzer-
land is too large or not. (iTo figures are available for the privately
owned forests)

.

United States - Production data from United States Census, 1920,
Volume 10, and Population data from Bureau of Census
Reports

.

Switzerland - Schweizerische For ststatistik, 7. Lieferung, Heft 2,

1927 (quoted in Statistische Srhebungen una Schatzungen,
etc. edition 1928, p. 23) and population data from Census
on population, 1920 (3,380,320), or estimate of the

population for 1928 made by the Federal Office of
Statistics (3,936,330).
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Y. Budget s of Farm Families and Urban Families

Sources listed in Part I are Statistische Mitteilungen and
Statistische s Jahrbuch der Schweiz, under the Eidgenossisches Departement
des Innern; all the publications of the Union Suisse des Paysans; and
Sozialstatistische Mitteilungen, under Arbeit samt.

Cantonal sources of information are as follows:

Haushaltungsrechnungen aus der Stadt Winter thur und den
Landgemeinde&i des Kantons betreffend die Jahre 1912,
1919 und 1920. (Statistische Mitteilungen betreffend
den Kant on Zurich, heft 141).

Haushaltungsrechnungen von Basler Familien aus den Jahren
1912, 1919-1923. (Mitteilungen des Statistischen
Amtes des Kantons Basel-Stadt No. 45).

The analysis of the farm accounts enables the Secretariat in Brougg
to give some details on the expenditures of farm families. No attempts,
however, have ever been made to work Up the material available in the usual
form of budget studies. The tables compiled by the Secretariat give, in
the first place, an analysis of the household costs. Thus there is one
table quoting cash expenditures for household purposes, the value of products
obtained from the farm, wages and wage claims for work in the household,
interest on household implements, and rent. In another table, the cash
expenditures for the household are quoted for about 20 items, mostly food
products. A similar table analyses the value of the farm products, and rent,
and wage expenditures. Finally, a table of the cash expenditures of the
family is compiled by objects of expenditures for about 15 classes including
clothes, shoes, furniture, medical service, school attendance, etc. In
the first tables mentioned, the figures are quoted for the "man-unit," while
the last table is compiled for the family unit also. The "man-unit" is the
basis adopted by the Secretariat. The scale is intended to represent work-
ing ability, and is not adequate for family budget analyses. It is as follows

Males, 18 years old and over 1 unit
Females .8 "

Boys from 16-17 years of age .8 M

Workers under 16 years of age .4 - .7 11

In- spite of obvious defects, the tables are very instructive,
especially because they now cover a period of almost thirty years. They
also make comparisons between the five farm-size groups distinguished,
although no definite conclusions should be drawn with respect to this
without consulting the analysis of the sources of income. (See section F')«
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On "budgets of "urban" families, several studies have been published
lately in Switzerland. The/Federal Statistical Office entered this field
of work for the first time in 1919, working out an analysis of 277 family,
budgets. It obtained the collaboration of several statistical offices of
cantons and cities, under whose control the record takers worked. These
record takers were required to enter, on specially provided blanks, every
expenditure and item of income and to deliver these records each month to
their respective offices. The results were worked up according to a
schedule agreed upon previously by all these offices. Returns which re-
vealed abnormal conditions with respect to income or expenditures, and the
returns of single persons were eliminated. Of the 277 records, 161 were
taken in cities with over 100,000 inhabitants and 34 in towns with a popu-
lation of more than 10,000. The remaining 82 records are not from places
which can be called rural. But the Statistical Office has taken care to
workup the returns in -great detail. It has grouped the families according
to the social status of their heads, according to their incomes, the number
of children, etc. It has analyzed the income of the men, the wives and
the children. It reports the interest on investments, rebates from pur-
chases in cooperative societies, and gives detailed accounts of savings and
also of withdrawals from accumulated savings.

For reduction purposes, the "consumption unit 1
' was chosen, a scale

adopted recently by several other European nations. It is not based on
food consumption primarily, but also takes into account the relative needs
of housing and clothes. It is as follows:*

Male Female
Persons of 0 - 3 years 0.1 0.1

ii ii 4 - 6 it 0.2 0.2
ti it 7 - 9 it 0.3 0.3
ii ii 10 - 12 it 0.4 0.4
it ii 13 - 14 n 0.5 0.5
ti it 15 - 16 it 0.7 0.6
ti ii 17 - 18 ii 0.9 0.7
ii ii 19 and more 1.0 0.8

This scale was first used by the Sta,tistisches Reichsamt of Germany
in investigations made in 1907. It was also used in a slightly altered
form in investigations 'made by the City of Stockholm ( Sweden) and in
Finland. In 1912-14, it was used in family budget studies made in Vienna.
Swiss statisticians also used it in the report Statistik der Stadt Zurich:
Haushaltsrechnungen aus dem Jahre 1919, p. 8 and 9, from which this scale
has been taken. The following sources are quoted therein:

Erhebung von Wirtschaftsrechnungen Minderbemittel ter Familien
im Deutschen Reich bearbeitet im Statistischen Reichsamte.
2. Sonderheft zum Reichs-arbeit sblatte

,
Berlin, 1909.

Wirtschaftsrechnungen und Lebensverhaltnisse von Yfiener Arbeiterfamiliei:
in den Jahren 1912-14. Erhebung des K. E. Arbeitsstatisti schen
Amtes im Handel sminis ter ium, Sonderheft zur Sozialen Rundschau
1916, Wien 1916.
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The expenditures are analyzed in extraordinary detail. They are
divided into 10 major groups , which again are subdivided into 38 classes.
Special care was taken with respect to the expenditures for food products.
Hot less than 37 different food products are enumerated, and the expenditure
for each of them is tabulated separately. Another table goes even further
and analyses in still more detail the expenditures for meat. Moreover,
seven regional groups have been formed. This enables one to make certain
comparisons between urban and rural budgets. The results are reduced to
the "consumption unit" as explained above, but for reasons of comparability
with budget studies in 1912, the "Quiet" scale is also used. Each" table
states which scale has been used.

luring the years 1920-22, the federal Labor Office conducted family
budget studies, the results of which have since been taken as the basis for
the construction of the cost of living index. The summary tables in
Statistisches Jahrbuch der Schweiz, 1923, p. 282 ff. indicate that the same
method was used by the Statistical Office as in 1919. The number of
families included increased to over 300 in 1922. The proportion living
in cities is also increased, which has resulted in a decrease of number of
persons per family and also a slight decrease, of consumptive units per
family. Other family budget studies have been conducted by the Statistical
Office of the City of Zurich.

The following is a critical examination of family food budget studies
in the United States with a view toward thai! use in estimating the nation's
food requirements:

In 1890 a study was made by the United States Department of Labor of
3260 families in the iron, steel, and cognate industries. This was followed
in] 1891 by a similar study of 5284 families in the cotton, woolen, and glass
industries. The results of these surveys are published in the Sixth and
Seventh Annual Reports of the United States Commissioner of Labor.

These surveys were made by similar methods. Personal agents gathered
the facts from heads of families, on the basis of the latter f s estimates.
For food consumption analyses, only "normal" families were used. This
limitation reduced the number of families to 1246 and 2019, respectively.
A "normal" family was defined as one having no boarders or dependents, not
owning its own dwelling place, having both a husband and wife, having not
more than five children (none over 14 years cf age), and having expenditures
for rent, fuel, lighting, clothing, and food. The scale used for convert-
ing the results to comparable units was as follows:

Consumption
units

Husband 100
Wife 90
Children, 11-14 years 90

" 7-10 " 75
H 4_ 6 " < 40
" 1- 3 » 15
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The families were, as a whole, well distributed "both geographically
and by occupations. The main criticism of these two studies lies in the
fact that only the major items in the diet were included (potatoes, sugar,
"cutter, etc.), and that no -allowance was made - for cows, chickens, gardens,
etc., which some families owned and from which they" Obtained a part of their
food. In other words, only purchased foods were included. This limitation
in lata collected would be likely to vary in its effect upon the result
obtained for the different occupation groups*

In 1904, one United States Zepartment of later undertook a more
extensive study of "cost of living." The' principal industrial centers of

33 states, including the District of Columbia, were surveyed. The geo-
graphical distribution was "believed to be in proportion to the number of
industrial employees. The survey was limited to persons on salaries net
exceeding SI200 per year, and -as not to include persons engaged in
business on their own account. Both native and foreign-born elements were
included; also a considerable number of colored fairdlies. The data were
gathered, by personal inquiry by experienced special agents, from the

housewives, largely on the basis of estimates of consumption for the pre-
ceding year. The results were published in the Eighteenth Annual Report
of the United States Commissioner of Labor.

The food consumption for 1043 selected "norual" families was ob-

tained. A "normal" family, for purposes, of this study, met the follow-
ing requirements, cf having

Husband at work
A wife
Hot more than five children, and none

over 14 years of age
No dependent, bos.rder, lodger, or servant
Expenditures for rent, fuel, lighting, food,

clothing and sundries

The consumption scale was very similar to the one used in the

1890 and 1891 studies.

Although this survey was better taken, and the results are undoubt-
edly more accurate and detailed than the earlier, studies, there is the

limitation that the. sample was too sma.ll for the . large area covered. Tor
this reason, the results in themselves ' are not conclusive. Together with
other similar studies they have some value.

Tue Bureau of Labor Statistics, in 1318-19, made a survey of white
families in 92 cities or localities in 42 states, the cities varying in
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size from New York to small country places of a few thousand population.
These places were selected so, as to get data representative of all. parts
of the country. In the selection of. families, the stipulation was made
that only families of wage earners or salaried workers were to he in-
cluded. Families of men in business for themselves were not to he in-
cluded. These data were also collected "by personal surveys. The results
are puhli shed In Bulletin 357 of the Bureau of Lahor Statistics.

Following the same scale used in earlier studies, the results
were reduced to. the adult male .equivalent hasis. Only white families were
included, and the sample was concentrated in the central income groups.
Moreover, some weighting should have "been given the results "based on" the
relative number of families in cities of varying sizes.

The results were published in great detail, the average quantity
of each of 128 articles of food consumed hy 11,900 families, reduced to an
adult male equivalent hasis, being listed. Most of the items have been
expressed in pounds, but many have been quoted in widely varying units.
Milk in quarts, eg'.;s in dozens, apples in pecks, asparagus in bunches, let-
tuce by heads, and cantaloupes by numbers arc some examples.

The results of a number of local studies have been published in the
Monthly Labor Review. In 1916-17, a survey was made in the District of
Columbia and another at about the same time, in the chief shipbuilding
centers. The National Industrial Conference Board made a survey in
Lawrence, Massachusetts, in 1919, and another in Fall River. In these
studies, the "cost" of living has been the center of interest, and the
relative proportions of the income spent for food, clothing, shelter, etc.
Consequently, value measurements alone, in most cases, have been employed.
Quantitative measurements furnish the only fixed standard for the purpose
in mind in the present analysis.

Several attempts have been made at working out some theoretical
minimum budgets, but they are of little value for our use. They are used
mostly in wage disputes.

Most farm family budget studies have been made by the United States
Department of .Agriculture or by individual states in cooperation with the
Department of Agriculture.

In 1913-14, Mr. W. C. Funk of the Department of Agriculture
collected data from 950 farm families scattered throughout the United States.
The personal survey method was used, estimates being made where accurate
records were not available. Areas in 14 states were included, so that the
results were fairly representative of the United States as a whole. The
sample is small, considering the large area covered and the variability in
the results. Caution must therefore be exercised in generalizing on the
results found.
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Beginning about 1923, a. series of studies on living conditions and
costs of living among farm families in various localities of the United
States .wars started. In 1924, preliminary reports were issued for selected
localities in Iowa, Alabama, Ohio and Missouri. Daring 1925, similar re-
ports were issued for ether localities ~ Kentucky, Tennessee, and Texas.
Still others have "been issued since that time for other states.

The summary
,

' made in 1923, of food consumed during one year "by 1331
farin families of selected localities in Kansas, Kentucky, Missouri, and Ohio
is one of the most complete available for the specific areas included. The
data wore collected "bp the survey method, specially trained agents visiting
the housewives and obtaining estimates of food consumption for the preceding
year. The number of adult-male units included in the study was calculated
by the use of a double dietary scale which had he en worked out in the Bureau
cf Home Economics.

Age •For energy For protein
and minere.l

Adult male 18 to 60 1.2 100 1.1 100
Adult male over 60 1.0 83 1.0 91

Adult female 18 to 60 1.0 83 .9 82
Adult female over 60 .8 67 .8 73
Boy 15 to 18 1.2 100 1.6 145
Girl 15 to 18 .9 75 1.2 109
Child 11 to 14 .9 75 1.2 109
Child 6 to 10 .7 58 .9 82
Child under 6 .4 33 .6 55

Several possibilities of errors are present in the results. The
housewives' estimates were for the preceding year. In many cases they
gave a consumption figure in volumetric terms, such as bushels of potatoes,
baskets of peaches, etc. In some causes less standardized terms were used,
such as number of squash and bunches of onions. These figures were reduced
to pounds, and it is quite possible the conversion factor used w? s not
correct. Moreover, the housewife has considerable difficulty in estimating
foods furnished by the farm. This is especially true because of the fact
that the foods are often of poor grade. The best grade of potatoes, for in-

stance, may have been sold and those less uniform in size and quality used
by the family. Still another source of error is the spoilage that occurs
in stored foods, and the waste of food which is thrown out to the chickens
and hogs. On the whole, however, it is believed that the results are fairly
representative of the areas covered.

In 1924, a similar survey was ma.de in Vermont of 86 farm families.
In all respects the methods used were the same as in the 1923 study. The
results are therefore subject to the same limitations. They a.re

,
however,

proba.bly representative of Vermont families for that pa.rticule
r
r year.
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Many other studies which are not suitable -,46 our needs have been
made in various sections of the country. Areas in New York, Iowa, Alabama,
Texas, Tennessee, and other states have been surveyed with the use of value
measurements. As stated before, quantitative measurements are essential
for estimating specific food reauirements..' "

As to the use of. these several budgetary studies in estimating the
nation's food requirements, the preliminary analyses seem encouraging; but
further study leads one to believe they are of relatively little value.
In the first place, the. quantities of specific foods consumed are highly
variable, and necessarily so. • Surely no more can be consumed than is avail-
able for consumption, which, in the case of most foods, is the production
of a limited period. The results of the 1913-19 survey are, accordingly,
very much influenced by the production of .specific foods from 1917-19,
and the results of the 1923-24 studies by production from 1922-24. A very
good example of this is the consumption of pork. In 1918-19 hogs were
scarce and. the estimated per-capita consumption of pork, from production
figures, for the United States was 54.8 pounds as contrasted to 74.7 pounds
in 1923-24 - a difference of over 35 per cent.

Such variations make the comparisons of the results of studies taken
at different times exceedingly difficult,, if not impossible. Surely the
differing food habits of Vermont farm families and urban wage earners is
not readily deducible from surveys, one of which was made in 1924 and the
other in 1919.

One further limitation in the use of these studies is the variable-
ness of the classifications of items. For example, in the case of meats,
veal may be a separate item by itself, included with beef, or given no
specific classification and included in "other meat." Sausage may be a
separate item or included under pork and beef. Many other similar dis-
crepancies exist, especially in such items 'as fruits and vegetables.

Then, too, there are difficulties within given studies. Many food
items are overlooked unless the questionnaire is sufficiently detailed.
Too great detail, on the other hand, is likely to lead to inaccuracy in
estimates. One can estimate fairly well how much meat one ate last year,
but it is rather difficult to differentiate between the amounts which were
pork, beef, mutton, lamb, veal, poultry, and fish. Specific quantities of
the many varieties of fruits and vegetables would be still more difficult
to estimate.

The accompanying table illustrates some of the disadvantages of
surveys talien for a single year, and the lack of comparability of the re-
sults obtained from the same areas at different times. It seems clearly
evident that, in order to obtain reliable consumption figures for the
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Table XLVI I. - COMPJffilSOK OF SOME 0? THE RESULTS OBTAINED FROM
TEE 1913-14 MD 1923-24 SURVEYS 0? THE QUALITIES OF FOODS

OCI"SU:/ED"ANMJiLLI BY*FARM FAMILIES IN OHIO

Per rer sen
> 1313—14 1 1923-24 : 1915-14 : 1923-24

Beef (pouads) : 115 ! 131 : : 28.1 : 32.1
Perk "

i: 706 :: 375 : 172.2 :: 72.2
Poultry ;: 301 :: 95 :

- 73.5 •
: 23.4

Fi sh 11
:: 2 "

:

:: 24 :v .5 : 5.8
Butter "

: 122 . :: 130 : -29.8 : 32.1
IftUc " :: 2325 : ! 1902 :: 566.9 : 467.8
E2:.rs "

: 237 :: 219 : 57.8 53.9

Sugar "
: 577 ;: 382 :: 92.0 : 93.9

Salt 11

:: 20.5 : 43 : 5.0 : 10.5
Rice M

.:: 25.2 : 14 ::

' 6.4 : 3.6

Bread M
: 152.4 172 j 59.

6

: 42.4
Flour lf

;: 754
' :: 675 :\ 184.0 : 166.0

Gornmeal "
j: 86.1 : 47 :: 21.0 : 11.6

Coffee «
: 33.9 : 31 : 9.5 : 7.7

Tea 11
j: 3.3 : 5 : .8 : 1.2

Potatoes : 1380 :: 1048 : 355.0 : 257.3
Sweet " "

: 24.6 : 86 : 6.0 : 21.2

Appl e s 10.7 bu : 452 (lb) : 2.6 bu ! 111.2 (lb)

Peaches "
: 141.9 : 99 : 34.6 : 24.2

Sre.pes 11
: 11.5 : 42 : 2.8 : 10.3
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Estiraate of calorie requirements of the 1920 population of the
United States "based on the 1913-14 farm family sxirvey of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture and the 1918-19 urban family survey of the Depart-
ment of Labor.

! Population
: Farm : Urban

Total
: 31,000,000 \ 74,700,000

Male
: 16,100,000 ! 37,400,000

Female
! 14,900,000 37,300,000

Adult male
: 10,360,000 27,050,000

Adult female 9,390,000 :! 26,970,000
Children, 10 to 14 j 3,610,000 :! 6,440,000
Children, 5 to 9 j 3,820,000 : 6,970,000
Children, under 5 : 3,820,000 : 7,270,000

Reduction to adult male equivalent

Adult male 1.00 10,360,000 27,050,000
Adult female .90 8,451,000 24,273,000
Child, 10 to 14 .90 3,249,000 5,796,000
Child, 5 to 9 .60 2,292,000 4,182,000
Child, under 5 .20 764,000 1,454,000

25,116,000 62,755,000

25,116,000 X 4260 Calories (3unk) - 106,994,160,000
62,755,000 X 2741 Calories (Labor Statistics) - 172,011,455,000

87,871, 000 279 , 005 , 61 5 , 000
total calories

279^Q
Q;-?

1
nAn°

Q Z 3175 calories per man per day
o < , o ( X. , UUU



Estimate of calorie requirements of the 1920 population of the

United States, by various food groups, "based on the 1913 farm family
survey of the Department of Agriculture and the 1918-19 urban family
survey of the Department of Labor.

Calories per man per day
Junk ; Labor Statistics

,' 1913-14 . 1918-19

Meat, fish, eggs -580 :
• 370

Milk, cream . .. 400 : 204

Fatty foods' . 710 491

Sweats 500 250

Cereals 1280 .1065

Fruits, vegetables -'790 '361

Total 4260 2741
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Estimate of calorie requirements of the 1920 population of the

United States, "by various food, groups, "based on the 1913 farm family

purvey of the Department of Agriculture and the 1918-19 urban family

survey of the Department of Labor. (Continued)

Number of adult units in 1920:

Meat, fish, eggs
Sural 25,116,000 X 580 « 14,567,280,000
Urban 62,755,000 X 370 - 25,219,350,000
Total 87,871,000 '

37,786,830,000 430 Average

Milk, cream
Sural 25,116,000 X 400 = 10,046,400,000
Urban 62,755,000 X 204 - 12,802,020,000
Total 87,871,000

'

22,048,420,000 260 Average

Fatty foods
Rural 25,116,000 X 710 ~ 17,832,360,000
Urban 62,755,000 X 491 ==- 30,812,705,000
Total 87,871,000

' ~ ~"
48,645,065,000 554 Average

Sweet s

Rural 25,116,000 X 500 ~ 12,558,000,000
Ur Idan 62,755,000 X 250 ~ 15,688,750,000
Total 87,871,000 28,246,750,000 321 Average

Cereals
Sural 25,116,000 X 1280-~32,148,480,000
Urban 62,755,000 X 1065-^65, 834, 075,000
Total 87,871,000 98,982,555,000 1126 Average

Fruits, vegetables
Rural 25,116,000 X 790 - 19,841,640,000
Urban 62,755,000 X 361 - 22,654,555,000
Total 87,871,000 42,496,195,000 484 Average

Total
Sural 25,116,000 X 4260-106,994,160,000
Urban 62,755,000 X 2741^172,011,455,000
Total 87,871,000 279,005,615,000 3175 Average
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TTnited States as a whole, budget studios need to cover a period of time no
longer than a single year,_ and need to "be made during comparable periods for
all areas and group's-; -of people.

. \

Furthermore, reliable, material is not available for comparing the
food requirements of various occupational groups. The steel worker, the '

p3.inter, the salesman, a.nd the merchant obviously have different food needs.

This estimate of 3,175 calories of food consumed per day "by the
average adult male in 1920 is considerably "below the above estimate of

4,439 calories for 1924-25 based upon estimates o
k

f production, waste, feed,
and seed, and imports- and exports. Both estimates are based upon the
quantity of nutrients in food purchased. The probabilities of error in -

sampling and in the estimates of purchases of quantities obtained from the
farm or garden by a relatively small number of families, however, are much
greater than in the above estimates, of production of food products and their
disposition. In fact, these results indicate' that the estimates of food
consumption obtained in these budgetary studies are below. This result,
however, is not unreasonable in view of the fact that the original estimates
of family purchases or quantities obtained from the farm or garden are
obtained at one time for the entire year. It seems likely that housewives
would tend to underestimate rather than overestimate the quantities of food
used during an entire year, when obtained in 'this way.

Similar data for both urban and rural families are not available for

Switzerland. ?rom 1919 to 1922, however, some budgetary studies were: made
of the food consumption in urban families. These data were classified
according to the managers, other officials and employees, skilled laborers,
and unskilled laborers. The conditions under which these studies were made
have been pointed out in another part of this section.

A sui-imary of the results obtained' in these two analyses of. food con-
sumption for 1919 and 1922 that are of most signifieane for- international
comparisons are given in Table XLVIII.

These data shtrw some significant differences between occupation groups
For example, the consumption of eggs per' person in the families of managers
was more than 50 per cent higher in 1922 than in the families of unskilled
laborers. Meat, including sausage, was 11 per cent higher, but the con-
sumption of bread, flour and pastry was 7 per cent lower per person in the

families of managers than in those of unskilled laborers. Other differences
in the consumption of these occupation groups are apparent in the table.
They represent, however, only an indication 'of the actual differences in
these occupation groups, since the difference in character of families in

each group ar^ not taken account of in these results. Comparisons of the

consumption of most foods per capita in urban families of the United States
and Switzerland can be included, if desired.
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Table XLVI 1 1 , - AVERAGE AFRJAL CONSUMPTION OF IMPORTANT FOODS PER
PERSOF W A NUMBER OF UHBA2T FAMILIES IIT 1919 AND 1922 1$ SWITZERLAND,

CLASSIFIED BY OCCUPATION GROUPS IN 1922 (l) and (2)

1

' ••
' To fc'al

l Managers

: ;1919 : 1922 . : ^1922

1 & 2 Milk & cream : 477.71 : '489.04 470.49
3 Butter : 8.17 : 14.03 : 18.22
4 Cheese : 9.56 : 3,82 : 8t90
5 Eggs : 52.56 : 124.51 : 174.52
6 Fat (animal) 9.61 : 7.85 i 5.64
7 Meat : 43.32 : 42.16 : 46.98

a. Beef : 17.73 : 16.99 : 17.06
Id. Veal : 2.06- : ' 6.78 : 8.90
c. Pork : 3.75 : ' 12.47 : 14.45
d. Mutton : .36 : .48 : 0.93
e-„ Horse

: .46 ! .32 : 0.00
i. Other meats : 3.39 : 3.23 : 3.73
g. Edible offal : 2.06 : 1.88 : 1.91

8 Sausages
: 11.05 : 14.36 : 13.75

9 Fish
: .87 1 1.34 : 2.05

10 Bread
;: 181*97 : 165.99 i 164.30

11 Pastry
j: 12.64 : 13.93 1 17.15

12 Flour
: 15.88 : 15.54 S 18.88

13 Grits
: : 3.13 : 3.60 : 4.33

14 Cornmeal
: 5.50 : : 2.43 : 3.22

15 Hice
i: 8.63 ;! 5.91 8.44

16 Oats & barley j 4.16 : 4.19 : 5.31
17 Other cereals : 1.13 :! 1.99 : 1.40
18 Macaroni, etc. : 15.67 j 13.82 12.72
19 Olive oils j 1.50 J 2.17 :: 1.84
20 Fats (vegetable) j 1.54 I 2.31 : 4.43
21 Fruits ; 168.40 : 165.83 : 165.27
22 Oranges, etc : 6.27 : 11.99 : 19.81
23 Preserves : 4.06 : 2.74 : 1.77
24 Honey : 1.34 : 1.51 : 0.98
25 Sugar : 34.48 : 43.12 : 44.65
26 Cocoa & chocolate : 5.14 : 3.66 : 2.70
27 Vegetables : 56.06 : 59.26 : 76.90
28 Vegetables (legumes) 10.02 : 12.15 : 12.30
29 Potatoes : 156.38 : 129.05 : 119.22
30 Coffee, etc. : 4.57 : 6.24 : 8.39
31 Tea : .20 : .32 : 0.51
32 Wine : 16.28 '

:

(l) Statistisches Jahrbuch der Schweiz, 1924-, r>. 266.-

(2) Schweizeri'sche Statistische Mitteilungen, 1922, Vol. I, p. 156.

For "consumption unit," see p. 270.
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Table XlVIII.. - AVFRAC-I All'JiL ::"SU: IPTICl" D? I'.TORTANT FOODS ?FR
PERSON IN A :"i33R OF URBAN FAMILIES IN 1919 AND 1922 IN SWITZERLAND,

CLASSIFIED 3Y OCCUPATION GROUPS IN 1922 (l) and (2)
- ( Cent imied)

: '

' Other : 'Skilled : Unskilled
: officials and : laborers : laborers

employees
•

: 1922 : 1922 : 1922

1 <s: 2 Milk & cream 4fl7
:
04. 4.QQ Sfi • AAA PO

3 Butter • 1 ft QA 1 1 PA
• XX Ol 10 IP• xu . xo

4 Cheese • P 7Q p 70

5 B^ss • 1 PQ 7A « 1 " 7 RQ • 1 1 7 1 A
6 Fats (sniroal^ fi ft7 Q PD ft ftO

7 Meat • A7 QP • AD ftA • 7A P7
a. Beef • JL r,XO • 1? DP • 1 A 77

, b . Veal R A7
• O • tu A 7P • ft 07

c ?o rlc • 1 P ftft • P Pft

J . Do

.

• O 1 7

e T?o rt;Q • n i o
• U • Xc • O ftA

f OtViPT rnPfl'f'c! • 7 Pft • 7 pn * P 77
<£T . "h'cj i h-1 p n f*

f

pk 1
» i . oo • 107 • 1 7Px . f 0

8 Sausage s » 1 A "71
' . x^t. OX 1 7 P7

• x 0 • 0 r
• 1 7 QA
• X f • ^ -

9 Fi sh • 1 n7 • • 1 07 • 0 ft7

10 "Rtp^
' JL.f D, f /

• 1Q7 7Q

11 Pastrv •
» "1 K RQ ' 1 1 ftP 1 7 ftl

> X 0 . ux
12 • ,Flour

;• . X <^ • C -w»
• ' 1 ft 09 1 2 90

13 Grits
: ;

• 7 7ft 2 ftP

14
, Cormieal ;

' P "OQ ' P 7A • P Q0

15 .Rice
j

ft '1 1 '• ft ftA • A OP
15 Oats & bprl qv « A -

<f • <J-± «

' 7 Pft •

» 0.0c <

• P 1 A
17 Other opTPnT q « O , CO «

- 1 77 <• O Pft

18 1
7

' OQ « 1 A PP '• 1 7 ft7

19 0"! i ve oils P ftO « 1 P 7 '

X . O O «
• 1 ft7

20 Fats f ve£*e t phi p

«

P PI « 1 Q 7 ' 7 ftl

21 . Fruits ; 1 P7" 1 7 «X u ( , X O •
1 A7 7P «X - f • r O t

1 1 0 OPX X 3 • W/o

22 P 77 « p PPO . CO
"DTD n •

. x± Sbcl vcS J 2.56 : 3. 61
24 Honey j 1.86 J 1.22 - : 0.98
25 Sugar : 46.94 : 39.27 : 37.40
2S Cocoa & chocolate : 3.96 : 3.35 : 4.10
27 Vegetables : 64.86 : 53.79 : 36. 55
23 Vege tabl e s ( 1 egume s ) : 11.63 : 13.10 : 9.19
29 Potatoes : 126.63 : 133.19 127.41
30 Coffee, etc, . . : 6.28 : 6.15 : 4.86
31 - Tea

. 0.35 : 0.25 : 0.31
32 Wine

:

(1) Statistisches Jahrb^ch der Schweiz, 1924, p. 266.
(2) Schweizerische Statistische Mitteilungen, 1922, Vol. I, p. 156.

For "consumption unit, " see p. 270.
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Z. Imports and Exports of Farm and Forest products

A'. Commercial Fertilizer: Production, Imports and -Exports

Sources in Fart I are the various publications listed under the
Finanz-und Zolldepartement

, the Zolldepartement , and the Union Suisse des
Paysans; also Schweizerische Statistik and Waaren-Ausfuhr aus der Schweiz
nach den Vereinigten Staaten, listed under the Statistisches Bureau;
Statistisches Jahrbuch der Schweiz n Vol. I, 1891, contains figures on
imports and exports of livestock, dairy products, and meat from 1877 to
1884 (p. 57), also a table on imports and exports of cattle for the period
from 1851 to 1886 (p. 70-71). More figures on imports and exports for the
period 1885-1889 are given on pages 102-1193, and Statistische Mitteilungen,
(see especially Fabrikstatistik vom 26. September 1923. 1924 Heft C)

,

listed under Eidgenossisches Departement des Innern; Beitrage zur Statistih,
under the Departement des Innern; Wirtschaftliche und Sozialstatistische
Mitteilungen, under the Vo Ikswirtschaftsdepartement ; and Annuaire Agricole
de la Suisse.

Other sources of information are as' follows:

Statistik des Schweiz. Waarenverkehrs von 1850-1884,
zusammengestellt vom Schweiz. Handel sdepartement , 1887.

Handworterbuch der Schweiz. Volkswirt schaf t . Artikel:
Handel ss tat is tik.

Lata on imports and exports of food and other agricultural products
are needed to combine with those of domestic production in order to arrive
at a figure for domestic consumption, as was done in section V above. They
are also important as indicating directly the trends in the balance between
food production and food consumption. In interpreting them, due account
must, of course, be taken of the fact that certain types of foods are bound
to be imported into the United States and Switzerland anyway, coffee-, tea
and bananas for example, and an excess of imports over exports may arise
largely from such items.

Swiss statistics of imports and exports date as far back as 1850,
when the first tariff law for the recently united country went into effect.
Figures for imports and exports of earlier years arc collected in Beitrage
zur Statistik der Schweiz.. Eidgenos sen schaf t , Vol. 5: Statistische
TTbersicht uber den Handel der Schweiz mit dem Auslande ... Bern 1858.
The method .of collecting trade statistics has been continuously improved.
Special care has been taken from the very beginning, however, to separate
the goods imported for use in Switzerland from the goods imported for
transit only. The enumeration according to different categories of

merchandise was not very detailed at the start, especially for goods in
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transit and re-exported goods. Goods on the free list were partly net

enumerated at that time, and the list of goods included in the statistics

was not the sane for exports and imports. In 1877, these defects were

mostly remedied.

Before 1377, the goods were classified according to their method of

measurement. Table A included the goods enumerated per piece, such as

luohives, masses,, foals, calves, mules, horses, r.eat cattle, goats, sheep,

hogs of less than SO kilograms, hogs over SO kilograms, and other animals

net carried on a wagon, -aide 3 included goods value! ,
such as agri-

cultural implements cf weed ant iron, wagons of all hinds and timber,

"aide 0 included goods weighed. The basic unit was the -"horse power,' 1

which equaled 750 kilograms; hut for some goods, the unit was 50 kilograms.

This category included farm products . mostly. The imports and exports of

commodities en the free list were reported in a special table, and goods

imp ;r tee for transit in another. Because many cattle were imported into

Switzerland for pasturing on the mountains in the summer, a separate

classification, in 9 classes, was provided for these, -he list of other

goods imported for transit does not coincide with the list of goods imported

for consumption. A final table reveals the amount of goods imported for

storage only and their re-export.

The main classification used in. the present Swiss statistics is

"briefly as follows:

1. Stecial trade : this includes -

(a) Imports for consumption or use in the country,

separated into those stored and those not

stored before consumption.

'b) Exports of goods of Swiss origin - goods re-

exported not included.

2. Transit : C-oods in transit plus goods imported and

stored in warehouses and re-exported.

3. Goods importec for consumption hut re-exported later on.

4. Temporary imports and exports for improvement s

.

5. Local trade along the boundaries. (A large part of

.: . this, however, is included under special trade).

The law which contains the detailed provisions as to the, method of

collecting the statistics is reprinted in the introduction to Statistik des

Waarenverkehrs. The valuations declared for imported goods represent the
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value of the commodity at the place of its manufacture, plus freight costs
to the place of import (Swiss tariff duty not included), and for exported
goods, the same value plus transportation to point of export. With the ex-
pansion of foreign tra.de, the number of countries for which this trade is
separately recorded has "been continuously increased,- until it is now 51.
As far as possible, the country of final destination of the commodity ship-
ped has to "be stated on the export declaration. The reports are published
monthly and quarterly, and summarized in more detail yearly, especially in

a Jahresbericht , issued by the Oberzolldirektion, which is in charge of
trade statistics. This report contains numerous charts and tables, and is
a very valuable guide in obtaining a general idea of the exports and imports
of the country and its connections with the foreign markets. The commodities
are classified under three main headings: food products, raw materials,
and manufactured goods. Farm products ap;ocar in all three groups. Fer-
tilizers in their raw stage come under raw materials; but if they have al-
ready gone through a manufacturing process, they are classified as manufactured
goods. An alphabetical list of all the commodities can be found at the end
of Volume I of Statistik des Waarenverkehr s (in German and French).

No figures are available as to the production of commercial fer-
tilizers in Switzerland. The federal census of factories, taken in 1923,

listed, in the general class of chemical factories, 19 which were producing
salts, acids and ' fertilizers

,
employing about 12,000 workers, and using

about 3060 horsepower. No data on production are given. It is known, how-
ever, that the production of fertilizers was started in Switzerland in 1862,

and early export statistics reveal a considerable export of such products.

(See Handworterbuch der Schweiz. Volkswirt schaf t , Artikel: Chemische
Industrie, Vol. I, p. 726). A series of figures on imports of fertilizers

since 1850 can be found in Volkswirt schaftslexikon der Schweiz, Vol. I, p. 460.

During the year 1930, 11 members of the League of Nations have

ratified the "International convention relating to economic statistics,"

which was drafted by the International Conference relating to Economic Sta-

tistics, in December 1928. The 11 countries are: Egypt, Bulgaria, Canada,

Denmark, Greece, Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Irish Free State; . Nor-

way, Sweden, Switzerland, and the Union of South Africa. The convention

came into force on January 1, 1931. Its purpose is to secure uniformity in

the fields of already existing statistics, and to induce the countries to

enter upon new kinds of statistics. .

Annex 1 deals with External Trade Statistics. In Part I, the general

principles are laid down, and definitions given of "special imports,"

"special exports," "general trade," "transit trade," "improvement trade,"

"repair trade," etc. It also con-cains the principles of the valuation of

the trade, adopting the system known as "declared values." Other sections

require the countries to give precise definitions of the meaning of terms,
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such as "gross weight," "net weight," and. other .units of measure. Finally,
there is. given a definition of the territory to which the statistics shall
apply, and the civil calendar year (January .1 to December 3l) ?;as adopted
as. the." statistical year."

i Part II consists of a list of countries, giving the "statistical
territories to. he- shown . in the returns of. trade," and in Part III, general
principles and definitions are laid down. with regard 'to the classification
of goods according to "countries of origin or production, "

' "countries of
consignment or provenance ," "countries of purchase," etc.

. . The ratification of the Convention by Switzerland requires some changes
in the method of compilation of trade statistics -in this country. The changes
will he introduced gradually. While the new classification of imports and ex-

ports, with respect to the drafted list of statistical territories, will not
he started until 1932, the changes with regard to the classification of im-
ports and exports into special trade, transit trade, etc. were introduced
January 1, 1931. They are very fsw.

Up to now, nationalized goods (goods imported and re-exported without
transformation, such as raw coffee, raw cotton, raw silk, etc.) ha/ve been
recorded separately when being exported. Their quantity and value was de-
ducted from the., imports , in order to obtain the imports for consumption.
According to the convention, "special exports "shall include all exported goods
produced within the territory or nationalised therein." Ho separate record
of exports of nationalized goods, therefore, will be taken any longer. The
customs department estimates, on account of this change, an increase of about
80 to 90 millions of francs in the yearly values of imports ' and exports.

With regard to the declared values of exported goods, the convention
requires that "export duties shall be included" in the declared values. This
has not been done until now. Because only a few export duties are levied in
Switzerland, this change in the method does not affect the results of the re-

turns very much.

Of more importance is the requirement of keeping special records of

imports and exports of gold coin, gold in bars for inter-bank transactions,
and other gold (for manufacturing purposes). Up to now, all tra.de in gold,
except in gold coin, was included in "special tra.de."

ITew for Swiss trade statistics also is the compilation of records of

"direct and indirect transit trade." The transit trade was already recorded.
From now on, a separation of the indirect transit tra.de from the direct one

has to be made, 'the indirect trade being defined so as' to include "all goods
coming from territories external thereto, which are entered into warehouses
or depots, actual or constructive, ... and subsequently exported therefrom,
without being placed at the free disposal of the importers, and without having
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undergone transformation, repair or supplementary- treatment other than re-
packing, sorting or "blending;" Direct transit trade "includes ail goods
passing through ... for purposes of transport only ..."

The ^United States has rather complete data on imports and exports
of all products,, collected by the Customs Department of the United States
Government, and assembled into convenient classifications by the ' Department
01 Commerce, in its monthly and annual summaries of foreign commerce and
navigation. The more important data are also published in the Yearbook of
the United States Department of Agriculture. The Bureau of Agricultural
Economics has established index numbers for aggregate imports and aggregate
exports, and for the principal classes of each for the period since 1910,
which are also published, in the Yearbook of the United States Department of
Agricul ture.

B r
. Power on Farms

Part I lists, as a source, Srgebnisse der Eidg. Betriebszahlung,
under Schweizerische Statistik, published by the Statistisches Bureau.

In any analysis of the food production and food producing possibilities
of a nation, account must be taken of the extent of the use of power. The
substitution of tractor power for horse power in the United States has re-
leased a large acreage of land for production of human food, and is, in con-
siderable degree, responsible for the fact that exports of agricultural
products from the United States are greater now than before the World War.
Power also releases human labor to be used in other ways in food production.
It may make possible the utilization of land that could not be profitably
cultivated with simple tools or even horses.

The first census of agricultural machinery in Switzerland was taken
in 1905, when the schedule of the farm census included, in section D,
questions with regard to power on the farms, and the number of agricultural
macnines in use. The returns of that census do not, however, represent
either the real amount of power, or the real number of machines on the farms.
Question 10 of the schedule simply asked whether or not mechanical power
was used, regardless of ownership of the motor, with the result that the same
motor may have been counted several times. The same uncertainty applies to
question 11, where the machines had to be named "which were in use on the
farm during the last 12 months." Cooperative ownership of certain types of
machines is very common in Switzerland. On the other hand, where several
machines of the same type were on the farm, only one was counted for each farm.

Question 10 also asked for the ajnount of horsepower of the following
types of motors: water, steam, electric and other motors. The results are
tabulated in Table 10 for the whole, country and for each canton, with farms
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grouped according to- their size in the usual way. The returns from the same
question for the agricultural industries, such as cheese and "butter factories,
cider factories, etc., are given in the same table, "but i,n a separate column.

Question 11 asked whether one of the following machines was used on

the- farm: drills, mowers, hay-turners
,
hay-rakes, . steam threshing machines,

other threshing machines, milk separators. The results are tabulated in

Table 12, which also gives figures on 'the number of farms which have 2 or

more of these machines and. special combination's of them.

In Table 11, the farms using motor power are classified in 11 groups,
according to the number of people working on them,' with the number of horse-
power obtained from each type of motor stated for each group as a total and
by sub-groups (less than 1 HP., 1-2, 3-5, etc.). This table therefore makes
it possible to compare the amount of man power and horse power on these
farms. •

•'

Ho- information is available as to the power obtained from work animals
on the farms. As pointed out above (section K) , horses, very frequently
oxen, and even cows are used. Figures on the number of horses on farms have
been available since 1901.

The defects and the inaccuracy- of the 1905 schedule are completely
remedied in the schedule for the 1929 census. This time it was asked: "What
kinds of motors belonging to the farm are being used in 1929?" The number
of types of motors is analyzed, and includes the following: electric motors,
water wheels and turbines, steam engines, diesel engines, gasoline engines,
wind mills, tractors, small motor cultivators for gardens, other motors, as

for example, grinders driven by horses, fish boats with motors, fish boats
without motors. For each of these types of motors, the number of horsepower
it is able to develop has to be stated. Farmers are required to give the

number of such motors used on the farm. In order to obtain information on
the number of farms which have no motors but are temporarily using motors
of other farms or of .a cooperative society, another question asks whether
or not motors not belonging to the farm are used during the year.

As to machines in use on the farms, the number of each kind bel6nging
to the farm is asked, as well as the number of such machines rented from other

farms, or from cooperative societies. The number of types of these machines
was also increased by adding potato diggers, milk separators, grain mills,

fruit presses and distilleries, and two questions concerning the machines
for the transport of timber in the forests. The addition of these two

questions, as v/ell as the questions concerning the number of fish boats, is

due to the fact that no special schedule was used for the forest, enterprises
and fisheries, as in the 1905 census. Questions concerning both of these
industries have been embodied in the schedule for agriculture (see section D).
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&ny appraisal of the amount of power on farms in the United States can
"be ho more than a rather crude estimate, The available data on the subject
are quite limited, and often hut fairly accurate. Quite possibly, the hest
attempt to analyze what data are available, and to arrive at what appears
to "be a fairly accurate estimate of this factor, was made "by Kinsman* of the
Department of Agriculture in 1925. Kinsman considered work animals, tractors,
motor trucks, stationary engines, windmills, and electric power in arriving
at his final figure of 16 million horsepower-hours used annually. His
omission of the automobile because of its relative unimportance seems highly
questionable. The automobile is a much -more important source of power on
farms than is generally recognized.

Kinsman presents data showing the average number of horsepower-hours
used annually per worker, per farm and per acre of improved land, and per
hour of human labor, for the United States and each of the states separately,
also tables giving estimates of the relative amounts of power from different
sources and used for various types of farm work. The following tables from
his study are also interesting:

Estimated Total Primary Horsepower Available on Farms
of the United States from 1850 to 1924 inclusive

1850
1860
1870
1830
1890
1900
1910
1920
1924

Horses or Equivalent Power
"oer Worker

Italy 0.19
Hungary- 0.39
France 0.37
Belgium 0.38
Germany 0.55
United Kingdom 0.88
United States 2.05
Alabama' 0.81
New York 1.69
Indiana 2.46
Iowa 3.86
Nebraska 4.71

C. D. Kinsman - An Appraisal of Power Used on Farms in the United States.
U.S.D.A. Department of Agriculture Bui. 1348.

7,000,000 horsepower
10,000,000

»"

10,000,000 »

14,000,000 "

20,000,000 »

23,000,000 "

32,000,000 »

44,000,000 »

47,000,000 "
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In the United St ate s, the census has not concerned...it self with
a general enumeration of the -different types of farm machine ry on farms, •

merely asking for an estimate of the- value of all farm machinery at the

time of the taking of the census. If indices were available showing
changes in the prices from one census period to another it would he
possible to jet a rough estimate as to changes in the total physical
quantity of farm machinerv. Since the development of gasoline power,
however,, the United States census has concerned itself especially with
the extent of its use. The 1930 census has Questions directed at the

use of automobiles, motor trucks, tractors, stationary gasoline engines
and combines, and two directed at the use of eiectricit}?- on farms.

Among the supplementary Questions recommended by the International
Institute of Agriculture for the World Census is the following on farm
machinery:

State the number of the following machinery on this farm on the

date of the census:

1. PlOUghs. •

2. Harrows.
3. Seeders.

4. Harvesters..
. ;

5. Threshers.
5. Power machines.

C. Use of Fertilizer in Agricultural Production.

Data on the use of -commercial fertilizer in agriculture are im-

portant in analyzing the production of food and. other agricu.ltu.ral pro-

ducts. The future expansion of agricultural production is dependent

upon available supplies of fertilizer almost as much as it is upon ad-

dition's to agricultural land. ?or a country like Switzerland, where

the land has already found as intensive use as is likely to arise, un-

less the world's population becomes much more congested, the availabil-

ity of fertilizer is more important than land supply. Switzerland col-

lects no real data on the use of commercial fertilizer.* The United
States census has included' a. Question on the amount expended for fer-

tilizer, since 1880. The 1930 census contained a specific question con-

cerning the quantity of commercial fertilizer, excluding manure, marrow,

An estimate of the fertilizer consumption in Switzerland is pub-

lished in the Statistical Yearbook of the International Institute in

Rome. Many fertilizers are not produced in the country. The import

figures are, therefore, taken as the amount consumed.
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lime and limestone. • Records of fertilizer tonnage sold annually in each
state from 1909 to date- are" also published in Cornell University Memoir

119, Prices of Fertilizer Materials and Factors Affecting the Fertilizer
Tonnage by Edmund Ellsworth Vial. These data are taken from the Ameri-
can Fertilizer Handbook. The tonnage of fertilizer .sold in' each state
and in the United States as a whole. may be - compared, with the total land
in crops, and also with the acreage of the principal crops using ferti-
lizer (cotton, tobacco, potatoes- and vegetables), in order to obtain a
measure of change. There has. been an upward trend in consumption per
acre of all. crops and of the principal fertilizer-consuming crops since

1909, although 1925 and 1930 were on about the same level for all crops.
The increase in acreage of cotton west of the Mississippi, where very
little fertilizer is used, actually produced a reduction in the consump-
tion of fertilizer per acre of the fertilizer-consuming crops between
1920 and 1925.

No direct questions regarding . the uses of fertilizers, were in-
cluded in the World Census schedule. The International Institute of Agri-
culture, however, recommended that data on the kind and extent of fer£
tilizer used be obtained directly from farmers cf by "inquiry of the manu-
facturers of fertilizer, dealers, and inspection of licensing of the na-
tional and provincial governments."

D' . Prices of Farm ^rodue is'

•

Sources in Part I are all the publications listed under the Union
Suisse des Paysans and the Preisbildungskommission; also Statistisches
Jahrbuch, listed under the Eidgendssi sches Depart ement des Innern; Wirt-
schaftliche und Sszialstatistische Mitteilungen and Rapports &onomiqa.es

de la Feuille Officielle Suisse de Commerce, under the Volkswirtschaft s-

departement; Beitr&ge zur Statistik, under the Departement des Innern*
and Annuaire Agricole de la Suisse.

Two cantonal sources are Statistisches Jahrbuch fur den Kanton *

Bern, 1866 ff. Vol. 1-10, and Mitteilungen des Kantonalen Statistischen
Bureaus des Kant on Bern 1883 and following year. Other sources of infor-
mation are:

Zeitschrift fur Schweiz. Statistik, 1929, p„ 372.

Berichte uber den International en Markt fur Milch und
Molkereiprodukte. Herausgegeben von der Prei sbericht stelle des

Schweiz. .Bauernverbandes. (The International Market of Milk .and

Dairy produce)

.
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•
:

,' Schwisiz .. Landwirtschaftliche Markt zeitung. Herausgegeben von
•

r\^'r^\W&i^i^T%Qh%Bte%le des' Schweiz. Bauernverbandes. (Revue Suisse

de
?
s 'Marches 1 Agricoles) .

' '

. . .... ;;iie' ; GrafidIagen der Periodischen Statistisehen Erhebungen des
-

.
,
3idg J

Arteit samt e s > Bern, 1929.

;
.,
Collecting data on prices of farm products is- important for pres-

ent purposes for several reasons, First, such data are needed in order
to combine the physical quantities to give value estimates, and also in
order to combine with value figures in the construction of various types
of indices. In the second place, trends in prices of farm products indi-
cate changes in the relative scarcity of farm products. For a part of the

farm products produced in any country, these trends are likely to he world
wide, differing in one country from another, only "because of differences
in transportation costs and location with respect to markets and sources
of supply. The rest of them are locally produced and* consumed, and indi-
cate a degree of scarcity in each country 'by itself.

Since 1909, the Swiss Farmers 1 union has maintained a Price In-
quiry Office, which conducts a very intensive information inquiry in re-
gard to prices of farm products throughout. Switzerland. It has about
9000 collaborators, so called crop reporters. Hot less than 77000card-
quest ionnaires were sent--out from the office during the 3?-ear 1928. As
far as possible, special cards are provided for each kind or group of

farm products. The reporter is asked to state the prices prevailing :

.

in his town, village or district.'' The Drices reported are monthly whole-
sale prices, but very freqxiently the reporter is asked also to give "re~ •

"

tail" prices received by the farmers for a large number of agricultural
products, such as potatoes, eggs and fruits .sold by the farmers to the
cons^jner directly.

The results of these :.aquiries are published weekly in the Schweiz-
erische Landwirtschaftliche Markt zeitung, which has a circulation of

about 125,000 copies. It is printed in French and German. In addition,
the price situation is broadcast twice weekly from three radio stations.
In the weekly report, the prices are quoted in great detail, separate quo-

tations being given for each canton, and sometimes even for special sec-

tions of cantons. The cantons are also grouped geographically into re-

gions, average prices for these regions being published. This is the case

also with the yearly summary, which gives the prices for 14 regions. This
summary is published in the Stati stisches Jahrbuch, and in other publica-
tions. A clear distinction is made between wholesale prices and ''farmers'

retail prices." Some of the quotations for milk and dairy products' prices
are also published in the Stat i stisches Jahrbuch. A much more detailed
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quotation may be found in the Milc'hiatistik der Schweiz, published yearly

in the Landwirtschaftlich.es Jalirbuch.

At this point,, attention should "be drawn to the faGt that, during

the World YJar, the dairy farmers in Switzerland were very well organized

and that, in consequence thereof, the Association of Milk Producers was

able to negotiate a "basic milk price for. almost the whole country. Up
to 1929, prices were established for three months in advance. Since May 1,

1929, they have "been established for periods 'of six months, although, under

exceptional circumstances, the price can be altered within this time. The

longest period in which no alteration was made- was from November 1, 1927

to October 31, 1929.

The prices actually reported "by the farmers differ slightly from

the "basic price negotiated because of special conditions. In one table,

three prices are quoted, one for milk for consumption, one for milk del-

ivered to cheese factories, and one for milk delivered to condenseries.

Such prices are quoted only for a limited number of cantons. In a second

table are given average prices for the v/hole for each quarter of the

year, and for the whole year, and in much detail as to different kinds of

milk. Group "A" gives first the retail price in the larger towns ..and cities,

second, the retail price for house delivery in other places, and third,

the retail price for milk called for by consumers at the cheese factory.

It should be mentioned that the milk is not retailed in bottles,

but in bulk. In group "B" , two prices are quoted, one the wholesale farm

price for milk used for direct consumption, the other the price for the

same kind of milk delivered at the consuming center. Groups 11C" and "D",

finally, give the prices for milk delivered to cheese factories and con-

denseries. The prices in these tables are quoted in centimes per kilo-

gram, in the preceding tables, in francs per 100 kilograms.

The report also contains a table of average monthly retail prices

compiled by the Federal Labor Office (see below), from inquiries in 34

of the larger places of the count ry, and, in addition, the separate fig-

ures for the eight largest cities. These prices are quoted per liter.

The retail price applies to house delivery. These average monthly re-

tail prices apply to all the milk retailed, regardless of whether it is

controlled by the Association of Milk Producers or not. The price quo-

tations referred to in the preceding paragraph are collected by the

Swiss Farmers 4 Secretariat, and apply, with a few exceptions, to milk

controlled by the association. ' As the price of the other milk is very

closely correlated with that of the milk handled by the association,
the quotations can be considered as representative for the whole country,

althoiigh, for statistical purposes, they cannot be taken as complete.
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This difficulty is -more serious -for the prices quoted for "butter

and cheese. As for cheese, the figures furnished' by' the Landwirt-
schaftlich.es Jahrbuch are those paid producers by the Association of Milk
Producers, which are also fixed for at least three months in' advance. If

losses arise, they' have to be borne by the Association.- For export types
of cheese, the selling jbrices of the Swiss Cheese Union, 'the central body
of all exporters of cheese, are auoted in detail ; and' in-a separate table,

the domestic selling- prices, ' fixed "by the same organization.- Two 'dther-'

tables give average- monthly retail prices of cheese for- 34- places and .

separate retail prices at 11 selected markets, for the -third month of -

each quarter of the year. These latter quotations apply to cheese which
is not under control of the central selling organization*

For "butter, "free market" quotations are available ,-' the Price In-

quiry Office making u.se of returns from its reporters. Another table,
quotes the prices of the lfbutter exchange," the- buying and selling agency
of the Association of Milk Producers. The prices- are those paid- to pro-
ducers at butter factories. Both tables include figures for three dif-
ferent qualities of butter. The tables quote retail prices to consumers
in detail. One of these tables is compiled by the Federal Labor Office,

and gives monthly averages and a yearly average in francs per kilogram of

butter. Earlier prices for milk and dairy produce can be foiuid in the

-Jahresberi elite des Schweiz. Milchwirtschaifiliehen Vereins, and reprinted
for the years 1893-1912 in Mitteilungen des Bernlschen Stat. Bureaus 1913
Lief. I, p. 216/17. On page 212/13 of the same publication, cheese prices

are quoted as far back as 1622.

The Price Inquiry Office in Brougg makes special inquiries as to

the international situation concerning milk and dairy products, and
summarizes the results quarterly in The International- Iferket of Milk and
Dairy Produce (an abbreviated edition of the German and French editions),
which undertakes an international survey of the market ' in these products,

quoting the prevailing prices in the various countries. For Switzerland,
the average prices for the country, as discussed above, are quoted.

The secretariat has constructed an index for the price movement
of farm products as far back as 1870. The average prices of the years

1900 to 1909 have been taken as the base. These indices are published
yearly in the Untersxichungen betreffend die Rentabilit&t der Schweiz.

Landwirt schaft . The Secretariat has also constructed- index figures on

the base of the average prices of 1914, which are to be found in Stat-

ist ischeErhebungen. This index was made in order to facilitate com-

parisons with other indices constructed on -this base. The index numbers
are constructed by weighting the relatives for each product according to

the percentage it represents of the gross value of agricultural production.*

See sections E T and F* for this figure.
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The Federal Labor Office Las just started publication of a gen-
eral index of wholesale prices (January 1928). The method of its con-
struction is explained in.: detail in Die G-nnidlagen der periodischen
Statistischen Erhebungen des Sidg. Arbeitsamtes. The commodities are
raw materials, except for a few half-finished products. The commodities
are classified inlso 10 groups, which are given weights based on their
estimated consumption in value terms (average of monthly prices) for
the years 1926/27. The individual commodity in each group is weighted
in the same way. The following table gives the weights for Group I,

The total value used for all products is Fr. 2,C31,000,000. The weight
for Group I is 39.3.

Group. I: Food products from animal s

Milk
3utter .

$ggs
Heat cattle
Hogs
Fat

Fr. 430,000,000
» 90,000,000
" 65,000,000
" 240,000,000
" 120,000,000
" 30,000,000

Weight 44.1
" 9.2
» 6.7
" 24.6

12.

3

3.1

Fr. 975,000,000 Weight 100.0

The prices used for imported goods are taken f O o.b. at the place
of import (tariff duties are thus included). Those of domestic goods are
collected at the end of each month from a considerable number of manu-
facturers and other producers. (A copy of the ouestionnaire used is ap-
pended to the publication already mentioned.) The base years are 1926/27,
but to facilitate comparison, the Office is also computing the same in-
dex on the base of 1914.; These indices are published monthly in Wirt-
schaftliche und Sozialstatist i sche liitteilungen, and reproduced in

Statist! sches Jahrbuch der Scliweiz,

This same Federal Office also started a. very extensive price re-

porting service for retail prices in 1922, and reorganized it in 1926.
This index is now recognized as the official index of the country, 34
cities, towns and larger villages collaborating in preparing it. Some
of these units have their own, statistical offices doing the field work;

in others, public officials collect the data. But all collect the data
according to uniform instructions on schedules provided by the Federal
Office. (A copy of this schedule is printed in Die' Grundlagen der

Periodischen Erhebungen etc. p. 21). For foodstuffs, two kinds of prices
are asked for, those in stores. and those in the markets; and for both of

these, a minimum, the most frequent, and a maximum price are required.
The stores included axe distributed all over the towns, and the same
stores are included each time. The prices have to be given for a certain
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quality of the product as stated on the schedule. This is an attempt

to "get all the .differences "between the ret.ail prices of different stores.

The :inquiries are made- at the end of each month. The index constructed
out . of - these returns is not a -general index .'of retail prices, hut, as

the- -Off.ice 'points out, an index of cost of living. It does not make use
of all the commodities for which prices are returned, and derives its

quant ities ''to. "be used .as . weight s from family "budget studies made in 1912,
192Q'.and 1923,. .Although "budget studies have not "been made in all of the

communes for.whieh the prices ,are returned, the Office ha.s made up, for

each commane, a separate .table of quantities . consumed. The price quo-
tation used, is the "most- frequent -price in stores," as-obtained from the
schedules used.

The Office also collects, in. a similar way, data on prices of

fuels and clothes, and on rents. The total cost of living index is

weighted as follows: •
••

Food stuffs ' 57 points
Fuels .? points

. Clothes 15 points

v
, Rent 21 po int s

.>;>/ Total 100 points

These cost-of-living index figures are published monthly in

Wirt schaftliche und Sozialstatistische Mitteilungen, and reproduced in

Statist isches Jahrbuch.- Besides the combined index for the whole coun-
try, a separate- index for the large cities and the smaller places is pub-
lished. Other index figures on retail prices are quoted in Statist isches
Jahrbuch, one of these being compiled by the central bureau of the As-
sociation of Consumers' . Cooperative Societies, the' other by the statis-
tical offices of some of the larger towns.. The base years of these vary,

which makes accurate comparisons impossible.

The Secretariat in Brougg is collecting for its own purposes, data
on prices "farmers have to pay, " but has published no index series. In-

stead, several tables are set up which compare the prices of equivalent
quantities of a. number of products before and after the World War.

Much material on prices of more purely historical vaJ.ue is avail-
able in the country. To give only one example, in the Statist isches
Jahrbuch der Schweiz, 1891, a table may be found containing maximum and

minimum prices of wheat on the market in Z&rich, for the years 1540 to

1339. Farm prices can be taken from the censuses on production of the

Cantons Bern, Zurich, Vaud and others; but these represent only prices
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prevailing in the fall, and for only a partial list of agricultural products.

Several statistical offices of cantons have also collected data on
retail prices. For example, the office of the Canton Bern has figures from
1878 on, and some still earlier figures can be found in Statist isches
Jahrbuch fur den Kanton Bern, 1868, for the years 1865 and 1866. These arise
from an attempt to establish a price-reporting service over the whole canton,
which was later limited to the city of Bern. Prom 1909 to 1916, this office
extended its inquiries concerning retail monthly and yearly prices of meat
to 22 larger places- of the whole country. The prices are for "that kind of
meat which is most usually consumed," for statistical purposes a very vague
definition indeed. iiVholesale prices of meat (at the slaughter house) have
also "been collected, hut unfortunately not on a uniform basis, so that only
limited comparisons can "be made "between the different towns. These and other
defects were remedied "by the inauguration of the federal price reporting ser-
vice described above.

In the United States, the prices received by producers in their local
markets have been collected for a number of years through the reporting
system of the Bureau of Crop aril Livestock Estimates, and have been published
as "farm prices" as distinguished from "wholesale prices" of farm products
at the central markets. In determining the state farm price of an important
crop, the price reports from each district are averaged, and these district
averages are weighted by the number of acres of that crop raised in each
district in the last year for which the data are available. In combining
the farm^price for all states into a United States monthly farm price for
each product, the state prices are weighted according to the latest estimate
of tne production of each crop, in the case of crops, and according to the
number of head of each class of livestock on farms January 1, in the case
of livestock and livestock products.

The Bureau of Agricultural Economics in the United States has
developed prices for each of the important t^-p^s of farm products, and corn-
Dined these relatives into index numbers, using as fixed weights the physical
volume of production for a recent period. • •

S 1
. Value of A^r icul tural ?r odue t i on

Sources in Part I are all the publications listed under the Union
Suisse des Paysans; and Statistisches Jahrbuch der Schweiz, listed under
the 2idgenossisch.es Departement des Innern.

Cantonal sources include:

Mitteilungen des Bernischen Statistischen Bureaus, 1885 ff.
Landwir t schaft sstatistik.
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Statistische Mitteilungen betreffend den Kant on Zurich, 1878-1909.

Statistique Agricole da Canton do Vaud 1881-1919, 1895-97.

Another source of information is:

Handworterbuch der Schweiz. Volkswirtschaft , Vol. III-I.

Ho figures are regularly published "by the Secretariat in Brougg which
can he interpreted as "value of agricultural production." The nearest
approach to this is made in the statistics of the Cantons of Bern and Vaud
and, in earlier years, for several other cantons. The schedule in use in
Bern for ohtaining data on production includes a question as to the average
price paid in the commune for each farm product. Although the number of
these farm products is far from complete (milk and meat are omitted, for
instance), the results are very valuable. The Statistical Office of Bern
computes an average price for each district. Multiplying this price "by the
amount of the crop harvested gives the total value. These statistics date
had- to 1885. Similar figures are available for the Canton de Vaud from
the eighties to 1919, and for the Canton Zurich. from 1883 to 1907. For
shorter periods, and mostly only for selected crops, figures are available
for other cantons. Thus, there exists a series of values of the. tobacco
crop in the Canton of Fribourg, from 1885 to 1910. Estimates of the value
of fruit crops have been made by the Cantons Aargau, Thurgau and Schaff-
hausen. The Canton de Vaud is the only canton which is able to furnish an
adequate figure for a period of years as to the value, of the milk produced.
In the Canton Bern, inquiries were made in 1885, 1893 and 1911 only. The
results of the Canton Zurich are incomplete, and represent more the income
of agriculture's an industry from the production of milk than the total
value of the milk produced. In all these inquiries, the value of -the butter
and cheese produced was also ascertained.

An estimate of the value of the milk and dairy products in 1900 for
the whole country can be found in Handworterbuch der Schweiz erischen
Volkswirtschaft, Vol. III-I, p. 81. The only attempt to estimate the value
of the milk alone was made by the Secretariat for the years 1922-23. The
production data discussed above were multiplied by the average price for
the season, compiled by the Price Inquiry Office. The price is the farm
price as reported for each kind of milk delivered (milk for consumption,
milk for condenseries

,
etc.). The value of the milk fed to livestock on

the farm was computed ~by applying the price paid for milk delivered to
cheese factories. In the same publication (Mitteilungen Ho. 81, p. 14),
estimates of the value of the milk production for each year of the census
of livestock, 1866-1921, can be found. Ho explanation, however, is given
as to how these figures were computed.

As mentioned in section I of this report, the Federal Office of
Statistics is collecting yearly figures on the wine crrop. The reports



also contain the average price -at which the wine was sold, and out of these
figures the total value of the crop is computed. The table is published in

Statistisches Jahrbuch der Schweiz, and can also "be found in Statistische
Erhebungen und Schatzungen, etc.

It will he apparent that a useful estimate of the total value of

agricultural production of Switzerland could he made by combining the data
on prices now "being collected with those being collected on production; or

"by combining the index of prices of farm products with one that might he
constructed for the physical production of farm products. But there would
he a number of gaps in the data, a few of them rather large, such as that for
the production of hay; and this, no doubt, has deterred Swiss students from
undertaking such combinations.

In contrast to Switzerland, the United States makes an effort, with
each census, to obtain estimates of the value of all of the different crops
and livestock products. These are obtained in part by the enumerator as a

result of asking for both quantity sold and receipts from sales for the same

product, and in part are supplied by the Bureau of Crop and Livestock
Estimates, from the sources above indicated. Every year, the United States
Department of Agriculture estimates the value of each agricultural product
and the total value of agricultural production. The most complete summary
'for this appears in the July number of Crops and Markets.

F !
. Agricultural Income

Sources in Part I are Recherches relatives a la Rentabilite de
1 'Agriculture , and Statistiques et Evaluations Agricoles, listed under the

Union Suisse des Paysans.

The important other sources of information are:

H.otz, Emil - Die Rentabilitatserhebungen des Schweiz.

Bauernsekretariates. Zeitschrift fur

Schweiz. Statistik, 1927.

Laur, E, - G-rundlagen und Methoden der Bewertung,

Buchhaltung und Kalkulation in dar land-

wirtschaft, II Auflage, 1922.

Laur, E. ~ Terminology and Basis for an International
Agricultural Statistic founded upon Farm
Accounting.

Laur, E. - Der Einfluss des Weltkrieges auf die Lage

der Landwirtschaf t . ' Zeit,schrif t fur

Schweiz. Statistik, 1921.'"
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Zaugg, Fritz - Lie Rentabilitatserhebungen des Schweiz.
Bauernsekretariates. Brcrogg 1923.

Switzerland has extensive records from "books kept by farmers. For
almost thirty years, the Farmers' Secretariat in Brougg has. worked up the
hooks of individual farmers, all of whom have taken a 3-day course of in-
struction in Brougg. These courses are given free of charge. Moreover,
the members are hoarded and lodged free, and get their railway fare paid.
Injurn, the farmer pledges himself to keep hooks according to a prescribed
method for at least one year, and to submit his record for an analysis by
the Secretariat. If he does not keep to his agreement, he has to refund to
the Secretariat the expenses of the course. For his first year of correct
bookkeeping, he is rewarded with a diploma, a subscription to an agricultural
journal, and a small amount of money. Special rewards are given to farmers
who finish their book accounts for a longer period of years. The number of
accounts worked up by the Secretariat varies between 400 and 500. Up to
1927,

^
about 7000 records had been included in the study. After being worked

up and analyzed by the office, the books are returned to the farmers.

It may be questioned whether 500 farms a year furnish a sufficient
basis for conclusions for the whole country. The total number of farms as
returned by the census of 1905 was about 240,000. The percentage of farms
under control is therefore very low, even if the 100,000 small holdings of
0.5 hectare to 3 hectares, none of which is represented by a book account,
are left out. The Secretariat claims, however, that the results would not
differ very much if larger numbers of accounts were analyzed.* It admits
that the farms under record do not represent proportionally all the regions
of the country and that especially the mountainous parts of Switzerland are
very poorly represented. From investigations made by Dr. Notz, it appears
that the average size of farms under record is about 13.8 hectares, while
the average for all farms of the country is only 8.57 hectares. The fre-
quency distribution of the size groups included in the survey is very differ-
ent from that in the farm census, as can be seen from the following tables:

Percentage of farms
Size groups Farm census Survey in

1905 * 1924
3 - 5 ha. 32.13 7.9
5 -10 » 38.72 . 39.3

10~*15 " 13.79 22.4
15 -30 " 10.29 24.3
30 and more ha. 5.09 6.1

For a discussion of this problem and an investigation into the
possible deviations of averages, see W. Pauli: Produktions-
Eostenberechnungen in Bauerlichen 3etrieben, Archiv fur Exakte
Wirtschaftsforschung, VII. Srganzungshef t , and Notz, in Zeitschrift
fur Schweizerische Statistik, 1927, p. 59.



Percentage of land in farms

9.42 2.2
20.35 21.0
12.46 1.9.5

15.47 35.9
42.33 r 21.4

This difference in distribution has a decided effect on the results.
Dr. Itfotz and the Secretariat are of, the opinion that the results obtained
are lively to he ahove the average, in view of the fact that only the "better

type of farmers are ready to take up the work of keeping hook accounts. The
method of accounting is very simple.* An inventory is taken at the beginning
and the end of the crop year (March 1 to February 28). In addition, the
farmer keeps record of all cash transactions' on the farm, and the housewife
notes in a separate book all ingoings and outgoings of the household. Ma
records of the actual production on the farm are kept. The books -.are

summarized in the office in Brougg. The farmer himself does not make any
calculations of profits. Each farm for which books are kept for the first
time is visited by an. employee of the office -in Brougg, in order to take
notes as to the special conditions, as to fertility of the soil, intensity
of cultivation, market facilities, etc. The book accounts are primarily in-
tended to furnish data on the cost of production and profitableness of farm-
ing. Not less than seven different income figures are worked out. They
are as follows:

Percent
distribution .;

1908/26
1. Household income from boarding

(a) The family 7.25
(b) Hired- labor 1.98
(c) Others (boarders) 0.20

2. Income from investments and work
not performed on the farm 13.53

3. Family farm earnings 77.04

4. Gross income of the farm 100.00

The method is explained in full detail in Laur's Grundlagen und
Methoden der Bewertung, etc. and in brief in Terminology and Basi-s, etc.

The book contains also a description of the principles involved in taking
the yearly inventor^- of the farm. On the method of summarizing and
tabulating the accounts, see Hotz, Zeitschrift fur Schweizerische
Statistik, 1927, and Zaugg, Die Rentabilitatserhebungen 1923.

>ize groups

3 ~ 5 ha; ,.

5 -rlO '
»

'

10 -15 "

15 -30 »

30 and more ha.
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The three remaining income figures are combinations of tiiose

given, as for instance, gross income of the farm minus household in-
come from boarding the family, etc. That the household .income is still
further analyzed (wage claim's, interest on kitchen utensils, rent) was
explained in section Y. s:

It may "be of interest* to know that Item 2 is also subdivided in-
to separate' figures for income derived from investments and for income
derived from labor outside the farm. In 1926, the percentage distribu-
tion of this figure was 34 percent wages, and 65 percent income from in-
vestments. The analysis of the wage figure is not carried so far as to
reveal the amount earned in agricultural and in industrial work. The
family farm earnings are explained by the following formula;

K = (le-laj 4*<Jjg-4ij * (SL-Fb)

"Ff =? Family farm earnings.

Ie a

Ie-Ia= Increase or decrease of the net agricultural capital
Ia-*~ (without cash balances)

Eg = Case receipts of farm

Ag ~ Cash expenses for farm

Wi - Contributions in kind from the farm

Kb r Contributions in kind to the farm •

. .

Stating it more simply, the family farm earnings are made up of
net cash income from the farm plus the value of the contributions in kind*
from the farm (food and house rent), plus increases or minus decreases in
the value of the inventory. 33b tables axe compiled of "income available
for purchase s . " There is, however, a very close approach to it in the

table analyzing the cash expenditures of the farm family. (See section Y
of this report). Owing to the large proportion of the total income of the
farm which is not derived from agriculture, this latter table is not very
adequate for international comparisons. For such purposes it seems best
to rely on the income figures, and to take either famil3r farm earnings or
family farm earnings plus household income from boarding hired labor and
boarders. The Secretariat also computes the labor income of the farmers
by deducting from the family farm earnings a' computed interest on the farm-
er's own capital, at the rate at present of 4 l/2 percent. Up to 1920,
the rate was 4 percent.

The value of the food obtained from the farm is computed on the basis
of farm prices. For comparison with urban incomes, the same computation
is made on the basis of market values.
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As in- the .computation of - the total land values of the county
(see section G- 1

) » Lazr has made a computation of the total .
income from

agriculture (family farm earnings plus household income) for the per-

iods 1906-13, 1914-18 and 1901-18." The. results are subject to criti-
cism, in view of -the unequal representation of the farms under record
of all the forms in the country. It should especially be remembered
that no accounts are t alien on the 100,000 small holdings of 0.5 - 3

hectares j. and that . this class is thrown together with the class of farms
of 3 - 5 hectares of land.

The Secretariat computes -'early figures of the total gross in-
come of agriculture • as an industry. These re-present the value of the
agr i cr.l tural products sold from the farm plus the value of food produc-
ed and used on the farm. The table contains separate figures for the

principal • crops and livestock products, as- for instance, wheat produc-
tion, wine culture, dairy products, etc. These figures are computed in
different ways, and are ail merely estimates. Some of the basic figures
are, however, reliable. For wheat ,- the; deliveries to the Federation and
the amount consumed on the farm (human consumption) are 'mown (the Fed-
eration pays bounties). For potatoes, the estimate is based on an esti-
mate of con sumption; foremilk, the total production is estimated and the

amount of milk used and consumed on the farm (feed and human consumption)
deducted, etc.

Comoarison with the United States of the gross and net incomes of

farm operators, persons gainfully employed in agriculture and of the farm
•oopulation in different countries may be considered from the standpoint
of the income of these from agriculture alone, or of their income from
both agricultural and non~a<gricultural industries.

The gross income of. farm operators from agriculture should include
the sale of farm products produced on farms, plus the value of food pro-
ducts obtained by the family from the farm. The total gross income of
these operators should also include the income from investments and work
in non-agricultural industries. Reliable estimates of the total income
of farm operators from non-agricu.ltu.ral enterorises are, however, not
available for the United States or Switzerland.

The gross income from agriculture of persons gainfully employed in
agriculture, and of the farm population, should be worked out in the same
way as for farm operators. If total income of each group is wanted, how-
ever, it should include the income from investments, work and other sources
in non-agricultural industries, in addition to the income from agriculture

.

For instance, the income of laborers classified as gainfully employed in
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agriculture from ndn^agricultural sources should "be include 6U In some

countries it would also be necessary to include the wages of persons
working in non-agricultural industries, in estimates of the income of

the farm population. Of course, the value of work in agriculture done
by persons classified in other industries should also be deducted in

estimating the total income of each population group, or at least in es-

timating net income.

The net income of farm operators from agricultimre may be esti-
mated for the United States from data published by the Bureau of Agri-
cultural Economics, by deducting from the gross income from agriculture,
defined above, the wages paid for hired labor (cash and perquisites),
operating expenses, interest on capi.tal and debt, anr. rent paid to non-
faxmers. Taxes are usually deducted in obtaining net income, but since

these taxes are taken to pay for services and goods furnished by the
government, the-/ may be interpreted as representing a part of the farmer
net income. A considerable part of the services represent consumption
goods. furthermore, countries may vary widely in the extent to which
services and goods are furnished by the government.

It should be noted that the rent and interest paid to non-farmers
are specified here. The Bureau of .Agricultural Economics uses the term
non-operator in place of non-farmer. These terms ma" or may not signify
the same thing. H. R. Tolley f s article in the Journal of Farm Economics
January, 1929, indicates that they axe the same.

It should also be noted that the net income figures arrived at in

this manner do not include wages received by the various members of the

family for work on other farms.

The total net income of farm operators woiild also include income
from v/ork and investments of the farm operator and family in non-agricul
tural industries as well .as in agriculture. Such an income figure is

needed for accurate comparison of the income of farm operators in dif-
ferent countries. In some countries the income of faxm operators and
their families from non-agricultural industries may constitute a large
part of their total net income.

Farmers keeping book accounts in Switzerland in 1926 reported
6.75 percent of their net income (gross income minus wages paid, oper-
ating expenses, interest paid to non-operator, rent paid to non-operator
taxes) as wages for work off the farm in both a.gri cultural and non-agri-
cultural industries. This percentage is also probably below the aver-
age for Switzerland since, as explained above, only the better farmers
keep book accounts, and some of the operators of small farms keeping
books received about twice as large a percentage of their net income in



the fom of wages iron work off the farm. In the United States, Mr,
J. I. Falconer reported in 'the Journal of Farm Sconomi.es for June,
1929, that, in an area more or less typical of one-fourth of Ohio,
aro\Wft 2.5 percent of the total income of faria operators is received for
work in. non-agri cultural enterprises

.

If income is to be used as a oasis for comparing the standard
of living of farm operators in different countries, the level of prices,
and size of farm operator family must also he considered.

Estimates of net income from agriculture
,
published by the

Bureau of Agricultural Economics, do not, apparently, include or make it

possible to include the wages received by the farm operator and his fam-

ily for work in non-agricultural industries or on other fa.rms than, the

one ooera.ted, or the income of these operators from investments in non-
agricultural industries, although the income from investments in the agri-
cultural industry other than on the farm operated is apparentljr included.

It should also be noted that the estimates of income published
by the 3u.reau of ^gricul'tiiral Economics include the computed value of

farm products produced but not sold. In other words, during a period of

high prices, when farmers are building up their herds of livestock, they
would be selling less than their total oroduction. Often the income from
actual sales of this accumulated production will be less than the earlier
estimated value of production. 'On the other hand, during a period of de-

clining or unprofitable prices, fanners may dispose of more than they pro-
duce in a given year. Actual production in these years would, however,
be valued at current prices. Fluctuations in the carryover of crops may
also result in similar difference between the estimated value of produce
tion for sale and cash sales. The gains and losses on carryover from
-year to --ear, however, may be expected to average out over a series of

years. In making a historical comparison; however, for periods includ-
ing 1920 and 1S21, it should be observed that the carryover of wheat,
and probably cotton, was very high. Since this carryover was sold at

much lower prices than prevailed in the years of production, estimates of

income worked out on the basis used by : the 3ureau would have been corres-
pondingly too high.

A rough estimate of the net income from agriculture of persons
gainfully employed in agriculture may be ma.de for the United States by
deducting from gross income from agriculture only the operating costs,
and rent and interest paid to non-farmers, as published by the Bureau of

Agricultural Economics.* In order to obtain the total net income of

The wages paid to hired laborers classified as gainfully employed
in other industries should also be deducted, hut this figure is not

available

.
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these workers, however, their income from work, investments, etc., in
non-agricultural industries would also need to he included. These data,
however, axe not available.

The above estimate of net income for persons gainfully employed
in agriculture is probably the best that can be made on the basis of data
now published by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics for the farm pop-
ulation.

The major part of data necessary for the determination of the net
income of the families of farm operators of the farm population and of
persons gainfully employed in agriculture could be gained by a few addi-
tions to the 1929 census schedules.

Tor farm operators and their families, question 52 of the farm
schedule "How many days were you (the farm operators) gainfully employed
in work not on the farm you operate?" would need to be changed to include
members of the farm operator's family. In order to estimate their net
income from agriculture it would also be necessary to ask the number of
days worked on other farms and in non-agricultural industries.

For the farm population and gainfully employed in agriculture
groups, number of months worked in agriculture and non-agricultural in-
dustries would need to be obtained. The income, other than wages of these
groups from non-agricultural industries, is much more difficult to obtain
and is probably not very important.

International comparisons of the incomes of people engaged in agri-
culture are, however, limited to a large extent by the lack of adequate ..

measures of difference in price level or the pruchasing power of these in-
comes. For this reason no comparisons have here been made between the
United States and Switzerland. Differences in the methods used in making
current estimates of agricultural gross and net incomes in both countries,
however, have been pointed out in an earlier section of this report.

G l
. Land Values

Sources listed in Part I are Recherches relatives a la Rentabilite
de 1

' Agriculture, and Statistiques et Evaluations Agricoles, under Union
Suisse des Paysans.

The important other sources of information are as follows:

Laur, E. - Der Sinf].uss des Weltkrieges auf die Lage der Schweiz.
Landwirtschaft. Zeitschrift fur Schweiz. Statistik, 1921.
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Fahrlander , IT. - Die Beweguns des Schweiz.. Yolksvermb'gens

von 1913-1919.

Laur, S. - G-rundlagen und Methoden der Bwertung, Buchhaltung

und Kalkulation in der Landwirtschaft . 2. Auflage, 1922.

One of the clearest evidences available as to intensity of land

use and scarcity of food is the relative level of rents and land values

in the country. Statistics with respect to these, however, are poorly

developed in most countries, Not much work has oeen done so far in col-

lecting data on land values and land prices in Switzerland. The Sec-

retariat in Brougg has compiled a series of land values as obtained from

the farm bookkeeping records. The values stated in these records are in-

ventory values. The Secretariat estimates that they represent ah out 75

percent of the actua,! market prices of the land.*

Intensive studies of land values and the prices at which land is

purchased and sold could he made from the cadastres, where exact records

are kept of all dealings in real estate. Local studies of these records

have been made very frequently
, usually with the view of ascertaining

the mortgage indebtedness of agriculture.

In Statistische Erhebungen und Schatzungen, etc., two tables may

be found containing estimates of the total value of the agricultural land

for the whole country. One was made by the Secretariat in Brougg fear the

years 1911, 1919 and 19.26 (edition of 1929, o. Si); the other by Dr. Fahr-

lander for 1913 and 1919 (edition of 1929,' p. 67). Both are based on the

returns of the farm bookkeeping records and the acreage figure as obtained

by the farm census of 1905. But the Secretariat makes its estimates on

the basis of the reported inventory values of the land, while Dr. Fahr-

landor capitalized the net returns, at the rate of interest commonly paid

on mortgages, and distributed the total assets obtained on land, buildings,

etc., according to the percentage of values revealed by the book accounts.

Another source of the difference in the results is that Dr. Fahrlander

took the acreage as returned by the farm census, while the Secretariat

thought it necessary to reduce the censxis acreage of pasture land by 7

in order to obtain a figure such that the acreage covered by the book a,c~

counts could be considered to represent it. (For a short discussion of

the representativeness of the book accounts, see section E 1 ). The re-

sults differ very much, the estimate of the Secretariat for 1919 being

3810 million francs, that of Dr. Fahrlander 4,995 million francs. Both

For a statement on the principles applied in the evaluation of the

land, see E. Laur - Grundla»gen, etc., p. 29.

9
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methods are open to criticism. The method adopted by the Secretariat

has - the advantage that it can he used every year. The yearly fluctu-

ations in the net return make it necessary, if Dr. Eahrlander '
s method

is used, to use a period of years, in order to oh tain an average which

can he capitalized. This method furthermore involves the difficulty

in selecting the rate of capitalization, and of allowing for the fac-

tor of capitalization of anticipated change in net returns. Net in-

come itself can only he a rough estimate.

The United States census has collected data on land values since

1850. Only since 1900, however, have separate values been obtained for

land and buildings. The separation is made on the basis of the farmers'

estimates and in such a way that buildings have been overvalued and the

land undervalued in parts of the United States where land values were de

clining at the time. Buildings were probably overvalued in the 1925 cen

sus and will be again in the 1930 census in a large part of the country.

The Bureau of Crop and Livestock Estimates has been collecting

data on the values of land in farms and plow land in farms since 1914.

The results are now published annually in a publication called the

Farm Real Estate Situation of the division of Land Economics of the Bur-

eau of Agricultural Economics. Since 1920, the census has also collect-

ed data on cash rents, but they have not been published in the census

ports. The cash rent data for 1919 have been rather well analyzed in

United States Department of Agriculture Bulletin No. 1224, Relation of

Land Incomes to Land Values, by C. R. Chambers.

H !
. Interest Rates on Loans to Agriculture.

Sources listed in Part I are Statistiques et Evaluations Agri-

coles, and Recher che s relatives a la Rentabilite de 1 'Agriculture, under

the Union Suisse des Pay sans; and Statistisches Jahrbuch der Schweiz,

under the Eidgenflssisches Depart ement des Innern.

Another important source is Zeitschrift fur Schweiz. Statistik,

1914 ff . .

Data on interest rates on loans to agriculture are collected to

some extent by the Secretariat in Brougg. A table is published yearly

in the report on the farm bookkeeping records. The table can also be

found in Statistisches Jahrbuch. The data are obtained from an inquiry

in which 30 cantonal banks and several private banks are included. The

rates recorded are those charged on mortgages. Before 1922, the aver-

age was an arithmetic one; since then, it has been weighted. The Secre-

tariat points out that commission charges are partly included in these

rates. All of these banks also finance urban property, which, of course

influences the average rate of interest very much.
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In 1929 the Federal Statistical Office undertook an inouiry with
the same banks as to the rate of interest charged. The interest rates
charged on agricultural mortgages were separated from 'those charged on

mortgages on urban property. Moreover, for "both classes the rates were
quoted, for first and second mortgages and the latter were' again subdivided
into two classes, those mortgages with a special .security and those with-
out any special security. All the rates are given for the years 1919-
1923. (See Statist isc^es Jahrbueh der Schweiz, 1929, p. 203).

Ho data are compiled for interest rates on short loans to agrici^l-

ture and for interest rates on loans on livestock. The ITational Bank of

Switzerland discouit rate and other money rates, however, are Quoted in

great detail in Statist isches Jalirbuch, and the bulletins of the ieauing
"banks of the country; (See also Tohellen zur Schweizerischen honjunktur-
statistih, Zeitschrift tttr Schweizerische Statistik, 1914 ff.).

The censuses of the United States have obtained statements as to

the rate of interest paict* oil mortgage debts since 1890.* The only other
data- availrbj. e are in specific inquiries that have been sent out o the

Bureau of Crop and Livestock Estimates, and published in bulletin^ 334
and 1047 of the United States Department of Agriculture under the titles,

Costs and Sources of Farm ! lor t gage Loans in the United States, and 7am
kortgagc Loans by 3anl:s, insurance Companies, and Other .Agencies. 7or
the census of 1390, however, a. rather exhaustive inouirv was made on the

mortgage debt situation, and interest rates were collected in consider-
able detail.

I 1

. Wages of Farm Labor

Sources in Part I are Stat 1st icues et Evaluations Agri coles ana

Publications 1-99, listed under the Union Suisse des Paysans.

Cantonal sources axe as follows:

Statistische Eitteilungen betreffend den Santon Zurich, 1905
Ho. 1: Landwirtschai*tliche Arbeit slohne im Kahton Zurich.

Statistik de-, XahtonS St. Gallon. Fo.. 18: Landwirt schaftliche

Arbeit si dfhnu 1899.

1920 Census of Agriculture

.
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Other important sources are

-

Lohnung der Landwirt schaft lichen Arbeiter im Kant on Wallis.
(Salaire^des Ouvriers Agricoles dans le Valais -oar le Departement
de 1'Interieur du Canton du Valais)" in Zeitschrift fiHr Schweiz.
Statistic, 1908/2, p. 35 (in German and French).

Siegrist-Scheitlin-Landv/irtschaftliche Lohnstatistik im
Kant on Schaffhausen in Zeitschrift fitlr Schweiz. Statistic, 1903.

G-illie'ron-Buboux - Les Salaires Agricoles dans le Canton de
Va-ud. Zeitschrift fur Schweiz. Statistik, 1839.

Die Bar - und Akkordlohne mid die Arbeit sverhaltnisse in
der Schweizerischen Landwirt schaf t . Inquete vom Jahre 1929/30.

There is a definite inverse correlation "between wages of farm
labor and density of farm population and intensity of agriculture , which
mares data as to farm wages signif icarit to the purposes in hand. ITo of-
ficial statistics on wages in agriculture are available for all Switzer-
land. However, several cantons have made investigations in this field,
the Canton Zurich in 1902/03, the Canton St. Gallen in 1899 and the Can-
ton du Valais in 1907. Some private investigations are also available
for the Canton de Vaud and for the Canton Schaffhausen. While the in-
vestigations made by the cantons were restricted to the wages of the res-
pective crop vears, the authors of the other investigations have com-
piled wage-tables for as many years as possible (in one instance, back
to the 17th century). Comparisons are not possible between all of these
cantonal returns, because of differences in the method applied. (Some
inquired for maximum and minimum wages, some for average wages).

The most extensive of the investigations into the wage situation
for agricultural labor were made by the Farmers' Secretariat in Brougg
in 1906, 1921 and again in 1929-1930. The secretariat has an agent in
each comiTiune of the country to whom a questionnaire was sent. The re-
turns are not complete, since out of 3025 communes approached in 1920,
only 2119, or 70 percent, reported. Nevertheless, the results obtained
give the oest information on agricultural wages available. The ques-
tionnaire was drawn up in great detail. Question 1 related to hired
laborers employed by the week. Nine different classes were distinguish-
ed. Da^ laborers were distinguished according to the number of meals
they obtained on the farm, and the wages paid in summer and winter time
were asked, separately. Jbr all these classes of laborers, simply the
average cash wage paid in the commune before the War and in 1921 was re-
quested. No attempt was made to obtain an estimated value of board and
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lodging furnished to hired labor by the. farms,. . Question 2 dealt with
the yearly salaries of .farm managers and"of

.
.employees .of such large

farms. In section. 3 of the. questionnaire,' finally a • piece rates were
requested for more than 29 kinds of agricrdtural tasks'; The results
are commented, upon very extensively by the Secretariat.. The rates
before the War and in 1921 are always compared. Some doubts may be
expressed as to the exactness of the pre-War figures. No comparisons
are made with the returns 'of the enquete of 1906.

The enqueue conducted in 1929/30 by the, Farmers 1
-. Secretariat -

no questions relating to wages of farm labor were provided on the cen-
sus schedule in 1929 - was chiefly a repetition of the inquiries made
in 1921. The questionnaire was somewhat enlarged and several new ques-
tions added. But the .results can well be comoared with those of the

earlier enquet-e. Moreover, the returns are more complete than those
of 1921, as the number of communes for which returns were obtained in-

creased from 2119 to 2335, or from 70 to 77 percent.

Together with, this enquete, the Secretariat conducted an in-

quiry relating to the social conditions of farm labor. Although the

questionnaire was submitted to only a small number of reporters (431),
and reports had to be given for only two classes of hired farm labor,

the results can be taken as representative. Among the questions put

to the reporters, the following may be listed; Hours of the working
day, time left for meals, working hours on Sundays, holidays (number),

are farm laborers insured against sickness, against accidents, etc.?

The results are v/orked up in detail and commented upon extensively,
and are often comoared with the results of 'a similar enquete made in

1909.

Cash wage rates of different classes of agricultural workers
are also published yearly by the Secretariat in its report on the farm

account books. Although taken from a very limited number of farms,

these figures represent fairly well the general level of agricultural
wages; These farm records enable the Secretariat also to compute an
average figure of the value of the perquisites (board and lodging) as

received by the hired laborer. Thus some sort of comparison can be

made between agricultural wages and those paid by other industries.
(See: Mitteilungen des Sehweiz. Bauernsekretariates No. 98, p. 65,

where such a comparison is made).
?

The Division of Crop and Livestock Estimates of the U. S. Bur-
eau of Agricultural Economics and its predecessors have collected data

on farm wages since 1366. The earliest data were published in a spe-

cial report of the Bureau of Statistics, under' the title Wages of Farm

Labor in the United States: Results of Mne Statistical Investigations
from 1866 to 1892. The yearbooks of the United States Department of
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Agriculture have also published these data. They appear currently in

Crops and Markets. Since 1924, an inquiry has been sent out four times

a year. In the united States 1930 census, farm operators were also asked
to state the number of days of farm work done "by hired laborers in 1929
(exclusive of housework), and the amount expended in.cash in 1929 for

this farm labor. In -earlier censuses, farm operators were asked to state

only their expenditures for farm labor.

1-To question regarding wages of farm laborers is included in the

standard form of the World Census schedule. For those countries desir-
ing to collect data on wages of farm labor, the International Institute
of Agriculture suggested the following questions:

In summer In winter

A. Workers by the day Hale Female Male Female

1. Average rate paid per
hour $ $ $ $

3. V'orkers by the month
1. Average amount paid

in money per month
per worker. $ $ $ $

2. Average amount paid in
kind (food, fuel,
lodging, etc.) esti-
mated equivalent mo-
ney value. 3 $ $ $

J' . Land Tenure

Sources in Pajrt I, listed rnder the Stat istisches Bureau, are

Fidgenflssisches Betriebszahlung, 1905 Vol. 2/2, and Eidgendssische Volks-
zahiungen, 1888-1920, Vol. 3.

Other important sources, one cantonal, are as follows:

Handwdrterbuch der Schweiz. Volkswirtschaft : Artikel: Grund-

besitzverteilung.

Volkswirtschaftslexikou der Schweiz: Artikel: Landwirt schaf t

.

Orujidbesitzstatistik des Kantons Bern nach der Aufnahme von

1838. Mitteilungen des Bernischen Statist ischen Bureaus, 1890,

Lieferung II.



The form of tenure under which land is held is definitely re-

lated to the density of the agricultural population, ^here is also
a definite relation between distribution of tenure and distribution
of income and consumption as between social groups. The informa-
tion available on land tenure in Switzerland is not entirely satis-
factory. Two principal sources must be consulted: the farm census
of 1905, and the population cen sr.se s from 1333 to 1920.

The farm census of 1905 does not reveal the number of tenants.
The operator v/as merely required to state for whose account he was
running the farm. From this, the exact number of farms operated for

the account of individuals, family partnerships, companies, incorpor-
ated enterprises, cooperative societies, cbinmunes, districts, cantons,
the Federation, etc., was obtained. In question 12 of the census sche-
dule, however, a statement was ashed for as to the acreage owned, rent-
ed or being held in usufruct from the commune. The total number of

farms wa,s divided according to tenure of land - (Farms with owned land
only, farms with rented land only, farms with owned and rented land,
etc.). From this table, the total nunber of tenant farms can be ob-
tained as being 20,115 - (Farms with rented land only plus farms with
rented land and land in usufruct). The same table reveals also the

number of hectares owned, rented or in usufruct in each size group of

farms. Exactly the sane analysis of the returns for forest enterprises
was made.

Since 13^8, attempts have been r;ade to obtain information about
land tenure by means of the population censuses. The schedule has im-

proved in this respect recently, and in the census of 1920, the farmer
was ashed whether he was an owner, co-owner, tenant or share tenant.
The returns, however, have not been worked up in so much detail, the

general classification of owners, tenant's and others adopted in 1888
being continued. The tables for all the censuses are therefore com-
parable. One must remember that they relate only to the agricultural,

industries of agriculture and cattle breeding and wine culture, omit-
ting the other agricultural industries of poult ry farming, gardening
and bee hooping. This may be one of the reasons why the number of

tenants returned by the population censuses of 1900 and 1910 docs not

correspond closely with the number of tenant farms as reported in 1905*

Which better infomat ion on land tenure and tenancy will be

available from the returns of the 1929 farm census. As in the popula-
tion census, the farmer had to state whether he opera/ced the farm^Bwner,
co-owner, tenant, share tenant, manager, or in \\sufruct. Another' ques-

tion on the schedule related to the occupation and pla.ee of residence of

the absentee owners.
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Several cantonal and local studies of . land tenure could also "be

mentioned.. They were not made, however, on a comparable basis, and are
not representative of the whole country.

The United States census has* collected data on tenancy since 1830.
The later schedules have attempted to obtain more specific information
as to types of tenancy. The 1930 census asks for the share received by
the landlord under share rental agreements, and whether the rental con-
tract is between members of the same family.

No question is asiied in the standard form of the World Census
schedule regarding the tenure of farm operators, The following ques-
tions, however, are included in the supplementary questions recommended
by the International Institute of Agriculture: \

*

1. Kow many acres in this farm do you own (or are owned by one or

more members of your family for the use of which you pay no
rent, and for the management of which you receive no salary)?

2. How many acres in this' farm do ,you rent from others:
(a) for cash? ............ Acres
(b) for share of crops? Acres

3. How many acres in this farm do you operate for others as a
hired, manager? Acres. .

4. How many acres in this farm do you operate under, a different
form of tenure from that named in the preceding three ques-

tions?
Form of tenure . Acres
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Where no country is specified it is under-
stood that the reference is to Switzerland.

The word "yield" used as a sub-head under
the various commodities denotes "yield per unit."

Page
Accounting See Bookkeeping
Agricultural machinery See ma-

chinery
Agricultural operations, definition

United States 74
Agricultural schools '. . .. 62
Agriciiltural year"book of Switzer-

land See Statistischos
jahrbuch der Schweiz

Agriculture
articles on 1, 4
definition 74-75
natural bases of 72-74

Alcohol and brandy
exports and imports 6

Alcoholic liquor, consumption ... 53
Almonds

exports and imports 66
Almonds and nuts, imports 38
Alpine farms See under Farms

and farming
Alps See Alpine farms
American fertilizer handbook .... 291
Annnain, definition , 257
Amsler, Alfred, and Bttf, A.:

Gesteins-und bodenkunde,
bodenbearbeitung 72, 73

Amsterdam, food requirement
scale .

.' 255,256
Animal food products, whole-

sale prices (chart) 8

Animal products, imports 60
Animal units, method of esti-

mating
Switzerland 171- 172
United States 161-171

Page

Annalcn der gchweiz. D.eteorologischen
zentralanstalt 73

Annuairo agricole do la Suisse mmM 73

Annuaire statistique de la Suisse 1-3

Apples
consumption, Ohio 276
dried, prices 5, 22
freight rates 37

index numbers 60

prices 5,8,16,18,21,22,61
production 14,15,16,18,52,57

for sale 57

trees 12,17,18,57
value 15,16,18
yield 16

Apricot trees, number 12

Arable farming See under Farms

and farming
Arable land See under Land
Area See under Land
ArmslJ.jn Feeds and feeding 164,168,169

Ashley, A. W. , and Davis, J. L.

Llefelys: Work efficiency of

farm organization in Wales... 226

Asses
census 154,157
exports and imports .... 7,19,31,32
number 9, 10, 11, 19,20,

25,26,31, 32, 33, 65

prices 19

value 19,31

Asses and burros, censu-s, Unit-

ed States 160

Asses and mules
census 154
number on mountain farms .... 56
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Page Page

38

310

Association of Consumers 1 Coopera-
tive Societies . 296

Association of Swiss Milk:.

producers 220, 294
Associations, Switzerland . .. 70
Atlas geographique, historique et

statistioue, 1848 .. . 72
Atmospheric conditions, records of,

Switzerland 73,74
Atmospheric pressure 13,14
Atwater, food requirement scale ... 254,

255,256
Atwater, W. 0. 5 and Bryant, A. P.:

chemical composition of

American food materials ....... 235

Baker, 0. I 225
Bamboo, census, world, recom-

' men&aVtions 150
Bananas and pineapples, imports ...

Di'e Bar-und akkordlflhiie und die
' art)"e i't sverhJl'tni s se in der

Schweizerischen landwirt sehaf

t

Barley
area .' \ 9, 11, 14, 15, IS,

17, 18, 27, 35, 37, 48, 52,. 56
consumption 23
delivered to Confederation .... 57
exports and imports 6,. 66
index numbers '. .' 37
prices 6, 16, 17, 21, 64
producers . .. 9, 27
production 14, 15, 16, 17,

18, 35, 37, 52, 56, 57, 64
value 15, 16, 17, 18, 64
yield . . 16, 57

Barley and oats, consumption 281, 282
Beans

area ........ 9," i4? 1S . 1?> 27
exports and imports 66

' prices ' 5, 6, 16, 17, 21, 22
index numbers

producers ' 9, 21

production 16,17
value . .• .....16,17
yi/eTd V.V. .V.Y " 16

•77

>7

Beef
consumption

Ohio 276
Switzerland 47, 62, 281, 282

nut r i ent-cont ont
Switzerland 234 -235

United States 234-235
prices... 3, 5, 7, 21, 22, 37, 47

production 46, 58

tariff rates 61

Beehives
exports and imports 31

number. ..11, 19, 20, 31, 32, 33, 58

owners 11, 20, 33

prodi?.cts 20, 60

See also Beeswax; Honey
marketed 20

" value 19, 31

Beekeeping
capital invested 47

census
Switzerland 81, 158, 159

.
United States. 161

expenditures 47, 53

gross return 35, 48, 63

income 48

t

labor return 48

net retiirn .. ... 48

receipts . . 47

time devoted to 47

value 65

Switzerland 89

United States 74

Beer
exports and imports 6, 66

production . , 38

Beeswax,- prices 21, 22

Beets
area 16, 17, 18, 56

prices 16, 64
• production ........ .16, 17, 18, 57, 64
value 16, 17, 18, 64

yi el 4,. . 16, 57

See r.lso Fodder beets;

Sugar bee-cs

3eitrilge zur statistik der

Bchweizeri Gchen eidgenossen-
schaf

t

6, 71
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Page
Berieht des schweiz. bundesrates

"fiber seine geschaf tsftihrung 215
Berieht e tlber den internationalen

markt fi!ir milch und molkerei-
produkte 291

Die 3ewegung der bevdIkerung in
der Schweiz 107

Births
rate

Switzerland 108, 113
United States 113

ratio of male to female
Switzerland 114
United States 114

registration
Switzerland 113
United States Ill

)Boars
census 154, 153
•number 11

Bookkeeping, Switzerland
accounts analyzed by Secretariat 70
instruction to farmers 500
method 301
number of accounts 300

Bran, prices 21
Brandy-

exports and imports 23, 29
prices 21, 60

Brandy and alcohol
exports and imports 6

Bread

|
consumption

Ohio 276
Switzerland 281, 282

exports and imports 66
prices 3, 5, 21, 22, 37
provided for workers 42

Bread and grain products, index
numbers 5

Brockmann-Jerosch, Heinrich: Die
Vegetation der Schweiz 74

Buckwheat
area ....

producers
1 A 27

27

Page
Budgets, family 10, 69, 70,

269-282
Studies

Switzerland 269-271

United States . 271-280
See also Cost of living

Buildings, capital invested ... 54, 64

Bulls
census

Switzerland 154,157
United States 160

'exports 47,66
imports 47, 60, 66

number 11, 20, 31, 33,

46, 47, 56, 58

on mountain farms 26, 56

slaughtered • 20, 38, 46, 47, 58

Bureau Federal de statistique,
Statistique suisse des Causes
de Peces 107

Bureau of Oilstoms 69

Bureau of Statistics
See Federal Bureau of Statistics

Bureau of Topography See Federal

Bureau of Topography
Batter

consumption ......... 2, 23, 46, 47,

62, 229, 281, 282

Ohio 276

exports 2, 3, 5, 7, 19,

23, 32, 44, 66

imports 2, 3, 6, 8, 19,

23, 32, 60, 66
index numbers 37
prices 3, 5, 18, 21, 22,

27, 37, 61, 294
production 2, 7, 15, 18, 222

cost 27
tariff rates 61

value 15, 16, 18

Butter and' Cheese factories,
census, Switzerland 76

Butter and fat, consumption 23
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Cabbage

area 16
}

27

.

prices ........... 16, 21
producers . 27
production "

, 16
value 16
yield 16

Cadarsters „ „ 117
Calories

,

consumption ....

Switzerland 241, 245,- 246, 247
... 252, 261, 265, 265

United States ... 239 , 243, 246, 247
252, 261, 265, 265

production
Switzerland .... 241, 245, 246, 247

250, 259, 263
United States . . 239, 243, 246, 247

•250
, 259, 263

requirements of population,
United States 277-279

Calves
census

Switzerland 154, 157
Uni L^od Spates ................. 160

exports ... 7«, 31, 47, 66
imports , . . 7, 31, 47, 50, 66
index numbers .......... 60
movement .... 47
number 7, 11, 20, 33, 46

47-, 58,- 216, 217
on mountain -farms 26, 56
prices .................... 21, 22, 35, 47
slaughtered ..... 7, 20,. 38, 43-, 47, 58
weight, United States 167

Cane, census, world, recommenda-
tions ...... r 150

Cantonal said communal statistics... 69-70
Cantons , .... .

number 68
statistical reports 71
subsidized by Federal government . . 76

Capital
interest on 54
invested 54, 64

Page
Carbohydrates

consumption
Switzerland.. 241, 245, 246, 247

• 252, 261, 265, 266
United Stat es. 239, 243, 246, 247

• 252,' 261, 265, 266
production

Switzerland ..241, 245, 246, 247

250, 259, 263
United States. 259', 243, 246, 247

250, 259, 263
Carrots *

area 14**16, 17, 18, 27, 56

prices ........... , .... 15, 21
producers . . . . . . . . . ; . . . ......... 27

production . 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 57

value 16, 17, 18
--ield '16

, 57

Cattle •

breeds, Switzerland 56

census
Switzerland ...76, 154, 156, 157

United States 150
equivalent number of productive

units, Switzerland and United
States.. 173, 182, 183, 195, 196

exports,- -Switzerland ..7, 8, 19, 28

:
- • • '29, 31, 32, 59

feed requi rorient s

{Switzerland .•
' 171

United States 167-168
imports ..7, 19, 23, 28, 29, 31, 32

• • 60,. 216

index numbers v 37, 60

mortgages -. • 64
number. 7, 9, 10, 11, 12," 19, 20, 25

25,31, 32, 33, 35, 46, 47 58

65,173, 176, 177, 182, 183,

192, 195, 196, 216, 217

owners 58
prices- -. v 8, 19, 21, 22

raising . 54
for farmer 1 s use ; i ......... ". 20

for marke t • 20

gross return 8, 35, 53

receipts 52
sizes, Switzerland 156
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Page
Cattle (Cont'd.)

slaughtered
Switzerland 7, .20, 46,

47, 58, 171
United States . . 167

value, Switzerland 19, 31, 65
weight, Switzerland 156
See also Bulls; Calves; Cows; etc.

Cauliflower
area and cultivators 27

Census
Switzerland 76, 82, 83, 143,

. 144, 146-147, 151
cantonal 143, 144, 145

United States 82, 83, 151
world, recommendations 75, 122,

148-150
} Cereals See Grain
Chambers, C. R..: Relation of land

incomes to land values .- 308
Cheese

consumption 2, 23, 44, 45,
46, 62, 229, 281, 282

delivered to Swiss Cheese
Union 59

exports 2, 3, 6, 7, 8,

19, 28, 29, 32, 34, 35, 44,
59, 66

imports 2, 3, 6, 7, 19,
28, 29, 32, 60, 66

Prices 3, 5, 3, 16,
18, 21, 22, 27, 37, 61, 294

production 2, 7, 15, 16,
17, 18, 44, 59, 222

cost 27
provided for workers 42
value 15, 16, 18

Cheese and butter factories, census,
Switzerland 76

Cheese factories 74
census , 74, 77, 82
number 18

Cheese Union See Swiss Cheese Union
Cherries

freight rates 37
index numbers 60
Prices 16, 18, 21

. production. . .14, 15, 16, 18, 52, 57

Page
Cherries (Cont'd.)

trees 12, 17, 18, 57
value 15, 16, 18
yield i 16

Chestnuts
exports and imports 6

prices 18, 21
production 18
value' 18

Chickens
census

Switzerland 158

United States 161
number, Switzerland 48

Chicory
area . . . 9, 16, 27, 56

exports and imports 6, 65, 66

prices 16
producers 9, 27
production 16
value 16
yield 16

Chocolate
consumption 23
exports and imports 3, 66

index numbers 5

prices 5

Chocolate and cocoa,, consumption,
Switzerland 281 ,282

Cider
consumption 57

prices 15, 15, 21, 22

production 14, 15, 16

value 15, 16
Cider and must

exports and imports 29

index numbers 60

Cider factories, census, Switzer-

land 74, 76, 77

Cinchona, census, world, recom-

mendations , 150

Cities, Switzerland
size . 92

statistical reports 71

Climatic conditions 69, 73

Clothing, expenditure 4

Cloudiness 13, 14
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Page Page
Clover

area 16, 17, , 13
prices . . . . 16, 21
production . ... 16, 17, 18
value '.

. .... ...... . 16, 17, 18
yield 16.

Cocoa, census, world, recom-
mendat ions_ 149
exports and imports 66
index numbers 5
prices 5

Cocoa and chocolate
, consumption,

Switzerland ................ 231, 282
Cocoa beans

exports and imports 65
index numbers 37

Coffee
census, world, recommendations... 149
consumption

Ohio 276
Switzerland ....... 23, 38, 62,

.... 281,. 282
exports and imports. . .28, 29, 65, 66
index numbers 5, 37
prices 5, 65

Coffee and chocolate, index number.. 37
Colts

exports and imports 31, 32
growth, record of, United

States , 165-166
summer pasturage 26
weight at different ages 164

Committee on Statistics, Switzer-
land . . . ....... . . 222

Commune s , Swi t zerland
census , 117-118
rural 92, 93, 96
urban 92, 93

Contagious diseases, livestock 58
Cooperatives, agricultural

aims 43
date of foundation . . 43
membership 43

Corn
census, United States 151
Se e also Maize

Corn flour, prices 5

Cornmeal , con sumpt i on
Ohio . . . . . .7.7 .7 276

Cost of living
index •

.

construction 70, 295, 296

nmnbers .... ......... 5, 22, 37, 39-, 66

See also Budgets, family

Cost
:

of production...... 1, 20, 52, 54, 63

See-also under names of products .

Cotton
export s- and imports. ...28, 29, 65, 66

index numbers „ 37

production., ,
Switzerland and

United States 230-233

Cotton and woolen fabrics., ex-

ports ........... 34,35

Country population. See Bopulation

rural
,

. . .

Cows .

.

census
Switzerland 81, 154, 157

United States 160

exports 47, 66

imports 47 t 60, 66

number .......... 2, 7,. 11, 16, 19,

20, 25, 31, '35, 44, 46, 58, 59

on mountain farms 26., 56

owners
.

33, 35

prices, . i .21, 22, 47, 60

slaughtered 7,. 20,. 33, 45, 47, 58

value 19, 45

Cranb erry .mar she s , . Un i t e d . St at e s ... 82

Crop report methods
Switzerland , 206

United States ,. 210

world .census, recommendations . . • 210

Cropping, census, world, recom-
menda/tioiis 150

Crops. .... . , . .....

area 140-151
hoed .

area. 9 , 11 , 66

producer s . • * 11 , 66

intermittent 141

mi scellaneous - . 151

principal 141

ratio to livestock 214
See also "under names .of crops

Crops and markets 225, 299, 312

Dairies, city, United States 82

Switzerland 281, 282
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Page
Dairy products

exports 59

imports 60
index numbers 5, 37, 60
value 65

Dairy schools 62

Dairying 54
expenditure '.' 64
gross return^.. 64
net return 64

Dates and figs, imports 38
Davis, J. L. Llefeiys 226
Deaths

causes, Switzerland 109, 110
rate

Switzerland 109,110,112, 113
United States 112,113, 114

ratio of male to female
Switzerland 114
United States 114

ratio to "births

Switzerland 114
United States 114

regi st rat ion
Switzerland 103
United States 110

Debts and indebtedness 21, 64
capital invested in 64
interest on 55

Diet scale 274
Digestible nutrients, Switzerland

and United States
consumption 236-237
production 236-237

Distilleries, census, Switzer-
land 75

Districts, Switzerland 92, 93
Divorces

Switzerland and United Stages,
ratio to marriages 115

Switzerland 109
Dogs

census 75
number 19

Drink, expenditures 5, 14
Ducks

c en sus

Switzerland 158
United States 161

Page
Backs ( Cont »d. )

number .10,20,33,48 , 58

Ducks 'and geese
number 11, 35, 65

Duvet enay or Duvotenay ? 72

Earthquakes ' 74
Edible offal, consumption, Switzer-

land . .. \ 281,282

consumption
Ohio 276
Switzerland 38, 62, 229,

281, 282
exports 6

gross return 48

imports 5, 38, 60

index numbers 5, 37, 60

nutrient content
Switzerland 235, 235

United States 235, 236

prices 5, 21, 22, 37 , 38

production
cost . . 48, 64

Switzerland 38, 38, 220,
230-233

United States 230-233

tariff rates 61

Eggs and honey, consumption 23

Burner

area . 11, 27

prices 64

producers 27
production 64

value 64

Empeyta, Eugene: Catalogue
descriptif des arbros en Suisse 74

Employment bureaus, organization... 42

Engcl, food reouirement scale ... 254,

255,256

Enterprises, census, Switzer-

land .69, 74, 75, 81

Ergebnisse der e i dgonfls si schen

betriebsz'£alung vom 9. August,

1905 75

Estate 83

Expenditures 42, 55, 54, 62, 63,

55, 259, 271

See also under specific subjects
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Page
Exports 7, 21, 2.3, 28,

29, 30, 37," 40, 41, 52
index numbers, "United States .... 287
See also under names of products;.

Imports arid Exports.

gahrl&ider , M. : Die Bewegung des
scliweiz. volksverrddgens 307, 308

Falconer, J. I ' 305
Family budgets See Budget s,' 'family
Farmers' Secretariat See Swiss

Famer s ' Secretariat, 3roug^
'

Farms' and 'farming
'

Alpine ......... ..26-27, 76
census

• Switzerland'.... .... 75, 32, 85,

89-91, 102-104, 120
United States 82, 84, 85,

93, 98, 99, 104
world, recommendations.. 8J$-8£, 122

definitTen
International Institute of

-Agriculture ................ 83
Switzerland 76-81
United 'States 82

forest See Forest, timber, and
woodland

gross 'return ... .' 1, 20, 52, 54,

63, 65
labor return 52, 55, 61
management 4, 63-64
net return 1, 20, 52, 54, 63
number 75-85

Switzerland .' 25, 55, 85, 500
United State's 85

ownership . . 26
... prices . 61

profitability 52
receipts 52
return on capital 55
sales return 54
sizes

International Institute of .Agri-

culture 84
Switzerland 55, 76, 77,

'

' ' 81, 300-301

; United States 82, 84
systems of farming 54, 74, 73-80
taxation

,

tenancy .

valua,t i on
value . .

.

A.O

oocoo**o»e»*o*

26
46
21

Page
Farms and farming (cont'd.)

See also under Land
Fat's'

'consumption
Switzerland 7. .'."..

. 47, 62, 240,
'244,' 246,' '247, 251, 260, 264,

' ' '266, 231, 282
'

United States .' 238', 242,
•246',' 24-7,' 251, '260, 254, 266

'export's' 'and 'imports '..* 28

prices'.......'.'..'...'..' 5, 22

pro ducat ion
Switzerland ..... 240, 242, 245,

247, 249, 258, 262
United States ... 238, 242, 245,

247, 249, 258, 262

Fats and butter,' 'consumption 23

Fats and oils'
!

)

' "

'

exports and imports 66

index numbers 5, 37

Feathers
exports and imports 29

Federal Bureau of Forestry, Switzer-

land ..'.' 69

Federal Bureau of Statistics,
Switzerland ....... 69, 71, 75, 80,

81, 87, 91, 100, 108, 109, 118,

119, 141, 146, 270, 299, 309

Federal Bureau of Taxation, Switzer-

land '

. . . . 69

Federal Bureau of Topography,
Switzerland ...... 72, 118

Federal Council, Switzerland 76

Federal Department' "of Economics,
Switzerland .

.'. .'.'. .'. 71

Federal Forest Service, Switzerland 227
Federal Labor Office

,'

'Switzerland. . . 69,

215, 271, '293, 294, 295
Federal Office of Statistics

See Federal Bureau of Statistics
Federal Statistical Office

See Federal Bureau 'of Statistics
Federal Statistics, collection,

Switzerland '.'. .'.'.
. ... . 68-69

Fertilizers
census

United States ...'290-291

world, recommendations. . ... . . 291

con'sumpt ion'
'

Swit zerland '. . . 290
j

United States 291
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Page
Fertilizers (Cont'd.)

expenditures . . 1, 53, 54,65
exports 52, 285
imports .8, 52, 60, 285
index numbers 37
prices .. S, 61
production 265
use in agricultural produc-

tion 290-291
Fields

area ................. . 5, 13, 15, 17
inventory 54

Fields and .gardens, value 18
Figs, exports and imports 66
Figs and dates, imports 38
Fischer, S. : Flora Helvetica
Fish and fishing

census, Switzerland .... 74, 75, 76,
' 80, 82, 148, 228

consumption
Ohio 276
Switzerland 62, 281, 282

production, Switzerland and
United States 230-233

Flax
area 14, 16, 17, 27, 56
export s 66
imports 5, 66
prices 16, 17, 21
producers 27
production 16, 17
value 16, 17
Field 16

* Flax and hemp
area 9, 11
exports and imports 29
gross return 35, 53
index numbers 50
producers 9

value ...... . . . . 65
Flour

consumption
Ohio 276
Switzerland 281, 282

exports and imports 6, 65, 56
prices 5, 21, 22, 37, 65

Foals See Colts . .

Fo dder
area 16, 17, 18
condition

Page
Fodder (Cont'd.)

expenditures 54

exports 28

imports 2, 8, 28, 60

index numbers 37, 60

prices 8, 16

production 16, 18

value IS, 18

yield .16

Fodder "beets

area 9, 11, 14, 27

expenditures 53, 65

producers 9, 14, 27

Fog 14
Food and foodstuffs

cash income, United States .... 225

consumption
methods of estimating,

Switzerland 229-230

Ohio 275

studies, United States .271-275

Switzerland 5, 46, 62,

280, 281

cost of distribution 62

cost of preparation 62

cost of transformation 62

expenditures 4, 5, 10

index numbers 37

nutrient content 234-267

production 46

requirements, various scales. . .255-

257

value V 231, 234

'Switzerland 302

United States 225

Foreign trade See Import and ex-

port
Forest products 226-227

imports 59, 60

production
for farmer's use 20

for market 20

See also Timber; Tfood

Forest, timber and woodland 26

area
Switzerland 5, 6, 13,

15, 27, 56, '66, 122, 127,

129, 132, 133, 136, 137

United States .. 127, 129,

132, 133, 136, 137
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i
. Page

Forest j timber and, woodland (Cont'd),
census . .......

Switzerland
.

.//S, 74, 76, 78,

79.,. 8.0, .81, 117,' 118, 120, 122,
• • • 1.48

United States . ...7.124, 125, 130
world,, recommendations ... 75, 83,

. . 12S
value . . . . 18

Forschungen auf dem gebiete der
landwirt schaft ^.152, 215

Die forstlichen verhiiltnisse
der . Schweiz ........ 227

Forst statistik 227
Fowls See Kens
Franscini, Stefano 68

Fntth, J. .: Geographie der Schweiz,

1930 ...... *v 72
Fruit and Yin© growing ...... 54
Fruit trees ..

capital .invested .......... 54
census, Switzerland 81, 208

Bern ....... i . . 208
. Cantonal ..... 143

gr o s s . return 35
number 12, 16

Fruit s

consumption.,... 23, 57, 62, .281, 282
exports. ............ . 6, 57, 59

- impo rt s ,"V .,. • ... 6 , 57 , 60
index numbers 37

• production... ....... 6, 8

. . . for farmer'.s use 7.". . .. . 20
for .market 20
gross return ...... ........ 8 , 63
methods of estimating .... 206-207
. . comparison of results .... 207

.reliability of results ... 208
small, world census, recom-

mendations »;. 149
• southern

consumption 62
. - . . . export s ....................... 06

imports 38 , 66
tariff rates . .-. . . mJm - 61
value 55

Fruits and nuts, census, world, recom-
mendations . . 149

Fruits and vegetables
production, Switzerland and

United States 232, 233

Page

Frui t s , nut s , and grape s , census

,

United' S-ta.te.s- 151-

Funk, Wv O.- . . . 2.73, 277, 278

Fur and hair • •
. • • . .

" -exports -and imparts 29

Gainful -workers See .under oc-

cupations
Gomes •

consumption 62

import s . . . . . . 50

Game and poultry, . imports .......... 47

Gardens and fields, - value 18

Gardens- and gardening
• area .. ....... .. . . ..v.. 5, 13, 27, 56

census
Switzerland .....76, 79, 80,. 31,

?
v\.v •

• 89, .118, 120, 123

United States 82

world, recommendations 83

Gardens * and- orchards, . census, Switzer-

land 147, 151

Geese
census

Switzerland 158
1 - United. States. .. 161

number .10, 20, 33, 48, 58

Geese and ducks,, number n . . . 11, -35, 65

Die 'genossenschaftliche milchver-
• • wertung >und .milchverarbeitung •

"
:

r in der • Schweiz 219 , 221

Geographisches lexikon. der
• -Schweiz-.. .7?, 73, 74, 85

Geology, Switzerland ...... 72-73
• Goats

census .......... 154, 157

exports.......... 7, 19, 31, 32
- • imports 7, 19, 32

•index -numbers ...... ... . .>.* . . .... ... 60

meat
consumption 47, 62

production 46, 58

metho d . of . comput at ion ... 219

number- ....... . 2, 7, 9, 11, 12,

19, 20,. 25,. 26, 31, 32, 33, 35,

46, 58, 59, 65 .'-
:

.

on mountain farms ..26, 56

owner-s • ,

3o, 58

- • prices 19, 21, 22, 53, 60
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Goats (Cont'd.)
Page Page

rai smg
gross return

_
35, '63

receipts 52
slaughtered ,7, 20, 38, 46, 58

value . v . 19, 31, 65

See also Kids
Goats and ^ids, census, United

States . . 161
Goats and shieep See Sheep and

goats
Grain 79

area.. .2, 11, 14, 15, 35, 43, 56, 66

census
Switzerland ... -79, 141, 147,154
vrorid, recommendations 148

consumption 6, 23, 38, 57, 62

delivered to Confederation.... 8, 15,

38, 57
exports 6, 29, 65
imports 6, 29, 38, 65

index numbers 60

prices 19, 21, 22
producers 11, 14, 66

production 6, 8, 35, 33,

57, 232, 233
for farmer's use 20
for market 20
gross return ...8, 35, 38, 39, 63

receipts 52
United States 232, 233

small, census, United States.... 151
value 65

yield 57
See also under names of grains

Grain products and bread, index
numbers 5

Grapes 12
area 5, 6, 13, 15, 16, 17,

18, 44, 48, 51, 57, 66

consumption, Ohio 276
exports
imports .51, 60,

producers 16
production 15, 16, 17, 18, 57

'census 8, 78, 79, 31,89,

118, 119, 120, 123, 147
world, recommendations.... 149

cost, '44, 48,51
for owner's use 20

66

65

Grapes (Cont'd.)
production (cont'd.) .

for market
gross return...... 35, 38, — >

20
480 — V^WI-' —ww w—- ...... - — — f J
—

income 48

labor return 48

net return 44, 48

profitability 64

receipts 52

subsidies 51

workers er/oloyed 16

value "".16, 17, 13, 44, 48, 57

yield 15, 17, 18, 57

Grasses
census

Switzerland 147,

United States
prices
production 57,

value
Grasses and fodder crops, census,

world, recommendations 148-

Greonhousen, United States

Gremli : Sxcursionsflora fur die

Schweiz
Grits, consumption, Switzerland 281,

Groceries, consumption
Grundbesitzstatistik des Ivontons

3ern •

Die gxundlagen der periodischen
statistischen erhebungen der

eidg.. arbeitsamtes 292,

Hail
damage and indemnities paid

Hair, exports and imports

Hair and fur, experts and imports... 29

151
151
64
64
64

149
82

74
282
62

312

295

52

28

nd Imports 66

60
Hair and straw, exports
Ham, imports 47,

Handwdrterbuch der Schweiz 85, 156, 222

Handwdlrterbuch des schweiz.

tolkswirtsehaft 107, 116, 152,

215, 233, 285, 298, 312

Harvard economic society 225

Hay
area 16, 17, 18

exports and imports 66

return 35, o<gro ss

index numbers , 37

orices 2, 16, 17, 21, 22, 60
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Hay (Cont'd.)
production i < 14, 15,

17, 18,
value 16, -17, IS,
yield «... 16,

Hay crops and sweet clover pasture,
census, United States .

Heifers > • ,

census
Switzerland. . .154* -157, -216,
United States

imports i * . . »

number 11, 31, 33, 45, 56,
prices 35,
slaughtered 20, 47,
summer pasturage

Heim, Albert: Geologie der Schweiz"
C-eologische karte der Schweiz..

Page

16,

57

65
57

151

217
160
47.

58

60

53

25

72.

Page
Hogs.; (Cont*d.

)

feed requirements, United
Stat.es ........ ... r , 168-169

imoorts ............ . .7, 19, 23, 31,

32, 47, 50, 66',, ..;
'

index number s . 37
movement 47
numbers 7, 9, 10, 11,

12, 19, 2Q, 25 j 26 , til , 32 , «*>3

,

35, 45, 47, 53:, 65, .174,' ; 130,

186, 187, 193, 199, 200
United States..,.,.. 174, 180,

136, 187, 193, .199, 200
on mountain farms 26, 56

prices .... 8, .19/ 21, 22, 35,

47, 53, SO
production

.
t

gross
,
return 8, 63

receipts 52
surveys, United States ,...224

slaughtered ...
Switzerland. ",.20, 38,

, . .
:

46 , 47 , 58

United States 168
t ar i x i rat o s , ..... .............. 61

value ,. . . . ... . . 19, 31, 55

weight, United States 159
See also Boars;. .Sows.

Hogs and pork, index, numbers .... 60

Holdings ................................. 76

Honey. vc.
_

-
"

,
B

~ . ;. J-fe

consumption. 47, 62, 281, 282
exports and imports .. ............... ...... ; 6

gross return. ............... ....... 48

index numbers .„ i 60

net return . . 48

prices ... 5,' 2}., 22, 50

production
. .. -r

cost ' 47 n 45,. 54
Switzerland 47, 223,

.
.
230-233

United States ...........230-233

receipts • ......................... .
47

tariff rat es. ...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ., ., % 61

Honey and eggs, consumption. ......... 23
Honey and sugar , index number s . . 5 , 37

Hox)S

area . 17
ex-port s and import s

, . . . . . . . .6 ,. ^66

17
17
16

Hemp
area 14, IS, 17, 27,56
exports and imports , 66
prices 16, 17, 21
producers 27
production ....... . ... 15,
value . . . • 16,
yield . ...... .

Hemp and flax See "Tlax and hemp
Hemp and tow, exports and- im-

ports ' 6

Hens
number.. 10, 11, 20, 33, 35, 48, 53
prices 21

Hides
exports and imports 6, 19,

• 28, 29, 32, 66

index numbers 37
prices 47

Hogs . . .• 81
censr.s

Switzerland 154, 158
United States 160

equivalent number of productive
animal -units . .

Switzerland 174, 186,
!V, 1OC O00

United States . 174, 185,
•187,. .199, -200

export -j .,.,.7, 19, 31, 32, 59, 66
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Page
Hops (Cont'd.)

index numbers- . * . * . 37
production .......... •. . . . 17
value 17

Horsehair goods and straw,, ex-. .

ports . 34, 35
Horses

census
Switzerland 1.53, 155, 157, 158
United States ISO

exports 7, 19, 28, 31, 65
feed reauirements

Switzerland 171
United States 164-167

hours of work,United States.. 163-164
imports 7, 19, 23, 32, SO, 6S
meat

consumption . 47, 231, 282
prices . 5, 22, 47
production 46

number
Switzerland 7, 11, 12,

19, 20, 25, 26, 31, 32, 35, 35,

46, 56, 53, 65, 173, 179, 193
United States 178, 179, 193

on mountain farms 26, 56
owners 58
power 239
prices IS, 53
raising

gross return 35, 63
sr.bsidies 20

ratio to persons gainfully em-
ployed. .

Switzerland and United
States 193

slaughtered 20, 58, 171
vaXue 19, 31, 58, S5
See also Colts; Hares; Stallions

Horses and mules
census, United States ISO
equivalent number of productive

animal units, Switzerland
and United States .... 173, 184,

> 135, 197, 198 ,

number, Switzerland and United
. States.. 173, 184, 185, 197, 198

Horticultural schools 62

Page
Horticulture

area 66

census, 1920 8

gro ss" return ........ 38 , 39

land utilization 66

Hoiiseholds

expenditures . .... 1, 49, 54
number 6

Howald, Oskar 229 , 236

Di e exnahrung de s schwe i z

.

bevfllkerung in den jahren.

1920-22 ... 228, 240, 244, 245

Statistische erhebungen mid
schatzungen uher den

sc-hweiz. obstbau 140
Humidity .

.'. 13, 73

Hunting 74, 75, 76

Import end export 68, 69, 283-287

classification of goods .. 284, 235
286

method of collecting statis-

tics 235
Imports .. .. 7, 21, 23, 28, 29,

~30, 37, 40, 41, 52, 59, SO

index numbers, United States .. 287

See also under names of products

Improvement s

capital invested in 1 ......... , 64
expenditures 53

Income 4, 64

agricultural . .1 54, 299-306

auxiliary 54

economic 54

family farm earnings ..... 301, 302

gross
Switzerland 301, 303, 304

United States 303, 304

labor . . . 302

national
net

Switzerland
United States .... 304. 305, 306

proportion used for butter,

cheese, milk .......
r

social
valiie

Indebtedness' See Debts and indebt-

edness

o

304

46

53
54
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Page
Index numbers .... 1, 5, 22, 52, 61, 66

construction
Switzerland ..... . 294, 295, 296.

United States 297

weight
Switzerland 295
United States 297

See also under cos t of living;
names of 'pro'ducts

Indigo, exports and imports ....... 28

Industrial plants
area 9, 11, 66

census ... =

Switzerland" 141, 147, 151

world, recommendation 149
producers 66

See also under names of plants
Industries, census, Switzerland ... 89

Insolation 13, 14
Inst i tut International de

Statistique 92

Insurance 42, 50, 53

Interest rates, record, Switzerland .69

Intermittent crops, census,
Switzerland 141, 142, 147

International convention relating
to economic statistics 285-286

International Institute of Agricul-
ture 75, 77, 210, 214

International Labour Office,
methods' "of conducting family

' budget inquiries' ' 255

International market of milk and
"' dairy produce ..." 291, 294
Inventory, value ...... 54
Irrigation',' expenditures 14

Jute and ramie, exports and imports 66

Kappeli,'!.: Forschiihgen auf dem
gebiete der landwirtschaft ..... 156

Kids
prices 21 , 22

'

See also G-oats and kids
King, Wilford I. . 257

'

Kinsman, ' C .' D .": 'Appraisal of power
used on farms 'in the United.
States' .....I... ..,.'. 289

KOnig; CBemie des nahrungs-und
genus smittel "229, 235

Kohlrabi

Page

Kohlrabi
area 14, 16, 17, 18, 27

" prices 16

Producers 27
' production 14, 16, 17, 18

value 16, 17, 18
' yield 16

Labor and laborers 96, 100-106

board provided * 42

census' 8

Switzerland. 8,
' 80, 87-91, 100-103

106

United States 93, 104, 106

days
length of . • 42

'number of 54 ^ 55

dearth of 41

holidays . 42 \
hours of wo rk '

• » •
.' 42 , 50

household employees 54

lodging provided 42

lunch provided 4M
number .•. 10, 13, 26, 33, 39, 41, 50

51, 55

ratio to land 131-139
seasonal ............. 26, 42

social conditions ........ 311
supply .

4
..... 38 , 50 , 51

upkeep
cost 42

number of days 54, 55

See also Wages
Lambs See .Sheep and lambs
Land ...... 116-130

agricultural
area

' Switzerland 128, 129, 130

132, 133, 139
United States .. 128, 129, 130

132, 133, 139
definition

Switzerland 130
United States 125

arable

'

area 6, 48, 54, 56, 66, 128

129, 138, 140

United States .. 128, 129, 138

census
Switzerland ..78, 79, 118, 120

123, 140|
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Page
Land (Cont T d)

arable
census •

wo rid, recommendations .... 146
area . 54, 55, 56
capital invested

9 ............. . 64
census *

'

Switzerland 117-122, 123
TJnited States 123-125
world, recommendations ... 122-123

distribution 26, 55, 300-301
fallow, world census, recommenda- . .

tions . . . . 149
forest See Forest, timber and

woodland
improved

area, Switzerland and United
States -.v 128, 129

census, United States 124
improvements . .. 55, 56

expenditures 14
subsidies 14, 55

in crops
area,'Switzerland and United

States 126, 129, 130, 135
in farms

loans by banks, interest rat e . . 52
marsh See Marsh and turflaiid
meadow See Meadows
owners 6, 26
parcels 83
pasture See 1 Pasture land
productive '

area 5, 10, 13, 15, 27
census, Switzerland. .117 , 118, 120

surveys, Switzerland 117-118
tenure 80, 312-314
timber See Forest, timber and

woodland
turf See Marsh and turf land
unimproved ' ...

area, Switzerland and United
States 129

unproductive' •

area* v. .

census .
;
.

utilization
,

value

. 5, 6, 10, 13*, 15, 27
. ... 119, 148

26, 56, 66, 68, 69, 80
• 116-130

. . . . . . . . . ie, 306-308

Page
Land (Cont'd)

wood See Forest, timber, and
wood land

landwirtschaftliche statistik des
Kt. Bern 116

Landwirtschaftliches jahrbuch
der Schweiz 1, 2, 3-4, 71, 72

220, 293, 294
Languages used in Swiss publica-

tions 71

Lard
exports and imports 52
index numbers 37

prices
, 3, 5^ 21, 22, 37

provided for workers 42
tariff rates 61

Laur, Ernst 70, 75, 303
Der Einfluss des weltkrieges

auf die lago der landwirt-
schaft 299, 306

Grundlagen und methoden der
bowertung, buchhaltung und
kalkulat ion

v
in

>

der land-
wirtschaft ....... 299, 301, 307

Terminology and basis for an
. international agricultural
statistic founded upon farm
accounting 299, 301

Leach, A, S: Food inspection
and analysis 235

Legumes
area ...11, 14, 66

census
Switzerland 141
United States 151
world, recommendations 148

consumption .62* 281, 232

producers 11, 66

Legumes and potatoes, index
numbers . . . . . • 5 , 37

Lei 10ns, and oranges
• exports 66

imports 38, 66

Lentils
, index numbers • 37

prices 5

Livestock 9,. 15£-205, 214-225
capital invested in 54, 64
census 8, 81, 152-159

law 31
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Fago
Livestock (Cont'd)

census
United States 160-161
world, r ec oramendat ions ... 157-158

diseases .••>• 20, 52, 58
equivalent number of productive

animal .units .Switzerland and
,
United States 191, 205

exports 19, 35
feed intake measurement . .... 161-162
imports 19
insurance..... 19
movement,. .United States 224
number

, 25, 26, 58
. on mountain farms 26, 56
owners ....... 9, 10, 11, 12, 19, 31, 32

33, 46, 58
Prices 22
production . ... 47, 214-225
raising ...

articles on 1, 4
capital invested 54, 64
expenditures 53, 64
.gross return. ... 35, 38, 39, 53, 63

64
net return 64
sales return 46

ratio to land. 176-191
ratio to population ......... .192-205
sales, United States 223
slaughtered 20, 38, 46, 47, 58
value 31
See also under names of animals

Loans . to agric ulture 42
interest rates ; 308-309

Logs .See . Timber
L£3hnung der landwirtschaftlichen

" arbeiter.im Kanton Wallis 310
Lucerne

area 16, 17, 18
prices . .. 16
production..*.. 16, 17, 18
value „.. 16, 17, 18
yield „ . 16

Lusk,. food .requirement scales ..255, 256

Macaroni, etc.-,:. consumption,
: Switzerland 281, 282

Machinery . . .....
capital invested 54, 64

Page
Machinery ( Cont 1 d)

census
Switzerland 287-288

.
United States .... , 290
world, recommendations--..... 290

exports. . . 52

imports 52, 60

, prices : 61

Maize . . ......

area ... 11, 14, 15, 27, 35, 37, 48
.>!%•;.£ ..... 52, 5lj

consumption 23

delivered to . Confederation 57

exports 66

Imports 60, 66

index numbers 37

prices 21

producers * * 27 \

product ion. . .14, 35, 37, 52, 56, 57

yield .... 57

Malt
. exports and. imports - 66

index numbers 37

Mares, census, Switzerland ....... 153

154, 157

Margarine, wholesale prices,
. index .numbqrs 37

Marriages'
numbers

Switzerland.... .. 109, 115

.United .States .... 115

.registration ..... . . .

Switzerland ................ 109

f

United States Ill

Marsh and turf land
area 15, 56

"... census ..... •<'£
, ;

- Switzerland ... . 120,. 123, 148

world, recommendations ..... 123

gross return 35

Maslin
area .... 9, 11, 14, 18, 27, 35, 57

48, 52, 56

delivered .to. .Confederation 57

prices • 6, 8

.producer^ 9, 27

production ..,.14,. 15, 18., 35, 37, 52
- -

. p .

' .cv . . , 56,^57;

-value 15, 18

yield. ... 57|
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Page
Meadows 118

area ...... 5, 6, '13, 15, 17, 56, 66
c g nsu s

Switzerland ..118, 120, 123, 147
world, recommendations . 122, 149

utilization 66
Meadows and orchards, value 18
Moat

consumption ..7,' 22, 23, 38, 39, 47

53, 229, 281, 282
exports ......... 19, 32, 47, 59, 66
imports 19, 32, 60, 66
prices 22, 47
production 38, 47, 230, 233

cost 47

. Switzerland 38, 47, 230-233
United States 230-233

See also under specific kinds of
meat

Meat and meat products
consumption 23, 62

index numbers 5, 37
Mechanization 43
Milk

.

associations 36, 45
condensed 15

oxports-2,8, 32,35, 45, 46, 59, 66

imports §> 32, 46, 66

production 59

consumption .. 2, 15, 16, 23, 35, 36

38, 44, 45, 46, 53, 59, 229

Ohio 276
delivered ........ 16, 17, 18, 45, 59

exports 2, 19, 32, 66

imports 2, 16, 19, 32, 60, 66

index numbers 37, 60

industry, numbers employed 45

.nutrient content, Switzerland
. . .and United States 235
powdered, exports and imports .. 3.

prices ..3, 5, 8, 16, 18, 21, 22, 36

37, 45, 61, 62, 293
. production.

Switzerland. 2, 7, 15, 16, 18, 20,

27, 35, 38, 44, 52, 59

230-233
method of computation. 220-223

United States 167, 230-233
products See Dairy products
purchasers 45

Page
Milk (Cont'd)

tariff rates 61
transportation 45
utilization 2, 15, 16, 27, 38

44, 45, 59
value 15, 18, 298

Milk and- cream, consumption,
Switzerland 281, 282

Milk an d milk products 2, 4
consumption 23
gross return -. s
value 298

Milliet, E. 77. : Uotiz Uber dio
methoden dor kantonalen wein-
baustatistik 140

Missouri Agricultural Experiment
Station Bulletin no. 62. nor-

' ' mal growth of domestic
animals 165, 167

Mitteilungen des bernischen
statistischen bureaus

See Mitteilungen des sta-
tistischen bureaus des
Kanton Bern

Mitteilungen des schweiz.
bauomsekretariates 71, 311

Mitteilungen des statistischen
amtes-cies Kenton" Basel-Stadt 269

Mitteilungen des statistischen
bureau des Kanton Bern .. 140, 144

215, 294, 297

Mitteilungen des statistischen
bureaus des Kanton Zurich .... 215

Morrison: Eceds and feeding .163, 164
165, 166, 167

Mortgage banks, statistics 61

Mortgages, cattle 64
Mountain pastures See Alpine farms
Mulberry trees

,
census, 7/0 rid,

recommondat ions 150
Mules

census . . 154, 157

exports and imports ... 19, 31, 32

•number.. 9, 10, 11, 19, 20, 25, 26

31, 32, 33, 65

prices . . , . . 19

value 19, 31

Mules and asses See Asses and
mules

Must, prices 21, 51
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Pa.SG

Must and cider
exports "and' 'import's 29

index mfcfbe'rs ' 60

Mutton
consumption 47, 62, 281, 232
nutrient content,' Switzerland

and United States 234-235
prices ....... 5, 7, 21,47
production .'. 46, 58

method of computation 219
Mutton and sheep, index numbers ... 60

Naf, A . 72, 73
Nater, Henry 219

Fofschungen and dem gebieto der
landwirtschaft 215

National Industrial Conferences
Board 2^3

National wealth, estimate 64
Noodl cs

exports and imports 6

Notz, Sgkil: Die rentabilitatserhe-
bungen des schweiz

bauernsekretariates . . . 299 , 300 , 301
Nurseries, United States 82
Nut trees See Walnut trees
Nuts See TJalnuts

Nuts and almonds, imports , ... .38

Oat flakes, prices 5

Oat meal, prices 5

Oats
area ..9, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17, 16, 27

. 35, 37, 48, 52, 56, 211
"United States 211

delivered to Oonfederation 57

exports .
'. . . . . . 66

imports. 60, 66
index numbers . 37

prices V. ' 6 , 16 , 17, 21, 60, 34
producers 9, 27

production..'. 14', 15',' 16, 17, 18, 35

37, 52, 56, 57, 64, 212
United' States *

1 212
value 15, 16, 17, 13, 64
yield' '. .

.' .V.V 16, 57, 213
United' State's " V.V 213

Oats and barley, consumption.. 281, 282
Oats and oat products, consumption. 23

Page
Occupations « :

.

'' 'definition . ......... . .•
.-

: 87

Switzerland . . 4, 89, 91

United States ' 93
Office of Statistics .

.' 101
Oilcakes • v

exports and imports .......... 56

index numbers 37
- pric es "

. 2

Oils -

consumption ...mm 47 , 281 , 282
exports and -imports . ; * * . . . 6

,

" 28

Oils and fats
exports and imports - ; . 66

index numbers ............. 5 , 37

Oliveyards ,
• census j

• world , pro-
posed classification 149

Oranges, consumption . . . V. ... . 281 , 282

Oranges and lemons
exports .......... 66

import s .... . •. . . . ..... 38 , 66

Orchards •
•

United- States- . . . . .82, 85
world census, recommendations 123

Orchards and meadows-, • value ..... 18
Organization ;

•political .• i>.;..v'*" 68

statistical ............... 68-71

Organizations,- agricultural
- membership 61

taxation 46

valuation . ....... 46

Oxen • •

'

-
•

'

-census, ............... 154, 157
exports . ... . ... . 47, 66

• number 7,- -20, 25, 33, 46, 53
- -prices. .21, 22, 35, 46, 47,. 58, 60

slaughtered .7, 20, 38, 46, 47, 58

summer pasturage 26
tariff rates 61

er

exports and imports 56

Pastry
j
consumption, Switzerland .281

282

Pasture land
area

Switzerland .. 5, 6, 13, 56, 66

121, 126, 127, 129,. 132,1*3
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Pa^e
Pasture land (Cont'd)

area
United States ..... 126, 127, 129

132, 133
census

Switzerland . ... 78, 79, 118, 120
121, 123, 147

United States .., 123, 124
world* roc omraondat ions .. 122, 149

nountain 26-27, 76
area . 56
length of sunnier season 56
number of farms 56

production . ... 14
utilization 66
value 18

Paul!, 7/.: Produkionskostenberoch-
nungen in baucrlichon botriebon .301

Peaches
consumption, Ohio 276
trees 12

Peanut oil, prices 5

Pearl, Raymond 236, 237, 238, 242
243, 256, 257, 266

Pears
freight rates 37
index numbers 60
prices .... 5, 8, 16, 18, 21, 22, 60
production ...14, 15, 16, 18, 52, 57
trees 12, 17, 18, 57
value 15, 16, 18

I yield 16
Peas

area 9, 14, 16, 17
exports and imports 66
index numbers 37
Prices 5, 6, 16, 17, 22
producers 9, 27
production 16, 17
value 16, 17
yield 16

Peas and beans, area . . 56
Pepper, black, census, '.to rid,

recommendations 150
Bigaons, prices 21
Pigs Soo Hogs
Pineapples and bananas, imports ... 38
Plantations . .. 83

Page
Plums

prices 5, 16, 16, £S
production......... 16, 18
trees 12, 17, 18, 57
yield 16
value ,.

r
. ... 16, 18

Poppy .....

area 9, 11, 14, 17, 27, 56
census . 142
producers. 9 , 27
production „ 17
value . 17

Populat ion 85-99
calorie requirements, United

States 277-279
census .

- Switzerland 64, 68, 69, 81

85-92, 96-99
Borne 56

United States 93-99
decrease in mountain valleys .12, 13
farm

Switzerland 96, 97, 99

United States 93, 97

percentage distribution by age
groups

Switzerland „ . . . 253
United States 253

ratio to land 131-139
rural

Switzerland 92, 97, 99

United States.. 92, 93, 95, 97, 99

statistics 5, 9, 41

comparability, Swiss and
Unite--' States 96

Pork
consumption 47, 62, 281, 282

Ohio 276

imports • 47 , 60

prices 5, 21, 22, 37, 47

production 46, 58

method of computation 219
tariff rates 61

Pork and hogs, index numbers 60

)

Pork and lard, Switzerland raid

United States, nutrient content
234-235

Potatoes
area ..9, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 27

28, 56, 57, 211



Pago
Potatoes (Cont'd)

aroa
consus 142
United States 211

consumption. .23,53, 62,229, 281, 232

Ohio ..... 276
imports '.

. 60

ind ox' numbers 37, 60

nutrient content , Switzerland
and United' States ...... 235, 236

prices ..3, 5, 3, 16', 17', 21, 22, 37

60, 64
producers . .. 9, 27

production .... 6,' 8, 14, 15, 16, 17

18,20, .52, 5-6,57, '64', 212, 230-233
gross return 8, 35, 39, 63

receipts 52
United States 212, 230-233

stocks 28

STToot
,
consumption, Ohio 276

tariff rates ... 61
value '.V 15, 16, 17, 18, 64,, 35

yield 16, 57, 213
United States 213

Potatoes and legumes, index numbers. 5

37

Poultry
census

Switzerland 158, 159

Unit ed States 161

consumption 23, 38, 62

Ohio .......... . 275

equivalent number of productive
animal units

Switzerland. 174, 190, 203, 204

United States .. 174, 190, 203
7 7. 204

imports .. 60

number . . 58, 65, 175 r 181, 190, 194
203, 204

United States .175, 181, 191, 194,

• 203, 204

nutrient content .. ,.

Switzerland and United States .

:
.234-.235

owners 11, 3.3, 35

raising 89

capital invested 48

cost of production 48

Poultry (Cont'd)

Page

raising
gross return 8, 35, 48, 62
income 48

labor return' 48
receipts 52
United States 74

. slaughtered, method of computa-
' tion . . . , . . . . . 219

value 65

See al so Chickens,* Bucks; Gr.ooso*,

etc

.

Poultry and game, imports' 47

Power on' farms
S-.7itz.rl-.rd 287-288
United States ............ '289-290

Preserves, ' consumption,
S mtzerland • • • • .

281, 282
Price Inquiry Office . . . . 292,

:

294, 298

"

Prices 6, 291-297
coll 3ction

' Switzerland 70, 292, 297
' United States 297

index numbers'. ;
*. .22, 35, 37

margin 24

movement 1

retail 22

wholesale ....... . ..... 39

See also ' under' names of products
Produc ors ,' number 9

See also ' under names of products
Production .

*

data, computation of, Switzerland.
68, 206-209

ratio to agricultural workers • 226

ratio to' land' '. '.

'. . ......
.

'.
'. . . . . 226

Hso'of fertilizer 290-291
value .. 297-299

Volume , United' States . . . . ... . 225

Productive' animal units
J

' scale,

Switzerland* and Unit6d States . 162

Professions, ' A s' distict' from'

occupations '

... i • 89

Protein
Sw i tz 0 rlan

d
' rrd United' States

•

" consumption* . .238; 240, 242, 244

246, 247, 251, 260, 264, 266

'production'.. 238, 240, 242, 244
246; ' 2-47', 249', 258, 262
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Pruncs, production
Pago

14, 52, 57

Ouincc troos, mmbGT , 12

Rabbits, pricos . 21, 22
Rainfall 2, 13, 14, 73
Ramie and jute ,. exports and imports. 66
Ranch ......... S3
Rape

area 9, 11, 14, 16, 17, 27, 56
prices 16, 17
producers 9, 27
production 16, 17
value 16, 17
yield 16

Ratzoburg: Die staji&orfcs*.ew*achso in
ihron beziehungen zur forst-und
landwirtschaft 74

Rent 4, 55, 61, 70
Revenue, agricultural 53
Revue suisse dos marches agricolos .292
Rice

consumption . 23, 281, 232
Ohio . .. 276

exports and imports 6, 66
index numbers 37
prices 5, 22

Roosters, number 48
Root crops

census, Switzerland... 141, 147, 151
world, proposed classification!48

(Rubber, exports and imports 66
Rubber, gum and resin plants,

census, world, proposed classi-
fication . . 150

Rubncr, scale of conversion into
calories 230

Rural establishment 83
Rutabagas

prices 64
production 64
value 64

Rye
area ..9, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 27

35, 37, 48, 52, 56, 143, 211
delivered to Confederation 57

exports and imports 66
prices . 6, 8, 16, 17, 21, 64

producers 9 ,• 27

Page
Rye (Cont'd)

production .,14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 35

37, 52, 56, 57, 64, 212
United States 212

value 15, 16, 17, 18, 64
yield 10, 51,213

United Estates 213

Sago palms, census, world, recom-
mendat ions 150

Sainfoin
area ........ 16, 17, 18
prices 16

production 16, 17, 18
value '.' 16, 17, 18
yield . . . . . 16

Salairc des cuvriers agricoles dans
lo Valais 310

Salt, consumption, Ohio 276

Sausages, consumption, Switzerland 281
282

Schinz 74
Schmid , A .' . 2 , 4

Schneider, S. 219, 229, 236

Die Erzeugung und dor verbrauch
von n".hrwcrten in der Sc,kwciz223

Schools
agricultural 62

dairy 62

hort icultural ' 62
Schroter, C. "Das Pflanzcnloben

der Alpen 74

Schweifserisehc alpstatistik 116

Das schwei zorisehc droiecksnetz,
1881-1890 72

Schwcizcrischc industrickartcn ... 81

Schwe i z , Irandwi rt schaftl iche

narktzoitung 292

Schwe izerische metoorologische
beobachtungoii 1864-1880 73

Schwoizorieche Natmri'orschende

Gesellschaft 70

Schwe izerische statistik ..... 71, 75

Schwoizorischo Statistischo
G-cscllscrrift 70

Schwoizerische statistische
nitteilungen ..71, 75, 91, 100, 101

116, 281, .282

Schwei zcrischcr Alpwirt schaftlicher
¥croin 121
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Pago
Schweizerisches handclsantsblatt^ ;

Fouille offic tele suisse du
commerce 4

Schweizerisches ©berforstinspoktorat .121
122 r 227,. 228, 267

Scod . . ....
expenditures » 1, 53, 54
exports 28
imports 28, 60

Sericulture . . . ..

y
-. .

gross return 35, 63
value in . 65

Sheep ...

census 154, 157
exports 7, 19,. 31,. 32, 66
feed requirements , United States

169-171
imports .. 7., 19, 31, 32, 47, 60, 66
number ...7,, .9.,. 10, 12,-19, 20, 25, 26

31, 32, 33, 35, 46, 58, 65,181
United States 181

on mountain farms -...26, 56
owners 58
prices . . . 19, 21, 22, 53, 60

raising
gross return 35, 63

slaughtered 7, 20, 38, 46, 58
United. States. 169

value . . 19, 31, 65
weight • • 169-170

Sheep and goats . .

equivalent number of productive'
animal units, Switzerland and •

United States.. 174, 189, 201, 202
exports 59
number, . Switzerland and United

States 174, 189, 201, 202
3 i ogr i st-Sch e i tl in : Lan dw irt s chaftl i che

lohnstatistik in Kanton Schaffhausen
310

Silk
exports .28,.29, 34, 35, 66
imports 28 , 29 , 66
index numbers ...... 37

Silkworms, . census, .Switzerland ..81, 158
Simlor, R. Th: Vorsuch einer

ernahruigsSilanz der
.

' schwc izcr i s chon
bevOlkerung 228, 230

Page

exports and imports ..19, 28, 29,32

prices 47

Small grains, See under drain
Snow ...... 14
Social statistics 70

Social welfare measures 42
Soil

chemical analysis,, report- on- ... 72

geological formation 74
types . 74
utilization 52

Sorghums, census, United States .. 151
Sows

census / 154, 158
Spelt

area .. 9, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17,18,27
35, 37,. 48, 52, 56

. census 143
delivered tc Confederation ..... 57
prices 6, 8, 16, 21, 64
producers 9, 27
production ..14, 16, 17, 18, 35, 37

.... 52, 56, 57, 64
value 16, 17, 18, 64
yield. 16, 57

Spices -

exports and imports 66

Stallions, census. 153,157
Starch, . exports and imports 28

Stat e oxper amen t s tat i ons

,

Switzcrl .and, reports 71

Statistical data, collection,
Switzerland 69

Statistical Office of Bern 298

Statistic.1 Office of .Canton .

/-juriL ch .................. ...... 145

Statistical Office
Switzerland . . .....

See Federal Bureau of

. . Statistics . ...

Statist ik des Kant ons St. Gallon,
no.. 181: . Irrdvirtschaftliche • •.

arbcitslohnc 1899 309

Stati st ik .des schwoi z .waarenverkehrs

St at ist iquo agr i col o .du - cant on .do :

Vaud .J ................. 140, 298
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Page
'Statistischo erhebungen und

schatzungen auf deo gebioto
der landwirtschaft ..71, 89, 142, 206

219, 220, 222, 227, 228, 229, 294
299, 307

Statist ischo Mitteilungen botroffond
dem Kanton Zurich ..140, 269,298, 309

Statistischo quoliGnwerko dor
Schveiz 71

Statistisches handb^eh fur den
Banton Bern. Mitteilungen des
kan tonalon statistischon bureaus.

Statistisches jahrbuch dor Schweiz.
121, 209, 222, 223, 227, 228,
281, 282, 292, 295, 296, 299,

152
71

271
308
309

....

107
107

iStatistisches jahrbuch fur don
Kanton Born • 297

Steiner-Stoos, H. : Die Kbfistruktion
dor Thirrorschen storbetafel

Die Storbetafel 1889-1900
Straw

index nunbers . . . . 37
prices 16, 17, 21, 22, 64
production 16, 17, 18, 64
value . 16, 17, 18
yield . 16

Straw and hair, exports and inports. 66
Straw and horsehair goods, exports .54,35

Subsidies See Subventions '

Subvention's" ..2, 4, 14, 55, 62, 76
Sugar

census, United States 151
consunptibn'. , . 23, 62, 229, 281, 282

Ohio . . 276
exports 28, 39, 66
inpprts 28, 29, 38, 66
index nunbers 37
prices 5 , 2< 37 DO
production, gross return 63

Sugar and honey', index numbers . . 5, 37
Sugar and syrup, exports and iriports 65
Sugar beets

area 9, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17, 27
prices 17
producers 9, 27
production' 14, 15, 16, 17

pross return 35
65value .... .V. ... . 15, 16,

Page
Sugar factories, census,

Switzerland 76

Sunshine 52
Survey naps , Switzerland 72

Swine Seo Hogs
Swiss Gheoso Union 222, 294
Swiss Famcrs' Secretariat, Brougg 70

71, 269, 293, 300, 301, 303, 307

308, 310, 311
nethod of estimating neat pro-

duct ion 215-219
Swiss Federation of Syndicates for

Raising Red Spotted Battle,
Report 1, 4

Swi s s Ha i 1 insu ran c e So c ic ty

,

report 52

Swiss- Hational Bank 69

Swiss Society for i&lpine Eoonony,
progran of inprovorient ....... 26

Swiss Veterinary Off ice . 215, 219

Swi tzorlancl. Arbo itsant

.

Sozialstatistischo nitteilungen 4

Switzerland. Bureau des bauwesens.
B 3volkorung und arealvcrhaltn i s s c

dor Schwoiz 5

Switzerland. Dopartaont des Inncm.
Ergobnisse dor volkszahlung

von 1. dozonber 1880 in

Kanton Born . ... 5

Hauptorgobnisso dor volkszahlung
von d*>zorvbor- 1870 in

Kan ten Born 6

Matoriaux pour la statistique
• do la Confadoration suisso . 6

Switzo^d. and-.Departorient Suisso do

I'iSconoriic Bubliquo
publication 1 8

Wirtschaftsjahr 192 9 7-8

Switzerland. EidgonOssisches -

D opartenant d os Innem. Statis-

tisches Bureau.
Eidgono'ss ischo Volkszahlung 8

Sraphisch-stat.istischor
atlas dor Schwoiz .... 9

Schwcizorischc statistischo
nitteilungen 9-12

Stat isti scho qucllenworko
dor Schwoiz 12

Statistique du connore c

do la suissc 23
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Pago
Switzerland. 3idgenossischos Do-

partonent des Iiraorn. Statis-
tisches Bureau (Cont'd-)-

Statistischos jahrbuch dor
Schwoiz .-. 12

Switzerland. Finanz-und Zolideparte-
nont. Schweizorischo handolssta-
tistik

Specia.lhandel nit don oinzolnon
l#ndern in don jahron
1892-1901 ., .... 23

Waarenvorkohr dor schwoiz
Hit don Auslando 18-85-1890 .23

Switzerland. Finanz-und Zoll&oparto-
nont. Tjob ^rsicht stab-olio dor oin-,
aus-und. durchfuhr- -. 23

Switzerland* Legislation federal

o

relative kV agriculture 21
Switzcrland . Pro isbildungskonrii s s ion

Switzerland. Statistischos Bureau.
Die Gosantbevftlkorung dor

genoinden in dor Schwoiz .... 25

Rosultats dofinitifs du 'roconso-
riont fed5ral do la population
du lor doconbrc 1838 25

Rosultats du roconsenont du
betail do la- suisso du 21
avril 1866 dans le canton
des G-risons ; . . . 25

Rosultats par cormuno du recensc-
nont federal do la population
du lor deconbro 1888 25

Schweizorischo statistik 25-34
Tableau conparatif do 1 T exporta-

tion do la Suisse pour los
Stats-Unis 34

Uaaron-ausfuhr aus dor Schwoiz
nach den Vcreinigten Staaten
won Nordanerika 34

Switzerland . Volkswirtschaftsdeparte-
nent

Rapports ocononiques do la
fouillo officiollc suisso
du .connorco 35

Rapports ocononiques et sta-
tist iquos sociales 36

rfirtschaftlicho und sozial-
statisti-sche nitteilungon. 36

'• / ; Pago
Swi t zorland , Volksw i rt schaftsde-

. , partnent"
.

'

.

,

;

Wirtschaftsberichtc des •

• schweizerischen handcls-
antsblattes ........ 38, 39

Switzerland. ZolldcpartQnent
Monatsstatistik dos auswartigon

handcls dor Schwoiz 39-40
Statistik dos "warenverkohrs

der Schwoiz nit don Auslande 40

Statistiquo du conncrco suisso
Rapport annual - 40-41

Sydenstricker
, Edgar 257

S^rupp and sugar, exports and

inports S5

Tabellon zur schweiz^konjunktur-
statistik 309

Tariff rates . .. 61

Taxes and taxation .... 1, 53, 61, 69

Tea
census, world, roc crxicndations 149
consumption .......... 23, 281, 282

Ohio ..." 276

index nunbors. ... ... ....... . o , 37

prices 5

Tenpcrature ... 2, 73

Textiles, wholesale prices (chart) '8

Thonann, H.: Die BovUlkerungs-
bowogung 'in dor Schwoiz 107

Thundersterns 14
Tinber

,

census ............... 227

consunption ............ 5.7., 267, 258

United States ...... 26-7, 268

data, collection of. 69

exports and inports -. 6

prices 61

production. '.6,57, 69,227,-267, 268

United States 267, 268

yield 6,^57

S.QQ also 'Toed...

Tinber land' Sec Forest, .tinber,-

and wood land ...... .
>

Tobacco
area '.

. . 9 , 11, 1.5,. 16 , . 17, 27, 56

c onsunpt ion 38

expenditures 5

exports 6, 28, 29, 38, 65
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Page

6,- SB, 29,- 38, 60, 66

60

21

27

Tobacco -fCont'-d)

iriports ......
index numbers -

prices ........ ........ 5, 16, 17,
producers 9,

production ..14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 57,

230-233
gross return- 35, 38, 63
United States 230-233

value 15, 16, 17, 18, 65, 298
yield ............ 16

Tolloy.,. H. R 304
Topographischor atlas der Schwciz ... 72

Topography 72
Tot7 and henp, exports an:l iriports ... 6

Trado
c ensus. ^6

transit. . .7,21,23,28, 29, 40, 283-287
See also Irrport and export

Truck faming . .

census 147, 151
definition 75

Trues doll, . L. E. : Fam. population
of the United States, 1920

Turkeys
census 158,

United States
number

Turkeys and. guinea foils, nur.ibor ...

Turnips
area 11, 14, 17, 18, 27, 56

producers , . . . . 27

94

159

161

33

production . . 1< 18, 57
value 18
yield 57

Union Suisse des Paysans
Publications 41-51

. Recherches relatives a la
rentabilite dc 1 T agriculture. .2, 4

51-55, 73

Statistiquos et evaluations
agricoles 55-65, 75

Union Suisse .du Commerce, et de
1 T Industrie 65-66

Untcrsuchungen .betreffend die
rentabilit&t der schv/oiz. land-

. wirtschaft 294

' Pago
United states. Bureau- of- Crop

and. Livestock- Estimates.. See

United States-. • Department- of
Agriculture, Bureau of Agricul&u
tural. Economics*. Division of
Crop and Livestock- Estimates.

United States* Dcpartrien t of Agri-
culture. -

Bulletin. 384, 1047 , 309

. .@rops and- markets. .225, 299, 312

fanily budget studies 273

Yearbook -. . 170, 287

United States. Department of Agri-
culture, Bureau of Agri c ultu ral

Economics ..225, 287,-294, 304,305
306

United States. Department of Agri-

culture, Bureau of .Agricultural

Economics, Division of Crop and

Livistock Estimates t.... 214, 223

, . . . 297, 299, 308, 309, 311

United States. Department of Agri-

culture, Bureau of Agricultural

Economics, Division of Land

Economics. Farm Real Estate

•Situation 308

United States. Department of Labor

271, 272, 277, 278

United States. Department of Labor.

Bureau of Labor Statistics. 272-273

Unit ad States. Treasury Department.

Bureau of Customs 267

.116

282
47

60

Vaud. Stat is ti quo agri cole

Veal •

consumption 47, 281,

exports. . . .-

imports •. . .... 47

,

nutrient content 235

prices 5, 7, 21, 22, 37,47

Vegetable food pro-ducts, wholesale

prices (chart). 8

Vegetables. -

area 9, 11, 14, 56, 36

census
Switzerland 141

. United States •
151

world, recommendations- .... 149

J * In part 2, the Division of Crop and Livestock Estimates of the Bureau of
Agricultural Economics has been inadvertently referred to as Bureau of
Crop and Livestock Estimates.
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Page
Vegetables

consunption 23, .62, 281, 282
exports . . , 65
inports ........ 60y 65
index nunbers 60
Prices 21
producers 9, 11, 14, 66

VegpfcaMctiond . psa iiact . . . . . 14 , 57
for famor' s use 20
for .r.iarkct 20
gross return 63

tariff rates 61
value 65

Vegetables and fruit, production
Switzerland and United States. 232 ,233

Vegetation 74
Vetch

area, pro luction and value 17'

Veterinary Office 69
Vial, E. E. : Prices of fertilizer

nator.ials and factors affecting
the fertilizer tonnage 291

Vines See Grapes
Vineyard product, inports 60
Vineyards See Grapes
Vital statistics .69, 105-115

See also . Births./ Deaths; Bivorces,*
Marriages.

.

Viticulture See Grapes
V*>2kswirtschaft, arbeitsrecht und

noziaiversicherung dor Schweiz . . 116
Volksvirtschaftslexikon der. schwei z. 116

156, 215, 285, 312

Wages ..1, 42, 43, 49, 53, 54, 61,309-312
contracts .42
data, ,c Election . of

Switzerland 69, 310, 311
United .States 311
world .census , .roconriendat ions 105

312
expenditures for 53

paid in absence .............. 50
tine of paynent . . 50

Walnuts ...
exports and inports 66
prices . 16, 18
production 14, 16, 18, 52, 57
trees . . 12, 17, 18, 57

Page
Walnuts (Cont'd)

value ...... 16, 18
yield 16

Weather Bureau., Switzerland ...69, 73
Weathe r cond it ions. . . . . 52

Weather, stations, Switzerland .... 73

Wheat ,

area.. 9, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,27

35, 37,. 48,. 52, 56,142,143, 211
United. States 211

delivered to. Confederation. 35, 57

exports 28, 65, 66

inports. 28, 60, 65, 66

index nunbers 37

, nutrient . content, Switzerland
. . and United States.. 234, 235,236
prices. 6, 8, 16, 17,21, 35, 60, 64

produc ers 9 , 27

production .. 14, 15, -16, 17, 18,

35, 37, 52, 56, 57, 64, 212

United States 212

tariff rates ................. 61

value 15, 16, 17, 18, 64

yield 16, -57,- 213

...United States 213

Wine
consunption. . . 6, 6£-,229, 281, 282

exports ...... 6, 28, 29, 59, 66

inserts .."«.*••. . . .6, Z&, -29, 60, 63

index nunber-s 6©

prices ..8, 15, 21, 44, 48, 51, 60

production. .6, 8., 14-, • 15, 16,44,51
..... 57

cost . ,. 44, 48, 64

. gross, return .... 8, 44, 48, 63

statistics-!, collection of.. 143, 205

tariff rates 61

value 15, 16, 51, 65, 299

Wine- culture- See Gragcs; Wine
Wirtschaftliche und sozialstatistische

nittcilungen .... 75, 215, 295, 296

Wolf, SPul,: Geschichte der
vemessungen in der Schweiz,1879.72

Wood' -

census 227

consunption
data, collection of , 69

exports 28, 57, 59, 66

index nuribers ......... '.
• • 37
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Pa.^e

Wood (Cont'd)

prices 5, 21, 22

production 57

tariff rates 61

yield 57

See also Tiriber

Woodland See Forest, tiriber, and
vrood land

Wool
exports 8, 28, 89, 66

imports 6, 28, 29, 60, 66
index nuribers 37

Yield
data

nethod of obtaining. .206, 208-209
reliability 209

See als o under ruries of crops

Zaugg, Fritz: Die ^entabilitatscrhe-*
bungen des schwoiz, bauernsc-
kretariates 300, 301

Zoitschrift fur schweiz. statistik . 70

152, 291, 308, 309
Zurich. Statistical Office 271
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